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Abstract
In this thesis a critique of Baudelaire's translation of Poe's short fiction will be
presented by applying the method of Translation Criticism proposed by Antoine
Berman in Pour une critique des traductions: John Donne (Berman 1995). The
post-structuralist theory ofmeaning which underlies Berman's approach is
elaborated, and its appropriateness for the description of translation products is
explained by its perspective on translation as a form of rewriting, and by its
recognition of the importance of para-text as a tool in Translation Criticism. The
specific questions which Berman proposes for Translation Criticism are then
applied to an analysis of the translatio of Poe's short fiction by Baudelaire. The
story of these translations is first told through a series of pre-analytical enquiries
which form a hermeneutic construct of data concerning Baudelaire's position as a
language user and as a (re)writer, his stance as a translator, his project for the
translation of Poe and the literary and translational horizon in which he was
working. These pre-analytical enquiries are followed up by a detailed analysis of
two stories in translation, "La chute de la Maison Usher" and "Le scarabee d'or,"
which are assessed and compared to the originals in terms of the different
readings which they produce. The divergences that can be observed are explained,
whenever possible, with the data gathered during the pre-analytical enquiries.
Baudelaire's translation of "The Gold Bug" is also compared with a contemporary
translation by Amedee Pichot, in order to help place the Baudelaire translations in
their nineteenth-century context. This para-textual critique of the Baudelaire
translations thus tells the story of these translations at a level of fine detail which
provides a solid basis for the broader theoretical conclusions which will be drawn,
including an assessment of the value ofBaudelaire's texts in the 21st century.
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General Introduction
The aim of the present thesis is to give a complete description, assessment and
evaluation of Charles Baudelaire's translations of the short fiction of Edgar Allan
Poe, and to produce a detailed analysis of two of these translations. A number of
factors have prompted this project: firstly, the knowledge that no-one has
retranslated any of the stories which Baudelaire translated in the 1850s, and that
these translations thus continue to monopolise the reading of Poe in France.
Secondly, a pilot study on Baudelaire's "Le scarabee d'or" (his translation of
Poe's "The Gold Bug") showed significant differences between the readings
yielded by the original and the translation in question, and revealed the need for a
more detailed analysis. Thirdly, the sparseness of critical assessments of these
translations, and the subjective nature of the critiques that do exist, also lead to
carrying out this study.
When it came to selecting an approach to describe, assess and evaluate these
translations, Antoine Berman's guiding principles in Translation Criticism
naturally presented themselves as the most appropriate basis for this exercise.
However, in Pour une critique des traductions: John Donne (Berman 1995),
Berman does not make his theoretical foundations explicit, and the post-
structuralist theory in which his method can be grounded is therefore elaborated in
the first chapter of this thesis, where an account is given of the theory ofmeaning
on which post-structuralist translation theory is based, and which also includes an
explanation of how this theory leads to a better understanding ofwhat it believes
translation is really for. Berman's proposals coincide to a large extent with the
"cultural turn" in Translation Studies, and thus allow telling the story of the
Baudelaire translations in all its details. Furthermore, this theory also licenses
taking into consideration a number of peripheral texts which are historically
linked to the Baudelaire translations, and which, as the title of this thesis suggests,
become an integral part of the investigation.
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After giving an overview of the areas and issues in the field of Translation Studies
that also concern the approach taken here (Chapter Two), Berman's guidelines,
which constitute a framework of guiding principles for Translation Criticism, will
be presented (Chapter Three). On Berman's cue, Baudelaire's position as a
language user and as an active member of the target literature, and the possible
effects of this position on his reading of Poe's stories is investigated (Chapter
Four). The question whether the translator had any views on translation in general,
and what his specific project for the translation of Poe may have been is examined
in Chapter Five. At this stage, a number of issues that are still up for debate in Poe
studies, such as Baudelaire's plagiarism ofPoe's "The Poetic Prinicple," and the
extent of Baudelaire's contribution to the distorted picture by which Poe continues
to be known in France, are tackled from a renewed and critical perspective.
Aspects ofBaudelaire's literary horizon which may have had an influence on his
readings of Poe will also be discussed in Chapter Five. In Chapter Six
Baudelaire's "translational" horizon, by which I refer to the norms and the
practice which reigned in relation to translation during his time, and which help to
further contextualise Baudelaire's own translation strategies, is investigated.
In the last two chapters of this thesis, these "pre-analytical enquiries" are
connected with a detailed analysis of two of Baudelaire's translations, one of
which is also compared with Amedee Pichot's 1853 translation of the same text.
Strangely enough, such a comparison, which covers the full source and target
texts, and compares Baudelaire's work with that of one of his contemporaries, has
never been carried out before. As is pointed out on several occasions, the aim of
the analyses and the comparison is not to decide whether Baudelaire was a good
or a bad translator, but to see where his reading is marked by his position, project,
stance and literary and translational horizons, and how it differs from that which
can be had readers of the original text (and, in the case of Chapter Eight, of
Pichot's translation). A description of the factors that had an impact on
Baudelaire's reading and rewriting of Poe, and an assessment of the extent to
which the translations bear traces of that impact, are the result of these inquiries.
This thesis is therefore addressed at translation scholars in both literary and
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applied translation studies, and translators of literary texts. However, since it also
uncovers and discusses some of the major issues involved in the ambiguous
relation that continues to exist between Charles Baudelaire and Edgar Allan Poe,
it will be of further interest to scholars of Baudelaire and Poe, and of comparative
literature in general.
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Chapter One: The Foundations of a Para-Textual Approach
to Translation as Rewriting
1.1. A Post-Structuralist Approach to Translation
1.1.1. Translation and the Kinship of Languages
Walter Benjamin's essay "The Task of the Translator" (W. Benjamin 1992
[1923]: 71-82) is of seminal importance to Translation Studies in general and has
been studied, interpreted or at least mentioned by most scholars writing about T.S.
This essay is also Benjamin's preface to his own translation of the "Tableaux
Parisiens," a chapter of poems from - coincidentally - Baudelaire's Les fleurs du
Mai. In the essay Benjamin grounds his description of translation in a more
general picture of the nature of language, and locates the question of translation
and of the relationship between source and target text within the question of what
he calls the "kinship" between languages. This "kinship" is not a simple
relationship between two languages that somehow resemble one another, but "a
fundamental relationship between languages in general" (A. Benjamin 1989: 93).
Walter Benjamin, who says that "all translation is only a coming to terms with the
foreignness of languages," talks about translation as the "realm of reconciliation
and fulfilment of languages" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 76).
The "suprahistorical kinship" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 75) between languages
results from the fact that "languages supplement one another in their intentions"
(ibid.). "Intend" is the verb which Benjamin assigns to the dynamics of languages:
for Benjamin, languages reveal "objects of intention," or "intended objects," and
do so through a certain "mode of intention" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 75). The
suprahistorical kinship exists because all languages "intend" and they manage to
do so through their respective "modes of intention," or, in Benjamin's own words,
"die Art des Meinens" (W. Benjamin 1955: 54). Benjamin realizes that the
distinction between "intended object" ("das Gemeinte" (W. Benjamin 1955: 55)),
and "mode of intention" is fundamental for our appreciation of any linguistic
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phenomenon, but his understanding of what could be seen as equivalents of
Saussure's signifier (the "mode of intention") and signified (the "intended
object") is idiosyncratic, because he also attributes the kinship between languages
to the fact that these share their "intended objects." In order to illustrate this point,
Benjamin uses the example of the words "Brot" and "pain," which according to
him, both "intend" the same "intended object," though the German and French
"modes of intention" are not the same:
Without distinguishing the intended object from the mode of intention, no
firm grasp of this basic law of a philosophy of language can be achieved.
The words Brot and pain "intend" the same object, but the modes of
intention are not the same. It is owing to these modes that the word Brot
means something different to a German than the word pain to a
Frenchman, that these words are not interchangeable for them, that, in fact,
they strive to exclude each other. As to the intended object, however, the
two words mean the very same thing.
(W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 75 - my italics)
Now Benjamin's statement, that the "intended objects" for "Brot" and "pain" are
identical, is a surprising equation for a German who lived in France for a good
part of his life, and would therefore have been familiar with the culinary
differences that exist between the French and the German varieties of bread. One
realizes that Benjamin's "intended objects" cannot be equated with Saussure's
signified, since Benjamin seems to exclude what Saussure called the "value" of
the sign, signifier and signified, and which had led the Swiss linguist to state that
"what characterizes each most exactly is being whatever the others are not"
(Saussure 1983 [1916]: 115). It would seem that Benjamin integrated the
dynamics of difference at play in the Saussurian sign in his conception of the
"mode of intention," but not in the "intended object." In other words, Benjamin
seems to have attributed difference to the signifier, but not to the signified.
The difference between signifieds, or, to put it in the surrealist imagery of Rene
Magritte, between the picture under the German's and the Frenchman's bowler
hat when they think "Brot" and "pain," is not found exclusively in Saussure's
Course in General Linguistics. Ortega y Gasset, for instance, in another seminal
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essay in T.S. entitled "The Misery and the Splendor of Translation" (Ortega y
Gasset 1992 [1937]: 93-112), states that:
Languages separate us and discommunicate not simply because they are
different languages, but because they proceed from different mental
pictures, from disparate intellectual systems - in the last instance, from
divergent philosophies. (Ortega y Gasset 1992 [1937]: 107)
Benjamin's "intended object" could therefore be problematic, but it must be
pointed out that it is Harry Zohn's English translation of Benjamin's essay which,
through omission, puts Benjamin in this position. Here are the English version of
the lines in question again, followed by the German original:
It is owing to these modes that the word Brot means something different
for a German than the wordpain to a Frenchman, that these words are not
interchangeable for them, that, in fact, they strive to exclude each other. As
to the intended object, however, the two words mean the very same thing.
(W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 75)
In der Art des Meinens namlich liegt es, da(3 beide Worte dem Deutschen
und Franzosen je etwas Verschiedenes bedeuten, da[3 sie fur beide nicht
vertauschbar sind, ja sich letzten Endes auszuschliePen streben; am
Gemeinten aber, dap sie, absolut genommen, das Selbe und Identische
bedeuten.
(Benjamin 1955: 55 - my italics)
The italics in the German extract highlight what Zohn's translation has omitted:
"absolut genommen," i.e. in absolute terms, the intended objects are the same,
which suggests that in relative terms, they may be quite different. With his use of
"absolut genommen" Benjamin indicates his understanding that under
circumstances that are not absolute, the objects of intention for two words such as
"pain" and "Brot" are not the same. Incidentally, a recent French translation of
this essay maintained the nuance in Benjamin's theory of meaning, and translated
"absolut genommen" as "pris absolument" (Benjamin 2000 [1923]: 251). What is
important is that, in spite of his now less problematic description of the "intended
object," the fact that Benjamin does not attribute any dynamics of absolute
difference to the "intended objects" of different languages, does not detract from
the gist of his argument, quite the contrary. If for Benjamin, "intended objects"
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can be considered to be the same, be it in "absolute" terms, this only reinforces
his idea of a suprahistorical kinship between languages by ignoring a distinction
which would work to separate languages instead of bringing them closer together.
The essay does not treat the topic in any more detail than that, and since Benjamin
never re-examined this theory ofmeaning, my comments will be restricted to
what has been said. In fact, with its hiatus of a solid theory of meaning,
Benjamin's reasoning on translation joins the majority of theory in T.S., where
such foundations are often lacking. Most translation theory presents descriptions
of how languages that stand in a source and target relationship interrelate, but
hardly ever begins by tackling the question of how a language relates signiflers to
signifieds in the first place. As the reader will shortly see, post-structuralist theory
on translation has addressed this problem to some extent.
As far as Benjamin's kinship of languages is concerned, the relevance of the idea
of kinship for translation is that, in this perspective, translation is seen as
something which serves to reinforce the kinship that exists between all languages,
though this does not happen through any relationship of imitation or likeness.
Andrew Benjamin points to the fact that in Walter Benjamin's views, the link
between languages has nothing to do with mimesis (A. Benjamin 1989: 92), i.e.
translation does not bring languages closer together by having one (target)
language somehow imitate the structure and the lexicon of another (source)
language, and neither should translation be seen as an expression of some natural
likeness between languages, because the kinship of languages is not based on
relations of similarity or similitude:
If the kinship of languages manifests itself in translations, this is not
accomplished through a vague alikeness between adaptation and original.
It stands to reason that kinship does not necessarily involve likeness.
(W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 75)
The reason why kinship does not necessarily mean similarity or likeness can be
found in Benjamin's use of the German term for kinship. Like its Dutch
counterpart "verwantschap," the German noun "Verwantschaft" stands in the first
place for family ties, and the notion of kinship is used by Benjamin with the
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understanding that the individual members of a family may have something in
common (another family member), but are not necessarily alike. Indeed,
Benjamin states unequivocally that "The concept of kinship ... cannot be defined
adequately by identity of origin" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 75); the concept of
kinship does not imply a belief that languages sprout from a common proto-
language and therefore resemble each other. Rather, in this perspective languages
are related to each other by an intention which underlies the combination of all
their "modes of intention," and which Benjamin calls reine Sprache, "pure
language" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 75). Moreover, for Benjamin, this
underlying intention of languages, the "pure language," has a deeper meaning
than what structural linguistics understands by semiosis, a topic which will be
treated in the next section.
Benjamin believes, then, that languages are connected within a suprahistorical
kinship, not because of some common origin, but because of the fact that they
"intend." What is intended by the different languages can be considered the same
"in absolute terms," but the mode of intention is different for each language.
Moreover, instead of having a common origin or some similarity that connects
them, languages are related through a dynamics of supplementation which
Benjamin calls reine Sprache. This entails for Benjamin that the intention of
languages, which is their common raison d'etre, cannot be attained by one
language alone, but "is realized only by the totality of their intentions
supplementing each other" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 75), and it is precisely this
process of supplementation that is revealed through translation. Metaphorically
speaking, Benjamin thus seems to see translation as the hand that draws back the
cover to display the suprahistorical kinship between languages which it helps,
through and by this act of disclosure, to establish and maintain. In Benjamin's
words, "Translation thus ultimately serves the purpose of expressing the central
reciprocal relationship between languages" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 74).
In "Des tours de Babel" (Derrida 1985a), Jacques Derrida also draws on his
reading of Benjamin's essay "The Task of the Translator" to develop a view of
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translation and of the relationship that exists between an original text and its
translation. Derrida further explains the kinship of languages and agrees with
Walter Benjamin that:
A translation would not seek to say this or that, to transport this or that
content, to communicate such a charge ofmeaning, but to re-mark the
affinity among the languages, to exhibit its own possibility.
(Derrida 1985a: 186)
For Benjamin and Derrida the ultimate goal of translation (and Derrida also refers
to the story of Babel as a source for this view) is thus an affirmation of language
and of the various relationships that exist between languages and, therefore,
cultures. Translation, which is seen as a force that enhances the way languages
supplement each other, thus becomes a life-giving or nourishing act, a necessity
for the survival of languages, and what is fed or enriched is first of all language in
general.
1.1.2. Untranslatability, Desire and Necessity
In post-structuralist theory, translation is considered to be both a feasible and an
impossible activity. For Benjamin too, there is "something" that escapes
translation, and it is this element which underlies the question of
(un)translatability, i.e. of the possibility or impossibility of translation:
The transfer can never be total, but what reaches this region is that element
in a translation which goes beyond transmittal of subject matter. This
nucleus is best defined as the element that does not lend itself to
translation. (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 76)
Benjamin also describes this nucleus as the "echo" of the original work (W.
Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 77), and claims that "In all language and linguistic
creations there remains in addition to what can be conveyed something that cannot
be communicated" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 80). This element is what
Benjamin calls "pure language," and for him "It is the task of the translator to
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release in his own language that pure language which is under the spell of
another" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 80). In other words, translation generates
pure language because "to turn the symbolizing into the symbolized, to regain
pure language fully formed in the linguistic flux, is the tremendous and only
capacity of translation" (ibid.). In a round table on translation Derrida explains
how he understands Benjamin's concept of "pure language," which for him
underscores the importance of translation for our grasp of what language is and
does:
This is what we learn from a translation, rather than the meaning contained
in the translated text, rather than this or that particular meaning. We learn
that there is language, that language is of language, and that there is a
plurality of languages which have that kinship with each other coming
from their being languages. This is what Benjamin calls pure language,
"die reine Sprache," the being-language of language.
(Derrida 1985b: 124)
As indicated earlier, Benjamin's reine Sprache has a more profound and
metaphysical meaning than what we usually understand by semiosis or
signifcation. In Benjamin's theory the intangible supplement, this "something"
which does not get translated, has a messianic character. Benjamin's pure
language, as Derrida's "being-language of language," are performatives: by
simply taking place, languages promise something, namely language and the
continuing existence of language, as will be shown, Derrida affirms that:
The promise of a translation is that it announces to us the being-language
of language: there is language, and because there is something like
language, one is both able and unable to translate. (Derrida 1985b: 124)
The simultaneous ability and inability to translate which is inherent in the "being-
language of language" could be seen as an impasse in Derrida's thinking about
translation, but in no way does it paralyse his project, quite the contrary. As Kaisa
Koskinen shows, it is precisely the supplement of "pure language," i.e. the "being-
language of language," that helps Derrida state the necessity of translation and
thus avoid the impasse:
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The concept of supplement could be used to define translation. A
supplement can be seen as an extra addition, but it may also indicate
imperfection or insufficiency in the original since it can be seen in need of
a supplement. (Koskinen 1994: 450)
There would thus be a need in the original, a necessity to be rewritten or
translated, which is linked to the general necessity of translation as a life-
sustaining force. A translation, just by being a translation, is the expression of this
necessity and of the requirement of the original to be translated. Moreover, there
is something about the nature ofwriting that engenders this necessity:
And if the original calls for a complement, it is because at the origin it was
not there without fault, full, complete, total, identical to itself.
(Derrida 1985a: 188)
The original is deficient (or, as Antoine Berman will call it in Chapter Three,
marked by "want"), and calls for a translation to renew and enrich itself. Derrida
sometimes explains this need of the original and the promise held by translation
by comparing translation to a marriage contract:
... a translation espouses the original when the two adjoined fragments, as
different as they can be, complete each other so as to form a larger tongue
in the course of a sur-vival that changes them both. ... It is what I have
called the translation contract: hymen or marriage contract with the
promise to produce a child whose seed will give rise to history and growth.
(Derrida 1985a: 190-191)1
The last sentence is again Derrida's reminder of the life-sustaining force of
translation. As Kaisa Koskinen points out when reviewing these post-structuralist
contributions to translation theory, one should therefore not stay focused on the
fact that post-structuralist theory has declared translation impossible:
It has been pointed out that Jacques Derrida sees translation as an
impossible task. This is, however, only partly true. What he actually says
is that the traditional conception of translation as transportation of
meanings is problematic. (Koskinen 1994: 450)
' Derrida's idiosyncratic interpretation of the way the term survival is used in Bejamin's text will
be treated under section 1. 1.3.5.
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The traditional conception of translation as a mimetic relationship, or as striving
for equivalence (striving but never succeeding, a failure expressed by the much
older adage traduttore tradittore, which can be applied as much to facile as to
involuntary betrayal), has been replaced by an acceptance of simultaneous
translatability and untranslatability, in other words, of the simultaneous possibility
and impossibility of translation. The most practical result for T.S. of this
fundamental change is that one can now concentrate on translation as a necessary,
and therefore inevitable and real activity. The translatable/untranslatable conflict
is neutralized by the introduction of a third notion: the necessity of translation as
an activity which can never be perfect, which does not strive to attain equivalence
based on mimesis, but which is carried out in the interest of texts and of language
in general. The view that necessity comes to neutralise the possible/impossible
dichotomy in which translation is so often hemmed, is also how Ortega y Gasset
sees the question of translation. The necessity which arises from the realisation
that translation is impossible and possible at the same time, qualities which Ortega
y Gasset dubbed "The Misery and Splendor of Translation," makes him proclaim:
"translation is dead, long live translation!" (Ortega y Gasset 1992 [1937]: 97),
meaning that even though translation is impossible, this should not stop one from
trying because "... everything worthwhile, everything truly human - is difficult,
very difficult; so much so, that it is impossible" (Ortega y Gasset 1992 [1937]:
99). The necessity of translation is thus seen by Ortega y Gasset, and by
Benjamin, as an extension of the necessity of linguistic creation, a step towards
rebuilding the tower of Babel:
Although translation, unlike art, cannot claim permanence for its products,
its goal is undeniably a final, conclusive, decisive stage of all linguistic
creation. In translation the original rises into a higher and purer linguistic
air, as it were. It cannot live there permanently, to be sure, and it certainly
does not reach it in its entirety. Yet, in a singularly impressive manner, at
least it points the way to this region: the predestined, hitherto inaccessible
realm of reconciliation and fulfillment of languages.
(W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 76)
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1.1.3. The Unstable Origin(al)
In a study of translation where the translated texts have the prestige that the
Baudelaire translations have - a prestige which has at times surpassed that of the
original - questions regarding the relationship between translation and original
seem unavoidable. The change of focus, away from the (im)possibility and
towards the necessity of translation, has also allowed scholars to question and at
times revert an age-old hierarchical relationship existing between original and
translation, so that the original, which previously could never be equalled by its
poor derivative cousin, is no longer considered to be "above" or automatically
superior to the translation. On this issue, post-structuralist theory has seriously
shuffled the cards, and has served to revise and make circular a relationship which
translation scholars were beginning to find inconsistent with contemporary ideas
about writing and authorship:
What I find most paralyzing to the actual translation and the actual
translator is the hierarchical opposition where the original text and its
author are placed on the upper level and the translation and other second¬
hand interpretations and interpreters on the lower. (Koskinen 1994: 447)
In order to explain this change it is necessary to briefly venture into some of the
ideas that prompted it to occur.
1.1.3.1. Heidegger's Being and Time
The German philosopher Martin Heidegger's thoughts on language have
definitely furthered the development of our changed perception of translation,
more particularly in the formation of a post-structuralist approach to translation.
The primary source of this contribution is Heidegger's attempt to frame the
question of the experience of pre-ontological thought as described in his study
Being and Time. The trajectory that Heidegger follows there has had an important
impact on our thinking about language, as Gentzler confirms:
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Through the attempt to structure a question from where one might begin to
locate an answer, Heidegger was able to see that language/thought
restraints limited his thinking, and he began to destructure or deconstruct
those limits. (Gentzler 1993: 155)
Heidegger's project was to investigate the conditions in which ontological thought
is possible. In Being and Time he tried to frame the "question of Being" which a
"being" could be asking. In other words, Heidegger was trying to think a pre-
ontological inquiry, and to see if pre-ontological thought is possible or not. The
attempt to formulate the questions which should lead up to the "question of
Being" resulted in a realisation that:
Being does not exist outside anything, certainly not outside of the place
where the question occurs. The question happens only in the question, only
happens as relations in language, poetry, and thought are formed.
(Gentzler 1993: 154)
The result of this realisation is that language encompasses everything, and that
one's use ofwords such as "being" is misguiding. In that sense, language is
perceived to be restrictive, as Heidegger testifies:
It is not by giving something a definite character [in an assertion] that we
first discover that which shows itself- the hammer - as such; but when we
give it such a character, our seeing gets restricted to it.
(quoted in Mulhall 1996: 92 - my italics)
In order to avoid the restraints that language imposes on one's seeing and thinking
and to neutralize their effects, Heidegger proposes to let language speak for itself.
Gentzler states that it is this part of Heidegger's thought which has had direct
relevance for a renewed perspective on translation:
There is a sense in Heidegger's writing that once the philosophical debris
is dismantled, a return to a pre-original moment is possible and that pre-
ontological thought can be experienced. ... Translation becomes
understood in terms of returning to the pre-originary, of allowing the
virginal experience of language to occur. (Gentzler 1993: 155)
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In OfGrammatology (Derrida 1997 [1967]), Derrida also recognizes the
fundamental importance of framing the question of Being, or rather, framing the
question of being as a way to "experience" language - and he puts his finger on
Heidegger's great achievement:
Because it is indeed the question of being that Heidegger asks
metaphysics. And with it the question of truth, of sense, of the logos. The
incessant mediation upon that question does not restore confidence. On the
contrary, it dislodges the confidence at its own depth, which, being a
matter of the meaning of being, is more difficult than is often believed.
(Derrida 1997 [1967]: 22)
1.1.3.2. Derrida and Heidegger: From the Origin to the Trace
The Origin
Derrida, whose interest in Heidegger is known, also seems affected by a
fundamental wariness of language, and especially of our previously unwary usage
of it in framing the philosophical and existential questions that have shaped
Western thinking. However, the pre-ontological enquiries that Heidegger makes
are not really Derrida's project. Indeed, in answering the question of how he
situates himself in relation to Heidegger's position regarding the pre-ontological
experience, Derrida answers that Heidegger, in fact, "presupposes something like
an archi-originary intactness that has been basically forgotten in advance,
immediately covered over with oblivion from the first" (Derrida 1985b: 114).
Referring to the pre-originary presence as a "kernel," Derrida uncovers a tradition
- to which Heidegger pertains - in Western metaphysical and philosophical
thinking, whose search is motivated by a desire for an originary presence:
There is a prehistoric, preoriginary relation to the intact kernel, and it is
only beginning with this relation that any desire whatsoever can constitute
itself. Thus, the desire or the phantasm of the intact kernel is irreducible -
despite the fact that there is no kernel. (Derrida 1985b: 115)
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Derrida sees Heidegger's hope to find a pre-originary presence, and his
assumption that there is a kernel or nucleus that has remained unchanged, as the
basic component of all human desire. It is one's thinking about the kernel, or, to
go back to Heidegger's question, one's attempts to think the pre-ontological
question (one's attempts to think the "Being of beings" (Mulhall 1996: 3)), that
set in motion the desire for an originary presence, and without this desire that
presence would not exist. Derrida adds - and this remark can now be embedded in
the previous discussion of the "need" of the original to be translated:
... likewise without Necessity and without what comes along to interrupt
and thwart that desire, desire itself would not unfold,yi] I don't know what
else to call this but Necessity with a capital N, something that no one can
do anything about. (Derrida 1985b: 116)
Derrida explains how Heidegger's insistence, that the question of Being is framed
within the question of being, leads to a logocentrism that is also a continuation of
classical metaphysical thought. For Derrida, this logocentrism is the reinstatement
of the Logos, or, in Heidegger's terms, the Urwort:
Heideggerian thought would reinstate rather than destroy the instance of
the logos and of the truth of being as "primum signatum:" the
"transcendental" signified ... the "originary word" ("Urwort"), the
transcendental word assuring the possibility of being-word of all other
words. (Derrida 1997 [1967]: 20)
The Trace
Derrida thus maintains what was earlier called a wariness of language, but does
not adopt Heidegger's underlying desire for an originary presence. In rejecting a
desire for the "originary word" Derrida uncovers the logocentric tendency of
Heidegger's search, and therefore proposes to question the origin or kernel by
• 9
putting it "under erasure." Derrida's project as proposed in OfGrammatology is
2 "Under erasure" is Spivak's translation ofDerrida's "sous rature." Like Heidegger, Derrida puts
certain tenns under erasure, though "there is a certain difference between what Heidegger puts
under erasure and what Derrida does" (Spivak 1997: xv). "Sous rature"means "to write a word,
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precisely to uncover and dismantle the pervasiveness of logocentrism. Moreover,
and this is relevant for the discussion on the cultural aspects of translation in
Chapter Two, in Derrida's thinking logocentrism is essentially the same as
ethnocentrism.
Instead of the original and the central Logos, instead of the divine word and the
originary presence, Derrida therefore proposes the concepts of "trace,"
"difference," and "arche-writing." All three concepts are mentioned
simultaneously because as Spivak states:
For "trace" one can substitute "arche-writing" ("archi-ecriture"), or
"difference," or in fact quite a few other words that Derrida uses in the
same way. (Spivak 1997: xv)
In order to explain the arrival of these three different though interchangeable
concepts, Spivak describes the nature of Derrida's project as follows:
At once inside and outside a certain Hegelian and Heideggerian tradition,
Derrida, then, is asking us to change certain habits ofmind: the authority
of the text is provisional, the original is a trace; contradicting logic, we
must learn to use and erase our language at the same time.
(Spivak 1997: xviii)
In Derrida's thinking, then, the origin itself becomes something as un-fixed as a
trace. Not attempting to think the origin and rejecting a search for a
"transcendental" signified, Derrida instead posits the concept of the trace, and the
trace is the framework of the sign's becoming-sign. For Derrida there are no
originary signs or originary meanings, "there is neither symbol nor sign but a
becoming-sign of the symbol" (Derrida 1997 [1967]: 47). The origin, or the
originary sign, is thus unstable, or, a preferable description, always changing,
always already something else:
cross it out, and then print both word and deletion. (Since the word is inaccurate, it is crossed out.
Since it is necessary, it remains legible)" (Spivak 1997: xiv).
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The immotivation of the trace ought now to be understood as an operation
and not as a state, as an active movement, a demotivation, and not as a
given structure. (Derrida 1997 [1967]: 51)
1.1.3.3. Derrida's Differance
Derrida thus replaces the origin by a trace, which is the moving, fluctuating
framework in which the sign becomes sign, and the term that is intimately linked
up with this concept, the word that makes the trace possible and also easier to
understand in a linguistic perspective, is differance, a term which Derrida has
coined for a number of reasons, not in the least its continually shifting meaning:
The pure trace is differance. It does not depend on any sensible plenitude,
audible or visible, phonic or graphic. It is, on the contrary, the condition of
such a plenitude. Although it does not exist, although it is never a being-
present outside of all plenitude, its possibility is by rights anterior to all
that one calls sign. (Derrida 1997 [1967]: 62)
The origin, which has been put under erasure, is differance, and differance is the
conditio sine qua non for the trace. Differance is an unusual term - but not, as
Joseph et al. point out, a neologism (Joseph et al. 2001: 194). In French differance
has three components: the meaning contained in the adjective different (which
means "different"), the nominalization of the present participle differant (as in
reconnaitre, reconnaissant, reconnaissance), and the double meaning of the verb
"differer" which can mean both "differ" and "defer, put off, postpone." The part
of the meaning of differance that means "difference" in English is the same as
Saussure's understanding of difference, which can be found in his statement "In
the language itself there are only differences" (Saussure 1983 [1916]: 118 - in
italics in the text). Culler gives a further description of this structuralist notion of
difference:
Acts of signification depend on differences, such as the contrast between
"food" and "nonfood" that allows food to be signified, or the contrast
between the signifying element that allows a sequence to function as a
signifier. ... The noise that is "present" when one says bat is inhabited by
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the traces of forms one is not uttering and it can function as a sign only
insofar as it consists of such traces. (Culler 1982: 96)
With his concept of differance, Derrida thus sets Saussurean difference in motion
by adding the notion of deferral, and as with the trace, post-structuralist difference
therefore also obtains a sense of continual movement, of permanent shifting,
differing and deferring. No wonder then that difference is difficult to pin down
and often easier defined by saying what it is not: Derrida says, for instance, that
"Difference is also something other than finitude" (Derrida 1997 [1967]: 68).
Culler describes difference as "the systematic play of differences, of traces of
difference, of the spacing [espacement] by which elements relate to one another"
(Culler 1982: 97).
The concept of difference is an enrichment to Saussurian semiotics and to
structural linguistics because it constitutes both the condition for signification and
signification itself, "an act of differing which produces differences" (Culler 1982:
97). A more general result is that difference makes it possible to look at the sign
as something that is never present but always already deferred, one could say
present and absent at the same time. Difference is therefore what makes it feasible
to think the simultaneous possibility and impossibility of something, and in the
case of translation, to accept the simultaneous occurrence of translatability and
untranslatability - of the possibility and impossibility of translation.
1.1.3.4. The Origin Under Erasure
Presence
Difference also needs to be viewed from the perspective of Derrida's rejection of
the "transcendental" signified and of an originary "presence" as underlying all
classical metaphysical thinking. Culler explains the importance of the notion of
presence in Derrida's thought by using a paradox from Zeno. He explains how the
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flight of an arrow is the illustration of how something can be present and absent at
the same time:
The presence ofmotion is conceivable, it turns out, only insofar as every
instant is already marked with the traces of the past and future.
(Culler 1982: 94)
The unquestioned ubiquity of presence in Western thinking has been uncovered
by Derrida as having lead to a "metaphysics of presence" (Derrida 1997 [ 1967]:
131). Derrida sees this "metaphysics of presence" as the symptom of the
yearning for a definable and stable centre or origin. Derrida confirms that "It
could be shown that all the names related to fundamentals, to the principles, or to
the centre have always designated an invariable presence" (Derrida 1978: 279),
or, going back to Culler (and Zeno's arrow) "as in the case ofmotion, what is
supposedly present is already complex and differential, marked by difference, a
product of difference" (Culler 1982: 96).
The rejection of presence is also what makes Derrida's apparently contradictory
or arbitrary method much more acceptable. It underlies his method of reading and
deconstructing texts, always looking for the absent of the two terms that form the
dichotomies or polarisations that lie under the surface of every text. Because as
Culler explains:
... deconstruction does not elucidate texts in the traditional sense of
attempting to grasp a unifying content or theme; it investigates the work of
metaphysical oppositions in their arguments and the ways in which textual
figures and relations, such as the play of the supplement in Rousseau,
produce a double, aporetic logic.
(Culler 1982: 109)
3
According to Spivak, "Derrida uses the word 'metaphysics' simply as shorthand for any science
of presence" (Spivak 1997: xxi).
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Logocentrism and Writing
Derrida also sees presence and the desire for presence as being directly
responsible for logocentrism, i.e. for the desire and belief in the presence or
existence of a transcendental signified:
The formal essence of the signified is presence, and the privilege of its
proximity to the logos as phone is the privilege of presence. ... The formal
essence of the sign can only be determined in terms of presence.
(Derrida 1997 [1967]: 18) 4
This proximity to the logos as spoken word and the devaluation of writing that it
has entailed, will now briefly be elucidated.
Derrida's renewed perspective on writing is a direct consequence of his views on
presence. In an epigraph to the chapter entitled "Linguistics and Grammatology"
in OfGrammatology Derrida quotes J.J. Rousseau:
Writing is nothing but the representation ofspeech; it is bizarre that one
gives more care to the determining image than to the object.
- J.-J. Rousseau, Fragment inedit d'un essai sur les langues.
(Derrida 1997 [1967]: 27 - in italics in the text)
Derrida wants to show, with this quotation ofRousseau as a first illustration, how
throughout "written" history, writing itself has been devalued, and he wants to
uncover and explain why "Philosophers write, but they do not think that
philosophy ought to be writing" (Culler 1982: 89). As was just shown, Rousseau
dismissed writing as being merely a supplement to speech - with speech,
represented by the phone, being perceived as more immediate, closer to reality
and most importantly, truth. Derrida's wish to "reinstate" writing should be linked
up with a more general critique of phonocentrism, of putting the phone first. This
precedence of the sound image is an idea of Saussure's, who sees the phonetic
signifier as a demonstration of the linearity or temporality of the sign:
4
phone here means speech sound, or in Saussurian terms, the sound image.
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The linguistic signal, being auditory in nature, has a temporal aspect.
(Saussure 1983 [1916]: 69)
For Derrida, however, Saussurian phonocentrism should in turn be seen as a
manifestation of an even more general "centrism," namely logocentrism or
Logocentrism, the belief or desire for an originary presence as found in the Logos,
the divine word. Of Saussure's preference for the spoken word as the signifierpar
excellence Derrida asks emphatically:
Why does a project ofgeneral linguistics, concerning the internal system
in general oflanguage in general, outline the limits of its field by
excluding, as exteriority in general, aparticular system of writing,
however important it might be, even were it to be in fact universal?
(Derrida 1997 [1967]: 39)
The universality of phonocentrism is thus equated by Derrida with L/logocentrism
(the non-capitalised word refers to the centrality of the phonetic signifier, and the
capitalised word refers to the centrality of the divine word), and this, moreover, is
thought to be a typically Western phenomenon: "writing," Derrida says, "is seen
as transitory crisis and accident of passage, and it is right to consider this
teleology to be a Western ethnocentrism" (Derrida 1997 [1967]: 40).
Logocentrism (capitalized or not) is thus another symptom of a metaphysics of
presence: it assumes the presence of a first, originary and transcendental signifier,
the divine word. It is also the kind of thought which instates the pairs or
dichotomies around which texts are built, pairs that consist of a "strong" term
whose entire presence precedes the "weaker" one of the pair, as Culler explains:
Logocentrism thus assumes the priority of the first term and conceives the
second in relation to it, as a complication, a negation, a manifestation, or a
disruption of the first. (Culler 1982: 93)
In this way, the speech/writing dichotomy in structural linguistics gives
precedence to the first term (speech), and writing has become the dubious, even
dangerous supplement, that is put aside and ignored. Derrida's reinstatement of
writing is very important for translation because it entails a reinstatement of the
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written text. For Derrida, what is to be "found" in any piece of writing is to be
looked for in the text, in writing, and nowhere else. The most succinct expression
of this view is Derrida's famous "II n'y a pas de hors-texte" (Derrida 1997 [1967]:
158), "There is no outside-of-the text," literally, or, "There is nothing outside of
the text." Derrida hereby insists that "there has never been anything but writing"
and "Although it is not commentary, our reading must be intrinsic and remain
within the text" (Derrida 1997 [1967]: 159).
As reinstated writing, however, the text is no longer a closed-off and stable entity,
but a supplement in the chain of supplements, ofwhich the "originary presence" is
the trace, present and absent at the same time, continually deferred. It is especially
in his discussion ofRousseau's "Essai sur les origines des langues" that Derrida
uncovers this continuous deferral of presence. Because, as Culler explains:
Rousseau's texts, like many others, teach that presence is always deferred,
that supplementation is possible only because of an originary lack, and
they thus suppose that we conceive what we call "life" on the model of the
text, on the model of supplementation figured by signifying processes.
What these writings maintain is not that there is nothing outside the
empirical texts - the writings - of a culture, but that what lies outside are
more supplements, chains of supplements, thus putting in question the
distinction between inside and outside. (Culler 1982: 103)
This would mean that there is no clear distinction between a text and its
supplements, be they translations or any other kind of supplement. A reading of a
translation and of the original will therefore have to take into account that the
borders of a text, the frontier between original and translation or more generally
between a text and its supplements, between "inside" and "outside" have been
obliterated. It is from this perspective that the analyses of Baudelaire's
translations will be approached, following Antoine Berman, who is clearly
imbued with these insights. It is also this realisation which leads to a consideration
of the texts that surround a translation (prefaces, footnotes, etc.) as an integral part
of the object of investigation. Moreover, the idea of texts being linked to each
other fundamentally by their very nature or "texture" fits into a view of translation
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as rewriting, and is also found in discussions of intertextuality and of para-text.
These are topics which will be treated in the second part of this chapter.
1.1.3.5. Uberleben, Fortleben and Survival
The last element to consider in this section on the philosophical foundations of the
post-structuralist approach to translation, is the function or purpose that post-
structuralist translation theory generally attributes to translation. As has been
shown, for Derrida and for Benjamin, and for those whose views are based on
their insights (among whom Antoine Berman also included himself, at least, that
is, in his last work (Berman 1995)), translation serves the purpose of
demonstrating the being-language of language; it is the affirmation of language as
language. But the answer to the question "What is translationfor?" can be more
specific still.
In "The Task of the Translator," the concepts of the kinship between languages
and the intangible supplement to all languages (pure language) allow Walter
Benjamin to introduce the idea that translation is what ensures the continued life
of a text. Andrew Benjamin explains that:
Not only does [Walter] Benjamin reorientate the question of translation by
locating the possibility of translation in the nature of language, he also
introduces a fundamentally important distinction between the life and
after-life of the literary work. ... The life and the after-life of the text
pertain not to history but to the text as a system of signs; as language.
(Benjamin 1989: 4)
The relevance of the question of life and after-life for a case like Baudelaire's
translations, whose "after-life" now spans over 150 years, seems obvious and
must be addressed here. Walter Benjamin's idea of the survival of a text through
translation is taken up by Derrida, who also notices the important distinction
between the terms "Fortleben" and "Uberleben," which both occur in "The Task
of the Translator." The two German terms are captured by one word in both
English and French: "survival" and "survie" - but the verb "fortleben" means
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"live on, continue to live," whereas "iiberleben" means "to survive." Derrida says
about Benjamin's use of these terms:
At times he [Benjamin] says "Uberleben" and at other times "Fortleben."
These two words do not mean the same thing ("Uberleben" means above
life and therefore survival as something rising above life; "Fortleben"
means survival in the sense of something prolonging life), even though
they are translated in French by the one word "survivre," which already
poses a problem. (Derrida 1985b: 122)
However, a close look at the (original) German version of Benjamin's essay
reveals that Benjamin does not "at times" use one term and "at other times" the
other. Out of ten occurrences, Benjamin only opts for "Uberleben" once, and
when he does so, he even indicates some hesitation by putting the term between
quotation marks: "Zwar nicht aus seinem Leben so sehr denn aus seinem
>Uberleben<" (Benjamin 1955: 51), which in Harry Zohn's translation becomes
"not so much from its life as from its afterlife" (W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 73 -
my italics). In all the other cases, Benjamin opts for "Fortleben," and even in a
context of the "eternal" afterlife of texts, still talks about "ihres grundsatlich
ewigen Fortlebens" (W. Benjamin 1955: 52), and "am ewigen Fortleben der
Werke" (Benjamin 1955: 55), while both terms are translated as "survival" in
Zohn's translation. It is thus in the English version of the essay (and the French,
where the term "survie" occurs in each of the cited instances) that the idea of
"survival" is foregrounded, and that the idea of "rising into a higher realm" is
more prominent that the idea of "living-on," whereas the opposite is the case for
Benjamin's original text. The difference between the source text and the
translation is actually carried forward by Derrida's personal focus on the term
"Uberleben," a term for which Derrida has a lexico-semantic preference, which he
justifies by the lexical proximity between the terms "uberleben," "iibersetzen" and
"ubertragen." In "Des tours de Babel" Derrida says: "Uberleben has an essential
relation with UbersetzerT (Derrida 1985a: 178), and this "Uberleben" is definitely
a question of rising higher:
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Such sur-vival gives more of life, more than a surviving. The work does
not simply live longer, it lives more and better, beyond the means of the
author. (Derrida 1985a: 179)
Derrida's interpretation of the question of survival in Benjamin's essay could thus
be criticized for providing a slanted reading, for suffering from the same Achilles'
heel that Joseph et al. refer to when pointing to the fact that Derrida's readings
work not so much with the texts as such, but with Derrida's "own particular (and
idiosyncratic) readings of them" (Joseph et al. 2001: 201). In other texts (Derrida
1979 especially, but also Derrida 1985b), the idea of sur-vival does not disappear,
but shares a space with the other term: "living on."
Although Derrida's reading of the issue of "Fortleben" and "Uberleben" is
idiosyncratic, it must be conceded that the idea of "rising into a higher realm" is
clearly present in Benjamin's thought. Benjamin's ideas on the afterlife of a text
are inspired by Goethe's triad of translation, which is a temporal view of
translation that confers three stages to translation, with each stage constituting an
improvement on the previous one, or a progress towards the ultimate translation.
Like Goethe, Benjamin focuses on the essentially temporal nature of translation:
For a translation comes later than the original, and since the important
works of world literature never find their chosen translators at the time of
their origin, their translation marks their stage of continued life.
(W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 73)
The temporality of translation and the difficulties that a concept such as "chosen
translators" can give rise to will be taken up in Chapter Three, in the frame of a
discussion of Antoine Berman's views on these issues. What should be
highlighted at this point is the close link between the idea of "living on" or
"survival" and the aforementioned necessity of translation, which now comes to
complete the picture. As has been shown, the translatable/untranslatable axis has
been subverted by the realisation that translation is a necessary activity, necessary
because it ensures the continued life of a text and necessary because it is the
continuation of linguistic life in general. The possibility of a text to live on
through translation is also its possibility to live on through any form of rewriting
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(a term which will be specified shortly), and this is determined by the text itself,
or rather, by its degree of "translatability": if a text is fully translatable, it does not
enclose within its borders that element which motivates the desire for translation,
"that element in a translation which goes beyond transmittal of subject matter"
(W. Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 76), and therefore does not invite translation.
Conversely, if a text is fully untranslatable, translation obviously does not take
place either. Since the need for translation is determined by the tension between
translatability and untranslatability, the chances which a text stands to "live on"
through translation are entirely dependent on the text itself. In order to engender
the need for translation or rewriting, texts therefore have to be translatable and
untranslatable at the same time:
... a text lives only if it lives on [sur-vit\, and it lives on only if it is at once
translatable and untranslatable ... Totally translatable, it disappears as a
text, as writing, as a body of language [langue]. Totally untranslatable,
even within what is believed to be one language, it dies immediately; this
triumphant translation is neither the life nor the death of the text, only or
already its living on, its life after life, its life after death.
(Derrida 1997 [1967]: 102)
In terms of necessity, one could then say that it is a question of the desire or the
need that is found in the text, a sort of solicitation issued by the text, that ensures
its survival through translation:
Given the surviving structure of an original text - always a sacred text in
its own way insofar as it is a pure original - the task of the translator is
precisely to respond to this demand for survival which is the very structure
of the original text. (Derrida 1985b: 122)
The necessity of translation is thus a feature of the original - logically an original
would not be called an original if it did not have this need, since it would not have
a translation. Koskinen confirms that:
... according to Derrida, the original is the first petitioner because it needs
translation (and it also owes the translation its status as an original).
(Koskinen 1994: 450)
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Translation is necessary to ensure the survival of texts, and the necessity of
translation is expressed in the first place by a plea issued by a text. For Benjamin
and Derrida, not all texts possess this quality, and it is precisely this quality which
makes a text "great" or not. This theme also informs Berman's views on "great
translations" to be discussed in Chapter Three. Before going into the links that
exist, through the same necessity, between translation and other types of
rewriting, a brief excursus will be carried out, in order to show how widespread
these post-structuralist views on translation are. What follows is a discussion of a
contemporary non-western way of looking at translation, which is intimately
linked with the approach presented here.
1.1.3.6. Excursus on Cannibalism
One of the many metaphors that have been applied to the act of translation is the
idea of translation as cannibalism. This brief excursus into the meaning of the
cannibalistic view seems justified: there is a close - though not immediately
apparent - similarity between the anthropophagous metaphors and Walter
Benjamin's views on translation. Moreover, the cannibalistic metaphor was
inspired by ideas about translation that rejected linguistic imperialism and colonial
and euro-centric attitudes to translation, thus bringing us closer to Derrida's
rejection of logocentrism and also to the topics treated under the "cultural turn" in
Translation Studies, which will be discussed in Chapter Two:
Translation, says the Brazilian translator Haraldo de Campos, ... may be
likened to a blood transfusion, where the emphasis is on the health and
nourishment of the translator. This is a far cry from the notion of
faithfulness to the original, of the translator as servant of the source text.
(Bassnett & Trivedi 1999: 5)
From the image of a blood transfusion the move to a cannibalistic metaphor is not
that big a step. Cannibalism, as Vieira explains:
... ultimately entails a tribute to the other's strength that one wishes to
have combined with one's own for greater vitality. While undercutting the
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plenitude of any origin as the only source of strength, it makes an incision
and a conjoining to unite the blood and marrow of the one with the other.
(Vieira 1999: 96)
Cannibalism can thus be used not only as a metaphor for the "transformational"
part of translation, but also because it takes a different view of the process of
transformation: the original disappears "between the jaws" of the translator, and
the "outcome" is something that has been nourished by the original, while it has at
the same time transformed it and the translator forever. Obviously, de Campos'
cannibalistic metaphor does not have the same telos as Benjamin's proposals. As
Vieira indicates, in Haraldo de Campos' cannibalistic metaphor, translation and
the translator do not have the messianic character which Benjamin gave it - an
aspect of Benjamin's theory that has exaggeratedly been called "Walter Benjamin
and his translator-angel carrying a hermetic third language into the metaworld"
(Barnstone 1993: 240). Indeed, Vieira tells us, de Campos' metaphor, instead of
being "angelic," has a satanic character:
IfBenjamin casts the translator's task in an angelical light, that of
liberating the pure language, de Campos highlights the satanic import of it,
for "every translation that refuses submissively to serve a content, which
refuses the tyranny of a pre-ordered Logos, breaks with the metaphysical
closure of presence (as Derrida would say)," is "a satanic enterprise" (de
Campos 1981 a: 180). (Vieira 1999: 109)
Whatever the metaphysics underlying the cannibalistic metaphor may be, what is
important to remember from a view of translation as antropophagia is that it
constitutes another clear refusal to view the original as a unique and stable source.
Instead, in an anti-colonial or anti-ethnocentric mode, though the translation is
supposed to capture the original and feed off its "flesh and blood, " this is not,
however, a unidirectional motion - and this is where the cannibalistic metaphor
joins the post-structuralist views on translation. Both the original and the
translator are considered to be transformed through the cannibalistic process: the
original rises into a higher realm, or lives on, while the translator's activity, which
prompts language into being-language, enriches both the translator and his
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language (and, of course, language in general). This is also why Derrida can talk
about a (marriage) contract when referring to what a translation should achieve:
... the translator must assure the survival, which is to say the growth, of
the original. Translation augments and modifies the original, which, in so
far as it is living on, never ceases to be transformed and to grow. It
modifies the original even as it also modifies the translating language. This
process - transforming the original as well as the translation - is the
translation contract between the original and the translating text.
(Derrida 1985a: 122)
1.1.4. Interim Conclusions
Walter Benjamin's significance for the theoretical and philosophical basis of this
study lies in his attempt to explain what translation is essentiallyfor, and why it
exists. Even when one differs with Benjamin and state that signifieds in different
languages are not identical - a view supported by a majority of linguists -
accepting Benjamin's argument that all languages "intend," and that it is through
this "intention" that they are related to one another, does not constitute a great
leap of faith. Languages are related through a dynamics of kinship that is not
necessarily based on any notion of common origin or similarity, but on
supplementation. The link between Benjamin and Derrida is established through
this supplement, and though they have a different interpretation of what the
contents of the supplement may be (for the first, it is pure language, for the latter,
the being-language of language), they both claim that translation is the enactment
of that supplement.
From Benjamin and Derrida one leams that translation is a nourishing, life-giving
act for texts and language in general, which are both enriched in this process of
transformation. They also indicate that supplementation only happens because
there is a need or lack at the origin. They raise one's awareness of the tension that
exists within the original text, and which also marks the activity of translation, by
showing that an original gains its status as an original because it has issued a plea
for translation, and it has done so because it contains both translatable and
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untranslatable elements. The simultaneous occurrence of translatability and
untranslatability, which becomes acceptable if one adopts Derrida's concepts of
trace and difference, allows one to neutralise the stymieing effect of this
dichotomy with a third notion: the necessity of translation, and the need of the
original to be transformed in order to live on. One of the reasons why these views
constitute an appropriate basis on which to ground both Berman's proposals and
their application to the Baudelaire translations, is precisely that the existence of
these translations has played such an important part in the survival of the original
texts, both on the level of the source and target literature, and even on a broader
international level.
The possibility of grounding a philosophy of translation in a theory of meaning is
a rare if not absent phenomenon in Translation Studies. Derrida's critique of
logocentrism reveals that a philosophy of translation which posits itself on the
basis of a logic of presence will inevitably be "centrist" - and in translation
theory, as we will see in Chapter Two, this centrism leads to euro-centrism and
prescriptivism, positions which it seems preferable to avoid as much as possible.
Lastly, Derrida's views shed new light on the nature of the original text and on the
relationship between translation and original. Post-structuralist theory questions
the previously stable origin(al), and it has been shown that the Derridaean
concepts of the trace and difference can replace the idea of a fixed and neatly
delineated origin by positing an originary presence which is always already
becoming something else, an origin that is continuously deferred and transformed
through supplementation, translation, or rewriting. This questioning of the original
text, of its status and its relationship with the translation are topics which will be
further developed in the second part of this chapter, which continues on the basic
view of translation as a supplement.
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1.2. Translation as Rewriting and the Importance of Para-Text
1.2.1. Introduction
Translation, then, is one of the many forms in which works of literature are
"rewritten," one ofmany "rewritings." (Bassnett and Lefevere 1990: 10)
The view of translation as rewriting is one of the consequences of considering
translation in a post-structuralist perspective, and can be further explained in a
number ofways. One can approach it from the angle that Lefevere has called
refraction theory, a theory that is closely linked to both a systems approach and
post-structuralist theory on translation. One can also look at rewriting from the
perspective of intertextuality, and in this way explain the link between an original
and all the texts that surround it. A third perspective, which actually includes the
preceding two, is based on a concern for the para-texts that surround a translation,
and which are considered as equivalent to the translation in their capacity of
rewriting the original. All of this theory is grounded in structuralist and post-
structuralist thinking about text, and the point of this section is not so much to
select a particular view among these, but to guide the reader towards some of the
insights that a view of translation as rewriting can entail, and indicate why this
view is useful for the particular case of the Baudelaire translations.
1.2.2. Refraction Theory
Lefevere's ideas on translation as a form of rewriting are the result of his thinking
about Toury's Polysytem approach, which will be examined in Chapter Two.
Lefevere, like Toury, recognizes that a literary system is:
... embedded in the environment of a culture or society. It is a contrived
system, i.e. it consists of both objects (texts) and people who write, refract,
distribute, read those texts. (Lefevere 1982: 5)
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The important difference between Lefevere and Toury is that for Lefevere,
systems do not have the predictability which Toury wants to attribute to them.
Lefevere says that "literary systems are stochastic, not mechanistic" (Lefevere
1982: 14), and that "Like the laws of physics, the categories of the systems
approach should be applied to individual cases in a flexible manner" (ibid.). As
will be shown in Chapter Two, this is the opposite of Toury's aims for his
Polysystem approach.
Within this view of the literary system as a stochastic entity, Lefevere sees
translations as texts which are "produced on the borderline between two systems"
(Lefevere 1982: 4), and this is why they are the clearest illustration of what
happens to both the text and the literary system when a text is, in Lefevere's
terms, refracted. Refraction, a term which Lefevere gradually replaces with the
now more current term "rewriting," is defined as:
the adaptation of a work of literature to a different audience, with the
intention of influencing the way in which that audience reads the work.
(Lefevere 1982: 4)
Refraction, then, is literature rewritten into any type of different text or discourse:
Refractions are to be found in the obvious form of translation, or in the
less obvious form of criticism ..., commentary ..., teaching, the collection
ofworks in anthologies, the production of plays. (Lefevere 1982: 4)
In Chapter Two, the forces which Lefevere distinguishes as coming into play
when a text is refracted/rewritten, forces of ideology and patronage that form
Lefevere's main occupation in his Translation, Rewriting and the Manipulation of
Literary Fame, will be discussed more elaborately. The main concern here is an
explanation of the theoretical foundations of the above statements - something
which Lefevere fails to do in that 1992 work. How can translation be seen as
rewriting, on a par with other "commentaries" such as criticism?
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The source of the term "rewriting" is, as Gentzler points out, to be found in the
post-structuralist circle of Tel Quel. It is Jacqueline Risset, says Gentzler, who
uses the term "rewriting" there instead of "translation" to refer to her translation
of Joyce's Fimegan's Wake into Italian (Gentzler 1993: 169-170). Risset
considers her work to be not so much a translation as an "elaboration," which
does not stand in opposition to the original as in the classical hierarchy, but as a
"work in progress," a term which would also indicate a temporal view of
translation, a perspective which is reminiscent ofBenjamin (and Goethe). For
Lefevere, even original works of literature are like Derrida's supplements in a
chain of supplements, with texts continually supplementing other texts:
Individual works of literature are, to a certain extent, recombinations of
generic elements, plots, motifs, symbols, etc. - in fact, essentially the
"piecing together of other people's ideas," but in such a way as to give
them a novel impact. (Lefevere 1982: 17)
Though the meta-linguistic implications of this statement seem rather too far-
reaching, on a linguistic and textual level it is precisely this view of texts as
consisting of various snatches from other texts, which allows Lefevere to call
translation rewriting, and to put translation on a par with literary criticism and
other written commentaries such as anthologies or even prefaces. This is where
the concept of rewriting becomes of interest for the present study.
1.2.3. Barthes' and Bakhtin's Views on Intertextuality
Lefevere's and Risset's ideas on the nature of text as a "work in progress" are
similar to those held by Roland Barthes on intertextuality. In a chapter entitled
"De l'oeuvre au texte" (Barthes 1984: 63-99) Barthes explains how a literary text
(which he distinguishes from the "work" of an author) is not a limited domain
with fixed barriers but a crossroads where a multiplicity of voices comes into play
- a texture of texts which Barthes calls "pluralite stererophonique" (Barthes 1984:
75). "Pluralite stereophonique" stands for intertextuality: it designates an
interweaving of signifiers, of quotes, of references, of discourses, etc. that have all
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already been written somewhere else and/or by someone else. Barthes' approach
to text and textuality is best known through his essay "La mort de l'auteur," where
he disclaims the author's privilege of being the sole "origin" of the text, and
demands a re-appreciation of the reader, all in the interest of the text:
Ainsi se devoile l'etre total de Tecriture: un texte est fait d'ecritures
multiples, issues de plusieurs cultures et qui entrent les unes avec les
autres en dialogue ... il y a un lieu ou cette multiplicity se rassemble et ce
lieu, ce n'est pas l'auteur comme on a dit jusqu'a present, c'est le lecteur.
(Barthes 1984: 69)
The link between the birth of the reader and Derrida's previously mentioned chain
of supplements by which each text is a deferred continuation of every other text,
is called dissemination. Dissemination, a term which Derrida also uses, is how the
new proprietor of the text, the reader, is to handle his/her text. Dissemination thus
happens with the reader:
Le Texte n'est pas coexistence de sens, mais passage, traversee, il ne peut
done relever d'une interpretation, meme liberale, mais d'une explosion,
d'une dissemination. (Barthes 1984: 75)
Moreover, for Barthes, intertextuality is a feature of all texts, and should not be
confused with the "influence" that one text can have on (an)other text(s), but
should be located entirely with the reader:
L'intertextuel dans lequel est pris tout texte, puisqu'il est lui-meme l'entre-
texte d'un autre texte ne peut se confondre avec quelque origine du texte,
rechercher les "sources," les "influences" d'une oeuvre, c'est satisfaire au
mythe de la filiation; les citations dont est fait un texte sont anonymes,
irreperables, et, cependant, deja lues: ce sont des citations sans guillemets.
(Barthes 1984: 76)5
5 Barthes' use of the terms "citations sans guillemets" reminds us of a type of rewriting which is
not treated in this discussion, but which will come up in Chapters Four and Five, namely
plagiarism. Plagiarism can obviously be considered a rewriting, but as it is a practice by which the
rewriter appropriates, by copying literally or by paraphrasing, another writing, while making it
appear as something he created, it cannot be aligned with rewritings which make no such (implicit
or explicit) claim of property.
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For Barthes, the "citations" to which he alludes need no quotation marks: they
occur within the dissemination of the text, which is always already becoming
another text. The importance of Barthes' concept of intertextuality is therefore
also that it allows one to see the original and the translation as links in a
continuous chain of intertextuality, where it doesn't matter so much which comes
first, because, though the original may be the first-comer from a purely temporal
perspective, the "debt" from which the original derives its status is irretrievable
and thus undefinable:
Nous savons maintenant qu'un texte n'est pas fait d'une ligne de mots ...
mais un espace a dimensions multiples, ou se marient et se contestent des
ecritures variees, dont aucune n'est originelle: le texte est un tissu de
citations, issues de mils foyers de la culture. (Barthes 1984: 67)
Another author who has realized the importance of the multiple "voices" within a
text is Bakhtin. Bakhtin's idea of intertextuality is slightly different, more
discourse-oriented than Barthes': Bakhtin concentrates more on the language(s) in
which the text is written, the "discourse" of the text. However, Bakhtin still guides
one in the same direction as Barthes did. In describing the development of
medieval parodies, Bakhtin demonstrates how, from an intertextual perspective,
literary writing can be seen as a crossroads of present and previously written
discourse, reminding one of the medieval habit of quoting without quotation
marks. Bakhtin shows how this entailed that:
Les frontieres entre "sa" parole et celle "d'autrui" etaient fragiles,
equivoques, souvent tortueuses et confuses a dessein.
(Bakthin 1978: 425)
The continuing habit of rewriting something that has already been written is what
constitutes writing, and for Bakhtin, it follows that literary style is never unique or
original:
N'importe quel hybride stylistique delibere est, dans une certaine mesure,
dialogise. Ceci implique que les langages qui s'y entrecroisent sont
correlatifs, sont les repliques d'un dialogue; c'est une dispute entre
langages, entre styles du langage. (Bakhtin 1978: 431)
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According to Barthes and Bakhtin, intertextuality thus stands for the way in which
language, discourse and text flow over from one into another - for Barthes
because every reader is a disseminator, for Bakhtin because language and style, or
the discourses which constitute text, are always a crossing-over of already existing
discourses. More recently (than Barthes and Bakhtin) Kaisa Koskinen also
supports the view that intertextuality is more than literary influence or what John
Haynes has erroneously termed "how all texts implicitly allude to one another"
(Haynes 1989: 247) - stating instead that:
As well as signs, the texts, too, get their meanings through their relations
to other texts. And, similar to signs, their meanings cannot be reduced to
one singular entity. Intertextuality is thus much more profound than mere
stylistic similarities or allusions. It is an essential quality of texts.
(Koskinen 1994: 448)
Evidently, intertextuality is also of importance for our perception of the
relationship between original and translation, and this is not overlooked by
Koskinen:
The endless intertextuality and the plurality ofmeanings give no
preference or primacy to the first-comer.
(Koskinen 1994: 449)
From an intertextual perspective, then, the original and the translation, but also the
translation and other rewritings, stand in a relationship that is no longer
necessarily hierarchical, but that corresponds to how all texts, in a way, relate to
each other. It will shortly be demonstrated how such a perspective also allows a
broadening of the object of investigation to include the rewritings (or para-texts)
which accompany translations.
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1.2.4. The Translatio of Texts
As indicated earlier, the significance of an understanding of translation as equal
with other types of rewriting is also noted by Antoine Berman. Berman reminds
one of the original meaning of the Latin translatio from which the French term
"translation" in the sense of "transfer" is derived, and with which the term
"traduction" is linked (Berman 1995: 17). In Latin, translatio generally means "a
carrying or removing from one place to another, a transporting, transferring"
(Lewis & Short 1975: 1802), and Berman indicates that a text can be moved from
the literary system in and for which it was written to "somewhere else" (e.g. to a
different culture) through all kinds of processes of transformation that are not
necessarily what Jakobson defined as "translation proper," in the sense of
"interpretation of verbal signs by means of some other language" (Jakobson 1992
[1959]: 145). Berman's view is reminiscent of the position which Jakobson held
with regards to translation, and which distinguishes "intralingual translation or
rewording" from "interlingual translation or translation proper" and "intersemiotic
translation or transmutation" (by which Jakobson understood "an interpretation of
verbal signs by means of signs of nonverbal sign systems") (Jakobson 1992
[1959]: 145). Jakobson's use of the term "translation" for these three activities,
and Berman's use of the French term "translation" instead of "traduction," both
indicate that a "translation," which can now be called a rewriting, can take place
in different ways: from transforming a text by putting it into another language, the
French term "translation" thus also covers adaptation, summary, commentary, etc.
With this understanding in mind, Berman points to the need for T.S. to be
concerned with these other forms of translatio, forms with which Jakobson's
"translation proper" (the French "traduction") is so inextricably bound together.
Berman therefore sees the field of T.S. as:
... un espace plus vaste, celui de la translation d'une oeuvre etrangere dans
une langue-culture. Cette translation n'advient pas qu'avec la traduction.
Elle advient aussi par la critique et de nombreuses formes de
transformations textuelles (ou meme non textuelles) qui ne sont pas
traductives. L 'ensemble constitue la translation d'une ceuvre. II y a une
dialectique entre les translations non traductives et les traductions. On peut
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considerer qu'une oeuvre n'est vraiment "transplantee" et "implantee" (ce
qui ne veut pas dire: integree, naturalisee) que lorsqu'elle est traduite
strictu sensu (et non, par exemple, adaptee). Mais une traduction ne se
deploie et n'agit vraiment dans cette langue-culture que si elle est etayee et
entouree par des travaux critiques et des translations non traductives.
(Berman 1995: 17-18)
These insights, combined with an awareness of the intertextual texture of texts, or,
less alliteratively, of the unstable and disseminating nature of texts, naturally leads
to a changed perspective on the relationship between an original and its
translation(s), and between the original, the translation and other, related
rewritings, and leads to the realisation that an assessment or evaluation of a
translation can legitimately broaden its scope and include as object of study not
only the translation and the original, but also these other rewritings, which form a
part of the whole process of translatio.
The consideration of other rewritings which at some point accompany a
translation is a very important point for the present study, since in this case the
rewritings accompanying both the original and the translation have had an
enormous impact on the reading of these texts, especially in the target culture. The
analyses in Chapters Seven and Eight will therefore often be prompted by, based
on or supported by elements found in the large amount of rewritings that has
surrounded the Baudelaire translations, and also Poe's original texts. Lefevere's
views on translation further justify this strategy, because in spite of being less
explicit with regards to the "need" which inhabits the original, as a result of the
tension between translatability and untranslatability inherent in the original,
Lefevere does recognize the need of the original for translation and criticism, in
order to ensure its continued life (and possibly, canonization). Like Benjamin,
Lefevere thus also establishes the symbiotic link between the continued life of an
original and its rewritings, be they translation, criticism or even interpretation and
reading in academic surroundings:
It is through critical refraction that a text establishes itself in a given
system. ... It is through translation combined with critical refraction
(introductions, notes, commentary accompanying the translation, articles
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on it) that a work of literature produced outside a given system takes its
place in that "new" system. It is through refractions in the social system's
educational set-up that canonization is achieved and, more importantly,
maintained. (Lefevere 1982: 17)
An important consequence of the way in which a literary system handles
rewritings, is that a culture's habits of and criteria for rewriting (including
translation) reflect its habits of reading and vice versa, a given culture's habits of
reading will be reflected in the kind of rewritings it produces. In other words,
rewritings naturally carry the hallmarks of the receiving culture's dominant
ideologies and poetics, and are therefore sometimes preferred over the originals
because they make for a more familiar reading. In this way a rewriting sometimes
becomes the permanent and unique source of reference for further rewriters to
determine the nature and contents of a certain text, and can thus come to replace
the original entirely. In the case of a translation, this can coincide with, precede or
follow the canonization of the rewriting into the target culture; in fact, it is often
part and parcel of that process.
Moreover, a dynamics of self-perpetuation can be distinguished which goes hand
in hand with the nature of the process by which a certain text gains an image or a
reputation through rewriting, especially when this rewriting gives it a status that
allows further rewriters to ignore the link which exists between their own
rewriting and the preceding one. Such a perpetuation of the image of Baudelaire's
translations of Poe has certainly taken place in France, and what role the
rewritings which have surrounded these translations have played, will become
clear during the pre-analytical enquiries (Chapters Four, Five and Six) and the
critical analyses (Chapters Seven and Eight). The result, in any case, of this self-
perpetuating image for the reading of Poe in France, is that famous academics
such as Jacques Lacan, though claiming to discuss and analyse a story by Poe,
have dealt with Poe's fiction in essays which hardly refer to the original text at all,
and have based their interpretations of "what Poe wrote" uniquely on the words
and sentences of Baudelaire's translations.6 The question that obviously begs to be
6 The essay in question is Jacques Lacan's "Seminar on "The Purloined Letter," which was
followed up by a series of post-structuralist replies and rewritings, including Derrida's "Le facteur
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asked is whether one can make truthful statements about the nature of an author's
work on the basis of a rewriting of that work, and without ever consulting the
original version of that work, thus grounding one's conclusions solely on a text
that is already one or two refractions away from the original, and contains
elements that do not belong to the author of the original, but to the
reader/translator/rewriter?
Such issues show that while it is appropriate to recognize the likeness and inter-
relatedness between translation and rewriting, it is also important to retain the
distinction between the different types of rewriting. As indicated previously, the
first condition for a rewriting to be valid is that it admits its status as rewriting,
and secondly, any rewriting that makes a claim as being a rewriting should be
clear about which text it rewrites, and if this clarity is lacking, the text should be
treated with due suspicion. Misinterpretation on the basis of a rewriting happens
easily, and as the discussion of some of the rewritings accompanying Baudelaire's
translations will bear out, this can be extremely persistent once it is "out there,"
and can therefore have serious consequences for the general image of the text, its
author and its rewriter.
1.2.5. The Importance of Para-Text
With this description of what underlies a view of translation as rewriting, the
reader has gradually been guided towards one of the main consequences of this
view, which can be combined with Derrida's statement that "il n'y a pas de hors-
texte" (cf. supra). If one can put translation on a par with other types of rewriting,
then this means that the other rewritings, which, as will be shown in Chapter Two,
are in the same way subject to ideology and forces of patronage as translations,
are just as relevant for our understanding of an author's and a translator's
intentions as the source and target texts themselves. An adequate name for these
rewritings in the case of translation is "para-text," and an evaluation of the
de la verite," all appearing together in The Purloined Poe - Lacan, Derrida and Psychoanalytic
Reading (Muller & Richardson 1988).
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importance of para-text for T.S. is highly relevant for this particular study - as its
title also suggests. Several authors confirm, through their own projects, the
proposition that the life of a translation and the story of the dialogic relation that
exists between the translation and the original does not run solely through the bare
texts that constitute the original and the translation, but also through the para-texts
that have surrounded this relationship.
Para-textual elements in translation are all those pieces ofwriting - notes,
prefaces, illustrations, contents tables, etc - that accompany a text but that are not
a part of its "body." Sherry Simon, for instance, states that:
... para-textual elements in translations - the peripheral matter which
accompanies the texts of translations - are useful tools in analysing the
constructed subject of translations in its various historical forms.
(Simon 1990: 111)
Spivak, whose Translator's Preface introduces OfGrammatology, says of her own
and other prefaces:
A written preface provisionally localizes the place where, between reading
and reading, book and book, the inter-inscribing of "reader(s),"
"writer(s)," and language is forever at work. ... In Derrida's reworking,
the structure preface-text becomes open at both ends. The text has no
stable identity, no stable origin, no stable end. Each act of reading the
"text" is a preface to the text. (Spivak 1997: xii)
As the accompaniment of a translation, para-text can be investigated
synchronically - as a clue to the present reading that can inform a translation -
and in the case of an historical translation, para-text can also be considered
diachronically, as a clue to explaining the canonization of a translated text over a
period of time. In many ways both approaches intermingle, but it is the synchronic
approach which is the first movement, and it is also the only way in which Gerard
Genette, who coined the concept, studied para-texts. In a book called Seuils
(translated into English under the title Para-texts: Thresholds ofInterpretation
(Genette 1987 and 1997)), Genette gives us what has been called "a virtual Gray's
Anatomy of the liminal spaces of the book" (Watts 2000: 30). It is a synchronic
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study in which Genette labels, categorizes and describes the functions of all para-
textual elements - "seuil" means threshold, and the title indicates that these para-
texts are thresholds which the reader crosses as he approaches the main body of
the text. Para-texts are thus considered to play an important part in orienting and
guiding the reader in his reading and by extension, the translator in his translation.
Genette, however, does not discuss para-text around translations, except in a note,
and this is surprising considering the frequency with which translations carry
para-text, especially notes and prefaces. Here is the note (which contains all of
Genette's comments on para-text around translation):
En cas de traduction, la preface peut etre, comme on vient de la voir,
signee du traducteur. Le traducteur-prefacier peut eventuellement
commenter, entre autres, sa propre traduction; sur ce point et en ce sens, sa
preface cesse done d'etre allographe. (Genette 1987: 243)
This description is indeed too "anatomic" to be efficient: most translators'
prefaces are probably both allographic and auctorial. Spivak's preface to Of
Grammatology contains both allographic and auctorial passages, but some
prefaces are entirely allographic, as for instance Baudelaire's famous preface to
the Histoires extraordinaires.
The importance of para-text, then, is to reveal not only the strategies of the
translator, but also the way in which a translation is read and received by the
reading audiences. An important type of para-text is what Genette calls "public
epitext," which involves anything the translator or another commentator
(academic, critic, teacher) may have to say about the original or the translation. It
is in these para-texts that one will find what has been called the "pre-text":
... the cultural assumptions that largely determine the success or failure of
a translated text in the target culture, and which have almost nothing to do
with the quality of the translation itself. (Bassnett and Lefevere 1990: 10)
Zlateva makes the point that it is often the "image" of a text or translation, and not
so much the text itself, which ensures it a place in the receiving culture:
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Any adequately translated text becomes a material fact not only in the
target language, but in the target literature as well: it exists in both. The
fact of its existence and acceptability in the target language, however, does
not necessarily imply that it is, or will be, immediately accepted in the
target literature and culture. This is a different matter altogether. It has to
do with the translator's choice of a particular work at a particular time,
with the core and periphery of the target cultural and literary tradition at
that particular moment, and with several other factors. In short, it pertains
to considerations located both on the level of pre-text and post-text.
(Zlateva 1990: 29)
It will become clear in this study that para-text has played a primordial role in
influencing the nature and the success of the Baudelaire translations, and a lot of
the para-text to the Baudelaire translations is a continuing testimony of how:
... literature reaches those who are not its professional students much more
by way of the "images" constructed of it in translations, but even more so
in anthologies, commentaries, histories and, occasionally, critical journals,
than it does so by means of "originals," however venerable they may be ...
It is therefore extremely important that the "image" of a literature and the
works that constitute it be studied alongside its reality. This, we submit, is
where the future of "translation studies" lies.
(Bassnett and Lefevere 1990: 9-10)
1.3. Conclusions
Lefevere's theory of refraction shows that translation can be put on a par with, but
must remain differentiated from other acts of rewriting like adaptation or
commentary. Moreover, the adoption of the concept of intertextuality, whether
seen from Barthes' or Bakhtin's perspective, has two major consequences: the
original is no longer a closed-off entity, and the rewritings that accompany the
original and the translation are part and parcel of the texture of the original and
the translation. A view of translation as rewriting thus has a number of interesting
implications, and is in itself a direct consequence of the post-structuralist idea that
the original text is not a stable entity, and that it is already a rewriting. The
original text is marked by a necessity which is a result of the tension between
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translatability and untranslatability, and it is this tension which gives rise to the
desire for translation or rewriting in general.
Resisting and at the same time acknowledging the distinction between the
different types of rewriting, one is thus brought to consider the term translatio as
covering all these types of rewriting, which also allows one to place the study of a
particular translation in a wider framework, as the study of all the ways in which a
text has been rewritten. The important observation to be made at this point is that
in post-structuralist theory, the translator is clearly not considered as an author,
but has the status and role of reader and disseminator. Though post-structuralist
theory has declared the "death" of the author, its application in Translation
Studies is thus not really affected by this principle, and one can look at the
translator from a very different perspective, as the locus of the intertextual
relations established by both target and source texts. Moreover, the type of
reading which has marked a translation will inevitably also mark the other types
of rewriting that a translator will produce on a given "original" text. This
realisation further raises the awareness on the importance of the study of para-
textual materials, and in the case of the Baudelaire translations, it will become
clear that these were of primordial importance to reveal the aims and strategies of
the translator. Para-text thus becomes an indispensable source of information on
the nature of the readings that have informed the translation, and on the kind of
readings that have accompanied it throughout its life as an independent text
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Chapter Two: Translation Studies and
Translation Criticism
2.1. Introduction
Having given the philosophical perspective in which this study is grounded, it
now seems necessary to define the field of Translation Studies in which it can be
situated, to discuss the current state of that discipline, and to show how T.S. deals
with some of the issues which continue to puzzle and excite translation scholars
and which are relevant for the investigations that ar carried out in this study. In
this chapter the term "Translation Criticism" will be proposed for the activity
which will constitute the applied part of this study, and this choice ofmethod will
now be justified, and will be further explained in Chapter Three.
Throughout the times and ages, scholars, often in the business of translation
themselves, have written and philosophised about their experiences in translation.
Translation Studies has become a discipline in its own right, with an immensely
rich heritage of writings that are a mix of philosophical, linguistic, sociological,
cultural (literary, poetic, aesthetic, etc), and political ingredients. Indeed, as
Bamstone confirms, there is a panoply of eminences grises who have written
about the interdisciplinary field that is Translation Studies:
... we have important writings by Horace, Quintilian, Jerome, Du Bellay,
Tytler, Dryden, Pope, Goethe, Herder, Arnold, Croce, Benjamin, Ortega,
Wittgenstein, Jakobson, Derrida, Steiner and Eco. (Barnstone 1993: 6)
For the translation scholar it is thus necessary to locate himself and his project
within the totality of the field, because the variety of authors obviously reflects a
variety of angles and opinions, not all of them relevant for the project at hand. A
mapping of the field of Translation Studies therefore seems appropriate, and in
order to present a complete picture, the reader's attention is called to what has
been called the "cultural turn" in Translation Studies. Recent theory, including
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post-structuralist theory, sees translation more and more as a cultural transfer,
involving cultural, social, political, ideological and economic factors. The debate
thus also has an ethical component, as translation scholars are uncovering political
- and sometimes demonstrably euro-centric or even neo-colonial - attitudes that
underlie not only translation strategies but the theory in itself.
The trend towards a wider perspective is not new, and now pervades most of the
theory in the field. Venuti, for instance, announces in his introduction to
Rethinking Translation - Discourse, Subjectivity, Ideology that:
... analysis of translation can also include its ideological and institutional
determinations, resulting in detailed studies that situate the translated text
in its social and historical circumstances and consider its cultural political
role. (Venuti 1992: 10)
The "Canadian school" attests to the same awareness with people like Barbara
Folkart, Annie Brisset or Gillian Lane-Mercier:
... the translating process produces not only semantic meaning, but also
aesthetic, ideological and political meaning. Such meaning is indicative,
amongst other things, of the translator's position within the socio-
ideological stratifications of his or her cultural context.
(Lane-Mercier 1997: 44)
2.2. Toury's Mapping of the Field: D.T.S. vs. T.C.
The cultural turn in Translation Studies gained momentum from the 1970's
onwards with the development of Even-Zohar's Polysystem theory, and the
scholars who adopted this are often referred to as the Tel-Aviv school. The first
mapping of Translation Studies to picture a more culturally oriented discipline is
James Holmes' (see Baker 1998: 278), and this map is reproduced, albeit in an
altered version, by Gideon Toury, Even-Zohar's disciple and the main
representative of Polysystem theory today. Holmes' map (Toury 1995: 10, or
Baker 1998: 278) divides the field of Translation Studies in two main branches:
"pure" translation studies and "derived" translation studies. The "pure" translation
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studies are those which describe translational phenomena and develop principles
for their description. This branch includes "Descriptive Translation Studies"
(D.T.S.), a term which is now used by Toury to designate his interpretation of
Even-Zohar's approach. In the "applied" branch of Holmes' map one finds
"translator training" and "translation aids" (by which one is to understand oral and
written resources, such as dictionaries), and also "translation criticism."
Toury's reproduction of Holmes' map, however, shows significant differences
from its original version: in Toury's rewriting, the link between the pure and the
applied branches is a one-way street - with traffic going from the pure branches
into the applied ones, but not vice-versa. For Toury, it seems, the pure studies can
inform and provide tools and principles for the applied branches, but translator
training or criticism cannot inform the more theoretical branches. As Mona Baker
has also noticed, this was not the initial layout of Holmes' map:
Moreover, by contrast to Holmes' insistence on the dialectical relationship
between all three areas, Toury seems to see the relationship between the
theoretical and descriptive translation studies on the one hand and what he
calls the "Applied extensions" of the discipline on the other as strictly
unidirectional. (Baker 1998: 278)
Toury does not really discuss translation criticism, at least not in his latest and
most conclusive work of 1995 in which the adaptation ofHolmes' model appears,
and his explanation ofwhat he is ignoring and why he is ignoring it is limited to
defining the relationship that this branch could have with the discipline he
designates by the name "Descriptive Translation Studies." What is problematic is
that when discussing this relationship Toury does not hesitate to give the
otherwise undefined translation criticism a determinedly prescriptive character:
In contrast to the two 'Pure' branches of Translation Studies, which are
theoretical and descriptive, respectively, its applied extensions cannot be
anything but prescriptive, even if they are brought closer to reality, as is
the aspiration here, and even if their pluralism and tolerance are enhanced.
(Toury 1995: 19)
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As this study applies, following Antoine Berman (Berman 1995), the term
"Translation Criticism" to describe the activities which constitute the analysis and
evaluation of the Baudelaire translations, some justification seems required. As
Toury's treatment of it already indicates, Translation Criticism is definitely not a
popular term. Berman, who takes an exceptional position in stating that
Translation Studies essentially is Translation Criticism, recognizes that there is a
negative quality to criticism, but indicates that this is only one side of the coin. He
cites Walter Benjamin to support this description of criticism to which he
attributes:
... une dualite inscrite dans la structure meme de I 'acte critique. ...
Benjamin a parle de "Tinevitable moment negatif de ce concept." ... Mais
cela ne doit pas faire oublier que, non moins essentiellement, ce travail
negatif est l'autre face d'un travail positif. (Berman 1995: 38)
Still, the term criticism, possibly because of this partly negative content, is
anathematized by most scholars in T.S., especially those who come to the field
from linguistics. Some light therefore needs to be shed on what the discipline of
Translation Criticism is or could be, why this term has been chosen for the present
study and analysis of the Baudelaire translations, and to which activities it can be
taken to apply.
2.3. Translation Criticism: From Translation Quality Assessment to
Critical Evaluation
The first problem one faces when trying to find a proper way to describe an
existing translation is the fact that merely descriptive tools are not sufficient: one
can describe Baudelaire's translations from a variety of different perspectives,
including a para-textual perspective, but there will always be questions that
involve more than mere description and that demand interpretation and critical
evaluation. As Susan Bassnett states:
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There is, of course, one final great stumbling block waiting for the person
with an interest in Translation Studies: the question of evaluation. For if a
translator perceives his or her role as partly that of "improving" either the
SL text or existing translations, and that is indeed often the reason why we
undertake translations, an implicit value judgment underlies this position.
(Bassnett-McGuire 1991: 8-9)
Though the idea of a translator setting out to translate a work with the intention of
improving it is not the stereotypical attitude which Bassnett here seems to suggest,
the fact remains that criticism naturally involves evaluation. Translation Criticism
is, then, a type of evaluation or assessment, but an evaluation of a translation does
not necessarily imply the prescriptiveness that Toury ascribed to it. Moreover,
critical evaluation should also be distinguished from the quality assessment on
which it is usually based and which helps it to be formulated.
Juliane Flouse (House 1997) re-proposes a model to assess the quality of a
translation, which the author developed over twenty years ago. In House's
approach, the quality of a particular translation is assessed and evaluated on the
basis of textual and linguistic criteria:
The model... is based on the assumption that translation is a linguistic
phenomenon (in the Hallidayan sense of linguistics), and the linguistic
analyses provide a basis for judgment and grounds for arguing an
evaluative judgment - which, in fact, means that there is less an opposition
between analysis and judgment, rather the latter followsfrom the former.
(House 1997: 118 - my italics)
House is thus mainly concerned with translation as a linguistic process, and it is a
logical step for her to propose that linguistic analyses should precede value
judgments. Similar frameworks have been introduced elsewhere (e.g. Hatim and
Mason 1990), and though House's model is very valuable for the assessment of
the textual and linguistic features of a translation, it is not sufficiently
encompassing for the purposes of the present study. Indeed House states that her
model "provides for the analysis of the discoursal as well as the situational
cultural particularities of the source and target textsf (House 1997: 29 - my
italics), which implies that the whole model is kept on a textual pragmatic level.
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What the model does not provide for, then, is a description of "the many factors
that cannot be controlled by the translator and have nothing to do with translation
as a linguistic procedure or with the translator's linguacultural competence"
(House 1997: 119), which in itself is not a fault for a model that calls itself
linguistic-functional.
The "socio-political or even ideological constraints" (ibid.) affecting translation
are thus not ignored or overlooked, but the model is not elaborated to
accommodate their systematic description and remains purely text-based, with a
definition of text that limits the object of investigation to the source and target
texts, and explicitly excludes para-texts. What is more, in the course of her very
brief discussion on Deconstructionist (what has been called "post-structuralist")
approaches in T.S., House states unambiguously that within a post-structuralist
approach to translation as rewriting, translation assessors would be unable to
distinguish between translation and, for instance, plagiarism, and claims that "The
boundaries between translation and other text-transforming activities should be
drawn clearly and as objectively as possible." (House 1997: 9). However, this
sentence in itself indicates House's agreement, at least, that translation is a text-
transforming activity among "other" text-transforming activities. The element that
is lacking from House's discussion here is an acknowledgement of the possibility
of a double bind, i.e. of simultaneously rejecting and taking into account the
distinction between different types of rewriting. Moreover, House's apprehension
at confusing translation (and other types of rewriting) with plagiarism is
unnecessary, since the distinction does not lie in the type of rewriting, but in the
acknowledgement that it is a rewriting. As indicated previously, plagiarism is
distinguishable by virtue of the fact that, unlike all other types of rewriting, it does
not acknowledge its "being-rewriting."
Although House, on the basis of each quality assessment, allows for a distinction
between what she calls an overt translation (a translation where "the function of
the translation is to enable its readers access to the function of the original in its
original linguacultural setting through another language" (House 1997: 29)), and a
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covert translation ("the function of a covert translation is to imitate the original's
function in a different discourse frame" (House 1997: 29)), her model does not
define the criteria or descriptive tools to systematically explain why the translator
has opted for a particular position on the scale between those two opposite poles.
The model House proposes thus remains purely descriptive and textual-linguistic,
and though its creator is imbued with an awareness of the importance ofmeta¬
linguistic and meta-textual factors in translation, she does not offer a matrix that
can systematise a description of the ideological and cultural underpinnings of the
translator's position and consequential strategies. It may be added, moreover, that
a model such as the one proposed by House consists ofmethods of analysis and
insights which a linguist (and, one may venture, a trained translator), who
possesses the analytical tools necessary for a qualitative assessment of any text on
a textual, stylistic and pragmatic level, has no trouble in adopting, not to say, in
the case of the linguist, that these descriptive tools are an intrinsic part of his
competence as analyst of discourse, and therefore a part of his capacity to
correctly assess the stylistic and linguistic characteristics of texts. Linguistic
models such as House's therefore remain very valuable tools, but by not including
guidelines for a description of the translator and of the factors that determine his
overall position as a rewriter, the evaluation of a literary translation is only carried
half-way. That is why a model for translation quality assessment, which claims to
"... lay(s) open the many factors that might theoretically have influenced the
translator in making certain decisions and rejecting others" (House 1997: 118),
will not be complete until it includes an explicit method of "laying open" these
"factors" more directly and systematically.
Within the approach adopted for this study, judgments and evaluations will of
course be based on textual and linguistic analyses. However, as the discussion on
para-textual materials has already indicated, these analyses will also be prompted
by observations derived from meta-textual and para-textual data. In other words, a
translation critic can combine his value judgments formed on the basis of the
linguistic and textual analyses he has carried out (as proposed in House's work,
for instance), with value judgments that are not necessarily of immediate
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linguistic or textual relevance, but which allow him to better discern the
ideological position of the translator, and which can in turn trigger his interest in a
particular textual-linguistic feature, which means that the order of investigation
followed by House can and will also be reversed.
House's position on the kind of values which an evaluation or quality assessment
should attribute, however, is fully adequate and can be maintained just as firmly
in an expanded model:
... the evaluator is not put in a position to give easy judgments of "good"
or "bad" in translation. Rather, the model prepares the ground for the
analysis of a large number of evaluation cases that would in any individual
case, not be totally predictable. (House 1997: 118)
House thus seems to invite her readers to see her model as a matrix that permits
positing a translation on a scale of "successful" or "unsuccessful" linguistic and
textual transfer, and indicates a necessity to move beyond her own model and into
a wider field, which she no longer calls translation quality assessment, but ...
translation criticism:
As a field of inquiry translation criticism will always have to move from a
macro-analytical focus to a micro-analytical one, from considerations of
ideology, function, genre, register to the communicative value of
individual linguistic units in order to establish the reconstruction of the
translator's choices and his decision processes in as objective a manner as
possible. This is a highly probabilistic undertaking. (House 1997: 119)
The reader may be reminded that this "undertaking" is inevitably "probabilistic"
within a model that does not include the reverse order of investigation, and that
does not provide the tools to describe what it calls "macro-level" factors.
However, Berman's method, which will be adopted in this study, does present
such guidelines, and the macro-level factors affecting Baudelaire's position as a
translator will therefore be taken into account "in as objective a manner as
possible." Berman's guidelines presuppose a continuous to and fro between
macro- and micro-analytical levels, and the value judgments thus yielded should
therefore be all the more equiponderate, since they will take into account in a
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systematic manner a maximum number of factors that may have influenced the
translator's decisions on a broader meta-textual level, and at the same time allow
for as detailed a description as possible of the textual and linguistic features that
may be a reflection of his overall position.
Within this enlarged evaluative framework, and in full agreement with House's
position, the classical criteria and notions of "good" or "bad" will also be
replaced, and the values that take their place are pervaded by an awareness of the
context of a translation. The pendulum swings back and forth between purely
textual and linguistic features of the translation and meta-textual issues like the
reception of the translation in the target culture, the state of the target literature,
the place the translator occupies in this literature, the philosophies of translation
extant in that target literature, the motivation of the translator's choice of text, etc.
In order to be in a position to evaluate and explain a particular decision in
translation, and especially any decision that is not prompted solely and
unambiguously by the text of the original, one needs to gather the information that
can help one interpret that decision. The values of "good" and "bad" can be
replaced by "appropriate" or "inappropriate"ybr aparticular instance, which
means that these terms are not used with reference to some abstract measure of
appropriateness or equivalence, but specifically, "for this or that context." It is
reassuring that a model that is as empirical as House's, at the end of the day,
adopts the same relativising position:
If one refrains from giving prescriptive, dogmatic and global judgments
rather than reveal exactly where and with what consequences and possibly
why a translation in an individual case is what it is in relation to its
original, one proves that one has some respect both for the subject of
translation and the translator. (House 1997: 119)
Nonetheless, it should be stated at this point that no approach in translation
assessment seems able to escape, at some point during the positing of its criteria
or during its evaluation proper, a certain measure of prescriptiveness - even those,
like Berman's, which insist most strongly that prescriptiveness should be avoided
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with the utmost effort. This issue will be further discussed at the end of this
chapter.
2.4. The Necessity of Translation Criticism
Before going into more detail on the culturally oriented perspectives which have
enlarged the field of Translation Studies, the link between the necessity of
translation and the necessity of Translation Criticism needs to be highlighted, and
the choice ofmethod further justified. If, as explained in the previous chapter,
translation and criticism are both acts of rewriting, this would mean that, if
translation is considered to be a necessary activity, so can criticism of translation:
On sait que la traduction n'est pas moins necessaire aux oeuvres - a leur
manifestation, a leur accomplissement, a leur perpetuation, a leur
circulation - que la critique, sans parler du fait qu'elle possede une
necessite empirique plus evidente. (Berman 1995: 40)
If translation is a response to a need in the original, it follows equally that
translation criticism is a response to a need in the translation it discusses. Bassnett
and Lefevere go a few steps further in alluding to the necessary nature of
rewriting (be it criticism or translation):
One might even take the next step and say that if a work is not "rewritten"
in one way or another, it is not likely to survive its publication date by all
that many years, or even months. (Bassnett & Lefevere 1990: 10)
Many writings have survived on their own and without being rewritten for
centuries, but Bassnett and Lefevere are probably alluding to a certain tendency,
already discussed in Chapter One, in which a work produced by an unknown
author will inevitably have to be accompanied or introduced by some rewriting
that situates the author and the work. The necessity of rewriting, then, is not an
absolute, though the critical evaluation of a translation can in many ways reveal
itself as a necessary activity. A case like the Baudelaire translations, with its large
number of allographic and auctorial footnotes accompanying the translations, and
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which was produced under an historically different ideology and poetics, by virtue
of its current monopoly on the market of French translations of Poe's fiction,
automatically invites the question why this translation (and not any other) has
survived so well and for such a long time. Moreover, in such cases criticism can
take its role one step further and reach the positive and productive stage alluded to
by Berman, when it can point to the necessity of replacing translations that are
assessed and deemed unsatisfactory in a contemporary perspective. Translation
Criticism thus serves not only the original and the translation, but also the target
literature, and in more general terms, literature and language in general.
Because of this larger purpose, and in order to be taken seriously as a discipline in
its own right, Translation Criticism should be rigorous in its methods, its
applications and its theoretical foundations, as Berman says in Pour une critique
des traductions: John Donne (the title of the book hopefully says enough about
Berman's position):
Si nous estimons que la critique litteraire est essentielle a la vie des oeuvres
(et de la lecture qui est un moment de cette vie), nous devons considerer,
sur le fondement de ce qui a ete dit, que la critique des traductions l'est
tout autant, et done accorder a cette partie de la critique tout le serieux que
l'on accorde a celle relative aux oeuvres.
(Berman 1995: 43)
After this brief statement of the necessary nature of Translation Criticism, the
other sources in T.S. which form the background against which a defence of
Translation Criticism can be drawn up further, can now be explored.
2.5. The "Cultural Turn" in Translation Studies
This section will begin with a discussion of two approaches which have emerged
since Translation Studies took its "cultural turn," before looking at how
problematic issues like equivalence, literalism and fluency are perceived in the
light of these new perspectives. The discussion begins with Gideon Toury, whose
mapping of the discipline was introduced above. The most recent book proposing
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an approach in T.S. which involves Polysytem theory is Toury's Descriptive
Translation Studies and Beyond. This approach will now be briefly discussed and
those aspects which justify a rejection of Toury's appropriation of the term
"Descriptive Translation Studies" and support for Translation Criticism will be
illuminated.
2.5.1. Polysystem Theory
In a few words, Toury's work can be described as a proposal to form a framework
of probabilistic laws or universals of cultural transfer as applied to translation. It
looks for "a recurring translational solution, not just within one culture but also
beyond and across linguistic and cultural boundaries" (Toury 1995: 110-111)
which "thus accumulated could very well yield hypotheses which may even bear
on translation theory itself' (Toury 1995: 111). What Toury promises is a theory
where the findings of certain case studies (such as, for instance, the translation of
Shakespeare's Sonnets into Hebrew and its function in the literary system of the
target culture) are extrapolated to universals which in turn supply the basis for a
universal theory, and even for a universal model of translation strategies, which
Toury calls "Laws of Translational Behaviour":
One objective of using such findings may well be to model one's future
strategies on actual translation behaviour, past or present.
(Toury 1995:111)
Toury's operation is thus doubly deductive: from case study to universals, and
from universals to theory (and, possibly, from theory back to "actual translation
behaviour"), and the constraining consequences of this level of abstraction have
been felt by most of the scholars who initially followed and then questioned
Toury's and Even-Zohar's positions. As will now be shown:
Polysystem theory ... as another kind of structuralism, limits that which it
can conceptualise. (Gentzler 1993: 139)
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Though it is true that every theory or methodology starts out by limiting what it
can conceptualise, the constraints of Toury's theory are far-reaching and
fundamentally euro-centric. "Literary polysystem" is a term coined by Even-
Zohar in the 1970s, which divides the literary system of a culture into a centre and
a periphery, into a "high" and "low" literature, placing translation firmly in the
suburban branches of the polysystem. The centre-periphery logic is not based on
any real and recurring facts but is derived from occidental development theories
of the nineteen-sixties and seventies (for instance those developed by Raul
Prebisch). They result in a strongly euro-centric view of culture and are thus a
continuation ofDerrida's chain of phonocentrism-logocentrism-eurocentrism,
which was discussed in Chapter One. Berman rejects the peripheral status of
translation in the polysytem, and criticizes Toury for it:
Ces schemas revelent en outre qu'en ce qui concerne le role de la
"litterature traduite," l'ecole de Tel-Aviv partage acritiquement les
prejuges regnants sur sa "secondarite." Importante, mais seconde, cet
axiome commun a tous les historiens des litteratures est, ici, pour comble,
transforme en loi. (Berman 1995: 54)
What constitutes Toury's approach, namely a desire for "norms" or "laws," is thus
also its biggest shortcoming, and this is not only because of the peripheral status
attributed to translation, but because of the nature of Toury's comparative
applications from which he derives these norms.
In the last chapter ofDescriptive Translation Studies and Beyond, entitled
"Towards Laws of Translational Behaviour," Toury explains that his laws are not
rules which he thinks translators should follow (though, as was just noted, he does
think they "may well" serve as a model for future translation behaviour), they are
not prescriptive, but they are indications of what is likely to happen in a given set
of circumstances. An example of such a law is the "the law of growing
standardization" (Toury 1995: 267) of which the "alternative formulation" sounds
as follows:
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Translations tend to assume aperipheral position in the target system,
generally employing secondary models and serving as a major factor of
conservatism. (Toury 1995: 272)
This law is "supported" by a comparative example which raises serious questions.
As Gentzler points out, in previous works Toury had already arrived at his
translation laws "by comparatively examining several translations of one original
text carried out in different periods by various translators" (Gentzler 1993: 131).
However, say Gentzler "Toury also posits the necessity of an ideal "invariant of
comparison" which underlies the text in question and his entire theory in general"
(Gentzler 1993: 131) - Toury called this tertium comparationis "a hypothetical
entity constructable on the basis of a systemic (textemic) analysis of ST" (quoted
in Gentzler 1993: 131), which comes down to:
... an ideal variant third text which is the "adequate translation," not based
on a comparison to the original and various historically bound texts, but on
abstract linguistic and literary theory. (Gentzler 1993: 131)
In the 1980s, then, Toury's comparative applications from which he deduced his
"laws" already contained a methodological flaw: how can one found a theory
about the integration of translations into the "literary polysystem" based on
comparisons in which the invariant of comparison does not exist in the
polysystem? One realizes that Toury's definition of the polysytem is an
abstraction which takes into consideration the possibility of an ideal translation
and even an ideal text - otherwise, how could Toury speak of a centre and a
periphery in a literary polysystem, if not by attributing to the centre of the centre
the existence of some sort of ideal literary text? In this sense, with his use of an
abstract and exemplary tertium comparationis Toury's theory already pointed to a
level of abstraction and idealization that made it difficult to apply to what happens
in the real world.
The fallacy of the tertium comparationis still haunts Toury's theory today. In
Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond Toury no longer uses "hypothetical
entities" - at the beginning of this book Toury even claims that:
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What constitutes the subject matter of a proper discipline of Translation
Studies is (observable or reconstructable) facts of real life, rather than
merely speculative entities resulting from preconceived hypotheses and
theoretical models. (Toury 1995: 1)
Toury's insouciance in using the terms "reconstructable" and "facts of real life"
together, without further explanation as to how this "reconstruction" of facts
would happen, is worrying in itself, but the relevant point here is that Toury thus
indicates that he aims to use "real" data which have emerged in the literary
polysytem. Not so: though Toury can be said to build his laws on "facts of real
life," these are not facts that occur inside the literary polysystem as defined by
Toury himself. The comparisons that appear in Descriptive Translation Studies
and Beyond are this time carried out between translations "supplied by advanced
translation students" (Toury 1995: 269). The question has to be raised, then, as to
where Toury situates the translations produced by a student in class: are these to
be considered as representative of the same part of the "literary polysystem" as a
translation produced "on the market," i.e. published and written by an experienced
literary translator? By not answering this question, Toury maintains the hiatus
between his theoretical claims and the applications on which they are said to be
founded. The "literary polysystem" becomes a problematic concept not only
because it continues to presuppose the existence of an "ideal" literary text, but
also because Toury himself, when it comes to applying his theory, does not
differentiate between texts produced outside of the polysytem, in an academic
setting, and those produced inside of it, and which are aimed at a much wider
market.
2.5.2. The Context-Specificity of Translation
Besides the problematic concept of polysytem, Polysystem theory is also severely
diminished by its failure to recognise its own context-specificity, i.e. an awareness
that it is, in its own turn, bound to the literary or academic context in which it was
conceived. Berman pointedly observes that
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Toury, dans son souci de parvenir a une traductologie scientifique, et
meme fonctionnelle, batit des schemas ou lois qui non seulement sont
discutables historiquement, mais contredisent son propre "sens historique."
(Berman 1995: 54)
This problem, however, is avoided with our adoption of a view of criticism and
translation as rewriting. One need not cede too much to historicism to understand
that both translation and criticism are caught up in the same way in historically
defined determinations. Relating the idea that criticism and translation are both
acts of rewriting to the contextual specificity of translation entails that the
translation critic is aware that, just as translation is entirely context-bound, so is
his own activity. It can even be said that all norms, criteria, rules and laws are
context-bound, and should be treated as such:
The trouble with standards, it would seem, is that they turn out not to be
eternal and unchanging after all. Most writers on translation who come to
the subject from linguistics appear to be unable to face this, probably
because they are (still) caught up in the more positivistic aspects of
linguistics - what Snell-Hornby calls its "scientistic" side.
(Bassnett & Lefevere 1990: 3)
Toury, in wanting to construct an all-embracing, universal and closed framework
of translational norms, has ignored this danger. Moreover, the contextual
specificity of criticism and evaluation implies that even if Toury's norms of
translational behaviour were based on real translations, their function could still
not go beyond being either proven applicable, or not. Neither does Toury indicate
that there is a next step: to explain why the translator has opted for those strategies
which put him either inside or outside of the framework of Toury's norms. In that
case, each law becomes a futile exercise in hypothesis building, and does not
bring one any closer to understanding, let alone describing translators' strategies.
Reluctance to adopt all of Polysystem theory is felt by translation scholars
throughout the field, and this awareness has brought with it an increased
insistence on the historicity of all rewriting, and on the multitude of factors that
influence cultural choices. Venuti, for instance, states that "canons of accuracy are
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culturally specific and historically variable" (Venuti 1995: 37), and underlines the
political determinants that any rewriter should be wary of- in his case (that of a
prolific English-Italian translator), Anglo-Saxon imperialism and euro-centrism
(see Venuti 1995). Venuti is clearly aware that all critical categories and
evaluative norms in T.S. need to be used with a sense of their relativity.
Translation thus joins criticism in a discourse that is permeated by an awareness
of its own historicity, and pervaded by an insistence (from a significant number of
scholars in T.S.) that there can be no universals in T.S.:
For there is no universal canon according to which texts may be assessed.
There are whole sets of canons that shift and change and each text is
involved in a continuing dialectical relationship with those sets.
(Bassnett-McGuire 1991: 9)
Translation Criticism, at least a T.C. which remains fully conscious of the fact that
it is rewriting, and therefore as context-specific as the text it rewrites,
automatically escapes this desire for universality.
To close this discussion on Polysystem theory, one might follow the path chosen
by those translation scholars who have fed on the polysystem source, but are re¬
evaluating it because they find it "too formalistic and restrictive" (Gentzler 1993:
139). There is, for instance, what has been called a "Belgian" group of Toury
disciples who have inherited - and enriched - Toury's interest in the conditions of
the target culture:
It is the individual in the target literature who selects the texts that are to
be imported, as well as the systems and sub-systems from which the texts
will be selected. It is the receiving literature that determines the
translational method and its function.
(Lambert et al. 1985: 150)
The innovation added by Lambert is "the individual" - Toury does not take into
account individual choice - and also the interest in the source culture, which is not
at all present in D.T.S. More examples of the adoption of aspects of D.T.S., or of
features which D.T.S. has in common with other approaches, are given by
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Gentzler, who points to the use by T.S. scholars of such aspects of Polysystem
theory as "the destabilization of the notion of an original message with a fixed
identity" (Gentzler 1993: 134), a topic treated, though from a different
perspective, in Chapter One, and "the integration of both the original text and the
translated text in the semiotic web of intersecting cultural systems" (Gentzler
1993: 134), a topic which will be discussed in the upcoming sections. It must be
recognized, then, that the target-oriented concerns to which Polysystem theory
opened the door were certainly desirable, and rejecting the main thrust of the
theory need not stop one from retaining a number of its more useful elements.
2.5.3. Lefevere's Realism
The larger perspective which Toury's D.T.S. opens up is also adequately
represented by Andre Lefevere, and though formulated and shaped differently,
Lefevere's ideas can be aligned with Berman's guidelines in Chapter Three, and
are thus relevant for this study. Lefevere begins his work Translation, Rewriting
and the Manipulation ofLiterary Fame with the following statement:
It is my contention that the process resulting in the acceptance or rejection,
canonization or non-canonization of literary works is dominated not by
vague, but by very concrete factors that are relatively easy to discern as
soon as one eschews interpretation as the core of literary studies and
begins to address issues such as power, ideology, institution, and
manipulation. (Lefevere 1992a: 2)
What Lefevere is addressing here is the fact that the reception and integration of a
translation into a target culture is nothing like as abstract as would appear from
certain representations of these processes. Lefevere's approach is factual: he
shows that the critic simply needs a realistic knowledge of the national
institutions, of economics, of cultural and social ideologies and of literary
preferences in the target culture, and also of the position or status of the translator
in all this, to understand why a certain translation gets accepted or not. Besides
Lefevere, other translation scholars (Bassnett & Trivedi 1999, Barnstone 1993,
Venuti 1992) have also given examples of how certain translations have changed
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the cultures in which they were integrated. They have shown that there is a
preparatory stage to this literary change and that there are a number of concrete
factors, sometimes quite visible, sometimes less easy to uncover, which will
facilitate or prohibit the adoption of a literary work by a certain (target) culture.
Lefevere, who sees forces of patronage at work both inside and outside of the
target literary "system," explains how the controlling force ofpatronage consists
of three basic elements: ideology, economics and status.7 The economic
component is the financial compensation the patron gives to the rewriter, and by
status Lefevere refers to the social and cultural prestige attributed by the patron or
patronizing institution, and which is linked to the translator's own status. Ideology
is interpreted by Lefevere in more or less the same way as Abdulla understands it,
as "a set of ideas characteristic of a certain social group which help to legitimate
its dominant political power within society" (Abdulla 1999: 1). Ideological
considerations, looking at the socio-cultural, political and even economic
foundations of the selection of texts which a culture rewrites, is an important issue
in T.S. and will also inform the evaluation, in the present study, ofBaudelaire's
position as a translator and the impact this had on his translation strategies.
In his explanation of the dynamics of patronage, Lefevere also links up the
fluctuations of a literary system with the previously introduced necessity of
translation. Lefevere indicates that the necessity of translation is engendered by a
need in the target literature, a need for change in order to renew itself, a need
which its "professionals" and patrons try to fill:
Change in a literary system is also closely connected with patronage;
change is a function of the need felt in the environment of a literary system
for that system to be or remain functional. (Lefevere 1992a: 23)
7 Lefevere explains that he uses the term "system" as a heuristic and pedagogical construct: "It is
rather intended to be a neutral, descriptive term, used to designate a set of related elements that
happen to share certain characteristics that set them apart form other elements perceived as not
belonging to the system" (Lefevere 1992a: 12).
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Besides patronage, Lefevere points to the importance of poetics, which consists
on the one hand of "literary devices, genres, motifs, prototypical situations, and
symbols" (Lefevere 1992a: 26), which is the codified side of a poetics (embodied,
in France for instance, by the Academie Frangaise), and on the other hand of "a
concept ofwhat the role of literature is, or should be, in the social system as a
whole" (Lefevere 1992a: 26). Needless to add that Lefevere is aware that a
culture's poetics is intimately linked with its other "ideologies" or cultural, social
and political components that lie outside the sphere of the literary system.
The occurrence of a codified poetics as it exists, for instance, in France, entails
"the canonization of the output of certain rewriters whose work is regarded as
conforming most closely to the codified poetics" (Lefevere 1992a: 28). But
whereas the contextual specificity ofpatronage is obvious - patronage is mainly
represented by human beings, whose mortality entails their passing and changing
importance in the equation - poetics, on the other hand, especially its conception
of the role of literature, is not such a visible nor tangible factor, and its context-
specificity is less obvious. Still, as Lefevere points out, poetics is also context-
bound:
A poetics, any poetics, is a historical variable: it is not absolute.
(Lefevere 1992a: 35)
For Lefevere, most poetics also seem to be ruled by a tendency to conservatism,
though not so much in the sense of preserving old values as in the sense of self-
preservation:
... to retain its "absolute" position as long as possible, a poetics must deny
or, at least, rewrite the history of the literature it dominates at a given time.
(Lefevere 1992a: 35)
A poetics, and a poet-translator who is a part of it, will thus select those texts that
help sustain its own existence, and, as will become clear in Chapters Four, Five
and Six, this was case for the Baudelaire translations, in more ways than one. This
act of self-preservation is achieved through rewriting. It is translation, or other
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forms of rewriting, Lefevere explains, that often "helps" a poetics introduce the
necessary change. The role of translation and rewriting in general is to be the
importers of change, of new literary devices and genres, of renewed metaphors
and forms, on which the literary system feeds to renew itself, and the attentive
reader will have noticed that this image is consistent with de Campos'
cannibalistic metaphor, though on a broader level. Moreover, it can now safely be
said that the absorption or "feeding off" goes both ways: literary systems absorb
translations and are affected by them; and translations are selected on the basis of,
and permeated by, the conventions and poetics of the literary system in which
they are absorbed. Poetics and ideology are even thought to be stronger than
linguistic considerations when it comes to choice in translation:
... on every level of the translation process, it can be shown that, if
linguistic considerations enter into conflict with considerations of an
ideological and/or poetological nature, the latter tend to win out.
(Lefevere 1992a: 39).
The relevance of the poetics, ideology and patronage that reigned Baudelaire's
time will thus not be overlooked in this study, and the pre-analytical enquiries
which will precede the textual analyses of the translations (see Chapter Four, Five
and Six) will present as much information as possible to determine Baudelaire's
interaction with the target literature on that level.
The arrival of the meta-textual issues discussed above has reshaped the opinions
of scholars on some of the eternally recurring questions in translation, which can
now be considered from a new perspective. This chapter will end with a brief
discussion on the ways in which contemporary T.S. scholars view the questions
of equivalence, fluency and literalism, indicating the author's position on these
issues in the context of the present study.
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2.6. Equivalence, Fluency and Literalism
2.6.1. Equivalence
In their introduction to Translation, History and Culture Bassnett and Lefevere
state that:
... with the demise of the notion of equivalence as sameness, and
recognition of the fact that literary conventions change continuously, the
old evaluative norms of "good" and "bad," "faithful" and "unfaithful" are
also disappearing. (Bassnettt & Lefevere 1990: 12)
Indeed, as the discussion of literalism and fluency will show, these old evaluative
norms have been put into question, though an examination of the rhetoric that
pervades the field shows that a similar attitude prevails under disguises that are
sometimes too thin to cover a renewed tendency towards prescriptivism. This is
because scholars have become interested in the ethical dimension of translation,
and once having taken sides in the debate, inevitably end up wielding the new
criteria in just as prohibitive a fashion as the old ones. Again, the importance of
realising one's own context-specificity in such ethical debates is often overlooked.
Moreover, Lefevere and Bassnett's sweeping announcement of the "demise of
equivalence as sameness," should be examined a bit more closely. First of all,
equivalence is not always considered as mere "sameness," and this becomes clear
from House's definition of translation and functional equivalence:
Equivalence I take to be the fundamental criterion of translation quality.
Thus, an adequate translation text is a semantically and pragmatically
equivalent one. As a first requirement for this equivalence, it is posited that
a translation text has a function equivalent to that of its source text.
However, ... this requirement needs to be further differentiated given the
cline between overt and covert translation. (House 1997: 31-32)
This statement does not mention sameness, and House has already insisted that
equivalence is not invariance (House 1997: 25). Instead House suggests that
equivalence should be considered context-specifically, as moving, as translations
do, on the cline between opposite translation types. What matters is that in
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House's initial description, equivalence is not a fixed notion or quality for
translations. Earlier in the same work House had stated that:
Given these different types of equivalence in translation [as established by
Koller 1992] it becomes immediately clear that not all five types of
equivalence can be aimed at in translation, but that - true to the nature of
translation as a decision process (Levy 1967) it is necessary for the
translator to make a choice, i.e., the translator has to set up a hierarchy of
demands on equivalence that the [sic] wants to follow.
(House 1997: 26)
Equivalence thus depends on the translator's decision as to where on the cline
between overt and covert translation he will position himself, and "how much"
equivalence is required for that purpose. House thus seems to see equivalence as
an unstable notion, i.e. equivalence is not a (fixed) middle term between two
opposite choices for the translator, but describes each choice on a cline within a
bi-polarity (which I take to be "equivalent" vs. "non-equivalent"). However, this
is where things become more difficult. When House examines the implementation
of her model, she states that:
The original assumption in the model that a TT in order to be adequate
should have a function equivalent to the function of the ST had to be
refined in the light of the crucial distinction between overt and covert
translations: it is thus only in the cases of covert translation that it is in fact
possible to achieve functional equivalence. This functional equivalence is,
however, extremely difficult to achieve because differences in the socio-
cultural norms of the two linguacultures have to be taken into account, and
a culturalfilter must be applied. (House 1997: 75)8
The above statement indicates that equivalence is only relevant for covert
translations, and that even there, it does not necessarily occur very often.
Moreover House's indication that equivalence is difficult to achieve when there
are many differences in the norms of the linguacultures, seems to indicate that
equivalence still essentially stands for (functional) sameness. House's equivalence
8 House explains the "cultural filter" as follows: "In a covert translation the translator has to make
allowances for underlying cultural differences by placing what I call a culturalfilter between the
source text and the translation text. The translator has, as it were, to view the source text through
the glasses of a target culture member" (House 1997: 70).
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is thus not a term occurring in the middle of a cline, but a middle term that occurs
at one end of the cline, and becomes synonymous for "adequate for covert
translation."
What House's position shows is that the concept of equivalence needs to be
adapted to take into account the context-specificity of translations, because
equivalence, even taken as a middle term indicating a number of abstract qualities,
may be differently constituted in different contexts. It can therefore be argued,
with House's support, that equivalence is not the unnecessary or demised concept
that Bassnett and Lefevere want to think it is, that it should certainly not be
considered as mere sameness, and that it would be ludicrous to deny that it is an
essential notion in our understanding of the linguistic or textual aspects of
translation. In this study, cases where what House defines as "functional
equivalence" is lacking, will be examined, but never without losing sight of the
context of the translator's position and his aims for the translation. "The demise of
equivalence as sameness" should thus be understood as the demise of the idea that
equivalence (ofwhatever type) is the only measure by which one should evaluate
and judge translations, and its near redundancy in a larger, meta-textual and non-
eurocentric context. This is consistent with the post-structuralist view on
translation which sees it not so much as an act of imitation, but as an act of
supplementation, both between texts and between languages - a supplement is not
an equivalent, but is at least partly characterized by a sameness with what it
supplements. Moreover the "demise of equivalence" should not stop one from
admitting that a good part of all translation strategies are based on an irreducible
desire for some type of equivalence, and that equivalence (differentiated or not) is
therefore essential to our understanding of the translation process and its resulting
products.
2.6.2. Fluency
The issues of fluency and literalism are closely related, though fluency should not
be directly opposed to literalism. A fluent translation is a translation which has
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avoided word for word strategies, is oriented towards the reader in the target
culture, and is adapted to the literary habits of this audience. House's use of the
term "covert" to describe such translation illustrates why for Venuti, a fluent
strategy is responsible for the "invisibility" of the translator: the more fluent (or
covert) the translation, i.e. the more the language of the translation is adapted to
the linguistic and literary customs of the target culture, the less it will "feel" like a
translation and the less the reader will be aware of the presence of the translator,
who thus becomes "invisible":
... a fluent strategy effaces the linguistic and cultural differences of the
foreign text. This gets rewritten in the transparent discourse dominating
the target-language culture and is inevitably coded with other target-
language values, beliefs, and social representations ... a fluent strategy
performs a labor of acculturation which domesticates the foreign text,
making it intelligible and even familiar to the target-language reader,
providing him or her with the narcissistic experience of recognizing his or
her own culture in a cultural other, enacting an imperialism that extends
the dominion of transparency with other ideological discourses over a
different culture. (Venuti 1992: 5)
A fluent strategy, then, occurs in a variety of circumstances and from the second
part of this quotation it becomes clear that for Venuti (and others, e.g. Cheyfitz
1991), a fluent strategy automatically constitutes an act of cultural imperialism.
Indeed, with its variety of underlying motivations, fluency constitutes the first of
the two possibilities in the classical dichotomy of what Bandia calls "sourcistes"
and "ciblistes" (Bandia 1995: 492). Unfortunately, as Venuti's ideologically laden
statement shows, though fluency and literalism are useful descriptive terms,
certain scholars in the field have turned the tandem into a dichotomy of absolutes
by taking sides in what has become an ethical debate, which means that terms like
"domesticating" and "foreignising," or "target-oriented" and "source-oriented,"
"overt" and "covert," and even "close" and "free" translation are not used context-
specifically, but within an abstract ethics of translation, and thus substitute one
kind of prescriptivism by another, more political one. For Venuti, a fluent strategy
also automatically becomes restrictive on a purely linguistic and textual level:
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Fluency tries to check the drift of language away from the conceptual
signified, away from communication and self-expression. When
successfully deployed, it is the strategy that produces the effect of
transparency, wherein the translation is identified with the foreign text and
evokes the individualistic illusion of authorial presence. (Venuti 1992: 4)
Some authors who are on the same side of the tandem as Venuti, have therefore
sworn by literalism, and the most adamant defenders of literalism are often those
authors who have felt "betrayed" by their own translator(s), such as Vladimir
Nabokov or Milan Kundera (on Kundera see Kuhiwozak 1990). Here are some of
Nabokov's snide comments on fluency:
The term "free translation" smacks of knavery and tyranny. It is when the
translator sets out to render the "spirit" - not the textual sense - that he
begins to traduce his author. The clumsiest literal translation is a thousand
times more useful than the prettiest paraphrase.
(Nabokov 1992 [1955]: 127)
Considering, then, the risk of prescriptivism inherent in drawing the debate on an
ethical level, terms such as "foreignising" and "domesticating," or "overt" and
"covert," can only be used legitimately and efficiently when one refrains from
using them as value judgments, and instead applies them with reference to a
specific context. This can only be done by taking into account all the meta-textual
aspects that determine and help form the translator's decisions.
2.6.3. Literalism
Nabokov's views are closely connected to what Walter Benjamin says about
literalism. For Benjamin, literalism (or literalness) is linked to his concept of pure
language: good literalism springs from the desire within language to "set free"
pure language. He compares translation to fragments of a vessel which are glued
together so that translation and original match in all their details, without
resembling each other, and says that a translator should not try to catch the sense
and render it in another language, but "give(s) voice to the intentio of the original
not as reproduction but as harmony" (Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 79):
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... a translation, instead of resembling the meaning of the original, must
lovingly and in detail incorporate the original's mode of signification, thus
making both the original and the translation recognizable as fragments of a
greater language, just as fragments are part of a vessel. ... Therefore it is
not the highest praise of a translation, particularly in the age of its origin,
to say that it reads as if it had been written in that language. Rather, the
significance of fidelity as ensured by literalness is that the work reflects
the great longing for linguistic complementation.
(Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 79-my italics)
The words in italics are a reminder ofBenjamin's essentially temporal, linear
view of translation - a point which will reappear in Chapter Three. As Benjamin's
words have just confirmed, and as most recent writers on the topic seem to agree,
literalism is nowadays considered less dangerous than fluency, and fluent
translation is seen as a form of betrayal which undermines the transfer of cultural
entities that do not get transferred but transformed and domesticated.[j2]
Literalism, however, should also be approached conspicuously. Even those
scholars who take sides in the fluency debate, do recognise that literalism and
fluency are not necessarily mutually exclusive and that not all literalism is good
literalism:
Close translation certainly risks obscure diction, awkward construction,
and hybrid forms but these vary in degree from one foreign text to another
and from one domestic situation to another. Detections of "translationese"
assume an investment in specific linguistic and cultural values to the
exclusion of others. Hence close translation is foreignising only because
its approximation to the foreign text entails deviating from dominant
domestic values - like transparent discourse.
(Venuti 1995: 146 - my italics)
Literalism, then, does not necessarily always set language free, it does not
necessarily bring out the foreignness of the text, but it can create an illusion of
foreignness by simply sounding foreign - not a desirable quality either. It is
indeed a very thin line between sounding strange because one's language is
awkwardly adapted to fit a word for word rendering of the original (the "poor"
version of literalism), or sounding strange because the unusual words or syntax
reflect elements in the source text that are alien to the target literature. It is thus
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not so much the fact of literalism itself, but the degree of literalism and the
translator's motives for choosing it, and his techniques in applying literal
strategies, that need to be investigated.
One point of general agreement in the fluency/literalism debate concerns the
motives which underlie the choice of translation strategy, and scholars like Venuti
and Lefevere declare that translators should be open (and honest) about their
translation strategies, about their perception of the original, and about their aims
in translation. Still, the underpinnings of a translator's choices are precisely that
part of the translation process that is most difficult to pin down, and this is not in
the least because translators are themselves not always truthful about (or even
aware of) their real motives. Again, this is where para-text can play an important
role when it becomes a part of the translation critic's object of investigation.
Nabokov, who sees a link between literalism and the "truth" of a translation,
would like to see:
... translations with copious footnotes, footnotes reaching up like
skyscrapers to the top of this or that page so as to leave only the gleam of
one textual line between commentary and eternity. I want such footnotes
and the absolute literal sense, with no emasculation and no padding.
(Nabokov 1992 [1955]: 143)
Still, para-text (including footnotes) should also be approached with caution, and
this particularly applies to historical translations and their para-texts. In Sherry
Simon's words, when one considers a translator's notes, for instance, one needs to
ask oneself the question: "is the word of the translator to be taken seriously?"
(Simon 1990: 115). In the course of this study a lot of information provided by the
translator in para-texts will be examined, and it will be necessary to determine
whether this information is consistent with his position, and more importantly,
with what he actually does in the text of his translation. The examination ofpara-
text is thus an exercise in scepticism, which remains indispensable if one wants to
determine if the translator's strategies are consistent with the claims he makes
about them and about his work in general, and also with the appraisal of the
translation by others. This means that the present author does not put the same
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kind of faith in footnotes as Nabokov did, at least not as truthful purveyors of the
translator's intentions and motivations, and shares Sherry Simon's scepticism.
Berman, who wrote extensively on the German tradition in translation (as
described in his 1984 L 'Epreuve de I 'etranger: culture et traduction dans
I 'Allemagne romantique), and who was then an equally enthusiastic defender of
successful literalism, thinks that the translator should be free to introduce as many
footnotes as he likes, since they are a guarantee for honest work:
II n'y a cependant non-veridicidite que dans la mesure ou les
manipulations sont tues, passees sous silence. Ne pas dire ce qu'on va faire
- par exemple adapter plutot que traduire - ou faire autre chose que ce
qu'on a dit, voila ce qui a valu a la corporation de l'adage italien
traduttore traditore, et que le critique doit denoncer durement. Le
traducteur a tous les droits des lors qu'il joue franc jeu. (Berman 1995: 93)
Berman's optimism can be mitigated somewhat, however, by stating that an
inadequate translation is not justified simply by adding a footnote that somehow
legitimates its inadequacy. Moreover, it would be nai've to believe that, simply
because a translator has bothered to add a footnote to his translation, he is
automatically telling the truth about his work. Footnotes, then, are to be taken not
so much as the source of the truth about the translator's intentions, but as a
signpost. They usually indicate that the translator has made a difficult or
problematic choice, a choice with which he may have felt uncomfortable or at
least which he felt needed justification, and thus signal a choice whose underlying
motivations the critic should examine, sceptically testing the translator's
statements and comparing them to what happens in the translated text.
Incidentally, the same scepticism also applies to other types of para-text, which
can indicate to a certain extent the stance of the translator, the way he approaches
the work of the author and the way he approaches his task as a translator of that
work, but which, again, should always be examined against the backdrop of the
reality of his translations.
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2.7. The Ineluctability of Prescriptivism
As indicated in the preceding sections, in the hands of a number of scholars the
literalism and fluency debate has had the unfortunate effect of substituting old
prescriptive criteria (tagging translations as good or bad) by new ones within an
ethical stand on translation. The reasons why prescriptivism is so ubiquitously
present in translation theory and how the very nature of translation (and rewriting)
makes it difficult to avoid that tendency, will now be examined.
Kaisa Koskinen ends her article "(Mis)translating the Untranslatable - The Impact
of Deconstruction and Post-Structuralism on Translation Theory," with a
confirmation of Berman's position on the importance for the translator to reveal
his translation strategy and the motivations of his choices. In this statement,
Koskinen also indicates that a good translation is a translation which overtly
represents the linguistic and cultural differences between the source and target
texts - i.e. a good translation is an overtly foreignizing translation:
The danger then lies in the invisibility of the translator, not in the act of
translation itself. In my opinion the translator needs to come out from
under cover, and openly show her/his manipulation. Instead of aiming at
domesticated transparency and hidden foreignness, the translator should
rather let the reader be aware of the linguistic and cultural differences and
the plurality ofmeanings (see Venuti 1992).
(Koskinen 1994: 451 - my italics)
Here, the italicised modal reveals Koskinen's own tendency towards
prescriptivism, which is incongruent with a post-structuralist translation theory
that pits itself against logocentrism and euro-centrism. Still, as much as one can
put the origin under erasure and claim the instability of the original text, the fact is
that one remains pervaded, as Derrida pointed out, by a desire for a stable origin
or centre. In the same way, as much as translation scholars wish to do away with
the notion of equivalence, a translator's choices will inevitably remain pervaded
by that same desire for equivalence. Since no theorist denies that consistency is an
essential requirement in translation, this entails that no theorist, including those
who wish to resist prescriptivism with all their might, can escape a preference for
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a certain side of the opposition between a consistent move towards the source
(text, language, culture and reader) or a move towards the target (text, language,
culture and reader). Berman, whose preference for literalism was especially
obvious in his "La traduction a la lettre, ou 1'auberge du lointain" (Berman 1985:
69-82), where he enumerates the translation practices that incarnate
domestication, has, in his Pour une critique des traductions, tried hard to abandon
this prescriptive attitude, stating that:
D'une fa?on generale, il faut refuser avec la derniere energie,[j3] depuis
qu'on a commence a enseigner la traduction litteraire, toute infeodation du
traduire a un quelconque discours conceptuel qui, directement ou non, lui
dirait, "ce qu'il faut faire;" cela vaut pour l'analyse textuelle, pour la
poetique, la linguistique, mais aussi, (sinon surtout) pour les
"traductologies" en tout genre. (Berman 1995: 69)[j4]
Still, this statement being expressed in deontic modality ("il fauf'), it gives the
clearest counter-indication possible to Berman's attempt to reject prescriptivism.
The statement evidences once again that prescriptivism is difficult to avoid
completely in translation theory and in Translation Criticism, which does not
mean that one should accept it uncritically as an inevitable feature of translation
theory. The neutralisation of this prescriptive tendency can be enhanced through
an acknowledgment that one is "doing criticism," that this is a kind of rewriting,
and not a mere description, which in turn will raise one's awareness of the
context-specificity of each evaluation, and of the futility of trying to establish
fixed criteria and values to measure translations by. Moreover, it is natural for
translation assessment criteria to oscillate between a preference for a movement
towards the source or a movement towards the target, because Translation
Criticism is a rewriting of these choices, previously made by the translator. This is
why Translation Criticism cannot, and does not need to, deny itself a usage of
criteria which belong to one of the two sides of the scale, as long as it remains
aware of its own context-specificity, and that of the translation.
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2.8. Recapitulation and Conclusions
Translation Studies has seen, over the last few decades, a rising interest in the
cultural aspects of translation, and in methods that give a more culturally oriented
description of translation. At the same time Translation Criticism has been
marginalized and remains largely undefined, and Toury has unjustly attributed an
inevitably prescriptive character to it. It has been shown that in a view of
translation as rewriting, Translation Criticism is context-specific, and thus largely
escapes the tendency to prescriptivism. Moreover, T.C. includes description,
quality assessment and evaluation, but also moves beyond these activities into
meta-textual explanations of the motivations underlying the translator's strategies
and decisions.
The linguistic approaches in Translation Studies provide a confirmation that
Translation Criticism is necessary, since, rather logically, these approaches have
limited their descriptions to the textual and linguistic data, and have as yet not
included a systematic description of the meta- and para-textual context of
translation. Translation Criticism, especially a T.C. that uses para-text, can enrich
a linguistic approach such as House's by adding a reversed direction to the
process of evaluation and assessment: whereas the linguistic approaches go from
analysis to value judgement, Translation Criticism can also go from value
judgement (whether objective or subjective, and whether coming from the
translator or from other commentators) to analysis, and see how far the two bear
each other out. Translation Criticism thus benefits from the textual-linguistic
approaches, which it can follow to a large extent, and which it also elaborates by
adding meta-textual information, often yielded by para-texts.
The present chapter has also shown the continuing relevance of criteria such as
"overt" and "covert," and of labels like "literary" and "fluent," or "foreignising"
and "domesticating," while at the same time underlining the importance of
wielding these criteria in a non-ethical and contextualised manner. Equivalence
can also be retained as a useful notion, again with the understanding that it cannot
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be used as a fixed term to judge translations by, but that it can only be examined
against the backdrop of the totality of the translator's decisions, and the context in
which these decisions occur. In a Translation Criticism which sees itself as
rewriting, and thus automatically acknowledges its own context-specificity, ethics
can therefore be replaced by a sense of the historicity of one's own discourse, by
an awareness of the dangers of any type of logocentrism, and by an
acknowledgement of the context-specificity of translation and rewriting in
general.
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Chapter Three: Antoine Berman's Proposals for
Translation Criticism
3.1. Introduction
Antoine Berman, whose guidelines for Translation Criticism will be discussed in
this chapter, grounds his method on the same foundations as those introduced in
the first chapter:
... mon analyse des traductions, etant et se voulant une critique, se fonde
egalement sur Walter Benjamin, car c'est chez lui qu'on trouve le concept
le plus eleve et le plus radical de la critique "litteraire" - et de la critique
tout court. (Berman 1995: 15)
Berman tries to resist dichotomies in his theory-building and, in a move similar to
Benjamin's idea of "Fortleben" and "Uberleben," describes translation in a
temporal perspective, with different states or stages of translation. The
foundations ofBerman's thought can thus be aligned both with Benjamin's ideas
on translation and with post-structuralist thinking - Berman himself describes his
perspective in the following announcement of his proposals:
Hermeneutique post-heideggerienne et critique benjaminienne me servent
done ici a expliciter et ordonner (non systematiser) mon experience de
Tanalyse de traductions. (Berman 1995: 15)
Berman indicates with "non systematiser" that he does not adhere to the
"systems" approach discussed in the previous chapter, which does not, however,
prevent him from describing his observations in a systematic manner. He presents
a coherent and methodical framework for Translation Criticism based on detailed
textual and linguistic analyses of the translations, but which at the same time
includes in its considerations the meta-textual concerns discussed in the previous
chapter. Benjamin's main focus is on:
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... Yauteur du texte traduit, le fameux "sujet traduisant" dont tous les
theoriciens de la traduction parlent, sans parvenir a mettre la main dessus.
(Berman 1995: 16)
An interest in the author of the translated text may seem contradictory in a method
grounding itself in the school which has proclaimed the death of the author, but as
has already indicated, the translator, whom Berman calls a "sujet traduisant," is
not so much an author, but a reader and rewriter. This proviso allows one to
follow Berman's focus on the translator, and one will thus, like Berman, go "in
search of the translator" ("a la recherche du traducteur" (Berman 1995: 16)), in
order to fill in four main "hermeneutic categories" ("categories hermeneutiques"
(ibid.)). The question that will then be asked first is: "Who is the translator?" ("qui
est le traducteur?" (ibid.)), after which the categories of "the translator's stance"
("sa position traductive" (ibid.)), "the translator's project" ("son projet de
traduction" (ibid.)), and "the translator's horizon" ("son horizon traductif' (ibid.))
will be filled in. The purpose and meaning of these four categories - or questions
- will be examined in the second part of this chapter.
3.2. Berman's "Grandes Traductions"
Before discussing Berman's proposals for Translation Criticism, however, I'd like
to touch on an aspect ofBerman's views on translation will be examined because
of its specific relevance for this study. Berman has written on several occasions on
the concept ofwhat he calls "grandes traductions," a term which is best rendered
by "great translations," although "historic translations" is, for reasons that will
become clear, an equally defensible option. In a 1990 article entitled "La
retraduction comme espace de la traduction" Berman explains what he
understands by a "grande traduction," founding the concept on a temporal view of
translation. It is also in this article that Berman classifies Baudelaire's translations
of Poe's work among such other great translations as:
... la Vulgate de Saint-Jerome, la Bible de Luther, VAuthorized Version ...
le Plutarque d'Amyot, les Mille et une nuits de Galland, le Shakespeare de
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Schlegel, VAntigone de Holderlin, le Paradis perdu de Milton de
Chateaubriand, le Poe de Baudelaire, le Baudelaire de Stefan George: voila
une liste, nullement exhaustive, de grandes traductions. (Berman 1990: 2)
The reader should know, however, that among the non-religious texts cited here,
Berman carried out extensive studies on most of these translations, with the
exception of Baudelaire's work. Berman's bibliography does not contain a
detailed study on the Baudelaire translations, and in his work the translations are
only mentioned as a classic example in translation, very much in the same
sweeping manner as in the extract above. In preceding texts (Berman 1985: 132),
Berman even spelled Poe's name in its Gallicised version, as "le Poe de
Baudelaire," an error which he is not alone in committing to this day.9 It would
thus appear that Berman's experience of the Baudelaire translations was more that
of an interested and enthusiastic reader than that of a translation critic. Without
deciding at this point whether Berman's concept of "grande traduction" applies to
Baudelaire's translations, Berman's discussion on great translations will here be
taken up, because it contains insights that can lead to a better understanding of the
questions which these "historic" translations raise.
3.2.1. The Necessity of Retranslation
When Berman talks about retranslation, he refers to Goethe in order to support his
temporally structured view of translation, and to Benjamin, in order to explain the
essential qualities of great translations. Berman shows how Goethe, in his West-
Osterlicher Divan, describes three modes of translation, which are actually three
stages in, or states of, translation, which normally follow each other in
chronological order. The first is a "traduction mot-a-mot (non-litteraire),"
(Berman 1985: 116), a word for word translation:
9 The misspelling of Poe's name was a major worry for Baudelaire, who in a letter to Sainte-
Beuve, whom he had asked to write a review of the first volume of translations, instructed his
friend as follows: "Je suis persuade qu'un homme ainsi soigneux que vous ne m'en voudra pas, si
je prie de bien observer I'orthographie du nom d'Edgar Poe. Pas de d, pas de trema, pas d'accent"
(Correspondances I 1973 [1856]: 345).
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... la traduction intra ou juxtalineaire (mot a mot) visant tout au plus a
donner une idee grossiere (dixit Goethe) de l'original. (Berman 1990: 2)
Secondly, there is the "traduction adaptatrice ou parodique," (Berman 1985: 117)
which Berman also describes as:
... la traduction libre, qui adapte l'original a la langue, a la litterature, a la
culture du traducteur. (Berman 1990: 2)
and ofwhich Fitzgerald's Rubayyat or the Belles Infideles would be appropriate
examples. Then comes the last stage, called the "traduction interlineaire elaboree,"
which Goethe called literal translation:
... la traduction litterale, au sens de Goethe, c'est-a-dire celle qui reproduit
les "particularites" culturelles, textuelles, etc. de Toriginal.
(Berman 1990: 2)
Every state of translation corresponds to a step towards this final stage in
translation, the place where translation is "achieved" or "accomplished." Berman
calls this the "espace d'accomplissement de la traduction," and this stage is only
reached by what he calls "grandes traductions." "Accomplissemenf' should then
really be understood as a successful achievement (especially after a lot of
(repeated) effort), because what Berman is actually describing here is more like a
"consummate" stage - Webster's defines "consummate" as "brought to
completion in a state of the highest perfection" (Webster's 1984: 182). One could
thus say that for Berman great translations are marked by their having reached the
consummate stage, the stage of successful achievement.
In spite of being framed in a chronological perspective, the three stages in
translation are not fixed categories: Berman recognises that a great translation can
occur in the first stage (though this is not very frequent) and that not all
translations occurring at the third stage will qualify as a great translations. What is
consistent with the previous discussions on the life-sustaining force of translation
and rewriting, is that Berman sees retranslation as a necessary activity for
translation. The idea of the necessity of retranslation thus shows that Berman's
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views are also rooted in a recognition of the necessity ofand in translation - the
necessity oftranslation as a necessity of language, and the necessity in translation
as a desire in every translation for retranslation. Indeed, Berman sees a need in the
first translation which causes the subsequent retranslations to occur:
C'est dans l'apres-coup d'une premiere traduction aveugle et hesitante que
surgit la possibility d'une traduction accomplie. (Berman 1990: 2)
This, says Berman, is because the first translation is marked by what he calls
"defaillance," a concept which I propose to translate as "want," and which is
intimately linked with untranslatability:10
Toute traduction est defaillante, c'est-a-dire entropique. Quelles que soient
ses principes. Ce qui veut dire que toute traduction est marquee par la
"non-traduction." (Berman 1990: 5)
For Berman "defaillance" is the prerequisite for retranslation, and when a
translation has run through its necessary cycles of retranslation, says Berman, it
finally reaches the consummate stage, the stage of great translations. Here,
"defaillance" is counterbalanced by abundance or copia. However, it should be
underlined that for Berman even a great (re)translation can still be replaced by
another (even greater?) (re)translation:
Parfois, dans cette multiplicity [of retranslations] se degage une grande
traduction qui, pour un temps, suspend la succession des retraductions ou
diminue leur necessity. Dans la grande traduction, la defaillance reste
presente, mais contrebalancee par un phenomene, que nous pouvons
rappeler, avec les traducteurs du XVIe siecle, la copia, l'abondance.
(Berman 1990: 5)
If they were merely measured by the standard of "suspending" the process of
retranslation, Baudelaire's translations of Poe could certainly be ranked in
Berman's category of "great translations," since their existence has indeed de
10 "Defaillance" is used in French academic surroundings to signify a student's absence (e.g. at an
exam), and generally means weakness, fault, failure, default {Collins Robert 1998: 242). 1 have
chosen want, because weakness, fault and failure seem more applicable to physical things, and
between lack and want, want is the term which expresses unambiguously that what is missing is
necessary or desirable.
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facto suspended the activity of retranslating what Baudelaire had already
translated. However, Berman does not specify how long "pour un temps" can be,
and when one keeps in mind the established necessity for retranslation, the
extremely long duration of the non-retranslation of Baudelaire's Poe raises the
question whether this kind of suspension is such a happy state for a translation to
be in.
3.2.2. The Kairos of Great Translations and the "Chosen Translator"
The other concept which applies to Berman's great translations is kairos, a term
which Berman also uses in "La traduction et la lettre, ou l'auberge du lointain"
(Berman 1984: 116 note 99). As Berman explains, kairos is the "moment
favorable," the opportune moment, the right or ripe time for a great translation to
occur:
La grande retraduction ne surgit qu' "au moment favorable." Le moment
favorable est celui ou se trouve brusquement et imprevisiblement (mais
non sans raisons) "suspendue" la resistance qui engendre la defaillance,
l'incapacite de "bien" traduire une oeuvre. (Berman 1990: 6)
The reason why it was previsouly stated that Berman's "grandes traductions"
could also be translated as "historic translations," is because of the precise
historical moment in which these great translations supposedly take place, and
which Berman, following Benjamin, calls kairos, defined by Liddell & Scott as
follows:
o Kaipoc;: 1. due measure, proportion, fitness ... 2. vital part of the body
... 3. exact or critical time, season, opportunity - adverbial phrases, ev
Kaipco ... 4. advantage, profit. (Liddell & Scott 1968: 859-860)
For Berman, the kairos for a great translation is not simply determined by the
socio-cultural conditions which favour its realisation. Here is his (remarkably
prescriptive) enumeration of the conditions for and characteristics of a great
translations]:
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- Elle se caracterise par une extreme systematicite, au moins egale a celle
de 1'original.
- Elle est le lieu d'une rencontre entre la langue de l'original et celle du
traducteur.
- Elle cree un lien intense avec l'original, qui se mesure a l'impact que
celui-ci a sur la culture receptrice.
- Elle constitue pour l'activite de traduction contemporaine ou ulterieure
un precedent incontournable.
- Ces traductions ont encore un trait commun: ce sont toutes des
retraductions.
(Berman 1990: 2-3)
Considering the fact that the Baudelaire translations are ranged by Berman
himself among the great translations, it will be interesting to see whether the
above conditions and characteristics apply to Baudelaire's translations (at least
those analysed in Chapter Seven and Eight). In the meantime, a few more things
can be said about Berman's concept of kairos that are relevant for this study.
For Berman kairos is a temporal category, but he also attributes a personal
element to kairos, which dictates that great translations also need great translators
in order to occur:
Categorie temporelle, le kairos renvoie a l'Histoire elle-meme. A un
moment donne, il devient "enfin" possible de traduire une ceuvre. Apres
maintes introductions erudites, scolaires, maintes adaptations, il devient
possible d'inscrire la signifiance d'une ceuvre dans notre espace langagier.
Cela arrive avec un grand traducteur. (Berman 1990: 6)
However, Berman's description of what makes a "grand traducteur" is vague and
appeals to the psychological processes which the translator is supposed to
undergo:
... [un grand traducteur] se definit par le regne en lui de la pulsion
traduisante, laquelle n'est pas le simple desir de traduire. Tout traducteur
desire traduire (en principe!). Mais ce desir, en lui, se conjugue a son
envers, le desir de ne pas traduire, ou plus precisement, le recul devant
facte de traduire. On peut tres bien reperer, dans une traduction, les reculs
d'un traducteur. Mais chez celui qu'habite la pulsion traduisante, ce recul
est reduit a son minimum. (Berman 1990: 6)
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In fact, like Benjamin's "chosen translator" (Benjamin 1992 [1923]: 73),
Berman's use of a concept such as "grand traducteur" suggests an essentially
"centrist" view of translations and translators, in the sense that it seems to assume
the existence of an "ideal" translator. Moreover, in Berman's description the
desire to translate is clearly not something which can be measured, since it
happens in the head (or the heart) of the translator. The link between Berman's
"great translations" and his "great translator" can actually be established more
directly by expanding the temporal concept to include a personification of that
"opportune moment" through a semantic possibility which Berman overlooked.
Indeed, Bailly's Dictionnaire grec-franqais gives the same meanings for the noun
kairos and for the adjective kairios (icalpioq) as Liddell & Scott, but also mentions
the proper name Kairos (Kaipoq), translated as "TOccasion personnifiee," and
refers the reader to Pausanias' Descriptions ofGreece for an example (Bailly
1950: 1001). In this work, Kairos (Kaipoq) is described as the god Opportunity,
and is thought to be no less than the youngest son of Zeus. Here is the English
translation of the extract from Pausanias:
Quite close to the entrance to the stadium are two altars; one they call the
altar ofHermes of the Games, the other the altar ofOpportunity. I know
that a hymn to Opportunity is one of the poems of Ion of Chios; in the
hymn Opportunity is made out to be the youngest child of Zeus.
(Pausanias 1955: 463)
Kairos is thus the personification of the opportune moment, and a great translator
is "the right person at the right time." I[j6]f Berman ranked Baudelaire's
translations as "great translations," he therefore also considered Baudelaire as the
Kairos to do these translations. The claim that Baudelaire was the right person at
the right time to do these translations will therefore also be investigated.
Furthermore, this interest in the translator also shows why Berman deems it
necessary to determine what the translator's "position" is, and which aspects of
that position may have influenced his work as a translator. These topics are part of
Berman's guiding principles in T.C., which will now be introduced.
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3.3. Berman's Guidelines for Translation Criticism
3.3.1. Pre-Reading the Translation
In his "esquisse d'une methode" (Berman 1995: 64), drawn up in Pour une
critique des traductions: John Donne, Berman proposes to begin the critique of a
translation with a pre-analysis, or pre-analytical enquiry, of which the first stage is
an independent reading and re-reading of the translation, leaving aside entirely the
original, and approaching the translation as an independent text. The reversed
order of reading is justified and even necessitated by the idea that a translation is
no longer seen as a derived text but as a fully independent piece of (re)writing.
Berman is very insistent on the importance of this first stage as consisting of an
entirely independent reading:
Laisser l'original, resister a la compulsion de comparaison, c'est la un
point sur lequel on ne saurait trop insister. Car seule cette lecture de la
traduction permet de pressentir si le texte traduit "tient."
(Berman 1995: 65)
By his use of the verb "tenir," Berman is referring to the degree in which the text
is coherent and consistent and the degree in which the text manages to "live":
Ce que decouvre ou non cette lecture, c'est son degre de consistance
immanente en dehors de toute relation a l'original. Et son degre de vie
immanente. (Berman 1995: 65)
During the pre-reading stage, Berman thus the reader/critic to look for consistency
in the translation (e.g. a consistent type of literalism) and suggests that he ask
himself, firstly, whether the translation is a text that can live or stand on its own as
a coherent whole.11
11 House mentions a German linguistic-textual approach, developed by Gerzymisch-Arbogast, who
also proposes an independent reading of the translation preceding any comparison with or even
reading of the original. The evaluator is also supposed to focus on salient textual zones: "... the
evaluator proceeds from the translation recording her impression of the translation with regard to
certain "aspects" that have crystallized, out of a list of phenomena that commanded her attention,
i.e., were deemed remarkable or odd" (House 1997: 23).
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Secondly, during the first reading of the translation the critic is also on the lookout
for "textual zones" (by which Berman simply means parts of the text) that stand
out, either because they are problematic or because they are "miraculous."
Berman instructs the critic to find:
... des "zones textuelles" problematiques, qui sont celles ou affleure la
defectivite ... des "zones textuelles" que je qualifierai de miraculeuses ...
oil le traducteur a ecrit-etranger [j7]en fran9ais et, ainsi, produit un frantjais
neuf, (sont) les zones de grace et de richesse du texte traduit.
(Berman 1995: 66)
By "ecrit-etranger en fran?ais" Berman is referring to a translation strategy which
he expounds in "La traduction et la lettre, ou l'auberge du lointain" (Berman
1985). In this work Berman defends a type of translation which he describes,
within the framework of an ethics of translation, as "une education a l'etrangete"
(Berman 1985: 86). Incidentally, it is probably because of that ethical drive, that
Pour une critique des traductions (Berman 1995) still shows the prescriptive
tendencies discussed at the end ofChapter Two. For the Berman of 1985:
La visee ethique, poetique et philosophique de la traduction consiste a
manifester dans sa langue cette pure nouveaute en preservant son visage
de nouveaute. (Berman 1985: 89)
With "ecrire-etranger" Berman is pointing, then, to the overt type of translation
which respects the foreignness of the work, and "ecrire-etranger" is equated with
a type of literalism which Berman calls "fidelite a la lettre," and which he opposes
to a "fidelite a l'esprit." The former purports that the translator must try to stay as
close as possible to the source text, in order to reproduce in his own language a
text which remains marked by novelty and foreignness. The fact that "ecrire-
etranger" means that a translator should not try to reproduce the "spirit" of a work
is also reminiscent ofNabokov's statement that "It is when the translator sets out
to render the "spirit" - not the textual sense - that he begins to traduce his author"
(Nabokov 1992 [1955]: 127).
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As a third question Berman thus asks the critic to be on the lookout for textual
zones where the translator "writes foreign," and these usually also correspond to
those places in the text which typify the style of the translation: they are zones
where the translation materializes or comes into its own being as an independent
text. In this sense, incidentally, Berman's description of "textual zones" implies a
definition of style in translation that corresponds with the one the present author
defended in a paper presented at the PALA Annual Conference in Birmingham
(April 2001), where it was stated that a translator's style is not a question of
recurring patterns of language use that are typical of the translator's linguistic
habits, but that the translator's style is found in those places where he has made
crucial choices that indicate, in House's vocabulary, his preference on the scale
between overt and covert translation.
The pre-reading of the translation which Berman requires the critic to do, and the
three questions he asks him to keep in mind, thus serve to single out those parts of
the text that are stylistically and linguistically marked - and these will often
coincide with decisions which, at a later stage, will help placing the translation on
House's cline. While the translation critic experiences a pre-reading of the
translation as if it were an entirely independent text, he is thus also delineating
those areas where the translation shows the ideological and/or poetical stamp of
the translator. These characteristics will then, at the end of our analysis, be
brought into relation with what is known about the translator.
3.3.2. Pre-Reading the Original
After this preliminary reading of the translation, Berman asks the critic to turn his
attention to the original, inviting him to find those passages and stylistic features
which typify the original, "qui individuent la lecture et la langue de Toriginal et en
font un reseau de correlations systematiques" (Berman 1995: 67). The main aim is
here to determine the rapports that exist in the original between source culture
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writing and language usage, and to examine the original's intertextual and
intratextual relationships:
II faut qu'il [the critic] recoure a de multiples lectures collaterals, d'autres
oeuvres de l'auteur, d'ouvrages divers sur cet auteur, son epoque, etc.
(Berman 1995: 68)
This, Berman thinks, is what the translator, as reader of the original, should do, or
at least what he should have done, and Berman insists on the importance for the
critic to follow the translator's footprints. This strategy of "collateral" pre-reading
also aligns Berman's proposals with a para-textual approach to translation
assessment, the foundations of which were introduced in the first chapter of this
study.
For reasons of clarity and textual logic, and though a simulation of the pre-
readings of the translations and the original stories which were selected will
introduce each comparative analysis, the conclusions resulting from these pre-
readings, will in fact feature after the actual comparative analyses of the
translations. Still, certain observations and impressions emanating from these
simulated pre-readings will guide the textual analyses in the shape of guiding
questions. This will also allow the linking up of the impressions resulting from
these pre-readings with the information that has been given in the pre-analytical
enquiries concerning the translator's position, stance, project and horizon, and
which will conclude each critique.
3.3.3. Pre-Analytical Enquiries: What is the Translator's Position?
As he announces from the beginning, Berman wants to bring the translator to the
fore, and he insists that the translation critic should know as much as possible
about the translator and his work. Berman believes that this is a question which
Translation Studies, and more specifically the Tel-Aviv School, has not yet
sufficiently addressed:
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L'emprise du fonctionnalisme, meme enrichi, empeche a mon avis toute
reflexion sur le sujet traduisant. (Berman 1995: 59) 12
With reference to Toury's work, Berman argues quite logically that it is
impossible to talk about translational behaviour and about the possible "norms"
regulating this behaviour, whilst at the same time disregarding the fact that
translators are individuals who make individual choices:
... une traduction est toujours individuelle ... parce qu'elle procede d'une
individuality, meme soumise a des "normes." Lorsqu'un traducteur se
conforme entierement a celles-ci, cela prouve seulement qu'il a decide de
les faire les siennes. (Berman 1995: 60)
This point was also made in the previous chapter. Moreover, from the
acknowledgment of the fact that translation strategies are a question of individual
choice, it follows that anyone who wants to interpret and investigate a translation
is under the obligation of finding out who the "translating subject" is:
... l'une des taches d'une hermeneutique du traduire est la prise en vue du
sujet traduisant. Ainsi la question qui est le traducteur? doit-elle etre
fermement posee face a une traduction. (Berman 1995: 73)
A description of the individual translating subject is indeed an aspect which the
Tel-Aviv school, though arrogating to itself the phrase Descriptive Translation
Studies, has completely left aside. Fortunately, Berman is not the only translation
scholar to show an interest in the translator, and a number of the sources which
were consulted and quoted in the preceding two chapters follow the same line.
The opening lines of Lefevere's Translation, Rewriting and the Manipulation of
Literary Fame (Lefevere 1992a) are an immediate confirmation of this fact:
This book deals with those in the middle, the men and women who do not
write literature, but rewrite it. (Lefevere 1992a: 1)
12 With "fonctionnalisme enrichi" Berman is mainly referring to the Tel-Aviv school and Gideon
Toury's work.
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The lack of interest for the individual translator is also the critique voiced by
Lefevere regarding the impersonal nature of Toury's Polysystem approach.
"Literature," says Lefevere, "is not a deterministic system, not "something" that
will "take over" and "run things," destroying the freedom of the individual reader,
writer and rewriter" (Lefevere 1992a: 12). Lefevere also points to the fact that a
translator "can choose to adapt to the system ... or they may choose to oppose the
system" (Lefevere 1992a: 13), and that the factor of individual choice cannot be
overlooked. More confirmation of this interest in the individual as "translating
subject" is found in the work of scholars like Venuti - whose whole project in
Translation Studies is to make the translator more visible. It therefore seems
rather ineluctable, especially in a case of a translation carried out by a celebrated
poet-translator, who was to become an important member of the literary system
into which he translated, to bring to the fore the individual who carried out the
translation. Doing otherwise would simply mean missing out on important data
that can provide a number of meta-textual and macro-level clues.
It thus seems necessary and entirely justified to begin an analysis of the
Baudelaire translations by a "search" for the "translating subject," and for his
position within the target language, culture and literature. The translation critic
should try to establish a number of facts relating to this individual which will be
of assistance at the stage of the textual analyses of the translations:
II nous importe de savoir s'il est fran9ais ou etranger, s'il n'est "que"
traducteur ou s'il exerce une autre profession significative, ... s'il est aussi
auteur et a produit des ceuvres, de quelle(s) langue(s) il traduit, quel(s)
rapport(s) il entretient avec elle(s); s'il est bilingue, et de quelle sorte; quel
genre d'oeuvres il traduit usuellement, et quelles autres oeuvres il a
traduites; s'il est polytraducteur ... ou monotraducteur; nous voulons
savoir quels sont, done, ses domaines langagiers et litteraires; ... s'il a ecrit
des articles, etudes, theses, ouvrages sur les oeuvres qu'il a traduites; et
enfin, s'il a ecrit sur sa pratique de traducteur, sur les principes qui le
guident, sur ses traductions et la traduction en general. (Berman 1995: 74)
The answers to all these questions, as applied to Baudelaire, will be given in
Chapters Four, Five and Six. In the meantime, as has already been pointed out, it
should be kept in mind that Baudelaire's case is specific, since he was not simply
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a translator, but a translator and poet at the same time. If the translator was also a
poet and active member of the literary system, the question whether he has
produced literary works of his own becomes a lot more relevant than in the
opposite case. If one wishes to describe the rapports which a translator-poet
entertained with the literature he translated, one should also try to determine the
literary domain in the target culture with which he himself would have associated
(or differentiated) the source literature, and this association will undoubtedly be
linked to his own position and status in the literary system. It will be pertinent,
then, to familiarise oneselfwith the kind of literature (poetry and prose)
Baudelaire wrote himself, and the kind of literature he wrote about, in order to
determine where his literary tastes and preferences lay. Considering that
Baudelaire also wrote as literary reviewer and art critic, and that, moreover, a lot
of his correspondence contains information about his personal views on literature,
such investigations are certainly feasible, and most of them can even be carried
out within para-textual perimeters.
Baudelaire's status of poet-translator thus requires the critic to directs his inquiries
even beyond Berman's question which will re-occur at the end of this chapter,
where Berman will ask us to describe the "horizon" against which Baudelaire
translated. In anticipation on that point, it should be noted that Berman's view of
"horizon," both when he describes it in theory and when he applies it himself,
mainly designates a "translational horizon," i.e. a description of the kind of
translations that were being produced at the time when the translator was doing
translation, and of the kind of "norms" that may have influenced his strategies, as
expressed in treatises on translation, prefaces or other texts discussing translation.
This is the part of the "horizon" which will be dealt with at the end of this chapter.
However, as was pointed out in the previous paragraph, with Baudelaire's
position as an active member of the target literature, information has been
included which reveals the consequences that this position may have had on his
activities as a translator, because the two activities ofwriting (poetry and prose)
and translating, occurring more or less simultaneously, are likely to have been
interconnected in more than one way. The search for Baudelaire's personal
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"literary horizon" is therefore distinguished from the "literary horizon" in which
he was working and into which he was translating, and, moreover, from his
"translational horizon." The first, more personal aspect will be discussed as a part
of Baudelaire's position as a translator (Chapter Four), the "literary horizon" in
which Baudelaire was working will be discussed in Chapter Five, and the
"translational horizon" will be dealt with in Chapter Six.
What may be added at this point is that, ifBerman asks the critic to establish the
links between source culture production and target culture reception and possible
absorption of a translation, some information should also be obtained about the
position of the source author in the source literature. It would thus be useful to add
to the literary horizon of the target text at least a glimpse of the relevant aspects of
the literary horizon of the original text and author, [j 8]
In Baudelaire's case, then, the part of the "theorie du sujet traduisant" (Berman
1995: 75) that determines the translator's position and answers the question "Who
is the translator?" will not only describe the translator's linguistic skills, "sa
position langagiere" (Berman 1995: 75), (which can be translated as his "being-
in-language"), but also his literary tastes and preferences (his "position
scriptuaire" (ibid.)), while the "literary horizon" of the target text will be taken up
separately. Meanwhile, the pre-analytical investigations can go on to the next
question, in which the critic needs to determine, in Berman's terms, the "position
traductive" (Berman 1995: 74) which is here translated as the translator's
"stance."
3.3.4. The Translator's Stance
With "position traductive" Berman refers to something less tangible than data
about the translator's person and life, his linguistic skills and his literary status
and creations. What Berman tries to determine here is the way in which the
translator perceives his task. The translator's perception of the act of translation is
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embedded in the poetics and ideology of the target culture, and needs to be
scrutinised before the actual analysis of the translation - which may or may not be
a reflection of this stance - can take place. Berman says, on this topic, that:
Tout traducteur entretient un rapport specifique avec sa propre activite,
c'est a dire a une certaine "conception" ou "perception" du traduire, de son
sens, de ses finalites, de ses formes et modes. "Conception" et
"perception" qui ne sont pas purement personnelles, puisque le traducteur
est effectivement marque par tout un discours historique, social, litteraire,
ideologique sur la traduction (et Tecriture litteraire).
(Berman 1995: 74)
In Berman's theory of the translating subject, a description of the stance of the
translator will thus mainly concern the following question: how does the translator
perceive the activity of translation, i.e. what does he think a translating translator
should be aiming for in his work? The search for the translator's stance can be
considered as a search for the translator's own prescriptions or norms, or, in
Berman's formulation:
La position traductive est, pour ainsi dire, le "compromis" entre la maniere
dont le traducteur per?oit en tant que sujet pris par lapulsion de traduire,
la tache de la traduction, et la maniere dont il a "internalise" le discours
ambiant sur le traduire (les "normes"). (Berman 1995: 74-75)
The stance of Baudelaire the translator will be established in Chapter Five and
further discussed in Chapter Six, on the basis of the few statements or comments
made on the subject by Baudelaire, but it will reveal itselfmore clearly yet at the
stage of the examination of the actual translations. Indeed, Berman says:
Ces positions [traductives] peuvent etre reconstitutes a partir des
traductions elles-memes, qui les disent implicitement, et a partir des
diverses enonciations que le traducteur a faites sur ses traductions, le
traduire ou tous autres themes. (Berman 1995: 75)
Moreover, the stance of the translator is influenced by at least two elements which
derive from his "position" as a translator, and which included the translator's
being-in-language and his position as a writer, or, in Berman's words:
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Elles [the translators' stances] sont par ailleurs liees a la position
langagiere des traducteurs: leur rapport aux langues etrangeres et a la
langue maternelle, leur etre-en-langues (qui prend mille formes empiriques
differentes, mais est toujours un etre-en-langues specifique, distinct des
autres etre-en-langues qui ne sont pas concernes par la traduction) et a leur
position scriptuaire (leur rapport a l'ecriture et aux oeuvres).
(Berman 1995: 75)
The information yielded under the heading of the translator's "position," i.e. his
"position scriptuaire" and his "position langagiere" can thus be further applied in
determining the stance of the translator. The aim in defining the translator's stance
will then be to give as many facts as possible to complete a picture of Baudelaire
as a translator ofEnglish into French, which will be confirmed, contradicted, or
both, by later textual analysis. This is not a question of building a pre-analytical
network of assumptions, but of naming the facts that may or may not have
influenced the translator's stance vis-a-vis the activity of translation, and also, as
will shortly become clear, vis-a-vis the original oeuvre and his specific task as a
translator of that oeuvre.
As mentioned above, Berman thinks that this description will help the critic to
arrive at a "theory" of the translating subject - a theory which should then, in
combination with the results emanating from the pre-readings, be tested out
during the textual analyses of the translations:
Quand nous saurons prendre en vue en meme temps position traductive,
position langagiere et position scriptuaire chez le traducteur, une "theorie
du sujet traduisant" sera possible. (Berman 1995: 75)
It should therefore be firmly kept in mind that this theory of the translating subject
is a series of relevant facts about Baudelaire's life, work and ideas which can only
stand, not as a hypothetical, but as a hermeneutic construct, built for the purpose
of better describing and explaining why the translator may have opted for this or
that strategy. As Berman's own application of his critical method on different
translations of a poem by John Donne shows, some elements in the "theory" of
the translating subject are more pertinent than others, depending on the case at
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hand, and it is also tricky sometimes to define, among the facts that become
available from the pre-analytical enquiries, which ones have and which ones
haven't influenced the translating process, but that should not stop one from
carrying out this type of pre-analytical inquiries. Again for reasons of clarity, the
findings of these pre-analytical enquiries have been separated from the actual
textual analyses, because the amount of data that needs to be taken into
consideration in order to fully establish Baudelaire's position and stance, is simply
too vast to discuss in a coherent manner during the course of the analyses.
Moreover, the specificity and the complexity of Baudelaire's project of
translation, a topic which will be tackled in the next section, also demanded that
this be handled separately from the actual analyses of his translations.
3.3.5. The Translator's Project
The next factor at which Berman asks the critic to look in order to explain a
translator's approach to a particular translation is the translator's project ("le
projet de traduction" (Berman 1995: 76)). The translator's project, which is
specific for every translation, refers to the aggregate of aims which a translator
may have for the transfer of a particular source text into a given target literature:
Le projet definit la maniere dont, d'une part, le traducteur va accomplir la
translation litteraire, d'autre part, assumer la traduction meme, choisir un
• 1T
"mode" de traduction, une "maniere de traduire." (Berman 1995: 76)
The intentions of the translator are thus investigated, though without necessarily
focussing solely on the textual expression of these intentions: one tries to uncover
the interaction between meta-textual aims of translatio (whether or not these are
made explicit), and the traces of these intentions and aims expressed in what
Jakobson called the "translation proper." Every translator has a project for every
translation he carries out, and the project is also a particular instance of the
13 Berman's use of the term "translation" in French has been explained in Chapter One section
1.2.4.
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translator's stance, a stance which adapts itself, precisely, to each particular
instance of translation:
Toute traduction consequente est portee par un projet, ou visee articulee.
Le projet ou visee sont determines a la fois par la position traductive [the
translator's stance] et par les exigences a chaque fois specifiques posees
par l'oeuvre a traduire. (Berman 1995: 77)
The project is thus not only a textual but also a meta-textual aim, and like the
translator's stance, the project is naturally reflected in the translation itself, which
means that the critic can do a preliminary investigation into the project of the
translator, but has to test these findings on the actual translation and decide how
much of the declared project can be retraced in the translation. This circular
movement is a dynamics by which the critic can uncover the "truth" of a
translation and its para-text:
Ici apparait pour le critique un cercle absolu, mais non vicieux: il doit lire
la traduction a partir de son projet, mais la verite de ce projet ne nous est
finalement pas accessible qu'a partir de la traduction elle-meme et du type
de translation^)] litteraire qu'elle accomplit. Car tout ce qu 'un traducteur
peut dire et ecrire a propos de son projet n 'a realite que dans la
traduction. (Berman 1995: 77 - my italics in the last sentence)
The sentence in italics corresponds to the indication in Chapter Two, that one
needs to examine sceptically the translator's statements (in units of para-text such
as prefaces and notes), in the light of the choices which the translator actually
makes in his translations.
Moreover, it is important that Berman's "verite" here be understood in relative
terms, because the aim is not so much to simply determine whether or not the
translator has been "true" to his proclaimed project, but to which extent or degree
the translation corresponds to the project, and what impact the project, and the
extent to which it is carried out, has had on the result. Berman explains this very
clearly:
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La traduction n'est jamais que la realisation du projet: elle va ou la mene le
projet, et jusqu 'ou la mene le projet. Elle ne nous dit la verite du projet
qu'en nous revelant comment il a ete realise (et non, finalement, s'il a ete
realise) et quelles ont ete les consequences du projet par rapport a
l'original. (Berman 1995: 77)
The examination of a translator's project is based on two types of reading: one is
the reading of the translations, and the other is the reading of anything that the
translator, or anyone else, may have said about the translations. The enquiry, then,
is founded:
.... a la fois sur la lecture de la traduction ou des traductions, qui fait
apparaitre radiographiquement le projet, et sur tout ce que le traducteur a
pu dire en des textes (prefaces, postfaces, articles, entretiens, portant ou
non sur la traduction: tout ici nous est indice).
(Berman 1995: 83 - my italics)
The italicised part of the quotation shows Berman's acute awareness of the
importance of the para-texts surrounding a translation for uncovering the
translator's project. A para-textual investigation into the project of a translator
allows us to uncover the "truth" of the translator's project in a very direct manner,
by measuring it both by what it claims and by what consequences of these claims
can be found in the translations.
An examination of the translator's project is thus the aspect of Translation
Criticism that takes into consideration the whole process of translatio, and more
specifically, tries to determine which aims the translator had in mind when he
made his choices in translation. If a description of a translation reveals the how
and what of a translation, the project helps us to uncover the why of a particular
translation, which, as indicated in Chapter Two, is an aspect of translation
assessment that is missing from the descriptive methods. There now remains a last
element in the search for the translator to complete the "theory of the translating
subject." This is the translator's horizon.
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3.3.6. The Translator's Horizon: Literary Horizon and Translational Horizon
A last step in this description of the "translating subject" is to picture the horizon
of the translator, which includes both the literary and the translational horizon. As
indicated earlier, Baudelaire's particular status as poet-translator revealed the
necessity of a discussion of that part of the literary horizon which refers to the
translator's own literary productions and tastes, and this inquiry will be carried
out under the heading "Who is the translator?" Meanwhile, it is also important to
describe the target literature into which the translation arrived, especially those
parts of it that are relevant for one's understanding of the possible intertextual
relationships that exist between target text and target literature, and of the kind of
reading of which Baudelaire's translations are a trace. A description of the literary
horizon of Poe's short fiction will thus include an examination into the uses and
existence, in French literature, of the short story, of fantastic and gothic literature,
of the detective story and of American literature in general. This kind of
information should then allow for a better determination of the type of intertextual
connections that could be established between Poe's fiction and French literature,
by the French reading public and by the translator himself.
The translator's translational horizon will also be treated separately, and it is
mostly in this meaning that Berman understood "Fhorizon du traducteur," though
his presentation of it shows that he also includes elements ofwhat has been called
the "literary horizon" in this discussion (Berman 1995: 79). Berman's idea of a
translational horizon is based on the hermeneutic thinking he has found in Ricoeur,
Gadamer and Jauss (see Berman 1995: 79)14, and he defines it as "l'ensemble des
parametres langagiers, litteraires, culturels et historiques qui "determinent" le
sentir, l'agir et le penser d'un traducteur" (Berman 1995: 79), putting
"determinent" between quotation marks because "il ne s'agit pas de simples
determinations au sens de conditionnements" (Berman 1995: 79). To clarify this
14 On the concept of horizon, Berman gives, for Jauss, the following reference: "Pour une critique
litteraire, Gallimard, coll. "Bibliotheque des Idees", Paris, 1988" (Berman 1995: 79). No specific
reference is given for Gadamer's thoughts on this topic (or any other), and for Ricoeur Berman has
previously referred to his "Essais d'hermeneutique II, Seuil, coll. "Esprit", Paris, 1986" (Berman
1995:39).
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point - which, incidentally, is also an implicit rejection of Toury's approach - and
to explain what Berman expects from a discussion on the translator's translational
and literary horizon, Berman gives the example of Philippe Brunet's 1991
translation of Sappho's poetry into French. A picture of the horizon of this
translation covers the following (inexhaustive) list of elements: the state of French
lyrical poetry at the time, the French public's knowledge of Greek lyrical poetry
and of Greek culture in general, the presence in the target literature of translations
of Greek lyrical poetry and the expectations raised by these translations. Then
there are the writings, discussions and debates on Greek poetry and prose
available in French, and whatever elements that bear witness to the links that exist
between French and Greek lyrical poetic culture. The horizon extends further still
into the conclusions that are drawn from these data. For the translation of Sappho
Berman indicates that the critic must also ask what the French public's
expectations regarding Greek poetry in se are, and what their expectations
regarding lyrical poetry are tout court, and what rapport exists between French
lyrical poetry and other poetic traditions. As the list indicates, under the heading
"horizon du traducteur," Berman mixes both elements linked to translation, and
elements linked to literary poetics. That is why "l'horizon du traducteur" has been
divided into two categories, and the relevant information has been logged either
under the "literary horizon" or under the "translational horizon."
An important point in establishing the translational horizon, one which refers back
to the beginning of this chapter, namely the section on great translations, is to
determine whether the translation is a retranslation, and, if other preceding
translations are available of the same source text, to comparatively assess these.
As Baudelaire was not the lone translator he was so often made out to be, this
comparative work needs a separate chapter, where the history and nature of these
parallel translations will also be outlined. In sum, the translational horizon of a
translator focuses on the individual translator in a specific project and tries to
determine the conditions and expectations, as far as translation quality and type is
concerned, that reigned at the time when the project came about, without
attempting to construct a framework to fit to every translation that was made in
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that environment. An analysis of a translation which takes into account the
multiple horizons (both literary and translational) of the translator will thus find
itself in a healthy type of duality:
Ici, il est question, comme le disent Ricoeur et Jauss, d'horizon,
d'experience, de monde, fraction, de de- et de recontextualisation ... Ce
sont des concepts a la fois "objectifs" et "subjectifs," "positifs" et
"negatifs," qui pointent tous sur une finitude et une in-finitude.
(Berman 1995: 81)
By describing the translational (and even literary) horizon of a translation, the
critic thus contextualizes the work of the translator within a certain epoch of
translation, through data that will be both objective and subjective, and in a
framework that is both limited and limitless at the same time - the factors one is
asked to describe can never all be grasped in one moment, and one can't know
fully in advance whether those one decides to retain will be relevant or not for
one's understanding of the translator's work. The critic can establish the
translational horizon of the translator thanks to information found in para-texts,
both written by the translator and by other members of the target culture
(especially critical comments on the translation in question), but as has been
shown, these indices may need to be re-contextualised in order to uncover their
real meaning.
3.3.7. The Reception of a Translation
The stage of investigation which rounds up all the inquiries and observations
mentioned so far, and which can thus only be taken up after the analyses of the
translations have also been carried out, is a description of the reception (and
canonisation) of the translation in the target culture. Berman considers this stage
in the description as "autonome ou integree a d'autres etapes" (Berman 1995: 96),
and has thus been integrated the issue of reception in the other stages. No separate
chapter has been allotted to this topic, mainly because it is a vast subject, and
many books already discuss in one way or another the interaction between
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Baudelaire's translations of Poe's fiction and the target literature. The reception
by the target public of Baudelaire's translations will come up, for instance, during
the discussion of Baudelaire's translational horizon (Chapter Six), where some of
the reactions which the Baudelaire translations provoked among the critics will be
reveiwed, and it will also come up in Chapters Four and Five. When the
translator's position, stance, project and horizon (literary and translational) have
been established, and when these factors have been retraced in the translations, the
answer to the question why Baudelaire's translations were so successful in France
will obviously become more clear.
3.3.8. Textual Analyses and Comparisons
As far as the textual analyses of translations are concerned, Pour une critique des
traductions (Berman 1995) does not contain a description ofmethod, but Berman
does give a few guiding principles. Still, his own analyses and comparisons are
obviously the most eloquent guidelines, and besides what he says over the course
of his own applications, Berman limits his directions to indicating the manner and
style in which the "confrontation" between different translations should take
place, and how the evaluation should proceed. One major prescription should be
noted here, namely the fact that Berman resolutely demands that the totality of a
text (and not some fragments) should be studied:
La forme de l'analyse pourra differer selon, d'abord, qu'il s'agit d'une
traduction ... de la traduction d'un ensemble ... ou d'une ceuvre entiere de
traducteur. Dans tous les cas sont analysees des totalites entieres, non des
extraits isoles, ponctuels. (Berman 1995: 83)
In this sense, it could be stated that up until this day, no Translation Criticism has
been done on the Baudelaire translations of Poe's short fiction, since the two
major works which deal with the translations proper (Lemonnier 1928 and Quinn
1957), only work with fragments and pieces of several stories. Instead, this study
will present a full analysis of two complete stories in translation, one of which is
also compared with the full text of a rivalling translation. Comparing fragments,
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on the vast oeuvre that are the Baudelaire translations, could only have given a
superficial impression, and the only exception to Berman's rule which this study
makes appears in Chapter Six, where the translational horizon of the Baudelaire
translations is discussed. In that chapter, the reader will encounter fragments of
other rivalling translations of Poe's short fiction, which are briefly compared to
Baudelaire's parallel texts. The idea is not to judge or assess these fragments in
terms of "good" or "bad" translation, but to use them as the most eloquent
examples possible of the practice and norms that reigned translation in
Baudelaire's time.
As far as translation analysis and assessment or evaluation are concerned, no
further prescriptions are given by Berman, apart from a last clear indication that
the only ethical concern that the translation critic should have is whether the
translator is cheating or not, and, as already indicated in the section on para-texts
in Chapter One, cheating, for Berman, is either not showing the manipulations one
carries out, or claiming these manipulations to be something they are not. Lastly,
it is important to note that Berman indicates that Translation Criticism, like any
act of criticism, is an essentially positive and productive activity. Once a
particular translation has been descriebd, and all the factors that help explain the
translator's choices and strategies have been established, by alluding to his stance,
project and position, and by contextualizing these in his literary and translational
horizon, one is in a much more comfortable position to try and explain decisions
that are crucial in a translation - and such explanations can then hardly be called
"probabilistic." Furthermore, in the case of an historical translation, the criticism
becomes productive when it opens the possibility for retranslation, i.e. when it can
point out where the translation, though succeeding in its historical context, fails in
a contemporary context. In Berman's words:
Appliquee a la litterature traduite, cette critique productive enoncera done,
ou s'efforcera d'articuler, les principes d'une retraduction de l'oeuvre
concernee, et done de nouveaux projets de traduction. II n'y a pas a
proposer un nouveau projet (cela doit etre l'oeuvre des traducteurs eux-
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memes) ni a jouer au donneur de conseils, mais a preparer le plus
rigoureusement possible l'espace de jeu de la retraduction.
(Berman 1995: 97)
This, says Berman, is where Translation Criticism becomes an "acte productif,
fecondant" (ibid.), and where it joins the type of rewriting, discussed in the first
chapter of this study, which maintains the life-giving force both of what it
rewrites, and of rewriting in general.
3.4. Conclusions
The framework for the pre-analytical stage of the enquiries, and the general aims
and method of the textual analyses of the translations have now been introduced.
The pre-analytical enquiries (Chapters Four, Five and Six) will consist of a
description of the translator's position, which includes a description of the
translator as a language user and as a foreign language user (the "position
langagiere"), and his position as a writer and rewriter (the "position scriptuaire")
(Berman 1995: 75). There is also the project of the translation, which, at least in
its first description, asks what the translator may have said about his translations
and about what he aimed to achieve by them. At the same time, the project of the
translator is an expression of how the translator sees his task in a general way, i.e.
the translator's stance, or the translator's own perception of the activity of
translation in general. The literary horizon into which the translations were
introduced will also be examined for the intertextual relationships that the
translations could entertain with other texts in the target literature. Lastly, the
translational horizon will also constitute an important part of the pre-analytical
enquiries, and will describe the accepted norms and practice in translation during
the time when Baudelaire was translating Poe, in order to establish which parts of
it were absorbed by Baudelaire and applied in his translations.
Berman's method thus allows us to give a complete picture of the factors that may
have played a part in a translator's decision-making process, and to connect these
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with the observations emanating both from a reading of the translation as an
independent text, and from a detailed textual-linguistic comparative analysis.
Lastly, it should be emphasized that Berman demands no specific order for
running through the stages of enquiry and analysis:
Ces trois moments [d'analyse] ne se succedent pas lineairement. Si
l'analyse de l'horizon est - en principe - preliminaire, celle de la position
traductive et celle du projet peuvent difficilement etre separees.
(Berman 1995: 83)
Such flexibility which obeys common sense, makes presenting an application of
Berman's approach a healthy exercise in independent appraisal and composition.
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Chapter Four: Who is the Translator?
4.1. Introduction
As announced in the previous chapter, it is now time for a description of the
translator, and of his position as a language user and as a member of the target
literature. More precisely, the pre-analytical question "Who is the translator?" is
here systematically elaborated in eight questions. Questions 4.2. to 4.6. investigate
what Berman calls the translator's "position langagiere" and questions 4.7. to 4.9.
concern his "position scriptuaire." Some explanation regarding the use of
"position" and "status" in this chapter is required. The term "status" is used to
refer to the prestige and the recognition which Baudelaire was receiving as writer
and rewriter inside and outside of the literary circles at the time when he
translated Poe. The question of Baudelaire's "position" is answered by
determining what Baudelaire's relationship to writing was, in other words, by
defining Baudelaire's own personal tastes and preferences in literature and
poetics, and the genres and styles with which he was most familiar and which
could be considered as his personal literary horizon. This chapter therefore
features a discussion on Baudelaire's aesthetics, with a specific interest in the
important links that exist between these aesthetics and Poe's views on the subject.
4.2. What was the translator's command of the source language
when he began the translations?
There seems no need to confirm that Baudelaire's mother tongue was French, and
that English was for him a foreign language, in the sense that he probably had
what would now be called an intermediate learner's command of it when he
discovered Poe. Baudelaire was born into a French-speaking family, but his
mother had a good command ofEnglish, and he may have heard her speak it as a
child, which would mean that he had very early contacts with the English
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language. Lemonnier confirms that Mme Dufays, Baudelaire's mother, was born
in London of French parents, and came back to France with a good command of
English. Further evidence of Baudelaire's mother's knowledge of English lies in
the fact that Baudelaire sent his mother the original versions of Poe's poems:
On ne sait a quel age elle quitta l'Angleterre, mais elle connaissait
l'anglais en rentrant en France, puisque son fils lui envoyait a lire des
poemes de Poe dans 1'original. (Lemonnier 1962: xxii)
Regarding Baudelaire's own knowledge of English there seems to be overall
though largely implicit agreement that, upon his discovery of Poe in 1846 or
1847, Baudelaire's English was not good enough to begin the translations of Poe's
work. Baudelaire himself admitted this six years later, saying of his English skills
at the time: "J'avais beaucoup oublie l'anglais, ce qui rendait la besogne encore
plus difficile" (Correspondances I 1973 [1852]: 130). Indeed, referring to
Baudelaire's translation of Poe's "Mesmeric Revelation," published in La liberte
de penser in July 1848, Patrick Quinn confirms that:
... in 1848, his knowledge ofEnglish was not adequate to this purpose [of
translating correctly] and the original version of "Revelation magnetique"
contains a good many slips. (Quinn 1957: 96)
Later versions of this translation still contain some important errors, such as the
following one, pointed out by both Quinn and Richard: throughout the story,
instead of "sleep-waker" (someone who is awake while being physically asleep)
Baudelaire must have read "sleep-walker," and consequently translated this as
"somnambule," which causes confusion throughout the translation (Richard 1989:
141 In, Quinn 1957: 96). It shows, moreover, that Baudelaire may not have
grasped the importance for Poe of this wakeful sleeping and dreaming, an issue
which will be relevant for the analysis of Baudelaire's translation of "The Fall of
the House ofUsher" (Chapter Seven).
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4.3. Did the translator's command of the source language change
over the course of his work as a translator?
There is a four-year interval between the publication of "Revelation magnetique"
(Baudelaire's first translation of a Poe story) and Baudelaire's second attempt at
translating a story by Poe, "Berenice," published in L 'Illustration in 1852, and
this is most likely due to the fact that the poet lacked both the skills and the
confidence to start working on the translations - that, at least, is the explanation
forwarded by Quinn, an explanation with which the present author concurs:
The difficulties which Baudelaire must have experienced in working with
it [Poe's English] undoubtedly forced him to admit that if he were to
prepare merely competent translations his linguistic endowments would
have to be improved. (Quinn 1957: 97)
It is ironic that it is precisely Patrick Quinn who acknowledges the four-year
interval between Baudelaire's first and second published translation, because the
main import ofQuinn's The French Face ofPoe is a defence of anything and
everything that Baudelaire may have done both with Poe's image and with the
translations, and constitutes a commentary that stands out for its one-sidedness.
Quinn's explanation for the four-year interval is highly plausible: there is nothing
else which could have stopped Baudelaire during that period from working on the
translations, and it was work which became a very welcome and steady source of
income.15 Besides Quinn, Lemonnier also discusses this four-year interval in a lot
of detail, but unfortunately only treats it in the light ofBaudelaire's proclaimed
enthusiasm at his discovery. The passages which are alluded to here are also an
example of the kind of lyrical and eulogistic "public epi-text" that shows a clear
prejudice in favour of the translator (Lemonnier 1928: 101-120).
15 Pichois and Ziegler's investigation into Baudelaire's financial circumstances shows that
translation was by far Baudelaire's most lucrative literary enterprise (see Pichois and Ziegler 1996:
501). Moreover, Baudelaire himself called translation "un moyen paresseux de battre monnaie"
(Correspondances II 1973 [1865]: 467), a statement which will reappear for its implications
regarding Baudelaire's stance as a translator (Chapter Five).
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4.4. Did the translator have a bilingual command of the target
language and the source language?
If Baudelaire's English was intermediate when he first encountered Poe, it
obviously improved over the four years between 1848 and 1852, the year in which
he started to regularly publish his translations of Poe stories in various magazines.
In 1852 he says of his English and of his translations: "Mais maintenant, je le sais
tres bien. Enfin, je crois que j'ai mene la chose a bon port" (Correspondances I
1973 [1852]: 192). Baudelaire's friend Georges Asselineau was to comment on
how Baudelaire prepared himself for the translations and says of the four-year
interval:
Ces quatre annees, il les employa a consulter, a s'enquerir, a se
perfectionner dans la langue anglaise, et a entrer en communication de plus
en plus intime avec son auteur. (quoted in Lemonnier 1928: 139)
Baudelaire's English must have improved even more after 1852, during the period
which he spent polishing up his first collection of translations, the Histoires
extraordinaires, to be published finally in 1856.
Baudelaire's lack of linguistic competence, which can certainly be said to have
affected his work up until 1852, is an important issue as far as this study is
concerned. Even if Baudelaire did improve his English skills to an advanced level,
his initial linguistic incompetence, and the cultural incomprehension which this
probably entailed, remain factors to be reckoned with. It may very well have
affected the way Baudelaire approached Poe's work, and also, very importantly, it
may have influenced the way he interpreted whatever biographical information he
received on Poe, and the reputation he built for Poe on the basis of that. In the
course of the analyses of the translations, the possibility of Baudelaire's linguistic
deficiency should and will therefore be taken into account, especially on those
occasions where no other acceptable explanation for errors is available.
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4.5. Did the translator know and write in any other languages?
Baudelaire did not write in any other languages than French and English, but, as
many French intellectuals of his time, may have had some notions ofGerman.
Besides that, no specific foreign-language activities are noted, at least not in any
other languages than English.
4.6. Did the translator translate other same source language texts, or
only those by the author in question?
Baudelaire also translated a few other texts, specifically poems by English authors
other than Poe. In 1846 he published under his own name a novella in three
instalments, which was later discovered to be a translation of "The Young
Enchanter," a story by the Irish author Reverend Croly (Ruff 1968: 710). Ruff
concurs with Richard and Quinn when he says of "Le jeune enchanteur" that:
Baudelaire ne possedait alors qu'une imparfaite connaissance de l'anglais
et les contresens ne manquent pas dans ce premier essai, comme dans les
premieres traductions d'Edgar Poe. (Ruff 1968: 710)
In 1860, three years after the publication of the Nouvelles histoires
extraordinaires, the second collection of Poe translations, Baudelaire translated
part of a poem by Longfellow, which was later erroneously included in
Baudelaire's Fleurs du Mai (Ruff 1968: 711). There are also two English folk
songs, and finally there is Thomas Hood's "The Bridge of Sighs", which
Baudelaire translated in 1865 and which (still) contains proof of his lack of
linguistic competence (Ruff 1968: 721). Ruff points out, for instance, that
Baudelaire translated Hood's first phrase "One more unfortunate" (where "more"
is the adjective of degree) as "encore une infortunee de plus" ("yet another
unfortunate one") (Ruff 1968: 721). It is interesting to note that this poem features
in Poe's critical essay "The Poetic Principle", which Baudelaire plagiarised but
never translated, and that this is probably where he found it. This topic will be
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treated in detail during the discussion of Baudelaire's aesthetics at the end of this
chapter.
4.7. Did the translator write only as translator, or did he write and
publish other texts too?
In the case of one of France's most famous poets this is obviously a rhetorical
question and the reader is referred to the next sections of this chapter.
4.8. If the translator also wrote as an author, what was his status in
the literary system?
In order to answer the question of Baudelaire's status, mention will have to be
made ofBaudelaire's publications in fields other than translation, in order to
allow a better understanding of the prestige that followed from these. What is of
particular interest here is the status that Baudelaire had as a poet and a critic, at
the time when he was writing the translations. The aim is not, however, to give an
exhaustive description of Baudelaire's own work, and the discussion has therefore
been limited to those periods which are relevant for his career as a poet-translator.
Three moments in Baudelaire's time as a critic and (published) poet are thus
distinguished, a distinction which is entirely determined by the interest in
Baudelaire's career as a translator. This section will then be concluded with a
discussion ofwhat has been called the "legend" of Baudelaire.
The three periods that are here distinguished are defined as follows: first, the time
around 1846-1847, when Baudelaire discovered Poe; secondly, the period
between 1848 and 1856 (the year of the publication of the Histoires
extraordinciires), and third, the time after 1856, which was also the year preceding
the publication ofLesfleurs du Mai. For each period, an enumeration of the
publications will be given, followed by a section which aims to give an
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impression of the status which those publications conveyed on Baudelaire as a
member of the target literature.
4.8.1. The Period around 1846-1847
4.8.1.1. Baudelaire's Publications around 1846-1847
In 1846-1847 Baudelaire was still unknown to the French public. In 1844 he had
published either anonymously or under his name a few articles in the magazine le
Corsaire-Satan (Ruff 1968: 26), and in 1845, Baudelaire published his Salon de
1845, which constitutes a review of the art exhibition held in Paris the same year,
and a poem entitled "A une dame Creole" (Ruff 1968: 26-27).
In 1846 he published another essay on art, "Le musee classique du Bazar Bonne-
Nouvelle," and his previously mentioned unavowed translation of "The Young
Enchanter", which he published under the name of Charles Baudelaire-Dufays
(Ruff 1968: 711). That year two pieces called "Choix de maximes consolantes sur
l'amour" and "Conseils aux jeunes litterateurs" also came out, and after these, the
more important Salon de 1846. This Salon was much more substantial than the
previous one, and its contents reached beyond those of the 1846 exhibition,
containing sections on literary criticism, on Romanticism, on the use of colour, on
portrait-painting, etc. (O.C.II 1976: 415-493).
In 1846 Baudelaire also published two poems: "A une Indienne" (later called "A
une Malabaraise") and "1'Impenitent" (later called "Don Juan aux enfers") (Ruff
1968: 26). The latter poem was very well received:
II est significatif que ce poeme de jeunesse fut un des mieux accueillis du
vivant de Baudelaire, comme apres sa mort. (Robb 1993: 122)
In 1847 Baudelaire finally managed to get "La Fanfarlo" published, in the
Bulletin de la Societe des Gens de Lettres (Ruff 1968: 26). In this caricaturised
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autobiographical novella, the until then largely unpublished Baudelaire is
personified, significantly, by apublished poet called Samuel Cramer (O.C. I 1975:
553-580).
4.8.1.2. Baudelaire's Status around 1846-1847
In 1846 Baudelaire's reputation as a poet was nearly inexistent. He was living in
Paris and courted the literary giants of the time (Hugo, Balzac, Sainte-Beuve),
sending them letters and dedicating poems to them. He was becoming known as
an aspiring poet in literary circles, where his most important friends were Georges
Asselineau, Gerard de Nerval, Theophile Gautier, and Champfleury. Still, even to
these people, Baudelaire was first known as an art critic, for his Salons, especially
the Salon of 1846:
Dans les joumaux, Baudelaire est connu surtout comme critique d'art. Le
Salon de 1845 ne passa pas inapergu; l'annee suivante, plusieurs journaux
annoncent le Salon de 1846 et lui consacrent des comptes rendus elogieux.
(Robb 1993: 84)
It was his acquaintance with other authors and (published) poets which helped to
generate a reputation for Baudelaire as a man of letters - as Robb points out, the
reviews of Baudelaire's Salons were usually favours rendered by friends of his
and their opinions were therefore largely "inspired" (not to say dictated) by the
author of the Salons:
Ces temoignages proviennent presque tous, inevitablement, de milieux
frequentes par le poete. ... ainsi, le long compte rendu du Salon de 1846
par Henry Murger lui fit probablement dicte par l'auteur du Salon; les
lignes que Champfleury consacre au premier Salon dans le Corsaire-Satan
du 27 mai 1845 furent certainement inspirees par Baudelaire, comme le
prouve une lettre. (Robb 1993: 83)
Baudelaire meanwhile lived in poverty and precariousness and led what was
known then as a bohemian lifestyle. He strolled on the Parisian boulevards, visited
the cabarets, lived (off and on) with his Creole mistress, and participated in hash
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and opium smoking sessions: experiences which, copying Thomas de Quincey
and, closer to home, Theophile Gautier, he described in Lesparadis artificiels.'6
Of the two, only opium continued to be a drug Baudelaire used regularly, since he
also used it in the form of laudanum to quell the symptoms of his syphilis:
Le dawamesk [hashish] n'a guere satisfait sa curiosite; l'opium, sous la
forme du laudanum, lui devint bientot "une vieille et terrible amie: comme
toutes les amies, helas! feconde en caresses et en traitrises" (La chambre
double). (Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 220) 17
Baudelaire also drank large quantities of wine and lived and wrote, for a large
part, in the cafes he visited. The following testimony, recorded by Pichois and
Ziegler, comes from an acquaintance of those days, Charles Toubin:
... Charles Toubin: "Baudelaire composait au cafe et dans la rue. Ses
consommations au cafe etaient le vin blanc, et il ne consentait pas a ce
qu'on lui en offrit d'autre. Ce qui ne l'empechait pas, rencontrant un
compagnon, de se faire inviter a diner ...
(quoted in Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 251)
The precariousness of the poet's life in these years will become a part of the
"legend" that he slowly created for himself and which will be discussed at the end
of this section. So far then, for the first period, one can conclude that at the time
when Baudelaire made his discovery of Poe's short fiction (in Isabelle Meunier's
translation - see Chapter Six), he was a poor unpublished poet who had some
reputation as an art critic. Still, it should not be overlooked that, though his poetry
was unpublished, he was at the time already working on the poems that would
later become famous.
16
Theophile Gautier published an article called "Le Club des Hachichins'' in the Revue des deux
mondes of February 1, 1846 (Pichois and Ziegler 1996: 219).
17 La chambre double: a prose poem from the collection Le spleen de Paris (O.C. I 1975: 280-
282).
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4.8.2. The Period from 1848-1856
4.8.2.1. Baudelaire's Publications from 1848 to 1856
In the period between Baudelaire's discovery of Poe and the first publication of
the Histoires extraordinaires, Baudelaire's literary reputation rose, though it was
not a poet's reputation, but that of an art critic and literary reviewer, and
especially of translator and specialist ofPoe. A list of the translations which
Baudelaire published during this period, as established by Claude Richard, is
given in Appendix A.
In 1848 Baudelaire, encouraged by the fact that the new republican government
had promised complete freedom of the press, founded with his friends
Champfleury and Charles Toubin Le salutpublic, a paper which, due to severe
financial restrictions, only ran for two issues (Robb 1993: 81). In April 1848
Baudelaire became editorial secretary for a newspaper, La tribune nationale (Ruff
1968: 26). He also published his first translation of a story by Poe, "Revelation
magnetique" which was discussed earlier for the many "slips" it contained.
Finally, as Claude Pichois shows, the poem "Le vin de 1'assassin," which
Baudelaire is known to have recited to friends, probably existed but was not
published in 1848, as some biographers seem to believe, and the first publication
of this poem most likely took place in 1853 (O.C. I 1975: 1053-1054n).
In 1849 Baudelaire seems to have published nothing at all, while in 1850 three
poems of his appeared, of which "Le reniement de Saint Pierre" is the most
famous. It was to become one of the poems which were censored during the trial
ofLes fleurs du Mai (Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 360).
In March 1851 Baudelaire published a piece on the effects of hash smoking (later
to be incorporated in Les paradis artificiels) and, more importantly, eleven of his
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poems appeared in instalments, and became a collection which came out soon
after, under the title "Les limbes": 18
Et, le 9 avril 1851, dans le Messager de I'Assemblee, ou avait paru en mars
"Du vin et du hachisch" (esquisse des Paradis artificiels), le titre coiffera,
avec une indication semblable, onze sonnets des futures Fleurs du Mal\ le
recueil Les limbes "doit paraitre chez Michel Levy."
(Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 279)
In 1852 Baudelaire published another essay on painting and art and two of his
poems, the "Crepuscules." It was also in 1852 that Baudelaire published the first
biographical essay on Poe, "Edgar Allan Poe, sa vie et ses ouvrages," a
publication which will be examined in detail in Chapter Five. From this year
onwards and up until 1856, the translations which Baudelaire was preparing for
the Histoires extraordinaires appeared regularly in various magazines, helping to
pre-establish more and more firmly his reputation as the translator of Poe (see
Appendix A).
In 1853, besides a text called "Morale du Joujou," all Baudelaire published were
three translations of Poe stories. In 1854, Baudelaire again published only
translations of Poe stories (ten of them), and in 1855, Baudelaire published
seventeen translated stories by Poe. He also republished the two "Crepuscule"
poems and two new prose poems: "Le crepuscule du soir" (O.C. I 1975: 311-312)
and "La solitude" (O.C. I 1975: 313-314), which both became a part of Le spleen
de Paris (Ruff 1968: 27). Baudelaire published another essay on art
("L'Exposition universelle") and in June 1855, the magazine Revue des deux
mondes, which had published many of his (and other people's) translations from
Poe, published eighteen of Baudelaire's poems, under the title "Les fleurs du
Mai". Baudelaire also published a critical essay called "De l'essence du rire et
generalement du comique dans Part plastique" (Ruff 1968: 27).
18 Robb explains that this title is derived, possibly, from the economist and philosopher Fourier's
term "periodes limbiques" (the age of social discord which every industrial society is bound to
experience before reaching a state of harmony) and, in a more specifically French sense, to the
young generation which after 1848 felt excluded from power and aspired after a more democratic
future, the bousingots, whom will be discussed in section 4.9.2.4. (Robb 1993: 186).
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According to Ruff it is also in 1855 that Baudelaire began his note-taking for a
small book that was later called Mon cceur mis a nu (Ruff 1968: 27), but Pichois
and Ziegler put the preparation period between 1859 and 1865, while the period
between 1855 and 1962 covers note-taking for the Fusees, which is often grouped
together with Mon cceur mis a nu and Hygiene under the caption Journaux intimes
(Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 445). Mon cceur mis a nu is mentioned here because the
title is a direct translation of "My heart laid bare" from Poe's Marginalia, a piece
in which Poe challenged the reader to write "a very little book" to open "the road
to immortal renown," by being "true to its title" (Poe 1984 [1848]: 1423).
Someone with Baudelaire's temperament and ambitions, and with the admiration
he felt for Poe (Baudelaire had by then discovered Poe's theoretical essays on
literature and art), could not leave unanswered Poe's challenge, though Baudelaire
seems to have taken it more seriously than Poe would ever have suspected:
But to write it - there is the rub. No man dare write it. No man ever will
dare write it. No man could write it, even if he dared. The paper would
shrivel and blaze at every touch of the fiery pen. (Poe 1984 [1848]: 1423)
The combustion of Baudelaire's Mon cceur mis a nu never did take place (French
morals being more tolerant than those in America), and the texts which finally
constituted Mon cceur mis a nu were edited by Poulet-Malassis and published
posthumously by Eugene Crepet in 1887. They constitute a sort of diary, a record
of Baudelaire's opinions, emotions, preferences and dislikes, in which Baudelaire
freely vents his feelings on subjects ranging from the sea to sexual intercourse
(O.C. I 1975: 676-708).
In 1856, March to be precise, the Histoires extraordinaires finally appeared, after
Baudelaire had taken another three to four years to polish up his translations. He
had also experienced a number of personal and financial setbacks which had
prevented him from delivering the manuscript sooner, as the following lines from
a letter which he wrote to his mother in 1853, testify:
Je vivais dans une maison ou la maitresse [his lover, Jeanne Duval] me
faisait tellement souffrir, par sa ruse, par ses criailleries, par ses
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tromperies, etj'etais si mal, que je m'en suis alle ... Le 10 Janvier [1852],
mon traite m'obligeait a livrer le livre [Histoires extraordinaires], j'ai
touche mon argent, et j'ai livre a Pimprimcur un manuscrit tellement
informe, qu'apres la composition des premieres feuilles, je me suis aper9u
que les corrections et remaniements a faire etaient si considerables qu'il
valait mieux defaire les formes et recomposer ci neuf. ... Ce livre etait le
point de depart d'une vie nouvelle.
(Correspondances I 1973 [1853]: 210-211 - the italics are Baudelaire's)
Three years after writing this letter, which illustrates how difficult the task of
translating Poe was for Baudelaire, the Histoires extraordinaires were finally
published, and nine months after that, Baudelaire signed his contract with Poulet-
Malassis and de Broise to publish Les fleurs du Mal (Pichois & Ziegler 1996:
343).
4.8.2.2. Baudelaire's Status from 1848 to 1856
It can be inferred from the above chronology of publications, that in the time
before the publication ofLes fleurs du Mal, which made the translator famous as
being also a poet, Baudelaire had become known mainly for his essays and
translations of Poe. Ruff suggests that:
Baudelaire a peut-etre ete plus connu du grand public, de son vivant, par
ses traductions d'Edgar Poe que par son oeuvre poetique.
(Ruff 1968: 710)
Many other scholars confirm the fact that Baudelaire's literary reputation was first
and foremost established as the translator ofEdgar Allan Poe. Moreover, in 1852
Baudelaire published his biographical essay on Poe, and it was because of this
essay, and also because of the regular announcement of the imminent publication
of the Histoires extraordinaires for 1852 (instead of 1856), that the public was not
just aware of his existence, but was waiting for his translations of Poe:
Aussi la traduction de Baudelaire est-elle annoncee bien avant de paraitre;
elle est attendue avec impatience: "M. Charles Baudelaire prepare,
ecrivait-on au debut de 1853, une traduction des oeuvres de Poe, qui
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paraitra prochainement a la librairie de Lecou" (Journal d'Alengon 9
janvier 1853). C'est la traduction de Borghers qui parait; mais, en en
rendant compte, Barbey d'Aurevilly est etonne et defu: "On avait d'abord
parle d'une traduction de Baudelaire. Mais cette traduction n'a pas ete
publiee et ne le sera probablement pas d'ici longtemps."
(Lemonnier 1962: xxvii) 19
Remembering the discussion on kairos in Chapter Three, a few comments should
here be made with regards to the way in which the Baudelaire translations were
announced to the public. If Baudelaire was the Kairos to do these translations, this
was partly thanks to the fact that the poet carefully cleared the field for himself,
and, so to speak, created his own kairos. Several elements helped him in this
process: the assistance he received from acquaintances and friends among the
literati of Paris (such as Barbey d'Aurevilly, an eminent critic at the time), his
own access to the literary press and his regular reminders to the public of his
forthcoming collection of translations, and, most importantly, the 1852
publication of the sensational biographical essay on Poe; all combined to turn
Baudelaire into the Poe specialist of the day. This had the effect ofwarming the
public for the Baudelaire translations, and not for those that were being produced
and published by others at the same time. Moreover, most of the translations in
the Histoires extraordinaires had already been published in various magazines
and periodicals before they came out in the collection, which probably helped
even further in rousing the public's interest in Baudelaire's collection of
translations. It can thus already be stated that, if there was kairos in the moment of
Baudelaire's publication of the Histoires extraordinaires, and if Baudelaire
became the Kairos to translate Poe, this opportunity was in many ways created by
Baudelaire himself.
Returning to his life and status as a poet, it is noted by all those who have studied
Baudelaire that he was careful and persistent in the manipulations of his own
image. As he took a long time in preparing Les fleurs du Mai, Baudelaire's
literary contemporaries were, by the time this volume of poetry finally did come
out, fully aware of the poet's existence. However, even the nineteenth-century
19 The "Borghers" referred to here is the pseudonym of Amedee Pichot. In Chapter Eight one of
Pichot's translations will also be analysed and examined.
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critics were not unaware of the fact that the image of the poet had already been
created and preceded his work. In 1855, one of them ridicules the strong, and in
his opinion unfounded, reputation which Baudelaire's friends attributed to him:
.... il a surtout la reputation d'avoir une reputation. C'est ce phenomene,
favorise par l'essor du journalisme, que Louis Goudall evoque dans le
Figaro du 4 Novembre 1855, quatre mois apres la publication de dix-huit
Fleurs du mal dans la Revue des deux mondes: "II faut qu'il soit
veritablement un homme fort, pour avoir fait de tout Paris la dupe d'une
mystification qui a dure pres de dix ans. Pendant dix ans, en effet, M.
Baudelaire a reussi a se faire passer dans le monde des lettres pour un
poete de genie ... il recitait quelques-uns de ses vers a un petit nombre
d'inities." (Robb 1993: 88)
Lemonnier quotes Theophile Gautier, the poet, author, art critic and friend of
Baudelaire, who commented on the reputation of the unpublished Baudelaire:
"On nous menace de Baudelaire," disait Gautier, "on nous dit que lorsqu'il
imprimera ses vers, Musset, Laprade et moi, nous serons disperses en
fumee." (Lemonnier 1928: 116)
This type of image-building lies at the basis of Baudelaire's reputation and is an
important aspect of Baudelaire's biography, which will be discussed in more
detail in section 4.8.4. ("The Legend of Baudelaire").
4.8.3. The Period after 1856
4.8.3.1. Baudelaire's Publications after 1856
In 1857 it was first the Nouvelles histoires extraordinaires (the second volume of
translations of Poe's stories) that were put on the market in March (Richard 1989:
1586), and then Les fleurs du Mal which were sold from June onwards but were
almost immediately censored. Baudelaire and his publishers lost the subsequent
trial and six poems had to be taken out of the collection. The consequences of the
trial for Baudelaire's reputation were very important and will also be discussed in
section 4.8.4.. In 1857 Baudelaire also published six prose poems under the title
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"Poemes nocturnes," an essay on caricatures and a review ofMadame Bovary. It
was thus in 1857, a year after the appearance of the first volume of translations,
and from the publication of Les flears du Mai and the subsequent trial onwards,
that Baudelaire's name as a poet began to be more widely known.
4.8.3.2. Baudelaire's Status after 1856
Again, at the publication of the Fleurs du Mai, one critic wrote ironically about
Baudelaire's reputation in the Figaro of July 1857:
M. Charles Baudelaire est, depuis une quinzaine d'annees, un poete
immense pour un petit cercle d'individus dont la vanite, en le saluant Dieu
ou a peu pres, faisait une assez bonne speculation.
(quoted in Ruff 1968: 34)
Pichois and Ziegler state that around that time, Baudelaire was "connu comme le
traducteur d'Edgar Poe" (Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 344). This status, as the Poe
translator should, as has already been pointed out, be attributed to a number of
factors, among which Baudelaire's biographical essay on Poe, "Edgar Poe, sa vie
et ses ouvrages" which had appeared in 1852. Though it took a long time for
Baudelaire the poet to be appreciated by the general public, he received, however,
at an early stage, support from his contemporaries. Victor Hugo, Barbey
d'Aurevilly, Theodore de Banville, Gustave Flaubert, Leconte de Lisle, all came
to reassure the poet after the trial and confirmed, be it in private letters, the
superiority of Baudelaire's verses:
Sous la plume de Flaubert, le 13 juillet, etaient venues des formules justes:
"Vous avez trouve le moyen de rajeunir le romantisme. ... Vous etes
resistant comme le marbre et penetrant comme un brouillard." Victor
Hugo n'est pas en reste: "Vos Fleurs du Mai rayonnent et eblouissent
comme des etoiles. ... Une des rares decorations que le regime actuel peut
accorder, vous venez de le recevoir. Ce qu'il appelle la justice vous a
condamne au nom de ce qu'il appelle sa morale."
(Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 377)
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The private nature of this acclaim lasted until 1862, when the publication of
Baudelaire's prose poems was followed by public praise from, among others,
Theodore de Banville, who writes in the Boulevard ofAugust 1862:
Un veritable evenement litteraire a eu lieu: je veux vous parler de la
publication des poemes en prose de Charles Baudelaire dans le feuilleton
de la Presse. Ces courts chef d'oeuvres, artistement acheves, ... n'ont eu
qu'a se montrer pour faire tomber en poussiere la foule des colosses
pretentieux et vides. (quoted in Ruff 1968: 36)
From the 1860's onwards, then, the star of Baudelaire the poet finally found its
place in the firmament of French literature. In the meantime, the trial which had
followed the publication of the Fleurs du Mai in 1857 had ensured for Baudelaire
the reputation he had, in many ways, been striving to obtain.
4.8.4. The Legend of Baudelaire
The status which Baudelaire had during his lifetime and after cannot be discussed
without referring to what Pichois and Ziegler and also Robb call the "legend" of
Baudelaire, by which they allude to the many ways in which Baudelaire managed
to create a certain image for himself. The trial of the Fleurs du Mai was obviously
instrumental in giving Baudelaire a reputation linked to scandal, and it must be
added that it came not altogether unexpectedly. Flaubert had stood trial for his
Madame Bovary, and one of Baudelaire's poems had already been threatened with
censure a few years earlier (see Pichois and Ziegler 1996: 346).
For Les fleurs du Mai Baudelaire was convicted of offending only the public
morals, but not the religious code, and was ordered to pay a three hundred franc
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fine (a large sum in those days) and to delete six poems from the collection. The
publication and sale of these poems remained illegal in France until 1949. The
trial made Baudelaire famous among the general public, permanently tainting his
20 The six poems were : "Les bijoux," "Le lethe," "A celle qui est trop gaie," one of the poems
entitled "Femmes damnees," "Lesbos" and "Les metamorphoses du vampire" (Pichois and Ziegler
1996: 362).
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reputation with scandal, and thus played an important part in the construction of
the "legend" of Baudelaire:
Le proces a fait de Baudelaire un homme public. II lui a donne une
existence visible, une reputation, parfois douteuse, parfois detestable, les
effets de la condamnation s'ajoutant aux premiers elements de la legende
qui requt elle-meme une confirmation de cette mise au ban.
(Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 375)
The commotion caused by the trial lasted until the end of 1858, and then calmed
down. Meanwhile, the legend of Baudelaire the eccentric poet continued to grow,
fed both by the poet's way of life and by the obscurity, the novelty and the
strangeness of his writings and his opinions. Most authors on Baudelaire have
discussed at some point his continuous efforts to surprise and shock (though not
necessarily in a moral sense), and examples abound of Baudelaire's attempts to
bewilder his acquaintances - attempts which sometimes failed, as he was not the
only eccentric in Paris at that time. The following is a report from Maxime du
Camp:
Lui-meme, il teint ses cheveux en vert sans parvenir a provoquer - lors
d'une rencontre - l'etonnement de Maxime du Camp: "Vous ne trouvez
rien d'anormal en moi ? - Mais non, - Cependant j'ai des cheveux verts, et
9a n'est pas commun." Je repliquai: "Tout le monde a des cheveux plus ou
moins verts, si les votres etaient bleu de ciel, 9a pourrait me surprendre:
mais des cheveux verts, il y en a sous bien des chapeaux a Paris."
(Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 383)
Pichois and Ziegler not only attribute a willed eccentricity to Baudelaire, but also
a feeling of superiority, which arose especially once the poet's reputation was
established:
Le sentiment de superiorite dont s'accompagne la creation de la legende
dans une esthetique de Tetonnement est bien perceptible, particulierement
durant les annees qui suivent la publication des Fleurs da Mai...
(Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 384)
As will be shown, Baudelaire's aim to be seen as a marginal and eccentric person
was achieved not only by his behaviour in public, but also by his poetry, in which
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feature a number of characters which were postures for the poet, and with which
he came to be identified.
4.8.5. First Translator, Then Poet
To sum up the data on Baudelaire's publications and status as a poet and critic, it
can now be stated that, at the time when Baudelaire discovered Poe, he had a
small reputation as an art critic, and was known mainly by his literary friends as
an aspiring poet. Six years later, at the time of the publication of the Histoires
extraordinaires, Baudelaire was known for his translations and for his
biographical essay on Poe (which appeared in 1852), but as a poet he was still an
unknown, and when he published the Fleurs du Mai a year later, this was still the
case:
Lorsqu'il les publia en 1857 et fut rendu celebre par le proces qui
contribua a le declasser un peu plus, il n'etait connu que de quelques uns
par ses Salons de 1845 et 1846 et d'un plus grand nombre par sa premiere
traduction de Poe. (Milner & Pichois 1996: 379)
From a chronological and bibliographical perspective, but also considering the
reactions from his contemporaries in the literary system, Baudelaire's status as a
poet of consequence was only really established from the 1860s onwards, and his
reputation became linked to scandal and eccentricity. By that time, however, he
had already firmly positioned himself as the translator and specialist of Poe.
4.9. If the translator also wrote as an author, what was his position in
the literary system?
This section will determine Baudelaire's position in the literary system, and
describe Baudelaire's place in French literature in terms of the topoi' and
aesthetics of his work. The poet's aesthetics (a term which here refers to his
guiding principles of artistic appreciation and creation) is where the fundamental
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distinction between himself and his predecessors and contemporaries begins.
From the chronology that was given in the preceding sections, it has become clear
that Baudelaire was bathing in Poe's influence during his formative years as a
poet. In other words, Poe's aesthetics were present from the beginning of
Baudelaire's own career as a poet, since he was already translating Poe while he
was writing his own poetry, long before he became a published poet of any
consequence. Poe's ideas on artistic creation, which can be found in his critical
essays, thus were an important source ofBaudelaire's views on the topic. This
exchange, which is not only fundamental to the formulation of Baudelaire's
aesthetics, but also constitutes a demonstration of how the translator approached
"his" author, will therefore be discussed in the following sections.
With these remarks in mind, and considering that the scope of a topic like "the
position of Baudelaire in French literature" could fill about five doctoral theses,
the focus is now on those aspects that seemed most relevant for the present study.
This could have lead to a skewed picture, but by consulting and combining
sources which exclude Poe from the equation (e.g. Pichois & Ziegler 1996 and
especially Robb 1993), along with sources that take Poe's influence on Baudelaire
into account (e.g. Seylaz 1923, Lemonnier 1928, Valery 1957), this section gives
an acceptable and balanced picture of the position and aesthetics of Baudelaire as
an active player on the field of French literature.
4.9.1. The Importance of Baudelaire
Everyone agrees that Baudelaire occupies a unique and pivotal position in French
literature, and that this makes him difficult to place within any particular genre, or
uniformly to categorize his work, as Souiller & Troubetzkoy affirm:
Le role majeur joue par Baudelaire dans la seconde moitie du XIXe siecle
defie toutes les chronologies, absolues comme relatives, et les
classifications des esprits. (Souiller & Troubetzkoy 1997: 382)
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Several authors have pointed out that Baudelaire's work, though occupying a
category of its own, nonetheless has both romantic and classical aspects (see, for
instance, Peyre's essay "Baudelaire, Romantic and Classical" (Peyre 1962: 19-
28)). Baudelaire has also been accused, especially during the second half of the
nineteenth century, of being a realist, but as Auerbach warns, this epithet needs to
be put in the perspective of the time when it was applied:
... since in the nineteenth century the word "realism" was associated with
the crass representation of ugly, sordid, and horrifying aspects of life;
since this was what constituted the novelty and significance of realism, the
word was applicable to ugly, gruesome images, regardless ofwhether they
were intended as concrete description or as symbolic metaphors.
(Auerbach 1962: 153)
Paul Valery's essay "Situation de Baudelaire" (Valery O.C. I, 1957: 598-612 for
the French version, and Valery 1962 [1824]: 7-18 for an English version), an
account which is as critical as it is authoritative, gives a very interesting
perspective on Baudelaire's position in the French literary system, both as a
translator and as a poet. Valery describes how, arriving at a time when
Romanticism was still very much in vogue, Baudelaire desperately needed to
distinguish himself from the pantheon of talented poets who were then successful,
and therefore had to do something absolutely different and new:
Au moment qu'il arrive a Page d'homme, le romantisme est a son apogee;
une eblouissante generation est en possession de l'empire des Lettres:
Lamartine, Hugo, Musset, Vigny sont les maitres de l'instant. ... II s'agit
de se distinguer a tout prix d'un ensemble de grands poetes
exceptionnellement reunis par quelque hazard, tous en pleine vigueur.
(Valery 1957: 599-600)
For Valery, Baudelaire's need to do something new, and the pivotal position in
which the poet placed himself by achieving this difference, is what makes
Baudelaire so important. Valery does not diminish Baudelaire's poetry, but does
seem to opine that it was the sheer novelty of Baudelaire's topics and forms, and
the exhausted state of the literary genre of the day which combined to raise the
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interest ofBaudelaire's work as a poet. Valery actually begins his essay by
stating:
Je puis done dire que s'il est, parmi nos poetes, des poetes plus grands et
plus puissamment doues que Baudelaire, il n'en est point de plus
important. (Valery 1957: 598)
Baudelaire is seen, from a twentieth and twenty-first century perspective, as the
turning point on which French literature swung from Romanticism into
Symbolism. He is therefore considered to be the source of almost everything that
followed his arrival in French poetry, from the work of Verlaine to that of Valery,
and from Rimbaud to Mallarme:
Telle est la nouveaute de Baudelaire, son apport considerable a une poesie
en train de se redefinir comme le medium d'une experience ayant sa
source dans un etat poetique, plutot que comme l'habillage elegant d'un
sentiment, d'une pensee philosophique; il prefigure les "dechiffrements"
mallarmeens et la recherche rimbaudienne de "Fame monstrueuse."
(Souiller & Troubetzkoy 1997: 383)
Baudelaire is indeed seen as a precursor of almost everything that came after him
in French poetry, and his influence is considered inescapable. These introductory
comments should also help to demonstrate that, as a poet who has been counted as
a Romantic, a symbolist, a classical poet and a realist, Baudelaire is probably
more efficiently described through those aspects of his work which set him apart
from his fellow poets and authors, and these differences lie partly in the aesthetics
he developed for himself, and partly in some of the topoi' of his poetry. Some of
these topoi, which inhabit Baudelaire's poetry, will now be discussed.
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4.9.2. The Topo'f of Baudelaire's Poetry: Three Baudelairean Characters
4.9.2.1. Introduction
As Souiller andTroubetzkoy's above use of the term "etat poetique" suggests,
Baudelaire's poems do not describe events or people in a direct manner, but
manage to suggest certain atmospheres and states ofmind which the reader is
invited to enter or at least contemplate. These states ofmind are actually a number
of "poses" with which the poet himself can be identified (and, possibly because
many of his poems are written in the first person, so he was). What set Baudelaire
apart, then, was not just the novelty of his style, which for its unusual crudeness
and bizarre combinations had the immediate effect of shocking his readers, but
also, and especially, the topoi" of his poems and prose.
Baudelaire placed the poet in the position of observer and chronicler of his own
time and of aspects of his own life. His poetry thus presents, through sketches of a
variety of characters, a picture ofmodern man and modern city life (more
precisely, Parisian life) in the nineteenth century and of the spleen that this life
provoked. If Baudelaire was associated with an eccentric and bohemian lifestyle,
this also happened because of the identification that the public was bound to make
between the poet and some of the characters in his poems. Souiller and
Troubetzkoy explain that Baudelaire took up his position of observer of the
modern city by featuring:
... toute une panoplie de personnages qui, du condamne au criminel et au
suicide, du dandy au chiffonnier, peuvent servir a definir les traits ou le
poete moderne se plait a se reconnaitre; ce ne sont pas des themes a
proprement parler, mais des postures qu'il essaie Tune apres l'autre, ces
figures qui cristallisent Teffort pour parcourir, a partir du point de vue
privilegie que constitue la sensibilite du poete, le divers de Texperience
humaine, fascinante et angoissante. (Souiller & Troubetzkoy 1997: 383)
These comments indicate clearly that in the case ofBaudelaire's poetry, the
identification of certain characters in the poems with the poet himselfwas
intentional: Baudelaire created a number of characters in which he also saw his
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mirror image and with which he hoped the public would identify him. This
impression is confirmed by Robb:
La legende de Baudelaire, les masques qu'il adopte et qui determinent
encore la conception "populaire" du poete, se retrouvent ainsi dans sa
poesie ... Le fait que Baudelaire ajoue des roles devant ses contemporains
nous rappelle que la poesie n'etait pas pour lui une tradition exclusivement
litteraire. (Robb 1993: 120)
The importance of this aspect of Baudelaire's approach to poetry and writing is
the following: if one accepts Robb's statement that the characters which
Baudelaire created in his poetry were persona or masks which Baudelaire adopted,
and with which he could be identified, then one must also examine and compare
these characters with the image that Baudelaire created for Poe, since, as
Baudelaire himself declared, Poe, at least the Poe whose image Baudelaire
established in the biographical essay of 1852, also functioned as a mirror image of
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Baudelaire. This means that if Baudelaire felt a kindhsip with the artistes
maudits of his own poetry and prose, then he may have also projected this persona
onto the image he built for his source author. One can even take this identification
a step further, when learning that the image that Baudelaire had of Poe was in a
large part based on an identification that Baudelaire established between Poe and
some of the characters in Poe's stories - an identification which, indeed, plagued
French literary critiques of Poe for more than a century. But this would be running
too far ahead. For now a discussion of some Baudelairean characters that feature
in his poetry and which were "postures" in which Baudelaire himself can be
clearly recognised should constitue a pertinent introduction to these issues.
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This issue will be taken up in more detail in Chapter Five, where evidence will be given for the




The first of these persona is the dandy, a type which featured both in Baudelaire's
prose and in his verse. In his later years Baudelaire described the dandy as:
L'homme riche, oisif, et qui, meme blase, n'a pas d'autre occupation que
de courir a la piste du bonheur; l'homme eleve dans le luxe et accoutume
dans sa jeunesse a l'obeissance des autres hommes, celui enfin qui n'a pas
d'autre profession que l'elegance. (O.C. II 1976 [1863]: 711)
The dandy was not an exclusively Baudelairean character, and dandyism was a
fashion that had actually already passed by the time Baudelaire got attached to it.
But Baudelaire and some of his friends renewed the trend and helped to
resuscitate the French interest in this type.
In the 1820s, the term dandy had been used mainly as a pejorative term,
designating men whose sole occupation was the cultivation of elegance and
manners, and who were considered superficial, egocentric and effeminate. The
characteristics that distinguish a dandy from a regular aristocrat are described as
follows:
Pour l'homme de cour de l'ancienne societe, la depense etait une
obligation qui faisait son rang mais c'etait aussi ce rang qui le favorisait a
se livrer a cette depense. En revanche, le dandy est celui qui affirme la
liberte de depenser sans qu'aucun rang ni aucun titre ni meme aucune
fortune personnelle ne l'y autorise. C'est ce qui differencie le dandy du
parvenu qui, par son luxe, fait valoir sa richesse et sa puissance financiere.
C'est aussi ce qui l'entraine vers l'endettement lorsque s'epuisent les fonds
dont il dispose. (Martin-Fugier 1990: 355)
The most famous of the French dandies was undoubtedly the Comte d'Orsay,
whose relationship with his English mother-in-law (Lady Blessington) helped him
maintain an extravagant lifestyle which Martin-Fugier sums up in three aspects:
sexual immorality, membership of the aristocratic circles, and the use of fashion
and the arts as a vehicle for maintaining one's success and status in high society
(see Martin-Fugier 1990: 360-366).
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Baudelaire's first reaction to dandies had been critical and denigrating, and in his
1846 Choix de maximes consolantes sur I 'amour he described them in the
following negative terms:
Bien qu'il faille etre de son siecle, gardez-vous bien de singer l'illustre don
Juan qui ne fut d'abord, selon Moliere, qu'un rude coquin, bien style et
affilie a l'amour, au crime et aux arguties; - puis est devenu, grace a MM
Alfred de Musset et Theophile Gautier, un flaneur artistique, courant apres
la perfection a travers les mauvais lieux, et finalement n'est plus qu'un
vieux dandy ereinte de tous ses voyages, et le plus sot du monde aupres
d'une honnete femme bien eprise de son mari.
(O.C. I 1975 [1846]: 551)
That both Musset and especially Gautier became good friends and sources of
inspiration for Baudelaire, may partly explain the fact that he later changed his
opinion of dandies. The revival of dandyism in the late 1840s was, however, not
only Baudelaire's doing. Even though dandyism was often ridiculed from the
1840s onwards, certain artists and writers recognised their own bohemian
existence in the life-style of the dandy, and Barbey d'Aurevilly gave a description
of the sexual immorality of the dandy that was uncannily similar to Baudelaire's
own experiences in love at that time:
... dans les annees 1840, le dandy est avant tout un personnage qui a les
moyens de parader confortablement sur le boulevard et qui,
eventuellement, entretient une maitresse exotique, brune, violente, qui lui
mene la vie dure: Barbey d'Aurevilly lui-meme a elabore ce schema au
moment meme qu'il publie Brummell, en ecrivant Une vieille maitresse, de
1845 a 1849. (Martin-Fugier 1990: 385)
Baudelaire himself exalted the tastes and lifestyle of the dandy in the previously
quoted essay "Le peintre de la vie moderne" (O.C. II 1976 [1863]: 683-722), and
established an image of the poet who is destined to live only for art, and who
writes solely for art and beauty's sake, as Martin-Fugier confirms:
Comme chez Barbey d'Aurevilly ecrivant Brummell, l'idee de dandysme
lui [Baudelaire] servira aussi bien a sublimer la mesquinerie de la boheme
dans laquelle il vit qu'a degager theoriquement la pensee et la poesie de
toute utilite ou fonction sociale. (Martin-Fugier 1990: 386)
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The following extract from "Le peintre de la vie moderne" illustrates Baudelaire's
sympathy for dandyism, and the non-conformist part of the description clearly
implies his own aspiration to be considered a dandy:
Que ces hommes se fassent nommer raffines, incroyables, beaux, lions ou
dandys, tous sont issus d'une meme origine; tous participent du meme
caractere d'opposition et de revolte; tous sont des representants de ce qu'il
y a de meilleur dans l'orgueil humain, de ce besoin, trop rare chez ceux
d'aujourd'hui, de combattre et de detruire la triviality.
(O.C. II 1976 [1863]: 711) 22
As will become clear in later sections, Baudelaire erroneously attributed the traits
of the aristicratic dandy to Poe, because he had found them represented in certain
characters of Poe's stories (e.g. Roderick Usher in "The Fall of the House of
Usher").
4.9.2.3. The Poete Maudit
Another favourite character of Baudelaire's is the accursed poet, though again, the
poete maudit, or to put it more generally, the unfortunate artist, was not a uniquely
Baudelairean persona. In Baudelaire's case, this theme was inspired not only by
the precariousness of his own living conditions, but by the conditions in which
many of his fellow artists lived, some ofwhom died in, and sometimes because
of, extreme poverty. The suicide of his friend Gerard de Nerval (in 1852) greatly
affected the poet, and earlier, in 1845, Baudelaire himself had attempted to
commit suicide when his family appointed their notary, Mr. Ancelle, to oversee
Baudelaire's small fortune in his stead, after he had shown very convincing signs
of squandering it. As Robb recounts, the suicide attempt which the artist
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Martin-Fugier signals that in the 1830s the term "lion" was more or less synonymous for dandy,
though for her the two were not really the same: "Un lion est une personne publique qui excite la
curiosite publique, qui est recherche par un grand nombre de curieux" (Martin-Fugier 1990: 357),
which does not necessarily imply the decadence and financial disasters associated with dandies.
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committed when hearing about the limitations imposed upon his financial
independence was shrouded in a dramatic anticipation of posthumous glory:
Surtout, en preparant sa tentative, Baudelaire fait revivre ce cliche, qui
fournit alors la poesie lyrique un de ses themes favoris: le mythe du poete
maudit ou, a cette epoque, du poete "meconnu," "incompris." Dans ce
drame, Baudelaire invente les roles pour ceux qui l'entourent, meme pour
son conseil judiciaire. ... A Ancelle Baudelaire legue sa maitresse; a
Banville ses manuscrits. En laissant ses papiers entre les mains de celui-ci
pour qu'il les publie apres sa mort, il s'associe de nouveau a la tradition de
poesies "posthumes," reelles ou fictives, a laquelle appartient Joseph
Delorme. (Robb 1993: 127) 23
The poete maudit, whose death by suicide becomes a culmination of the misery
that has filled his life, thus became another of the persona that peopled
Baudelaire's poetry. Indeed, Robb confirms that the unknown artistic genius, poor
and often besieged by sickness and misery was one of Baudelaire's favourite
heroes:
L'artiste infortune, dont la vie quotidienne est d'autant plus poignante
qu'il est cense habiter des regions mythiques, occupe une place evidente
dans la poesie de Baudelaire. (Robb 1993: 128)
Baudelaire also saw apoete maudit in Poe, and again this identification with one
of his own persona was largely erroneous. Misery, poverty, bad health and a lack
of recognition had certainly also plagued Poe and his family, but Baudelaire's
biographical account exaggerated these aspects to a great extent. Indeed, in
Chapter Five it will be shown that Baudelaire, ignoring contrary evidence, would
take any opportunity to foreground the misery and grief that Poe had experienced,
and would describe Poe's death as a kind of involuntary suicide, which Poe would
have committed because he could no longer bear the lack of recognition and
respect shown to him by the American public.
23 Robb is here referring to Sainte-Beuve's 1829 "Vie, poesies et pensees de Joseph Delonne."
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4.9.2.4. The Bousingot
The last of the characters in Baudelaire's poetry to be discussed, and which is of
specific interest for the way in which Baudelaire approached Poe and his oeuvre, is
the bousingot. The term refers to the young men who, in the years after the "Trois
Glorieuses" and the Revolution of 1830, supported republican and democratic
ideas. The bousingots dressed in a specific way, described in the Tresor de la
langue frangaise as "souvent coiffe d'un chapeau de cuir bouilli et manifestant
des opinions republicaines" (Tresor 4: 848). The name bousingot is derived from
the hat in question, which was called a "bousin" (ibid.), and the clothes had a taste
for the gothic to them, just as the literature that some of these late Romantics
produced.
According to Milner and Pichois, bousingotism began with Hugo's "Petit
Cenacle," a regular get-together of artists of all sorts, which included Theophile
Gautier, Gerard de Nerval and the notorious dandy Alphonse Musset (Milner &
Pichois 1996: 205). However, according to Paolo Tortonese the term bousingot
does not apply to the members of the "Petit Cenacle" which, he says, did not
consist of bousingots but of "jeunes-France," a type ofperson which Tortonese
defines as "un revolutionnaire dans les moeurs, plus qu'en politique. ... Les
"jeunes-France," y compris les membres du Petit Cenacle, veulent affirmer leur
revolution dans le domaine de la litterature, des arts, du gout et de la sensibilite,"
says Tortonese (Tortonese 1995: 1545-1546). The amalgamation of the two terms
continues, since the above interpretation of "jeune-France" is the meaning which
Robb gives to bousingotism (Robb 1993: 133). In this study bousingotism is
preferred over "jeunes-France" because Robb attributes this term specifically to
Baudelaire, whereas Tortonese's concern is with Theophile Gautier. In any case,
the literary movement to which both terms refer is probably best situated by
Baudelaire himself in his essay on Petrus Borel, one of the more spectacular
members of the Petit Cenacle:24
24Baudelaire wrote a preface to the edition of Petrus Borel's Rhapsodies, and in 1861 wrote a
chapter on hiin in his collection of reviews entitled "Reflexions sur quelques-uns de mes
contemporains" (O.C. II 1976 [1861]: 153-156).
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Cet esprit a la fois litteraire et republicain, a l'inverse de la passion
democratique et bourgeoise, qui nous a plus tard si cruellement opprimes,
etait agite a la fois par une haine aristocratique sans limites, sans
restrictions, et d'une sympathie generate pour tout ce qui en art
representait l'exces dans la couleur et dans la forme, pour tout ce qui etait
a la fois intense, pessimiste et byronien; dilettantisme d'une nature
singuliere, et que peuvent seules expliquer les hai'ssables circonstances ou
etait enfermee une jeunesse ennuyee et turbulente.
(O.C. II 1976 [1861]: 155)
Bousingotism and the "jeunes-France" movement are also associated with the
"genre frenetique" (Milner & Pichois 1996: 128), and Rince and
Lecherchebonnier consider the genre (if such a heterogeneous collection of tastes
and topics can be called a genre) as a late branch of Romanticism, also called "le
romantisme noir" and contrast it with the older "historical" romanticism which
they see represented in the works of Lamartine and Musset (Rince &
Lecherchebonnier 1986: 255). These authors describe bousingotism as follows:
Le romantisme noir, ou romantisme obscur, caracterise precisement ces
"obscurs" du mouvement romantique, ces jeunes gens volontiers bohemes,
qui se disent "jeune France," "bousingots, " ou "frenetiques."
(Rince & Lecherchebonnier 1986: 255)
Rince and Lecherchebonnier describe this generation of young artists as affected
by "le gout des mysteres, de I'occultisme, voire la necromancie" (Rince &
Lecherchebonnier 1986: 260), and also attribute to them an interest in "illuminist"
themes, inspired by the continued fascination in France for the writings of
Swedenborg. Baudelaire's interest in Swedenborg is demonstrated, for instance, in
a passage of his essay on Victor Hugo (O.C. II 1976 [1862]: 133) and his specific
source of inspiration in these matters was Joseph de Maistre. As Pichois and
Ziegler suggest, de Maistre's influence may also have had an effect on
Baudelaire's approach to Poe's work:
II est possible que la decouverte de Joseph de Maistre ait influe sur 1'image
ou l'idee que Baudelaire se faisait de Poe qui, en 1852 sans cesser d'etre
un illuministe ("illumine") devient et l'homme du guignon et le savant
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ingenieur de contes. Le Savoyard [de Maistre] et 1'Americain seront
bientot rapproches: "De Maistre et Poe m'ont appris a raisonner."
(Pichois and Ziegler 1996: 296-297)25
One should also remember the appearance of the French translation ofMary
Shelley's Frankenstein, in 1821 (Milner & Pichois 1996: 127), the writings of
Charles Nodier, and Honore de Balzac, which stimulated an interest in what
Milner and Pichois also call "les themes frenetiques": the guillotine, vampires and
other types of corpses that come back to life, and also a more Mesmer-oriented
interest in dreams, hypnosis, the unconscious and madness (Milner & Pichois
1996: 158-159). Moreover, France had discovered its taste for the fantastic
through the translations of Hoffmann's tales, which had been realised in 1821 by
Loeve-Veimars (Milner & Pichois 1996: 151), a case of translation which will be
further discussed in Chapters Five and Six.
Around 1846 Baudelaire thus became a belated bousingot, an attitude and
conviction which he demonstrated in his poems and by his bizarre vestimentary
habits. The following is Asselineau's description of Baudelaire's appearance
around that time:
... et l'on vit alors apparaitre sur le boulevard son fantastique habit noir,
dont la coupe imposee au tailleur contredisait insolemment la mode, long
et boutonne, evase par en haut comme un cornet et termine par deux pans
etroits et pointus, en queue de sifflet, comme eut dit Petrus Borel.
(quoted in Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 221)
Despite the socio-political connotations it generally carried, the bousingotism of
Baudelaire had little to do with political ideas, and much more with an expression
of frustration, a sort of rebellious spleen, and an affectation of bizarre and sinister
tastes, which Baudelaire seems to have expressed with great verve:
A l'epoque ou il devient journaliste, Baudelaire recree l'image que ces
ecrivains [bousingots] projetaient d'eux-memes au debut des annees 1830.
... Baudelaire s'habille selon sa legende: en tirant de sa poche un livre
25 With the year 1852 Pichois and Ziegler are referring to and quoting from Baudelaire's 1852
biographical essay on Poe, "Edgar Allan Poe, sa vie et ses ouvrages."
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"relie en peau humaine," il annonce sa parente avec ces romantiques qui,
"d'apres les figarotiers, mangent des enfants et font du grog dans des
cranes." (Robb 1993: 133)26
The themes that Baudelaire himselfmay have derived from the writings of the
bousingots are enumerated by Robb:
... ces lieux communs du bas-romantisme: la femme vampire, le corps
decapite, le desir de la mort, bref, "le viol, le poison, le poignard,
Tincendie" (Au Lecteur). Les titres, eux aussi, sont des hommages aux
bousingots - Spleen, I 'Irremediable, L 'Irreparable, Le Vampire, Les
Litanies de Satan - et ces rimes qui sont des leitmotive du recueil:
tenebres, tombeau, remords, sombre, douleurs, nuits, etc.
(Robb 1993: 133) 27
For some critics and contemporaries of Baudelaire, the revival of these themes in
Baudelaire's poetry was not necessarily a laudable event, and prompted, for
instance, the following response from a certain Lepage:
Et dire que sans ce miserable, le romantisme fran9ais serait probablement
mort de n'avoir plus rien a dire. Mais Baudelaire lui a pris le pire: ses
tenebres, ses hiboux, ses pierres tombales, ses corbillards, ses gouges et
ses diableries. (quoted in Robb 1993: 133-134)
Many of these bousingot themes appear in Poe's stories, and it will become clear
that Baudelaire had a strong preference for this aspect of Poe's work. A great deal
of ink has flowed over the influence of the themes and methods of Poe's writing
on Baudelaire, and one of the aspects that is most often highlighted is their
common interest in the morbid and the sinister, which is very often seen as a
question of the influence that Poe had on Baudelaire. The presence of
bousingotism in Baudelaire's life and literary interests before Baudelaire had a
chance to read any ofPoe's tales is therefore relevant for the way in which
Baudelaire would have approached these themes in Poe's work. These themes
were not new to Baudelaire; he had shown not simply an interest but a delectation
for them, and when he encountered them in Poe's work, he may therefore have
26
Figarotier: someone who wrote for the Figaro, then a satirical weekly magazine.
27 An lecteur: Robb is here quoting from the poem "Au lecteur" (O.C. I 1975 [1855]: 5-6).
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had a biased interpretation of them, and given them a different content from the
one Poe was aiming at. In sum, it is important to remember that Baudelaire was
fascinated by the obscure and the morbid long before he discovered his fetish
author, and that this fascination did therefore not derive from Poe's influence, but
may very well have worked to attract Baudelaire even more strongly to those
aspects of Poe's writings that touched on these topo'i.
To conclude this section on Baudelaire's favourite characters, it should be pointed
out that the aim was not in any way to give an exhaustive discussion of the
characters that appear in Baudelaire's poems and prose -the topic ofwomen, for
example, has been left out, a topic which could be relevant for a discussion of the
translations of Poe's "Ligeia" and "Morella." However, the aim was to shed some
light on a few of the more important persona that feature in Baudelaire's poetry,
because the aristocratic dandy, the spleenful poete maudit and the turbulent,
mystical and morbid bousingot are all characters with which Baudelaire most
likely identified himself. What follows now is a description of the aesthetics in
and by which they were brought to life.
4.9.3. Baudelaire's Aesthetics
4.9.3.1. Introduction: the "Correspondances"
A good way to begin a discussion on Baudelaire's aesthetics is to introduce the
topic through what has been called his "Theorie des Correspondances." This
"theory" is actually Baudelaire's personal exploitation of some of the occult and
mystical elements of bousingotism that were mentioned above, and which
announce the revived interest of the French in the supernatural and the fantastic.
In his poem entitled "Correspondances" (O.C. I 1975 [1857]: 11-12), Baudelaire
suggests that all things are connected and in hidden communication with each
other, that what one observes is therefore analogous with what remains invisible
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to us, and that one needs a particular state of consciousness in order to see or feel
the connections between what is visible and what remains hidden.
Baudelaire's "Correspondances" are not only synchronic analogies which are
established in the present and within the boundaries of the natural and physical
world, but are also analogies formed on a more metaphysical level, with elements
of the "other" world. Walter Benjamin, for instance, points to the sonnet "La vie
anterieure," also featuring in Spleen et ideal, to support the claim that:
On ne trouve pas [ici] de correspondances simultanees, comme le
cultiveront plus tard les symbolistes. Dans les correspondances, c'est le
passe qui murmure, et leur experience canonique a elle-meme sa place
dans une vie anterieure. (Benjamin 2000 [1940]: 373)
Indeed, Baudelaire's "Correspondances" are a result of his fascination for the
supernatural, which he also tried to satisfy by artificial means. The nineteenth-
century revival of the themes of Swedenborg combined in Baudelaire's mind with
his Catholic beliefs to form an enthusiastic interest in the mystical and the
supernatural, and as Marchal states, Baudelaire's "Correspondances" constitute an
attempt to apply these mystical beliefs in his poetry, and should be seen as a part
of a more general revival:
II n'y a en effet rien d'original dans la philosophic baudelairienne des
correspondances, simple variation sur un lieu commun du surnaturalisme
romantique qui postule, au dela du monde sensible, un autre monde place
sous le signe de Tunite par la loi de Tuniverselle analogie.
(Marchal 1993: 70)
The novelty of Baudelaire's writing was that the "Correspondances" became not
just the topo'f of some of his poems, but that he managed to integrate these
analogies into the form of his poems as well, and this is what makes Baudelaire
such a prominent precursor of symbolism:
Baudelaire invente ainsi, ou systematise pour le moins, une logique
poetique a double fond, qui fait resonner les mots, et consoner ces
resonances dans une harmonie seconde; il invente en somme, a travers la
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logique des correspondances, ce que le symbolisme appellera plus tard
l'art de la suggestion. (Marchal 1993: 70)
Having thus briefly explained the "Correspondances" as a point from which to
begin a discussion of Baudelaire's aesthetics, it is now time to look at
Baudelaire's treatment of form, the aspect of his work that has probably done the
most to ensure its durability, and the theoretical foundations ofwhich he derived
to a large extent from Poe. In order to discuss the contents of this exchange,
however, the story of Baudelaire's plagiarisation of "The Poetic Principle" (Poe
1984 [1850]: 71-94) must first be told.
4.9.3.2. The "Notes nouvelles sur Edgar Poe," "The Philosophy of
Composition" and "The Poetic Principle"
In oder to place the story of the plagiarism of the "The Poetic Principle" against
the background of the influence which Poe had on Baudelaire's aesthetics, one
can turn to Souiller andTroubetzkoy, who confirm that Baudelaire's opinions on
poetry and art were greatly indebted, to say the least, to the ideas which Poe held
on the subject:
Le recueil des Fleurs du Mai frappe par sa composition rigoureuse, temoin
de la discipline que s'est imposee un poete soucieux de ne rien laisser au
hasard et dont l'ideal aurait ete, en allant encore plus loin que Poe ("La
genese d'un poeme"), de degager une mathematique de la creation
poetique pour parvenir strictement au resultat prevu.
(Souiller & Troubetzkoy 1997: 384)
"La genese d'un poeme" is Baudelaire's translation of "The Philosophy of
Composition," (Poe 1984 [1846]: 13-25), which together with "The Rationale of
Verse" (Poe 1984 [1848]: 26-70) and "The Poetic Principle" (Poe 1984 [1850]:
71-94) forms the trilogy of essays which Poe wrote on the rules of composition
and aesthetics in poetry and art. Baudelaire translated the first, never touched the
second, and, as will shortly be shown, plagiarised the third.
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To begin with "The Philosophy of Composition", this essay was, then, one of the
sources which inspired Baudelaire's aesthetics. The thread that runs through Poe's
essay is a step-by-step description of the creation of his famous poem "The
Raven" and a general description of the process ofpoetic composition. The
attentive reader will have remarked that Poe's title, which was intended to cover
the whole of literary creation (poetry and prose), was limited in Baudelaire's
translation to apply to only one particular poem. Moreover, from the text of "La
genese d'un poeme" it becomes clear that the line between the ideas that belonged
to Poe and those ofBaudelaire was blurred by the translator. The text of
Baudelaire's "translation" of "The Philosophy of Composition" is constituted as
follows:
"La genese d'un poeme" se compose d'un preambule du a Baudelaire, de
la traduction de "The Raven," d'une phrase de liaison due a Baudelaire et
reproduite ici a la suite du preambule, enfin de la traduction de
"Philosophy of Composition" sous le titre "Methode de composition."
(O.C. II 1976: 1247n)
Indeed, after a short introduction Baudelaire writes: "Maintenant, voyons la
coulisse, Tatelier, le laboratoire, le mecanisme interieur, selon qu'il vous plaira de
qualifier la "Methode de composition" (O.C. II 1976 [1857]: 354). As Pichois'
note shows, however, Baudelaire's indication (which is also given in a footnote),
that only the foreword and the phrase linking it to Poe's text are his, did not
feature in the publication of the essay in the Revue frangaise (O.C. II 1976: 1247
note d. and 1248 note a.). It is thus especially the sentence linking Baudelaire's
foreword to Poe's text which could still misguide readers, and in certain editions
ofBaudelaire's work (e.g. Le Dantec 1951) it requires a real effort to distinguish
between the words that belong to Poe and those belonging to Baudelaire.
Considering that only the more recent contemporary editions have made it clear
which parts of the text belong to whom, and remembering Berman's remark that
"Le traducteur a tous les droits des lors qu'il joue franc jeu" (Berman 1995: 93),
"La genese d'un poeme" could thus, at least from Berman's contemporary
perspective, apriori be excluded as a valid translation. However, if the
reproduction of "The Philosophy of Composition" in "La genese d'un poeme"
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already constitutes an act of rewriting that verges on plagiarism, this was certainly
not the most far-reaching act of appropriation ofwhich Baudelaire could be
accused.
The most important source ofBaudelaire's aesthetics was not Poe's "Philosophy
ofComposition," but Poe's "The Poetic Principle," which, as its title suggests,
also contains detailed guidelines for the composition of a poem. However, even
though the ideas expressed in "The Poetic Principle" constitute the basis of
Baudelaire's own aesthetics, at least those which he expresses in theory,
Baudelaire presented the translated contents of it twice without any clear
indication that they were a paraphrase ofPoe's words, forwarding them as if they
were his own ideas, once in the "Notes nouvelles sur Edgar Poe," and once in an
essay on Theophile Gautier.
At the date of the publication of the "Notes nouvelles," in 1857, Baudelaire had
consulted two essays by Poe: "The Philosophy ofComposition" and "The Poetic
Principle," but even though Baudelaire had used the ideas expressed in both these
essays in 1857, he never translated, nor even mentioned "The Poetic Principle"
again after 1857, though great chunks of it feature in the "Notes nouvelles". Since
he never mentioned his second source, "The Poetic Principle", again, the extent to
which Baudelaire was indebted to Poe for his theoretical ideas on writing and art,
was therefore not verifiable until much later. Looking at the original text of "The
Poetic Principle" and comparing it with Baudelaire's "Notes nouvelles", one can
now observe how a large part of the "Notes nouvelles" consists of an adaptation
of Poe's "The Poetic Principle", of paraphrases and translated extracts from Poe's
essay that feature without quotation marks. Surprisingly, this act of plagiarism is
not that well-known an aspect of the Baudelaire-Poe relationship, and in recent
times some scholars still refuse to apply that label to the "Notes nouvelles". In the
face of such reluctance, it therefore seems useful to address the claim in a bit more
detail than may seem necessary.
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To begin with one testimony, one can refer to Claude Richard, one of the scholars
who have studied the Baudelaire-Poe relationship in recent times:
On sait que l'essentiel des "Notes nouvelles sur Edgar Poe," Particle que
Baudelaire donna en preface aux Nouvelles histoires extraordinaires
(1857), est une traduction non-avouee du "Principe Poetique."
(Richard 1989: 1463n)
But the most apt description of the plagiarism and of the motivations underlying
the act comes from Paul Valery. The following quotation is Valery's explanation
ofwhat may have motivated Baudelaire's illicit borrowings, which is given in its
entirety because it is applicable to the whole of the Baudelaire-Poe exchange:
L'homme ne peut qu'il ne s'approprie ce qui lui semble etre si exactement
faitpour lui qu'il le regarde malgre soi comme fait par lui... II tend
irresistiblement a s'emparer de ce qui convient etroitement a sa personne;
et le langage meme confond sous le nom de bien la notion de ce qui est
adapte a quelqu'un et le satisfait entierement avec celle de la propriete de
ce quelqu'un. ... Or Baudelaire, quoique illumine et possede par l'etude du
Principe poetique, - ou, bien plutot, par cela meme qu'il en etait illumine
et possede, - n'a pas insere la traduction de cet essai dans les oeuvres
memes d'Edgar Poe; mais il en a introduit la partie la plus interessante, a
peine defiguree et les phrases interverties, dans la preface qu'il a placee en
tete de sa traduction des Histoires extraordinaires. (Valery 1957: 608)
The same opinion was expressed by Patterson, who dedicated a chapter entitled
"Le plagiat des theories poetiques de Baudelaire" to the topic, in which he
enquires:
Est-ce un plagiat? Le passage [in the "Notes nouvelles"] ne contient pas
une seule pensee originale. Mais on repondra que Baudelaire ne pretendait
pas que ces idees fussent a lui. ... Mais, d'autre part, pourquoi ferme-t-il
les guillemets pour continuer sous la forme d'un commentaire original a la
premiere personne? (Patterson 1923: 81)
Indeed, Baudelaire did announce his source, opened the quotation marks, gave
one translated paragraph and then closed the quotation marks, though the next
28
Valery here para-textually misplaces the Notes nouvelles, which are not the preface to the
Histoires extraordinaires (which have a preface entitled "Edgar Poe, sa vie et ses oeuvres"), but to
the Nouvelles histoires extraordinaires.
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paragraph is a continuation of his translation from Poe's essay. The reader is thus
made to think that everything that follows are Baudelaire's own words.
Unfortunately for Baudelaire's reputation, Paul Valery gave proof that this
unavowed borrowing of Poe's ideas continued long after the publication of the
"Notes nouvelles". Valery shows that Baudelaire presented these plagiarised
extracts for a second time in an essay on his friend Theophile Gautier, first
published in 1859. In the 1859 essay, Baudelaire plagiarised the same source
("The Poetic Principle") by repeating exactly certain passages from his "Notes
nouvelles," this time introducing them, however, with the following rather
incredible comments:
II est permis quelquefois, je presume, de se citer soi-meme, surtout pour
eviter de separaphraser. Je repeterai done: ...
(O.C. II 1976 [1859]: 112 - my italics)
Patterson replies ironically but also severely to this self-indulgence:
Evidemment il est permis de se citer soi-meme autant qu'on le desire, mais
il est defendu de reproduire les pensees d'un autre auteur en se les
attribuant, lors meme que ces idees seraient exprimees dans une autre
langue. (Patterson 1923: 85)
So the ideas expressed in the "Notes nouvelles" are re-plagiarised in the 1859
essay on Theophile Gautier. In spite of all this evidence to the contrary - as will
be shortly shown, a parallel reading of the texts in question immediately reveals
that this really is a double act of plagiarism - certain scholars in more recent times
still refuse to use the term. The comments made by Yves Le Dantec, the editor of
the second to last Pleiade edition to include Poe's work in Baudelaire's CEuvres
Completes, speak for themselves:
Les "commentaires" dont Baudelaire accompagne ses citations du "Poetic
Principle" ne sont souvent qu'une paraphrase, parfois une traduction
litterale du texte de ce morceau. ... Mais qui oserait prononcer ici le nom
de plagiat? Baudelaire, plein de son sujet, reproduit involontairement son
auteur et le tient par sa propre substance. (Le Dantec 1951: 1142n)
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One wonders how well Le Dantec studied the case: firstly Baudelaire does not
indicate in a sufficient manner that he is quoting from the "Poetic Principle," and
secondly, what else is an unavowed paraphrase or translation but an act of
plagiarism? Moreover, how can an author "involuntarily" reproduce the source he
is rewriting literally? Surprisingly, even in the more recent Pleiade edition of
1976, edited by Claude Pichois, one does not find any indication whatsoever of
the suspicions that have surrounded the "Notes nouvelles", except for a small note
which does not cover the whole essay but only one sentence, in which Pichois
says:
Baudelaire s'inspire ici du "Poetic Principle." Ce passage le montre en
pleine possession et maitrise de l'esthetique qu'il developpera dans le
Salon de 1859. (O.C. II 1976: 1241n)
And when the passage comes up in the essay on Gautier, Claude Pichois simply
indicates, in a note, that "Baudelaire cite des extraits des "Notes nouvelles sur
Edgar Poe," preface des Histoires extraordinaires [sic], parues en 1857."
The issue is more troubling still when one considers that the essay on Gautier
earned Baudelaire a letter from no less than Victor Hugo, who finally offered his
long-awaited congratulations to Baudelaire on his work and ideas, indicating that
the essay proves that Baudelaire was not only a poet, but also a philosopher:
Votre article sur Theophile Gautier, Monsieur, est une de ces pages qui
provoquent puissamment la pensee. Rare merite, faire penser; don des
seuls elus. Vous ne vous trompez pas en prevoyant quelque dissidence
entre vous et moi. Je comprends toute votre philosophic (car, comme tout
poete, vous contenez un philosophe); je fais plus que la comprendre, je
l'admets; mais je garde la mienne. Je n'ai jamais dit: l'Art pour l'Art; j'ai
toujours dit: l'Art pour le Progres. Au fond c'est la meme chose, et votre
esprit est trop penetrant pour ne pas le sentir. (O.C. II 1976: 1128-1129n)
The story of Baudelaire's double plagiarism and of the reactions which his
plagiarised ideas invited, is relevant for the thesis recently forwarded by Michel
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Brix, who says that even though Baudelaire may have copied Poe's words in the
"Notes nouvelles", he actually never made the ideas his own:
Poe, de meme [as other "ecrivains antagonistes" like Hugo or de Banville]
fut aux yeux de l'auteur des Fleurs du Mai, a la fois esthetiquement et
socialement, un repoussoir: Baudelaire aspirait a echapper, pour lui-meme,
a une poetique qu'il jugeait sterile et a un destin d'illumine devenant
l'objet de la risee de tous. (Brix 2003: 68)
Though Brix admits that in the "Notes nouvelles", "Baudelaire semble enfin se
rapprocher de Poe" (Brix 2003: 68), he seems unaware of the fact that Baudelaire
repeated the ideas expressed in the "Notes nouvelles", in his 1859 essay on
Gautier. Brix's final conclusion, that as far as his own writings were concerned,
Baudelaire should be considered more a disciple of Gautier than of Poe, is
probably correct - as I indicated earlier, Gautier's bousingotism was shared by
Baudelaire before he discovered Poe. Moreover, as Weightman indicates, "Art
versus didacticism and meticulous care in composition were tenets of the Art-for-
Art's-sake movement which predated Poe" (Weightman 1987: 205), and in
France, Theophile Gautier was one of the leading figures of that movement. Still,
as far as the importance of Baudelaire's direct and unavowed indebtness to Poe is
concerned, Brix's conclusions would benefit from a reading of the other texts
where Baudelaire repeats Poe's ideas, and from a more meticulous comparison of
the source texts and the essays which feature these copied passages.
It would thus seem that up until the study of Claude Richard, and even after that,
there is a natural reluctance to accuse one of the most important French poets of
an act which in contemporary terms can certainly be called plagiarism. The
comments by which Valery explains Baudelaire's act seem to have been fully
absorbed by the French critics, in the sense that they considered (and many still
do) these ideas to be so intrinsically Baudelaire's, and so appropriately his, that it
did not really matter anymore whether he plagiarised them, or whether he
conceived them himself. This type of reaction is unfortunately also common to the
majority of the para-text concerning Baudelaire's translations (especially the
writings of the previously mentioned Patrick Quinn and Lemonnier): the status of
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the poet is so high that any evidence which might detract from his glory is either
ignored or twisted in his favour.
Returning to Valery's revelation of the second plagiarisation of "The Poetic
Principle" in the 1859 essay on Gautier, one can only agree with Richard that
Baudelaire had ample opportunity to re-attribute the ideas, which he had plucked
from "The Poetic Principle", to their creator. That he never deigned to do so is all
the more painful when one realizes that it was the essay on Gautier, which earned
him the congratulatory letter from Victor Hugo. From this perspective, it could
also be added that the fact that Baudelaire never did translate the full text of "The
Poetic Principle" indicates that publishing a text by Poe which had become so
intrinsically his, and so very similar to those he had written under his own name,
would have made Baudelaire's position rather uncomfortable. In other words,
Baudelaire probably realised that his act of plagiarism would be discovered if he
translated Poe's original text, and that may very well be the reason why he never
did translate "The Poetic Principle". Having now established the facts of the case,
it is time to ask the question what the contents of these essays were, i.e. what were
Baudelaire's (and Poe's) views on poetry and aesthetics?
4.9.3.3. Poetics and Aesthetics in the "Notes nouvelles"
The "Notes nouvelles" is not the only text in which Baudelaire discusses
aesthetics. Baudelaire will repeat and expand what is said there in later critical
essays, including the one on Theophile Gautier. The "Notes nouvelles" is the
focus here, because it does present the gist of Baudelaire's aesthetics, while it also
allows highlighting some of the passages that exemplify, by virtue ofmere
juxtaposition, the intellectual appropriation from "The Poetic Principle."
Limiting the discussion to those parts of the "Notes nouvelles" that deal with
aesthetics, the reader is led straight to Part III, the first two parts consisting of
more topoi'-oriented comments on Poe's writings, some of which will be taken up
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later in this study. Part III begins with a discussion on the human spiritual
faculties, of which Baudelaire, following to a certain extent a correct
interpretation of Poe's views on the matter, declares the imagination to be
9Q • r»
supreme. After these comments Baudelaire sets out to repeat Poe's theory of
effect, by which Poe declares that, before sitting down to write, authors and poets
should decide which effect they want their text to have on their readers, and
accordingly, which form (poetry or prose?) they should use in order to achieve
that effect. In Poe's opinion, poetry should convey beauty, while prose should be
used to convey the truth:
Now the object Truth, or the satisfaction of the intellect, and the object
Passion, or the excitement of the heart, are, although attainable in poetry,
far more readily attainable in prose. (Poe 1984 [1846]: 16)
Baudelaire repeats this in his "Notes nouvelles":
Car la verite peut etre souvent le but de la nouvelle, et le raisonnement, le
meilleur outil pour la construction d'une nouvelle parfaite.
(LeDantec 1951: 1057)
Correspondingly, "Beauty is the sole legitimate province of the poem," Poe stated
in "The Philosophy of Composition". Beauty is an effect which the poet should
labour to achieve, and not a quality that arises somehow spontaneously:
That pleasure which is at once the most intense, the most elevating, and
the most pure is, I believe, found in the contemplation of the beautiful.
When, indeed, men speak of Beauty, they mean, precisely, not a quality, as
is supposed, but an effect. (Poe 1984 [1846]: 16)
The effect of the beautiful is, then, best achieved by poetry, and this is why Poe
TO
and Baudelaire think that poems should aim at Beauty, and nothing else. The
29
In Chapter Seven, the problems caused by Baudelaire's confusion of the terms imagination and
fancy will be central to the analysis of the translation.
3 Poe's vision of poetry, however, is also applicable to his aesthetics concerning other art forms,
as he declares in "The Poetic Principle" : "The Poetic Sentiment, of course, may develop itself in
various modes - in Painting, in Sculpture, in Architecture, in the Dance - very especially in Music
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poet should therefore create something beautiful simply for beauty's sake, and this
corresponds to Baudelaire's motto: L'Art pour l'art - art for art's sake, or, art for
the sake of beauty. The poem is the most apt form, because it is a direct way of
achieving the effect of beauty:
I make Beauty the province of the poem, simply because it is an obvious
rule ofArt that effects should spring as directly as possible from their
causes - no one as yet having been weak enough to deny that the peculiar
elevation in question is at least most readily attainable in the poem.
(Poe 1984 [1850]: 78)
The effect of Beauty is obtained, in Baudelaire's words, by applying "L'Unite
d'impression, la totalite d'effet" (Le Dantec 1951 [1857]: 1057), or, as Poe had
put it, through "that vital requisite in all works ofArt, Unity" (Poe 1984 [1850]:
71) and unity is achieved through the totality of effect, which cannot be attained if
the poem is too long. For Poe, a poem that cannot be read in one sitting cannot
achieve the necessary totality of effect and unity of impression, and this idea is
entirely absorbed by Baudelaire. In "The Poetic Principle" Poe indicates that,
because of this limitation on length, an epic poem like the Iliad is a contradiction
in terms:
It follows from all this that the ultimate, aggregate, or absolute effect of
even the best epic under the sun, is a nullity: - and this is precisely the
fact. In regard to the Iliad we have, if not positive proof, at least very good
reason for believing it intended as a series of lyrics; but, granting the epic
intention, I can say only that the work is based in an imperfect sense of art.
(Poe 1984 [1850]: 72)
Baudelaire repeats this passage in a free translation in the "Notes nouvelles":
Le poeme epique nous apparait done, esthetiquement parlant, comme un
paradoxe. II est possible que les anciens ages aient produit des poemes
lyriques, relies posterieurement par les compilateurs en poemes epiques,
mais toute intention epique resulte evidemment d'un sens imparfait de
l'art. (Le Dantec 1951 [1857]: 1059)
- and very peculiarly and with a wide field, in the composition of the Landscape Garden" (Poe
1984:[1850]: 77).
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The reader will have noticed that Baudelaire avoided mentioning the Iliad by
name. Still, the paragraph is a pretty obvious reproduction of Poe's words and
ideas.
Another important aspect of Poe's opinions on poetry taken up entirely by
Baudelaire is the idea that art should never have a didactic purpose. Poetry should
not try to teach anything, but simply serve the expression and the experience of
Beauty:
I allude to the heresy of The Didactic. It has been assumed, tacitly and
avowedly, directly and indirectly, that the ultimate object of Poetry is
Truth. ... Would we but permit ourselves to look into our own souls we
should immediately discover that under the sun there neither exists nor can
exist any work more thoroughly dignified, more supremely noble, than this
very poem, this poem per se, this poem which is a poem and nothing more,
this poem written solely for the poem's sake. (Poe 1984 [1850]: 73)
Baudelaire repeats this in the "Notes nouvelles" (without quotation marks), and
the paragraph also features in the essay on Gautier (O.C. II 1976 [1859]: 112):
... je veux parler de l'heresie de Tenseignement... La poesie, pour peu
qu'on veuille descendre en soi-meme, interroger son ame, rappeler des
souvenirs d'enthousiasme, n'a pas d'autre but qu'elle-meme; elle ne peut
en avoir d'autre, et aucun poeme ne sera si grand, si noble, si
veritablement digne du nom de poeme, que celui qui aura ete ecrit
uniquement pour le plaisir d'ecrire un poeme.
(LeDantec 1951 [1857]: 1059)
If poems should not aim to teach anything, then what effect should they have on
the reader's mind? Within the dynamics ofBeauty as an effect, the task of the
poet becomes an attempt to achieve this effect in order to elevate the souls of his
readers. Indeed, Poe indicates that he thinks poetry should serve this purpose:
It has been my purpose to suggest that, while this [poetic] principle itself is
strictly and simply the Human Aspiration for Supernal Beauty, the
manifestation of the Principle is always found in an elevating excitement
ofthe soul, quite independent of that passion which is the intoxication of
the Heart or of that truth which is the satisfaction ofReason.
(Poe 1984 [1850]: 92-93)
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Baudelaire takes over this guideline, declaring in the "Notes nouvelles" (again
without quotation marks), and repeating Poe's words in his essay on Gautier:
Ainsi, le principe de la poesie est, strictement et simplement, l'aspiration
humaine vers une beaute superieure, et la manifestation de ce principe est
dans un enthousiasme, une excitation de l'ame, - enthousiasme tout a fait
independant de la passion qui est l'ivresse du coeur, et de la verite qui est la
pature de la raison.
(Le Dantec 1951 [1857]: 1060 and O.C. II 1976 [1859]: 114)
Further aspects that were taken up in the "Notes nouvelles" and which came both
from "The Philosophy of Composition" and "The Poetic Principle" apply more
specifically to poetry: the refrain, the tone (of which Poe declares that
"Melancholy is (thus) the most legitimate of all the poetical tones" (Poe 1984
[1846]: 17), and the rhythm and the "topic" of a poem. Flere Poe chooses "the
death of a beautiful woman" which is "unquestionably the most poetical topic in
the world" (Poe 1984 [1846]: 19). As has been shown, this link between Beauty
and death was exploited by Baudelaire, who absorbed this element in his
"Correspondances," and one finds its echoes throughout Baudelaire's work. In
one of the parts of the "Notes nouvelles" that were also repeated in the study on
Theophile Gautier, Baudelaire explains the presence of death and the afterworld in
his "Correspondances" as follows:
C'est cet admirable, cet immortel instinct du beau qui nous fait considerer
la Terre et ses spectacles comme un apergu, comme une correspondance
du Ciel. La soif insatiable de tout ce qui est au dela, et que revele la vie, est
la preuve la plus vivante de notre immortalite. C'est a la fois par la poesie
et a travers la poesie, par et a travers la musique, que l'ame entrevoit les
splendeurs situees derriere le tombeau, et, quand un poeme exquis amene
les larmes au bord des yeux, ces larmes ne sont pas la preuve d'un exces
de jouissance, elles sont bien plutot le temoignage d'une melancolie irritee,
d'une postulation des nerfs, d'une nature exilee dans l'imparfait et qui
voudrait s'emparer immediatement, sur cette terre meme, d'un paradis
revele.
(O.C. II 1976 [1859]: 113 and Le Dantec 1951 [1857]: 1060)
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It will come as no surprise that most of this quotation corresponds exactly to Poe's
explanation in "The Poetic Principle", and for brevity's sake the English passage
is not quoted here, but the reader is referred to Poe 1984 [1850]: 76-77. The task
of the poet, for Poe and Baudelaire, is thus to elevate the soul of the reader, and to
give him a glimpse, through the words of the poem, of supernatural Beauty, "les
splendeurs situees derriere le tombeau." This was the foundation of Baudelaire's
aesthetics, and is also what underlies his understanding of the motto, "PArt pour
Tart." The idea as it is expressed above, however, came from Poe, and
euphemistically speaking, Baudelaire applied less than minimal effort in making
the extent of his indebtness to Poe verifiable for the French public.
All in all, what does Baudelaire's treatment of Poe's texts say about his position
as a writer and rewriter? Poe's ideas allowed Baudelaire to find a different
aesthetics than the one which the Romantics had used up, and as Valery indicated,
it was important for Baudelaire to distinguish himself from the aesthetics of poets
like Lamartine and Musset, and Poe was thus instrumental in that distinction.
Moreover, it has been shown that Baudelaire had no qualms whatsoever in
appropriating the novel ideas of a foreign author for this purpose, and the
appropriation went largely unacknowledged. It was also demonstrated that until
the late 1850s Baudelaire was better known as a translator than as a poet, and his
position as literary figure was therefore rather fragile, which can explain why he
wished to hide his debt to Poe to a great extent. In any case, the plagiarism of
"The Poetic Principle" shows an attitude towards Poe's intellectual property that
is, in the terms used in the first chapter, unidirectionally anthropophagous.
Baudelaire "consumed" Poe, but, at least as far as Poe's ideas on aesthetics are
concerned, did not reproduce them in any way that could have, in turn,
strengthened his source author's status. Quite the contrary. As will become clear
in the course of the next chapter, Baudelaire managed to further conceal Poe's
genius in a number ofways.
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4.10. Conclusions and Recapitulation
From the investigations into Baudelaire's position as a language user, one is able
to conclude a number of relevant facts, some of which had not been clearly stated
before. Firstly, Baudelaire had an intermediate command of English when he
discovered Poe, and he improved his English skills in the period between 1848
(the time of the publication of "Revelation magnetique", his first translation) and
1856, the year when the first collection of translations, the Histoires
extraordinciires, was published. Baudelaire was never a bilingual speaker of
English, and, as the errors pointed out in the translations show, his initial lack of
linguistic competence may not have been wholly remedied by this four-year
period ofwork and study. Baudelaire's linguistic deficiency should therefore be
taken into account when there is no other explanation for certain errors in the
translations. Furthermore, English was the only language in which Baudelaire
worked as a translator, and he also translated a few texts by other authors, mainly
poems, one of which he published under his own name. This sums up his position
as a language user (Berman's "position langagiere").
As far as Baudelaire's aesthetics and his ideas on writings were concerned, i.e.
what Berman called his "position scriptuaire", this chapter was focused on those
aspects ofBaudelaire's work which were most relevant for the relationship that
exists between his views on writing and Poe's, and which also eloquently
illustrate how Baudelaire approached his author. In the discussion of the topoi' of
Baudelaire's poetry and prose, three Baudelairean characters which are deemed
significant for this study were introduced, because they were characters with
whom Baudelaire identified: the point being that if Baudelaire also identified
himself with Poe, or, better said, with the image that he built for Poe, he may very
well have projected traits of his own characters onto that image. The first of the
Baudelairean "postures" that were discussed was the dandy, a fashionable French
persona whose aristocratic air Baudelaire wrongly attributed to Poe, as will be
shown in the next chapter. Secondly, the circumstances of his life also provided
Baudelaire with a self-image of the poete maudit, again a character that offered
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rich ground to be exploited by a poet who was striving to be recognised for his
eccentricity. Thirdly, the bousingot was the character through which Baudelaire
became a member of a group of writers who exalted the dark side of
Romanticism, both in their life-style and in their choice of themes. The early
influence of bousingotism on Baudelaire is significant for this study, because it
helps to establish the fact that Baudelaire did not derive his predilection for the
morbid from Edgar Allan Poe, but that, in a reverse mode, Baudelaire may have
shown a preference for these themes which biased his reading of Poe.
In discussing Baudelaire's aesthetics, an account of the plagiarisation of one of
Poe's seminal essays on the topic of poetics and aesthetics also helps to illuminate
the approach which Baudelaire adopted to Poe's work in general. By presenting
the ideas which became their common aesthetics, it was established that
Baudelaire's way of looking at art, at least the theoretical expression of these
ideas, was greatly indebted to Poe, if not copied downright from his essays. The
main guidelines which Baudelaire inherited from Poe regarding the purpose of a
poem and of art, which lead to Baudelaire's adherence to the motto "l'Art pour
I'art", are identical to Poe's view that art serves to express and experience Beauty,
and to elevate the mind of the reader. The view that genre and length should be in
accordance with the effect the author wants to achieve, and that a poem should
therefore be as short as possible, were also repeated twice by Baudelaire as his
own ideas. Lastly, Poe's "heresy of the didactic" was also appropriated by
Baudelaire, who disagreed with Hugo on this issue, and arrogated to himself Poe's
view that poetry is not the domain of politics or social issues, but the sole domain
of Beauty and the contemplation of Beauty.
In the next chapter, a closer look will be taken at how Baudelaire approached his
source author and the source texts as a rewriter. Still, the reader now already has a
strong foretaste of the way in which Baudelaire allowed himself to steer and
control Poe's literary destiny in France. Baudelaire plagiarised Poe's ideas on
writing and aesthetics, and though the customs of the nineteenth century were a
lot more flexible in these matters, the question is relevant for the light it sheds on
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the specific project which Baudelaire had, not only for the translation of Poe's
short fiction, but for the whole process of translatio of the American author's
oeuvre into French literature, and which seems to be, fundamentally, a project of
personal appropriation.
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Chapter Five: The Translator's Stance, Project and Horizon
5.1. Introduction
For the second part ofwhat Berman calls the "theorie du sujet traduisant," the
following issues remain for discussion: the translator's stance ("position
traductive"), i.e. his attitude and views on translation in general; the translator's
project ("project de traduction"), which consists of Baudelaire's particular aims
for the translatio of Poe's short fiction and the translator's horizon ("horizon du
traducteur"), which has been divided into two parts, as consisting of a literary
horizon, and of what is called the "translational" horizon. The former refers to the
state of the target literature into which Poe's stories were introduced and with
which they could "interact" in an intertextual sense, whereas the latter refers to the
reigning views regarding translation in Baudelaire's time. For clarity's sake the
translational horizon will be deferred to Chapter Six, where it will be completed
with a concise comparative discussion of the other translations of Poe's fiction
that came out during or before Baudelaire was publishing his own.
The reason why it is important to determine the translator's stance, project and
horizon has already been explained in Chapter Three: in Translation Criticism any
para-textual information on the circumstances in which the translation came about
is relevant and should be brought to bear on the analyses of the translations. In
other words, and using a purely hypothetical example, if Baudelaire had written
somewhere that non-classical foreign authors need to be embellished in
translation, this would have been part of his stance as a translator. This aspect of
his stance could then be explained both by factors in the "translational horizon"
(i.e. the reigning translation theory and practice), but could also be associated with
Baudelaire's own poetics, and, most importantly, could be retraced in the
translations.
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Establishing the remaining part of the "theory" of Baudelaire as "translating
subject" is therefore an inevitable stage in a study which claims to present a
textual, meta-textual and para-textual examination of the whole process of
translatio. On the other hand, it also allows the translation critic to give a certain
direction to his inquiries when the stage of analysing and comparing the
translations comes along, and to tackle these with a sound basis of historical and
biographical data. Moreover, presenting a full picture of the translator, his
attitudes to translation and the literary and translational horizon in which he
works, automatically allows one to introduce matters of poetics and patronage -
though this terminology seems to cover too much to be applied in this chapter -
and to not only evaluate but also explain the translator's decisions (as indicated in
Chapter Two). Lastly the circumstances of the "birth" of Baudelaire's translations
constitute information that will be necessary to decide whether the translations as
a whole (i.e. including their para-text) correspond to what Berman set down as
characteristically "great" translations.
5.2. Baudelaire's Stance in Translation
Baudelaire had certain strong views regarding Poe's work, but, excepting one
general comment which specifically concerns the translation of Poe's short
fiction, and which will be discussed as part of his translation project (cf. infra),
and a few ad hoc explanations that feature in footnotes, these views did not
concern translation proper and were not fitted into a larger logic regarding
translation and translation strategies. As will be shown in Chapter Six, French
translation theory, both from the eighteenth and the nineteenth century, was extant
in a number of treatises and prefaces, but these texts were usually written either
by grammarians or by authors whose literary reputation was important enough to
interest the nineteenth-century reader in their opinions on translation. In the
preceding chapter it was shown that Baudelaire's literary fame was not yet
established when he began publishing his translations, and this may explain why
he never argued on translation in general, or even on the specific project of
translating Poe. Moreover, as was also pointed out in the preceding chapter, in the
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mid eighteen-fifities Baudelaire was still a neophyte translator, which would
naturally be the most obvious explanation for his not having elaborated a stance in
translation in general.
From the para-text which Baudelaire did write, and which will be further
discussed in the present chapter, it becomes very clear that it was not so much the
translation process or product, as the persona of "his" author which interested
Baudelaire. The discussion on the double plagiarism of Poe's "The Poetic
Principle" in the previous chapter already revealed how far Baudelaire went in
appropriating Poe's writings, and the reader now also knows that the translator
identified very strongly, both on a personal and on a literary level, with the source
author. As far as his ideas on the activity of translation were concerned,
Baudelaire's friends and acquaintances give accounts of his scrupulousness in
researching his translations - praise which will be examined further in Chapter
Six, and the value of which will also become more clear once the translations
themselves are analysed. Still, though he is described as a scrupulous translator,
the activity of translating was not considered by Baudelaire as worthy as the
activity of writing poetry or criticism, and in the previous chapter it was already
pointed out that Baudelaire did not consider translation more than a "moyen
paresseux de battre monnaie" (Correspondances II 1973 [1865]: 467).
If, besides these comments, one is to read Baudelaire's stance implicitly, from his
treatment of Poe's texts and from the texts (prefaces) with which he accompanied
his translations, one can begin by stating that for Baudelaire, a translator should
first and foremost possess a specific and intimate bond with the source author, and
that the two should have, at least on a personal level, a series of common
characteristics. Though it will become clear in Chapter Six that the procedure of
writing a "critical" essay on the author one was translating was (still) fashionable
literary practice in Baudelaire's time, it is the highly (auto)biographical content of
the para-text, and the highly personal treatment of Poe's life and times by
Baudelaire, which makes this side of Baudelaire's stance idiosyncratic, even for
his days. Baudelaire thus shows a stance in translation that results in a sort of
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"tutorship," which, as will be shown in Chapter Six, was not an exceptional
relationship for a translator to have with his source author in Baudelaire's time.
Any other information regarding Baudelaire's stance will have to be deduced both
from what he wrote about Poe and his work, and from the translation strategies he
actually deployed in his translations, and the readings which these translations
produce. The rest of this chapter will help to further establish, from what he may
have said about it in the para-text surrounding the translations, Baudelaire's
particular project for the translations of Poe, and the state of the target literature
into which they were introduced.
5.3. Baudelaire's Project for the Translation of Poe's Short Fiction
5.3.1. Baudelaire as Poe's Loeve-Veimars
In spite of not having any noted views on translation in general, Baudelaire did
have a clearproject for the translations of Poe's short fiction. This means that
both on a textual and a meta-textual level, Baudelaire had particular aims and
intentions for the way in which the French public was to receive and perceive
these texts and their author. That Baudelaire was particularly attached to
controlling the fate of "his" author becomes immediately clear when one observes
how, as soon as he discovers Poe, the desire emerges to establish for himself some
sort of exclusive guardianship for the American author. His model in this is
Alphonse Loeve-Veimars, who had introduced and translated the tales of
Hoffmann in France some fifteen years earlier. In 1858 Baudelaire asks Sainte
Beuve the following question:
On a tant parle de Loeve-Veimars, et du service qu'il avait rendu a la
litterature fran9aise! Ne trouverai-je done pas un brave qui en dira autant
de moi ? (Correspondances I 1973 [1858]: 505)
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Ironically, it is now known to the reader that Loeve-Veimars began not by
translating, but by plagiarising a tale by Hoffmann, as Lemonnier indicates with a
testimony from Maxime Du Camp:
N'etait-ce point un scandale qui, quelque quinze ans auparavant [in 1835],
avait revele au public fran9ais le nom d'Hoffmann? Loeve-Veimars, alors
inconnu, "publia le Violon de Cremone et le signa de son nom. Ce fut un
succes. II jouissait de son triomphe, lorsqu'un journaliste, qui connaissait
les Contes d'Hoffmann, devoila la supercherie et restitua le Violon de
Cremone a son veritable proprietaire. Loeve-Veimars ne se deconcerta pas
pour si peu, et se contenta de publier une traduction des Contes
Fantastiques qu'il restitua a Hoffmann." (Lemonnier 1928: 30)
1858 may have been too late for Baudelaire to be aware of the plagiarism scandal
attached to Loeve-Veimars' name. In any case, nowadays Loeve-Veimars' name
is remembered for his translations, which did indeed help to widely spread
Hoffmann's fame in France. The importance of Baudelaire's wish to be Poe's
Loeve-Veimars as expressed above is that it shows that Baudelaire had, from the
beginning, a clear intention of enriching the target literary system with Poe's
work, and of being associated with the destiny of that work as closely as possible.
In that, as Chapter Six will reveal, he was no different from other "traducteurs-
tuteurs" who had worked before him. What is important to remember, then, is that
Baudelaire's project for the translations thus corresponded, from the beginning, to
a personal interest, as Baudelaire considered translation as a means to improve his
own status within the French literary field.
5.3.2. A Strong Feeling of Recognition
A recurring point that is made about Baudelaire's discovery of Poe is that from
the very first story Baudelaire read, he felt a powerful feeling of recognition with
Poe, which resulted in a strong tendency to identity his life with Poe's. An
example of this is found in a letter to his mother, written in 1852 after having
carried out substantial work on the translations, and at the time of the publication
of Baudelaire's first biographical essay on Poe:
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J'ai trouve un auteur americain qui a excite en moi une incroyable
sympathie, et j'ai ecrit deux articles sur sa vie et ses ouvrages.
(Correspondances I 1973 [1852]: 191)
Testimonies abound ofhow enthusiastic Baudelaire was about the new American
author, how he would harangue any American he could find to get manuscripts
and information on Poe's person, how for the translation of The Adventures of
Arthur Gordon Pym he scoured bars in Paris looking for English-speaking sailors
to explain certain maritime terms to him, etc. The details of these eulogistic
descriptions of Baudelaire's enthusiasm, which often, as in the case of Leon
Lemonnier or Patrick Quinn (Lemonnier 1828, Quinn 1957), overflow into
subjective accounts of the spiritual bonds that must have existed between the two
31
authors, will be left aside.
Baudelaire's feeling of recognition was based both on the biographical
information he obtained on Poe, and on his impressions from Poe's writings. That
Baudelaire (erroneously, as will shortly become clear) thought that his own life
and personality had a lot in common with Poe's can again be seen in the following
extract from a letter in which he admits his own alcohol abuse, and suggests that
this is why he has managed to understand Poe so well:
Mais cette abominable existence et cette eau-de-vie, - que je vais
supprimer - m'ont gate Testomac pour quelques mois, et de plus j'ai des
maux de nerfs insupportables, - exactement comme les femmes. ...
Comprends-tu maintenant, pourquoi, au milieu de Taffreuse solitude qui
m'environne, j'ai si bien compris le genie d'Edgar Poe, et pourquoi j'ai si
bien ecrit son abominable vie? (Correspondances 1 1973 [1853]: 214)
As Baudelaire indicated years later in another letter, the immediate recognition
also came about because of the impressions Poe's work had made on him.
31 For an idea of the tone of these commentaries, an example from Lemonnier. After quoting
Baudelaire's statement "Ne trouverai-je done pas un brave qui en dira autant de moi?" (cf. supra),
Lemonnier answers the long defunct Baudelaire: "Ce brave, le voici, o Maitre" (Lemonnier 1962:
3), thus designating himself as the good man who will continue to spread Baudelaire's glory and
merit as Poe's guardian and translator. In Chapter Six, the way in which Lemonnier's highly
subjective position affected his opinions on the quality of the Baudelaire translations, especially
when he compared them with parallel translations, will be further confirmed.
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Baudelaire even claimed to have thought or dreamt parts of Poe's texts before
reading them as written by Poe:
Savez-vous pourquoi j'ai si patiemment traduit Poe? Parce qu'il me
ressemblait. La premiere fois que j'ai ouvert un livre de lui, j'ai vu avec
epouvante et ravissement, non seulement des sujets reves par moi, mais
des phrases, pensees par moi et imitees par lui vingt ans auparavant.
(quoted in Lemonnier 1928: 109)
Incidentally, this piece of para-text reveals quite a bit more than what it intended,
since in the original letter, Baudelaire did not write "imitees" but "ecrites"
(Correspondances II 1973 [1864]: 186), which indicates a significant addition by
Lemonnier, who seems to want to attribute the originality of Poe's ideas to
Baudelaire - thus further demonstrating the subjectivity of his position. In any
case, it is clear that, from the beginning, Baudelaire was using Poe's material to
say something about himself. This underlying intention is also clear from the
following lines taken from his preface to a 1864 edition of his translations:
Pourquoi n'avouerai-je pas que ce qui a soutenu ma volonte, c'etait le
plaisir de leur presenter un homme qui me ressemblait un peu, par
quelques points, c'est-a-dire une partie de moi-meme?
(LeDantec 1951 [1864]: 1063)
Before going further into the intricacies of Baudelaire's guardianship of Poe, it is
probably useful to point out that the force of the identification which Baudelaire
established between himself and Poe increased over time, not only in Baudelaire's
but also in the French public's mind, a progression which viewed with hindsight
resembles a self-fulfilling prophecy. In any case, at the end of his life, during the
prolonged agony of a syphilis-death, Baudelaire admitted in his diary to the
following superstitious practices:
Faire tous les soirs ma priere a Dieu, reservoir de toute force et de toute
justice, a mon pere, a Mariette [la servante de grand coeur] et a Poe,
comme intercesseurs; les prier de me communiquer la force necessaire
pour accomplir tous mes devoirs ...
(quoted in Le Dantec 1951: 1137n)
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The point from which Baudelaire set out to translate Poe's short fiction was thus
far from being objective or neutral, and both his stance and project were affected
by the feeling of recognition just described. This biased attitude is one of the
many elements which make Baudelaire's stance as a translator such a complex
thing to define. Moreover, it will soon become clear that Baudelaire admired sides
of Poe which he had invented himself.
5.3.3. Baudelaire's Explicit Project
However strong his desire to be Poe's exclusive guardian may have been, this did
not entail that Baudelaire had spelled out any specific convictions or ideas on how
to translate his protege's work. It has already been stated that Baudelaire never
wrote anything in general on translation, and with regards to the translations of
Poe's short fiction in particular, there are again very few comments on
translational approaches or techniques. One important exception, however, is what
Baudelaire said in the early preface to his first translation of "Mesmeric
Revelation":
II faut surtout s'attacher a suivre le texte litteral; certaines choses seraient
devenues bien autrement obscures si j'avais voulu paraphraser mon auteur
au lieu de me tenir servilement attache a la lettre. J'ai prefere faire du
franqais penible et parfois baroque et donner dans toute sa verite la technie
philosophique d'Edgar Poe. (Le Dantec 1951 [1848]: 1078) 32
Besides this paragraph, the rest of Baudelaire's comments regarding his
translations is limited to notes that do give glimpses of Baudelaire's attitude as a
translator. These notes will be referred to as para-text in the analyses of the stories
which they accompany. As the reader's attention will now be drawn on the two
essays by which Baudelaire introduced Poe in France, the following lines from the
first of these essays can already give an initial indication of the focus of
Baudelaire's attention in his project for the translation of Poe's work:
32 "Technie" does not exist in French, and Baudelaire is here using this Greek word in its meaning
of "rexvri," i.e. "art, habilete a faire quelque chose" (Bailly 1950: 1923).
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Des ouvrages de ce singulier genie, j'ai peu de chose a dire; le public fera
voircequ'il enpense. (Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1045)
What will indeed transpire from the following sections is that in Baudelaire's
writings which introduce Poe's life and works, "son interet pour l'oeuvre est
secondaire" (Richard 1989: 12) - a statement of which the validity with regards to
the translations will be further investigated in Chapters Seven and Eight. Most of
the para-textual project, in any case, was centred around Poe's life and the
supposed lack of recognition he suffered in America - aspects which, eventually,
brought the focus of the para-text back to Baudelaire, as "tutor" and saviour of
Poe's literary fame.
5.3.4. The Discovery of Poe in France
5.3.4.1. Introduction
The desire to be Poe's guardian in France had such a strong hold on Baudelaire
that everyone, including Baudelaire himself, would soon forget that it was not
Baudelaire who first discussed or translated Poe in France. As A.H. Quinn's
three-page discussion of Poe's first appearances in France shows, neither the first
important translations nor the first piece of genuine criticism on Poe came from
Baudelaire:
Poe's recognition in France began in 1845, when in the November issue of
the Revue Britannique appeared a translation of "The Gold Bug" entitled
"Le Scarabee d'Or," and signed "A.B." Alphonse Borghers was, therefore,
the first translator of Poe into French. (Quinn 1972: 516)
Baudelaire is actually the one to have gone to great lengths to designate himself
postfactum as exclusive discoverer of Poe. In a letter to Eugene Pellatan, for
instance, he wrote:
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C'est moi qui ai mis en branle la reputation d'Edgar Poe a Paris; ce qu'il y
a de plaisant, c'est que d'autres, emus par mes article biographiques et
critiques, et par mes traductions se sont occupes de lui, mais que personne
- excepte vous - n'a daigne citer mon nom.
(Correspondances I 1973 [1854]: 273)
Actually, the authors to first promote Poe's work in France had already been
discussing and translating Poe long before Baudelaire got involved, and long
before Baudelaire wrote his biographical essay on Poe. These critics and
translators, among whom figured E.D. Forgues, whose essay is up for discussion
in the following section, were collaborators of the Revue britannique, a magazine
that was described on its own front page as a "Recueil international", containing a
"choix d'articles extraits des meilleurs ecrits periodiques de la Grande-Bretagne et
d'Amerique, complete par des articles originaux" (quoted in Lemonnier 1928:
12): in other words, a publishing and reading ground for anglophiles. Lemonnier
explains the circumstances of the first translation of a Poe story to appear in the
Revue britannique:
... en novembre 1845, elle donna une version fransaise du "Scarabee
d'Or," dont le traducteur etait un certain Borghers. Le morceau etait suivi
d'une courte note du directeur, Amedee Pichot, qui avait evidemment pris
l'initiative de la circonstance. C'est a lui, en somme, que revient l'honneur
d'avoir introduit Edgar Poe en France. (Lemonnier 1828: 13)
Neither Lemonnier nor A.H. Quinn (cf. supra) were aware at the time ofwriting
their comments that Alphonse Borghers was the pseudonym of Amedee Pichot,
who was known for his translations of the works ofByron. Moreover, Pichot also
preceded Baudelaire in publishing, three years before the first publication of the
Histoires extraordinaires, the first collection of translations, again under the same
pseudonym. The details of these translations, and the analysis of one of them, will
be taken up in Chapter Eight, where Pichot's translation of "The Gold Bug" will
be compared to Baudelaire's. The reviews ofPoe's work that were produced by
these French Poe-pioneers, however, are relevant now, as they are necessary to
better assess and evaluate Baudelaire's own para-text on Poe.
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5.3.4.2. Emile Daurand Forgues' Early Essay
The critical quality ofForgues' 1846 essay "Les contes d'Edgar Allan Poe" stands
out in comparison with the first biographical essay that Baudelaire was to produce
six years later, and Forgues' essay will therefore briefly be discussed here, as a
background against which Baudelaire's subsequent writings on Poe can be drawn
up. Emile D. Forgues, who used the pseudonym "Old Nick," was the first to
produce a genuine critical discussion of Poe's work in France. The circumstances
of the publication of this essay, and of Forgues' first translations of Poe, were also
remarkable:
On October 12, 1846, E.D. Forgues published in Le Commerce a version
of "The Murders" under the title of "Une Sanglante Enigme," without
credit to Poe. Forgues had accused a rival paper, La Presse, of plagiarism
and this journal seized the occasion to accuse Forgues of having copied his
story from La Quotidienne. In his reply, he acknowledged that he had
taken the story from Poe. La Presse refused to print the reply and he sued
that journal, but lost the suit. The trial in December, 1846, and consequent
discussion brought Poe's name prominently before the French public.
(A.H. Quinn 1972: 517)
Unlike Baudelaire in the case of the "Notes nouvelles" (see Chapter Four),
Forgues wanted to acknowledge his source, and in a sense he made up for things
by publishing, in the Revue des deux mondes, a perspicacious essay on Poe's
work.
This essay, entitled "Les contes d'Edgar Allan Poe," contains no biographical
comments on Poe whatsoever, which contrasts strongly with Baudelaire's essays
where biography is largely preponderant. Forgues concentrated uniquely on nine
of Poe's tales, and as an experienced "anglophile," he was able to approach these
with a much clearer understanding of their place in American literature, and a
better insight in their contents than Baudelaire was to demonstrate later on.
Forgues was familiar with a number of other American authors and was therefore
able to place Poe's writing in the American context. He makes a relevant
comparison, for instance, with Charles Brockden Brown and Washington Irving,
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which shows that he was able to place Poe's fantastic fiction in the framework of
the more "gothic" literature that was being produced in Poe's country of origin:
Nous avons deja assimile le talent de M. Poe a celui de Washington Irving,
ce dernier, plus riant, moins ambitieux, et a celui de ce William Godwin ...
si l'on voulait designer, en Amerique meme, un predecesseur a M. Edgar
Poe, on pourrait, sans trop forcer les analogies, le comparer a Charles
Brockden Brown, qui, lui aussi, cherchait de bonne foi, jusque dans ses
plus frivoles fictions, la solution de quelque probleme
intellectuel. (Forgues 1974 [1846]: 283)
Though it is true, as Lemonnier points out, that Forgues was unaware of the
success that Poe had in America (Lemonnier 1928: 27), and that this hindered his
construction of a complete picture of Poe's noteworthiness, it is also true that
Forgues, not having any biographical material on Poe at his disposal, was forced
to present Poe solely on the basis ofwhat he had read of him - and Poe's image
thus arrived unburdened by the biographical "information" that would
posthumously slander it. Lemonnier, in the following lines, says as much, and
thereby unwittingly undermines both Baudelaire's subsequent position and his
own opinions on Baudelaire's treatment of Poe:
On peut surtout lui [Forgues] en vouloir d'avoir meconnu la personnalite
de Poe ... Mais peut-etre, apres tout, son ignorance fut-elle bienfaisante.
S'il avait juge Edgar Poe sous l'influence de sa gloire aux Etats-Unis, il
aurait presente a son public une premiere image d'Edgar Poe semblable a
l'image americaine; celle-ci aurait alors fait ombre sur le jugement fran9ais
et l'aurait empeche de se manifester librement. (Lemonnier 1928: 28-29)
The same Lemonnier, however, will have no qualms with the very personal
judgments that Baudelaire would bring to bear on his image of Poe. Regarding
Forgues' comparisons with other American authors, and his ability to see Poe in
an American context, it is important to note that, until evidence to the contrary
arises, Baudelaire was wholly ignorant of these American contemporaries of Poe.
The only other American authors ever mentioned by Baudelaire were Longfellow,
Willis and Emerson, and he did so only after having stumbled upon their names in
the biographical material he obtained on Poe. Forgues thus seems, at least as a
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critic of anglophone and American literature, better placed than Baudelaire to
assess Poe's work.
Another important aspect of the essay is Forgues' fascination with the analytical,
logical and scientific side of Poe's work. Contrary to Baudelaire, who had a very
idiosyncratic explanation for Poe's talent and genius, Forgues - and most
contemporary critics now agree with him on this topic - was convinced that Poe's
major quality was the force of his logical reasoning:
Poesie, invention, effets de style, enchainement du drame, tout y est
subordonne a une bizarre preoccupation, - nous dirions presque a une
monomanie de l'auteur, - qui ne semble connaitre qu'une faculte
inspiratrice, celle du raisonnement; qu'une muse, la logique; qu'un moyen
d'agir sur les lecteurs: le doute. (Forgues 1974 [1846]: 265)
Unlike Baudelaire, who, as will shortly be shown, preferred the more morbid side
of Poe's work, Forgues thus saw Poe's analytical powers as his most laudable
characteristic, and he ascribed Poe's genius to his logical prowess and strongly
emphasized this throughout his discussion of the nine stories he had read. As the
following extract shows, even in his discussion of "Mesmeric Revelation", with
its shocking ending and its pseudo-scientific interest in hypnosis, Forgues
continues to emphasize the analytical and logical quality of Poe's writing:
Toucher a ces grands secrets du trepas et de la fin du monde semble
1'affaire des profonds penseurs, des meditations les plus longues, des
systemes les plus complets. Pour M. Poe, il ne s'agit que d'adopter une
hypothese, de poser un premier fait, et de lui faire engendrer, parmi ses
consequences probables et possibles, celles que 1'esprit humain rattache
entre elles le plus facilement et le plus volontiers.
(Forgues 1974 [1846]: 266)
Over and over again, Forgues will thus focus on the logic in Poe's stories as one
of his "habitudes favorites" (Forgues 1974 [1848]: 279). A last important
difference to be noted between Forgues and Baudelaire is that Forgues did not
have the same attitude towards American culture which Baudelaire would later
demonstrate. Possibly because of his familiarity with American literature, Forgues
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was not at all seduced by the America-bashing that was fashionable among certain
Paris literati around the 1850s, and nowhere does one find the scathing anti-
Americanism that pervades Baudelaire's essays.
Being very different in tone and approach from Baudelaire's writings, Forgues'
early essay is thus an important document for this study, because it constitutes a
background against which to judge Baudelaire's para-text to the translations, and
thus to better evaluate Baudelaire's stance and project as a rewriter and translator.
The extracts given above show that Forgues had a good grasp of the analytical
aspects of Poe's fiction, and that he had also been able to deduce, without having
read any ofPoe's critical essays on writing and composition, parts of Poe's theory
on writing. In the final analysis, Forgues' essay and the less personal and more
objective stance it takes towards Poe's life and work raises the question as to how
Poe would have been received in France had his critics continued their readings
and translations of his work with Forgues' preponderant interest in the ceuvre
instead of in the life of Poe. Moreover, Forgues' fascination with the logic and
reasoning in Poe would very likely have made for a different image of the author
and a different introduction of Poe's work.
5.3.4.3. Baudelaire's Biographical Essays
Baudelaire's first stab at Poe biography, the 1848 preface to "Revelation
magnetique", is also where he makes the only comment on his translation project
- in the form of a defence of literalism - which has been discussed above (section
5.3.3.). Next comes the famous biographical essay "Edgar Poe, sa vie et ses
ouvrages", published in La revue de Paris in 1852, which played a major part in
establishing Baudelaire's image as Poe specialist and in preparing the French
public for the publication of the Histoires extraordinares, which appeared four
years later. This is also the date of the second biographical essay, "Edgar Allan
Poe, sa vie et ses oeuvres", featuring as preface to the first collection. The second
essay takes up many of the points that featured in the first, and together these two
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essays form a pair of texts which, as Richard states, "a leur tour, inspireront
Mallarme, Rimbaud, Valery, le Sar Peladan, et beaucoup d'autres, jusqu'a Andre
Breton et Marie Bonaparte," because they contain the essential aspects of the
image that Baudelaire built for Poe. That these essays are problematic as far as
their contents are concerned became clear from the beginning of their existence,
witness the comments made by Jules Verne on the second essay:
Je vous dirai tout d'abord qu'un critique franqais, M. Charles Baudelaire, a
ecrit, en tete de sa traduction des oeuvres d'Edgar Poe, une preface non
moins etrange que l'ouvrage lui-meme. Peut-etre que cette preface
exigerait-elle a son tour quelques commentaires explicatifs.
(Verne 1974 [1864]: 319)
It seems appropriate, then, to discuss in as much detail as necessary the
problematic contents of these essays, not only because they reveal to a large
extent the attitude that Baudelaire adopted to approach Poe and his work, but also
because nearly all subsequent French biographical and textual criticism was based
on them, as is confirmed by W.T. Bandy:
["Edgar Poe: sa vie et ses ouvrages"] has probably been read by more
people in different countries than anything ever written on Poe. It certainly
had a major part in shaping the European view on Poe, which is so
different from that which has prevailed in the United States, even to the
present day. (Bandy 1973: ix)
5.3.4.4. Dubious Sources
The main problem that arises from these texts is revealed by Baudelaire himself in
the 1856 essay: Baudelaire indicates that, since writing his first study on Poe in
1852, he has discovered that one of the American biographers ofPoe, Rufus
Griswold, spread false and defamatory information about Poe. Baudelaire decries
the calumny as follows:
Quelques uns ont ose d'avantage, et, unissant fintelligence la plus lourde
de son genie a la ferocite de l'hypocrisie bourgeoise, Tont insulte a l'envi;
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et, apres sa soudaine disparition, ils ont rudement morigene le cadavre, -
particulierement M. Rufus Griswold, qui, pour rappeler ici l'expression
vengeresse de M. George Graham, a commis alors une immortelle infamie.
... Ce pedagogue-vampire a diffame longuement son ami dans un enorme
article, plat et haineux, juste en tete de Tedition posthume de ses oeuvres. -
II n'existe done pas en Amerique d'ordonnance qui interdise aux chiens
1'entree des cimetieres? (Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1032)
What Baudelaire ignored, however, was that the large majority of his own
descriptions of Poe were based on the very same article that he was reviling.
Richard, who states correctly that, from the very beginning of his discovery of
Poe, "Baudelaire s'eprend done d'un fantome" (Richard 1989: 12), explains how
this happened:
N'en deplaise aux critiques baudelairiens qui ne cessent de repeter apres
W.T. Bandy que Baudelaire ne se serait pas inspire de Griswold mais de
Thompson et de Daniel. Ils ignorent que la source de Thompson et Daniel
est encore Griswold, mais sous le nom de Ludwig et comme auteur de la
notice necrologique de 1849. Ainsi, ce sont les calomnies de Griswold qui
se retrouvent non seulement dans la premiere etude [1852], mais encore
dans sa preface aux Histoires Extraordinaires [1856].
(Richard 1989: 12)
The defamatory nature of the "Ludwig" article had been proclaimed widely
during Baudelaire's days in the American press, and Baudelaire's apparent
ignorance of these American defenders of Poe is surprising because Baudelaire
shows in two ways that he was fully aware that these refutations existed, and that
much of the biographical information that circulated on Poe was slanderous.
Firstly, in the above citation from the 1856 essay, Baudelaire quotes George Rex
Graham, whose open letter constituted a strong repudiation of Griswold's
defamations. Graham had described Griswold's vulture-like behaviour as follows:
The man who could deliberately say of Edgar Allan Poe, in a notice of his
life and writings, prefacing the volumes which were to become a priceless
souvenir to all who loved him - that his death may startle many, "but that
few would be grieved by it" - and blast the whole fame of the man by such
a paragraph as follows, is a judge dishonoured. He is not Mr. Poe's peer,
and I challenge him before the country, even as a juror in the case.
(Graham 1986 [1850]: 377)
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The open letter from which these lines were taken constituted very strong
evidence that Poe was being unjustly mistreated by some of his American
biographers. If Baudelaire was able to quote from this letter, it is very likely that
he had the whole nine-page text at his disposal in 1856. Still, its contents do not
seem to have inspired him into rectifying the image he had already formed.
Secondly, as early as the 1852 essay, Baudelaire himself points out that any
biographical information on Poe coming from America, including that on which
he is basing his preface, should be taken with a lot of caution:
Mais je crois avoir deja sufflsamment mis le lecteur en defiance contre les
biographes americains. lis sont trop bons democrates pour ne pas hair leurs
grands hommes, et la malveillance qui poursuit Poe apres la conclusion
lamentable de sa triste existence, rappelle la haine britannique qui
persecuta Byron. (Le Dantec 1951 [1852]: 1008)
Again, this remark, like similar remarks that feature in both essays, is significant
for the way Baudelaire reveals his awareness that the biographical information on
Poe had to be taken with a lot of scepticism. The following comments, which
Baudelaire makes in the 1852 essay, and which concerns Longfellow's opinions
of Poe, should disperse any doubts on whether Baudelaire knew that Poe had both
defamers and defenders among the American public:
La mort fait quelquefois pardonner bien des choses. Nous sommes heureux
de mentionner une lettre de M. Longfellow qui lui fait d'autant plus
d'honneur qu'Edgar Poe l'avait fort maltraite.
(Le Dantec 1951 [1852]: 1014)
The article by Longfellow to which Baudelaire alludes is only one in a long series
of articles and letters in praise of Poe which were published either as spontaneous
obituaries, or in reaction to Griswold's reviews, from the publication of the
"Ludwig" article onwards. A.H. Quinn (not to be confused with Patrick Quinn),
who was the first to uncover the actual forgeries of Poe's correspondence by
which Griswold had so adeptly reinforced his calumnies about Poe, shows that
besides Graham, dozens of American literary men and women, and other friends
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and acquaintances of Poe's rallied to the deceased author's defence when
Griswold's defamatory report came out (see Quinn 1972: 645-661). These
reactions can also be found in Edgar Allan Poe - The Critical Heritage (Walker
1986).
The reader should also be aware of the fact that Baudelaire managed to get his
hands on two years' worth of articles from the Southern Literary Messenger when
Poe was editing there, a publication which gave a very clear impression of Poe's
literary status in America: "J'ai la, devant moi, la collection des numeros [of the
S.L.M.] de ces deux annees," says Baudelaire (Le Dantec 1951: 1018), which
shows that he was well-aware of Poe's renown as editor, author and critic. There
is enough ground to claim, then, that Baudelaire was conscious of the fact that the
sources he was consulting, and the image he was painting, did not correspond to
the real Poe: first, the abundance of refutations of Griswold's defamations in the
American press, one ofwhich (Graham) Baudelaire even quotes in the 1856
essay; second, Baudelaire's own affirmations that he knew there was slander in
the air, and third, Baudelaire's silence on Poe's work as editor and member of the
literary establishment. This shows that, had Baudelaire wished to consult
additional and less insulting sources for his biographies of Poe, he was
undoubtedly able to procure them for himself, and that if he didn't do so, he had
his personal reasons for it. The following discussion will now reveal what
Baudelaire's bias consisted of, and why he shaped his translation project in this
personalised way.
5.3.4.5. Baudelaire's Distortions of Poe's Image
5.3.4.5. a. Alcohol and Drugs for a Poete Maudit
Instead of verifying his sources further, Baudelaire not only adopted all the
slanders, but added to them, thus spreading a very distorted picture of Poe's life
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and times. To begin with, the descriptions of Poe's death that had reached
Baudelaire had dramatic ingredients that inevitably pleased Baudelaire:
Pour Baudelaire, le premier chef-d'oeuvre de Poe, c'est sa mort: "Cette
mort est presque un suicide, un suicide prepare depuis longtemps."
(Richard 1989: 12)33
Regarding this so-called suicide, the reader may be reminded of the passage in the
previous chapter, where Baudelaire was shown to regard death by suicide as an
appropriately dramatic end for a poete maudit. As far as Poe was concerned,
Baudelaire, having taken note of the exaggerated reports on Poe's drinking habits,
thus decided that Poe's death was something like a suicide achieved by taking an
alcohol or drug overdose. But Kenneth Silverman, who wrote the most recent
biography on Poe, reports the following situation:
The cause of Poe's death remains in doubt. Moran's account of his profuse
perspiration, trembling, and hallucinations indicates delirium tremens,
mania a potu. Many others who had known Poe, including the
professionally trained Dr Snodgrass, also attributed his death to a lethal
amount of alcohol. Moran later vigorously disputed this explanation,
however, and some Baltimore newspapers gave the cause of death as
"congestion of the brain," or "cerebral inflammation." Although the terms
were sometimes used euphemistically in public announcements of deaths
from disgraceful causes, such as alcoholism, they may in this case have
come from the hospital staff itself. According to Moran, one of its senior
physicians diagnosed Poe's condition as encephalitis, a brain
inflammation, brought on by "exposure." This explanation is consistent
with the prematurely wintry weather at the time, with Snodgrass' account
of Poe's poorly clad condition, and with Elmira Shelton's recollection that
on leaving Richmond Poe already had a fever. Both explanations may have
been correct: Poe may have become too drunk to care about protecting
himself against the wind and rain. (Silverman 1991: 435-436)
Whatever the cause of his death may have been, there is certainly not enough
evidence to establish Poe's drinking as alcoholism. Poe showed some erratic
behaviour at certain points in his life, which some of his detractors attributed to
alcohol abuse, though, as many others refuted, this was not always the truth of the
33 Richard quotes from Baudelaire's second essay "Edgar Poe, sa vie et ses oeuvres" (Le Dantec
1951 [1856] : 1036).
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matter. George Lippard, a friend of Poe's, stated the following in reaction to
Griswold's accusations:
He was not an intemperate man. When he drank, the first drop maddened
him; hence his occasional departures from the line of strict propriety. But
he was not an habitual drinker. (Lippard 1986 [1849]: 319)
Besides, many testimonies from Poe's more intimate friends explained his bizarre
behaviour by the dramas that befell him and affected what everyone admitted was
a sensitive personality. However things may have really stood, Baudelaire seized
on Poe's supposed alcoholism with great enthusiasm, and instead of hedging the
information on this issue in more doubtful terms, he exacerbated the impression:
Poe fuyait tout dans le noir de l'ivresse, comme dans le noir de la tombe;
car il ne buvait pas en gourmand, mais en barbare; a peine l'alcool avait-il
touche ses levres, qu'il allait se planter au comptoir, et il buvait coup sur
coup, jusqu'a ce que son bon ange fut noye, et ses facultes aneanties.
(LeDantec 1951 [1852]: 1016)
Incidentally, the same paragraph can again be found in Daniel's almost caricatural
essay on Poe, which, as Richard (and Bandy before him) indicated, Baudelaire
had consulted alongside Griswold's review:34
Whenever he tasted alcohol he seldom stopped drinking it so long as he
was able. He did drink most barbarously. ... When once the poison had
passed his lips, he would go at once to a bar and drink off glass after glass
as fast as its tutelary genius could mix them, until his faculties were
swallowed up. (Daniel 1986 [1850]: 364) 33
In America, however, the essay from which these offensive lines are taken had
been immediately followed with an apology by the embarrassed editor of the
Southern Literary Messenger (see Walker 1986: 356). Still, Baudelaire never
34
Bandy stated that for the 1852 edition of the essay, "Baudelaire was almost completely
dependent on Daniel for the basic facts of Poe's life" (Bandy 1973: xxxii).
35 When comparing the original lines with Baudelaire's repetition of them, above, it appears that
Baudelaire had trouble understanding what was meant by "its tutelary genius," a noun phrase by
which Daniel deprecatingly refers to the bartender.
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stopped alluding to Poe's alcoholism as an established fact, and he did more than
any of Poe's American biographers to further bend Poe's image in that direction.
Yet, the grossest fabrication on Poe is also Baudelaire's personal contribution to
the Poe myth, which he established in the 1856 essay. Here, he explains the
hallucinatory nature of some ofPoe's narratives as follows:
L'espace est approfondi par l'opium; l'opium y donne un sens magique a
toutes les teintes, et fait vibrer tous les bruits avec une plus significative
sonorite. (Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1046)
Claude Richard confirms that Poe's supposed opium or laudanum use and
addiction, which was later adopted as fact in a number of French studies on Poe,
can be wholly attributed to Baudelaire. Indeed, none of the articles that appeared
in the American press even suggested it. For Richard, there is no doubt that "La
responsabilite de Baudelaire dans le mythe du drogue et de l'ivrogne est
importante" (Richard 1989: 14), because:
... nul chercheur n'a jamais decouvert la moindre trace de drogue dans la
vie de Poe, si ce n'est cette unique dose de laudanum prise - pour se
suicider ou calmer une rage de dents, nul ne sait. Je dis bien laudanum,
inoffensif [sic] ingredient de tant de medicaments au XIXe siecle.
L'opiomanie d'Edgar Poe, cautionnee par d'insouciantes theses de
medecine, est nee d'un reve de Baudelaire. La mode a fait le reste.
(Richard 1989: 14)
Indeed, Silverman confirms that:
It is true that opium figures in several of Poe's tales, and that in his time
opium was easily available as an analgetic and tranquilizer, used for travel
sickness, hangovers and a variety of ailments and nervous conditions. Just
the same, it seems unlikely that Poe used the drug for any purpose beyond
such general painkilling, if at all. (Silverman 1991: 48 In)
At the same time, in Baudelaire's France, laudanum addictions were frequent, and
the interesting side of the myth is that it is highly likely that Baudelaire himself
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became addicted to the drug when he used it to stifle the pains caused by his
syphilis. As was pointed out by Pichois and Ziegler in the previous chapter:
... 1'opium, sous la forme du laudanum, lui devint bientot "une vieille et
terrible amie: comme toutes les amies, helas! feconde en caresses et en
traitrises" (La chambre double). (Pichois & Ziegler 1996: 220)
It thus emerges that Baudelaire, in the face of suggestions and even clear
indications to the contrary, attributed to Poe a number of habits that were ruining
his own health. As far as the opium myth is concerned, Chapter Seven will reveal
that traces of this fabrication can also be found in Baudelaire's translations.
5.3.4.5. b. A Dandy's Perversions
Another liberty which Baudelaire took with Poe's biography was his suggestion
that Poe was sexually impotent. This suggestion is important because it sheds
light on how Baudelaire approached the stories where women play a major role,
and should be briefly explained here. In the 1856 essay, Baudelaire discusses
Poe's treatment ofwomen in his short fiction in these terms:
Dans les Nouvelles de Poe, il n'y a jamais d'amour. ... malgre son
prodigieux talent pour le grotesque et l'horrible, il n'y a pas dans toute son
oeuvre un seul passage qui ait trait a la lubricite ou meme aux jouissances
sensuelles. Ses portraits de femmes sont, pour ainsi dire, des aureoles; ils
brillent au sein d'une vapeur surnaturelle et sontpeints a la maniere
emphatique d'un adorateur. (Le Dantec 1951 [1956]: 1043 - my italics)
This passage, as Richard points out, can indeed be seen as a suggestion that Poe
was sexually impotent - that, at least, is how subsequent critics have interpreted it.
Richard describes how the ill-placed remark on Poe's person travelled through
time:
Reprise dans de nombreuses etudes sur Edgar Poe qui se veulent
d'inspiration psychanalytique, elle [cette remarque] sert de caution
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litteraire a des discours qui ne s'inquietent que de l'impuissance sexuelle
de Poe. (Richard 1989: 15)
Furthermore, Richard accurately points out that the sensual or lubricious writing
which Baudelaire was alluding to would have been impossible to find in any
American literature of Poe's day anyway, and that Poe was actually, for his day
and age, not to be categorised as a "chaste" writer at all:
Car Poe fut aussi un ecrivain libertin, et c'est ce qui le distingue de ses
contemporains. En effet, lequel des critiques qui s'etonnent de la chastete
de son oeuvre a trouve chez un ecrivain americain anterieur a 1850 des
allusions aux "jouissances sensuelles et a la lubricite? "... L'audace
sexuelle americaine d'avant Whitman, c'est une lettre rouge cousue sur
une robe de bure. (Richard 1989: 15)
Baudelaire's innuendo about Poe's impotence thus became stuff for the type of
psychoanalytical critiques among which the most famous one is Marie
Bonaparte's lengthy study, which basically explains Poe's work by referring to a
variety of symptoms of the Oedipus complex that steered not so much his
characters', but Poe's own unconscious, thus wholly amalgamating the author and
the protagonists of his stories (Bonaparte 1933). For the purposes of this study,
Bonaparte's work is of some interest: it constitutes the kind ofpublic epi-text that
was engendered by Baudelaire's emphasis on the debauched aspects of Poe's
persona, and it is the first study which, in a number of footnotes, comments on the
quality of the Baudelaire translations. Another exponent of the critical school that
adopted the fabrications on Poe's sexuality is Emile Lauvriere, who wrote Le
genie morbide d'Edgar Poe (Lauvriere 1935).
The long-lasting success of Baudelaire's essays goes to show how important a
role the Baudelairean para-text played in the reading of the translations it
accompanied. Baudelaire's stance and project are thus clearly no longer a matter
of translation proper, but one of creating the conditions for a reading that could
carry the mark of the image he created for his source author, without raising
suspicion. At the same time, moreover, it established Baudelaire, who appeared
to know so much about Poe's personal life, as a very well-placed person to
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translate his work. In this perspective, Baudelaire's stance and project have a
strong aspect of personal appropriation. By showing, additionally, that Poe was
not really an American author, this appropriation could then become a matter of
nationality.
5.3.4.5.c. Poe's American Background
The last issue to be treated as part of Baudelaire's project is how Baudelaire saw
and described Poe's position in America, both as a citizen and as a member of the
literary system. As far as Poe's social position, his origins and his political views
were concerned, Baudelaire again adapted the picture to a pre-construed image
that gave the impression that Poe rejected and was rejected by his peers, both on a
social and artistic level. The point of departure seems to have been, for
Baudelaire, a desire to recognise in Poe a dandy-like character, and Poe's
typically Southern views and mentality were interpreted with little understanding
of the American context. From the next few paragraphs, one can deduce that
Baudelaire reduced, in one stroke, the social and literary status of his author in his
home country, while at the same time defining and introducing a character whose
picture, not surprisingly, resembled his own.
Poe's origins, for instance, were of interest to his French biographer, and
Baudelaire here again proceeded in a direction which brought Poe's image closer
to that of a too refined, and too aristocratic dandy. It must be conceded that Poe
himself had aggrandized both his origins and his life experience in an
autobiographical note which he had sent to Griswold in the 1830s (see Quinn
1972: 646), in which he had, for instance, invented a European tour for himself
which had taken him to Greece and Italy. But Poe's "aristocratic" opinions were
misinterpreted by a Baudelaire who was clearly unable to place Poe's often
satirical social commentaries in the North-American perspective of his day:
Poe, qui etait de bonne souche, et qui d'ailleurs professait que le grand
malheur de son pays etait de n'avoir pas d'aristocratie de race, attendu,
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disait-il, que chez un people sans aristocratie le culte du Beau ne peut que
se corrompre, s'amoindrir et disparaitre ... (Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1032)
This is rather misrepresenting Poe's social status and political beliefs. Edgar Allan
Poe's "souche" began with an un-illustrious Irishman who had immigrated before
the American Revolution. Poe's paternal grandfather, it is true, was a general who
"had won notice for his self-sacrificing efforts during the American Revolution"
and had been complimented by the Marquis de Lafayette (Silverman 1991: 25).
Still, Poe's own parents were poor actors and had both died by the time he was
three. Poe was taken in (but never adopted) by a tobacco merchant in Richmond,
John Allan, who had nothing illustrious about him and even went bankrupt at one
point in his career. Moreover, Poe severed ties with this source of financial
security in 1831, and from then on his life was marked by the most extreme
poverty.
Baudelaire did not discern that Poe's social and political views were not
exceptionally "aristocratic" in the sense of un-democratic, in a mid nineteenth-
century Southern and even American context. As Quinn points out with reference
to Poe's writing on the topic of slavery, for instance:
Poe's article, for it is rather his own defence of slavery than a review, is
calmly and sanely written from the point of view of a Southerner who had
grown up in a family which owned slaves and who had sold a slave
himself. (Quinn 1972: 249)
Baudelaire, however, hindered by his very limited knowledge ofAmerican
society, pictured Poe as an American dandy whose opinions were to be viewed in
a light that illuminated not so much the national, political and social context of
this position, but Baudelaire's interpretation of it as an expression of Poe's
detached disdain and indifference, in other words, Poe's dandyism:
II vint un moment ou il prit toutes les choses humaines en degout, et ou la
metaphysique seule lui etait de quelque chose. Poe, eblouissant par son
esprit son pays jeune et informe, choquant par ses moeurs des hommes qui
se croyaient ses egaux, devenait finalement l'un des plus malheureux des
ecrivains. (Le Dantec 1951 [1852]: 1016)
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Poe was not particularly out of touch with his own society and neither was he the
social nor literary outcast that Baudelaire is here portraying. This is why Quinn
wrote that "Those who speak of Poe as a stranger in a land where he was an
accident, have evidently never read his criticism in the Messenger upon books
dealing with public affairs" (Quinn 1972: 249). Incidentally, these reviews were
familiar to Baudelaire, since, as was indicated earlier, he had in his possession two
year's worth of issues of the Southern Literary Messenger from the time when
Poe was working there.
Poe's writings in the Southern Literary Messenger should have also put
Baudelaire on the trace of another important realisation: that the deceased Poe had
so many enemies not so much because he was (supposedly) an eccentric and
debauched aristocrat, but because he had angered a lot of people in the literary
establishment with his severe criticism of their work. Poe was known as a precise,
acerbic and unforgiving reviewer, and he staged certain battles (e.g. his attempt to
uncover what he mistook for plagiarism of his work by Longfellow, known as the
"Longfellow War" (Silverman 1991: 250)) that seriously strained his relationships
with his peers. In her review of Poe's collection The Raven and Other Poems
(1845), Margaret Fuller half-wistfully warned that Poe's fierce critiques would be
repaid with the vengeance of an offended reviewer:
A large band of these offended dignitaries and aggrieved parents must be
on the watch for a volume of "Poems by Edgar A. Poe," ready to cut, rend
and slash in turn, and hoping to see his own Raven left alone to prey upon
the slaughter ofwhich it is the herald.
(Fuller 1986 [1845]: 226-227)
Not alluding to Poe's numerous and often vitriolic vituperations as the likely
cause for the unfriendly biographical reviews that Poe was receiving is equal to
severely reducing the level of Poe's recognition (positive or negative) in America,
and thus gaining more control over Poe's literary history, in France and
elsewhere. This was, then, Baudelaire's way of establishing, prior to the
appearance of his collection of translations, Poe's literary background.
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Part of Baudelaire's motivation in allotting such a marginal place for Poe in
America seems to have been a feeling that had little to do with his knowledge of
the real circumstances ofPoe's life, and which expressed itself through a number
of anti-American statements and accusations. To put it bluntly, Baudelaire
detested America (or what he thought he knew about it), and, especially in the
1852 essay, went to great lengths in attributing Poe's misfortune and the supposed
lack of recognition for his work to the mentality of the New Country's readers.
America, in Baudelaire's opinion, was too materialistic to appreciate the
refinements of Poe's poetic genius:
L'Americain est un etre positif, vain de sa force industrielle, et un peu
jaloux de l'ancien continent. Quant a avoir pitie d'un poete que la douleur
et 1'isolement pouvaient rendre fou, il n'en a pas le temps.
(LeDantec 1951 [1852]: 1003)
And in the 1856 essay, Baudelaire holds on to this position and shows again how
much he disliked America and what it represented to him:
Je repete que pour moi la persuasion s'est faite qu'Edgar Poe et sa patrie
n'etaient pas de niveau. Les Etats-Unis sont un pays gigantesque et enfant,
un peu jaloux du vieux continent. ... Le temps et l'argent ont la-bas une si
grande valeur! L'activite industrielle, exageree jusqu'aux proportions
d'une manie nationale, laisse dans les esprits bien peu de place pour les
choses qui ne sont pas de laterre. (Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1032)
Such a country, too busy with material gains and ignorant of the refined culture
that Baudelaire had found in Poe, could not possibly have been fertile soil for a
poet like Poe, and it was therefore not surprising, said Baudelaire, that Poe was
o z:
better known and appreciated abroad than in his own country.
36 This anti-Americanism was not exceptional in nineteenth century France. Barbey d'Aurevilly, a
French critic and (temporary) friend of Baudelaire's, held very similar opinions on the New
Country. In 1853 he wrote: "On le sait, I'Amerique n'est pas douce aux reveurs. Elle agit trop pour
les comprendre. C'est une fourmiliere de travail enrage et d'activite materielle" (Barbey
d'Aurevilly 1990 [1853]: 33).
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5.3.4.6. The Underpinnings of a Forged Image
As far as explaining Baudelaire's motives for forging Poe's degenerate image, the
possibility of Baudelaire being unaware that the information upon which he was
basing his image of Poe was false and defamatory, has already been discarded. If
one accepts, then, that Baudelaire was aware of the dubiousness of his sources,
one can now further question what motivated him to continue to focus on the
dissipated aspect of Poe's character so strongly.
A first part of the underlying motivation can be deduced form the preceding
sections, and is confirmed by Claude Richard, who claims that Baudelaire
accentuated the intoxicated aspect of Poe's persona because it helped him justify
his own bohemian lifestyle. As Richard puts it:
Le personnage que Griswold, Thompson et Daniel ont legue a Baudelaire
lui est utile pour justifier sa propre vie et son propre caractere.
(Richard 1989: 12)
Baudelaire actually confirms this opinion in the 1852 essay, where he admits in
his conclusion:
Je le dis sans honte, parce que je sens que cela part d'un profond sentiment
de pitie et de tendresse, Edgar Poe, ivrogne, pauvre, persecute, paria, me
plait plus que calme, et vertueux, un Goethe ou un W. Scott.
(LeDantec 1951 [1852]: 1029)
In other words, Poe's invented persona suited Baudelaire because it constituted a
vehicle for his thoughts and a vindication of his own tastes and lifestyle.
Weightman's remarks on this topic also show that the procedure was an important
part of Baudelaire's stance and project:
In all this, Baudelaire seems to be painting Poe in his own image, rather
than seeing his complexities objectively as they are, and appreciating his
works in detail. (Weightman 1987: 205)
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Another reason why Baudelaire became so convinced that Poe had lead as
dissipated a life as his own was that, like so many of Poe's readers in the
nineteenth century, both in France and in America, he identified Poe with the
characters in his stories. Richard states the case of Baudelaire's erroneous
identification of Poe with the heroes of his stories in very unambiguous terms:
Baudelaire est done bel et bien l'inventeur du mythe fran^ais de Poe et
notamment du plus tenace de ses aspects: la confusion entre les
personnages et leur createur. ... C'est encore la subversion de l'oeuvre par
l'homme. II etait impossible que la psychanalyse, a qui Baudelaire a legue
un alcoolique, un hallucine et un impuissant, ne s'empara pas d'Edgar Poe,
de l'homme. (Richard 1989: 16)
Indeed, for Baudelaire, most ofwhat Poe wrote was based on real experiences and
therefore largely autobiographical, and since Poe wrote a number of stories which
suggest that the narrator is either intoxicated, hallucinating, or mad, Baudelaire
decided that Poe must have experienced such states ofmind himself. In the 1852
essay, for instance, Baudelaire describes his reading of Poe as follows:
C'est un plaisir tres grand et tres utile que de comparer les traits d'un
grand homme avec ses oeuvres. (Le Dantec 1951 [1852]: 1014)
More explicitly, Baudelaire stated that:
Tous les contes de Poe sont pour ainsi dire biographiques. On trouve
l'homme dans 1'oeuvre. Les personnages et les incidents sont le cadre et la
draperie de ses souvenirs. (Le Dantec 1951 [1852]: 1004)
It should be added that Richard was not entirely just in designating Baudelaire as
the initiator of the habit of identifying Poe with the protagonists of his stories:
Griswold and other American biographers had given the example of a critical
technique that was commonplace in discussions on Poe. Griswold wrote, for
instance:
Nearly all that he wrote in the last two or three years - including much of
his best poetry - was in some sense biographical; in draperies of his
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imagination, those who had taken the trouble to trace his steps, could
perceive, slightly covered, the figure of himself.
(Griswold 1986 [1849]: 301)
Again, the attentive reader will have remarked evidence of Baudelaire's gleaning
from Griswold, when comparing this quotation with Baudelaire's words cited
above. Besides Griswold's, other nineteenth-century reviews of Poe's work show
that the structure of Poe's first person narratives in particular confounded readers
into believing that Poe and his narrators were one and the same man. The
previously quoted article by Verne constitutes another early example of this
confounded criticism: Verne here wrongly assumes that Poe came to Paris and
had a detective friend called Auguste Dupin:
Apres de curieuses observations, par lesquelles il prouve que l'homme
vraiment imaginatif n'est jamais autre chose q'un analyste, il [Poe] met en
scene un ami a lui, Auguste Dupin, avec lequel il demeurait a Paris dans
une partie reculee et solitaire du faubourg Saint Germain.
(Verne 1974 [1864]: 320)
Though Baudelaire can thus not be accused of being its initiator, the identification
between Poe and his characters did become the basis both for Baudelaire's image
of Poe, and for his approach to Poe's work.
A last element of significance for one's understanding of how Baudelaire's image
of Poe could have affected his stance and project is Baudelaire's explanation of
Poe's talent and genius. By the following lines, Baudelaire showed that he was
not at all convinced that Poe had any real and sustained talent as a poet. In
discussing Poe's supposed alcoholism, Baudelaire stated that:
... je crois que, dans beaucoup de cas, non pas certainement dans tous,
I 'ivrognerie de Poe etait un moyen mnemonique, une methode de travail,
methode energique et mortelle, mais appropriee a sa nature passionnee. Le
poete avait appris a boire, comme un litterateur soigneux s'exerce a faire
des cahier de notes. (Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1044 - my italics)
That Poe, unlike Baudelaire who, as Toubin indicated (see Chapter Four) often
worked in cafes while drinking wine, was not the kind of habitual drinker who
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wrote best when intoxicated, is abundantly clear from the open letters and other
writings of those who knew him or wanted to defend him against Griswold's
calumniations: the testimonies ofNathaniel Parker Willis (Walker 1986 [1849]:
307-312), ofEvert Augustus Duyckinck (Walker 1986 [1850]: 337-341), the
previously quoted George Rex Graham (Walker 1986 [1850]: 376-384) and also
John Neal (Walker 1986 [1850]: 385-393), are only a few examples of authors
who refuted the accusation that Poe was a "habitue" in the domain of alcohol
abuse. His use of alcohol as a stimulant while writing, as was probably
Baudelaire's habit, is therefore completely out of the question.
This element shows, though, that Baudelaire made a perverse "tuteur" for Poe, a
guardian who set out to diminish his protege's merit by attributing a good part of
his genius to an invented alcohol or drug abuse. The impression that Baudelaire
gave ofPoe's isolation in the American literary system gave him more liberty to
say whatever he pleased about this "unknown" author, and Baudelaire's need to
defend his own lifestyle meant that a genius with habits that were as "immoral" as
his own was a godsend. The identification of Poe with the characters in his stories
was the final blow to a literary destiny that had been drawn up as soon as
Baudelaire's biographical essays began to impinge on the French readers' minds.
Poe in France thus became Baudelaire's Poe, and Baudelaire fashioned Poe's
image to reflect his own, and constructed a picture that would, by diminishing
Poe's own genius, further justify his full appropriation of Poe's work. All these
factors are a part of Baudelaire's project for the translatio of Poe, and show that if
he had a stance in translation, its main characteristic was a total appropriation of
the persona of the source author.
5.3.4.7. The Persistence of a Forged Image
Owing to Baudelaire's propagation of Poe's supposed drug addictions, this forged
picture remained for many readers, not only in France but also elsewhere in
Europe, the hallmarks of Poe's persona and, more damagingly, of his writing too.
As has already been indicated with Richard, in France the Baudelaire essays
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served as a basis for any subsequent interpretations of Poe's work, and in order to
demonstrate how persistent this image still is, a few examples will be given of
critics who unquestioningly adopted Baudelaire's slanted descriptions of Poe. The
impact of Baudelaire's biographical reports was immediate, and can be gleaned
from Amedee Pichot's preface to his own collection of translations, the Nouvelles
choisies d'EdgardPoe [sic] published in 1853, which will be taken up again in
Chapter Eight. The preface is Pichot's imitation of Baudelaire's way of looking at
Poe:
Edgar Poe [sic] avait vendu son ame a l'alcool, comme il l'eut vendue au
diable s'il avait cru au diable, ce qui est douteux, malgre quelques-unes de
ses diaboliques elucubrations. II mourut a l'hopital, le 7 octobre 1849,
apres vingt-quatre heures de delire. (Pichot 1853: iv-v)
A decade later, Jules Verne showed that, in spite of the reserve he had expressed
regarding Baudelaire's essay, he had no qualms with the alcoholised image that
Baudelaire had painted for Poe, nor with the attribution of Poe's genius to it:
... il faut dire que le malheureux Poe demandait souvent a Tivresse de
l'eau-de-vie ses plus etranges inspirations. (Verne 1974 [1864]: 319)
Much more recently than Verne, we find evidence of the persistence ofPoe's
debauched and distorted image, in the form of random biographical comments by
which Poe was still being introduced, in France, in the 1970s:
II meurt dans la rue, a Baltimore, dans des circonstances demeurees
mysterieuses, auxquelles l'abus de laudanum n'est probablement pas
etranger. (Cassou 1979: 202)
The obstinacy of certain scholars in wanting to maintain the Poe myth is
remarkable, and very visible in Roger Asselineau, whose study is described by
Buranelli as "a belated reappearance of the vulgar and horrific Poe" (Buranelli
1977: 150). In a preface to a bilingual edition of Poe's work, Asselineau seems to
doubt A.H. Quinn's capacities as a biographer, and continues to explain Poe by
identifying him with his characters:
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Personne n'a jamais eu l'idee de nier qu'il s'enivrat - la chose etait, du
vivant de Poe, de notoriete publique mais, pour le blanchir
partiellement, certains biographes comme Arthur H. Quinn ont essaye de
prouver qu'il ne faisait jamais usage de stupefiants. C'est nier l'evidence.
Baudelaire qui s'y connaissait ne s'y est pas trompe. (Asselineau 1968: 34)
Lastly, an even more recent example of a believer in the Poe myth is Guy
Michaud, a French literary scholar who in 1995 still managed to write the
following about Poe:
Mais voici qu'un jour il demande a l'opium la revelation systematique des
mondes imaginaires. ... et le reste de sa vie ne sera plus qu'une lente
descente dans des paradis artificiels qui ne sont que des enfers.
(Michaud 1995: 22)
Having lasted thus for over 150 years, it is clear, then, that the image that
Baudelaire forged for Poe is extremely obdurate and still haunts even the non-
average reader's imagination today. The amazing thing is that hardly anyone ever
suspects the translations of being marked by that forged image.
5.3.5. Conclusions Regarding Baudelaire's Stance and Project
When contrasting this state of affairs with the scenario that might have unfolded if
the critics had limited themselves, as Forgues, to concentrating on the works of
Poe, one realises that Poe's destiny in France could have been entirely different.
Whereas, once Baudelaire's first biographical essay came out, Poe was turned into
a maniac, he might then have been remembered, with Forgues' descriptions, as an
analytical genius. Moreover, Baudelaire was not an experienced reader ofEnglish,
and proved that he knew very little about American literature or culture. Still, his
strongest wish, besides being a poet, was to be Poe's guardian in France. One is
thus looking at a translator whose stance and project were entirely situated on a
personal and meta-textual level, and, as has been repeatedly pointed out, whose
interest in the actual work was of secondary importance. The factors that
established Baudelaire apriori as Poe specialist, and as the most apt person to
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translate Poe into French, were Baudelaire's own claims about Poe's life and
about their so-called resemblances, cautioned by comments from his literary
friends and from other authors, and combined with his relatively easy access as a
literary critic to the printed press.
Throughout the first part of this chapter the aim has also been to show in a
symptomatic manner how authors from different strands of the French literary
system have continued to feed the self-fulfilling prophecy by virtue ofwhich
Baudelaire became Poe's exclusive guardian, and which permanently established
Poe's reputation as a degenerate and accidental genius. Interestingly, it is now an
accepted fact in French academic writing that Baudelaire's Poe was a fabricated
persona (see, for instance, the prefaces in Joguin 2002 or Richard 1989), but the
details of the transformation have not been reassembled to reconstruct the full
picture of what makes up Baudelaire's Poe. Moreover, the majority of French
scholars do not seem to have apprehended the repercussions that Baudelaire's
project may have had on the translations - witness the fact that very recent
writings (such as Joguin 2002) continue to rely for their interpretations of Poe's
work on the Baudelaire translations. Baudelaire's personalised stance and project
as expressed in the para-text to the translations thus continue to be an integral part
of the way Poe is being read in France.
5.4. The French Literary Horizon
5.4.1. Introduction
The description of the literary horizon in which the translations arrived should
allow one to better trace its possible influence on the reading which the
translations would generate. As the discussion on intertextuality in Chapter Two
demonstrates, any rewriting is also composed of the (re)writings that surround it
in the literary field, and elements of Poe's work were indeed already present in
French literature. Moreover, if one wants to discern powers of patronage and/or
poetics which may have had their bearing on the way in which Poe was translated,
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one needs to be familiar with the likely sources of these influences. A description
of the literary horizon thus gives the conditions of the target literary field, and
focuses on those aspects of it that may have influenced the translator's choices.
The following sections therefore deal with French literature as a target system.
The ways in which the work of Poe that was translated by Baudelaire compared in
form and content to what was being read in France in the 1850s will be discussed,
but the details of the influence that Poe had on French literature once his work
became a part of the French literary canon will not be treated here - the latter
subject has already filled many volumes in comparative literature. Instead, the
following discussion will be restricted to those parts of the French literary system
that were most closely related to the form and content ofwhat Baudelaire and
others were introducing by their translations of Poe.
5.4.2. The Short Story in French Literature
In the 1840s-1850s, when most ofPoe's stories were being translated into French
for the first time, short story writing in itself did not add anything new to French
literature, where the term nouvelle was being used to cover anything from
philosophical essays to fairy tales. During the nineteenth century, the popularity
of the short story rose most prominently, in France and in America, and its
proliferation is illustrated by the existence of a number of different terms to
designate short stories, which in English could still vary between "tale" or, by the
end of the century, "short tale" and "little story" (Shaw 1992: 5). In France, the
terminology was restricted to nouvelle, used in a general way from the 1850s
onwards to designate short stories. Poe himself referred to his stories as "phantasy
pieces" (Mabbott 1978: 475), "prose tale(s)," "short prose narrative(s)" (Poe
1984 [1847]: 572) and "prose romance(s)" (Mabbott 1978: 474), depending on the
topic of the story. He called the detective stories, which will be examined in a
moment, "tales of ratiocination," a term which neither France nor America ever
adopted in a general manner. Whatever it was being called, the rise of the short
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story in the nineteenth century is further explained by the enormous increase in
printed press productions, especially newspapers and magazines:
Genre en marge, sinon genre contestataire, la nouvelle est un genre en
faveur: liee a la naissance de la grande presse, elle dispute au roman le titre
de genre mondial. (Souiller & Troubetzkoy 1997: 298)
The short story may have existed for centuries, then, but only in the nineteenth
century did it become recognised as a form in its own right, and as far as the
English and French language domains are concerned, it was Edgar Allan Poe who
first laid down the rules for writing a successful short story, rules which would
allow one to describe the difference "between a short story and a story that
happens to be short" (Shaw 1992: 9):
As far back as 1842 Edgar Allan Poe had formulated basic principles for
the composition of short prose narratives, relating the writer's aims
directly to the brevity of the form. (Shaw 1992: 9)
Though Poe's ideas on the topic were the first critical discussion of issues that
also concerned the composition of short stories, the reader now knows that in
France, these ideas were inevitably attributed to Baudelaire, who had repeated
them as his own words in the "Notes nouvelles" and in his essay on Theophile
Gautier - where, as was shown in the previous chapter, he paraphrases Poe's "The
Poetic Principle" and "The Philosophy ofComposition". Moreover, the title of
the latter text having been reduced by Baudelaire to apply uniquely to poetry ("La
genese d'un poeme"), one can now see more clearly how Baudelaire's restriction
helped to impede a view ofPoe as one of the originators of the short story as a
literary form. The ideas expressed in these essays were novel in France and their
arrival constituted a significant addition to the target literary system - an addition
for which Poe remains largely underrated in France.
The lack of theoretical foundations which existed in France when Poe's theories
arrived there does not mean that no short stories were being produced: France had
imported the short story as a renewed genre with the German Romantics (Tieck,
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Goethe, Hoffmann) and French writers like Theophile Gautier and Champfleury
(both friends of Baudelaire), Alexandre Dumas or Prosper Merimee had all tried
their pen at the form - but none of these authors had any theoretical foundations
for their practice of short story writing. One thing, however, they did have in
common with Poe's use of the short story, and also with Tieck's and Schlegel's
initial descriptions of it: in all these cases, the short story form is closely tied up
with the genre that is up next for discussion:
Tieck, ... like Schlegel, argued that the short story should be strange and
unique, but should, in spite of that strangeness, seem commonplace and be
presented as objectively taking place. (May 1991: 9)
This "strange" aspect in the short story, which was so fruitfully exploited by Poe
in what has come to be called fantastic and/or gothic literature, will now be
discussed in more detail.
5.4.3. Fantastic Literature in Baudelaire's Time
5.4.3.1. Gothic vs. Fantastic Literature
In its contemporary usage, the trouble with the term "fantastic" is that it is not the
designation most often used by the anglophone (and especially American) literary
critics to designate the more horrific, terrific and bizarre parts of Poe's short
fiction. Poe wrote very eclectically and his fiction ranged from parody to romance
to screeching horror, and this may be one of the reasons why the terminology is
not internationally harmonised, and why in French criticism of Poe, the term
"fantastique" is used for stories which in English are more often called "gothic."
In the following paragraphs, besides a discussion on fantastic literature in France,
a distinction will therefore have to be made between gothic and fantastic
literature, in order to establish the argument that, ifwe have to categorise, Poe's
writing is probably more efficiently described as "fantastic."
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First of all, as was already indicated in the previous section, fantastic literature
and the short story are a genre and form that go hand in hand. Guissard pertinently
points out certain common traits, such as narrative structure and the importance of
the unity of effect culminating in what is usually a climactic ending, and states
that there is a "fundamental" link between the short story and the fantastic genre.
(Guissard 1997: 261-263). Indeed, the difficulty of sustaining unity of effect in a
long text is still often used as an argument for the case that the short story and the
fantastic genre are inextricably fused.
The name "fantastic" literature was used consistently in France from the 1830s
onwards. There are actually two periods of popularity for this genre in France: the
first is around 1830, and the second occurred during the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, with Guy de Maupassant as its most prominent practitioner.
The second period is not really of any concern here, but the relevance of the first
period is that France had already seen a number of samples of "fantastic"
literature by the time Poe's stories arrived there:
En France, Merimee, Balzac (L 'Eglise, 1831; Le chef-d'oeuvre inconnu,
1832), Th. Gautier (Onuphrius, 1832) sont avec Alexandre Dumas et
George Sand les createurs d'un fantastique original.
(Souiller & Troubetzkoy 1997: 279)
In discussing the success of the fantastic genre around the 1830s, Pichois and
Milner mention the strong impact of Hoffmann's Tales, whose success only faded
around 1835 (Milner & Pichois 1996: 151). They cite, as fantastic stories dating
from that period, Merimee's La Venus d'llle, Gautier's Le pied de la momie,
Balzac's L 'Auberge rouge and Nodier's Ines de las Sierras (Milner and Pichois
1996: 152). Poe's stories in the fantastic genre thus arrived in a literary system
which already featured similar experiments.
This period also saw the first technical and critical description of the genre, from
Charles Nodier, an author who was also associated with bousingotism and who
wrote "frenetic" or what was still being called "Romantic" literature:
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Des le debut du XIXe siecle, au moment ou le fantastique connait son
essor, certains se sont efforces de poser les assises theoriques du genre et
de mettre a jouer ses origines. Nodier, en particulier, redige en 1830 un
veritable manifeste, Du fantastique en litterature. (Malrieu 1992: 6)
The contents ofNodier's manifesto show that it had already become necessary to
separate and clearly delineate two different genres that were crossing over into
each other at that time: fantastic literature, on the one hand, and "gothic"
literature, associated in France with the literature of the bousingots, the
"romantisme obscur," on the other. Unlike Germany, where Hoffmann's Tales
went in a distinctly "fantastic" direction, many authors in both France and
England were still under the thrall of a different kind of fiction:
Dans ces deux pays, c'est plutot la mode du roman gothique, ou roman
noir, qui prevaut. ... Apparu a la fin du XVIIIe siecle ... le roman
gothique, qualifie aussi symptomatiquement de "frenetique," connait
pendant trente ans un succes considerable. (Malrieu 1992: 7)
The gothic genre - also called "German" horror in America, where it was
practised, for instance, by Washington Irving and Brockden Brown - was part of
the background against which fantastic literature arrived in France, and from
which it had to be distinguished, because some of the recurring elements of gothic
novels and stories also belonged to fantastic literature. These have already
mentioned in the previous chapter in the section on the bousingots, and some of
them are repeated here with Malrieu:
Le roman gothique, qu'il debouche a la fin sur une explication rationnelle
comme chez Ann Radcliffe ou se maintienne dans les cadres du surnaturel
comme chez Lewis, repose sur un certain nombre de procedes a effets:
chateaux hantes, cimetieres, moines inquietants, apparitions demoniaques
de toutes sortes. (Malrieu 1992: 8).
Fantastic literature, on the other hand, "ne saurait etre defini par les ingredients
qui composent les oeuvres" (Malrieu 1992: 18). In other words, whereas fantastic
literature is based, as Milner and Pichois put it, on a "surplus de sens" (Milner and
Pichois 1996: 153), gothic literature can be summarised by the elements that it
brings into play. The "surplus de sens" is the same as Poe's "undercurrents of
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meaning," which he described as a characteristic of "that class of compositions in
which there lies beneath the transparent upper current ofmeaning an under or
suggestive one" (Poe 1984 [1840]: 333-341), i.e. fantastic literature.
In order to explain Milner and Pichois' "surplus de sens" on a more fundamental
level, the very different world views that underlie both genres must be understood
more fully. In gothic literature, the characters are victims of the strange forces that
affect them, without doubting their reality or existence, whereas in fantastic
literature, the protagonists are perplexed and querying whether the strange things
they observe are real or not. One could say, using Coleridge's words, that the
suspension of disbelief is total and absolute in gothic literature, whereas in
fantastic literature, disbelief is both suspended and invoked by the vacillations of
the characters. This causes an uncertainty in the reader, who is supposed to
hesitate between natural and supernatural explanations, which, as Cromwell
indicates, is also the main characteristic attributed to fantastic literature since
Todorov:
The point of departure will be Todorov's notion of hesitation on the part of
the reader between a natural and supernatural (prenatural or "marvellous")
explanation of the events presented in the narrative. (Cromwell 1990: 4)
In this sense, using terminology applied by Souiller and Troubetzkoy in a
comparison between fantastic literature and fairy tales, gothic literature, like
marvellous literature, is "non-thetical" ("anti-thetique"), i.e. it does not posit a
thesis ofplausibility, it does not dissimulate the fact that the world it creates is
imaginary, it does not try to establish a realistic framework or even a semblance
of reality, but simply presents an obviously fictional world in which the strange
things it describes can unfold (see Souiller & Troubetzkoy 1997: 277-278).
Fantastic literature, on the other hand, is "thetical," i.e. it posits the possibility of
there being a realistic explanation for the events described, a technique which,
resulting from a mixture of elements that are both realistic and imaginary, entails
an impression of improbability, ambiguity and uncertainty:
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Si le conte merveilleux est non-thetique, le recit fantastique a besoin d'une
tres forte motivation realiste et multiplie le recours au vraisemblable: le
recit fantastique est thetique. ... Plagant ce monde-ci comme l'autre sous
le signe d'une inguerissable incertitude, le fantastique frappe le discours
litteraire lui-meme d'improbabilite.
(Souiller & Troubetzkoy 1997: 277-278)
In Poe's stories, this uncertainty, emanating as it does from the instability of the
ontological status of events, is often obtained by another Poe speciality, namely
the strategy of creating a narrator who observes things from the fringes of sanity
or in some state of mental alienation. The technique of the deluded narrator-
witness was not new in France, where an interest in altered mental states
expressed itself in stories that featured dreams and dream-like experiences,
Mesmerism, etc. The unconscious was of increasing interest, and was no longer
considered as an inaccessible Pandora's box, but as a reservoir that could be
studied to reveal the deeper contents of the soul. It was again Nodier who
pioneered in writing both a study on sleep (Sur quelques phenomenes du sommeil)
and a story built around a nightmare (Smarra) (Milner and Pichois 1996: 148-
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Fantastic literature thus certainly existed in France when Poe's work arrived there,
but the genre was not clearly separated from gothic literature. The difference that
is here established between the two should enable one to decide whether Poe's
fantastic stories were read as non-thetical (i.e. gothic) tales, or as thetical (i.e.
fantastic) narratives, and the analyses of the translations, especially the one which
fills up Chapter Seven and deals with "The Fall of the House of Usher," will
determine whether the translation marks the French text with the characteristics of
either of the two genres.
As far as their original English versions are concerned, none of Poe's "romantic"
stories are entirely and purely gothic, but all of them can be described as fantastic.
The fact that Poe admired and was influenced by writers like Tieck and Coleridge
,7 This interest is also explained by the fact that many literary figures and their acquaintances (e.g.
Gerard de Nerval, Prosper Merimee, Victor Hugo's brother Eugene) suffered from psychological
ailments (Milner & Pichois 1996: 149).
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also supports this view. When describing his "endeavours" which would become a
part of the Lyrical Ballads, Coleridge stated that his aims were the following:
... my endeavours should be directed to persons and characters
supernatural; or at least romantic; yet so as to transfer from our inward
nature a human interest and semblance of truth sufficient to procure for
these shadows of imagination that willing suspension of disbelief for the
moment, which constitutes poetic faith. (Coleridge 1956 [1817]: 168-169)
That this was also Poe's aim, and that Poe did not wish to be considered as an
author of pure gothic, becomes clear from his reply to the charge that his stuffwas
too "German," (i.e. too gothic). Indeed, Poe indicated in the preface to the Tales
ofthe Grotesque and the Arabesque that his stories were based on the same
psychological processes which Coleridge discussed:
But the truth is that, with a single exception, there is no one of these stories
in which the scholar should recognise the distinctive features of that
species of pseudo-horror which we are taught to call Germanic, for no
better reason than that some of the secondary names ofGerman literature
have become identified with its folly. If in many ofmy productions terror
has been the thesis, I maintain that terror is not ofGermany, but of the
soul, - that I have deduced this terror onlyfrom its legitimate sources, and
urged it only to its legitimate results. (Mabbott 1978: 473 - my italics)
With "legitimate sources" Poe is referring to the same things as Coleridge, i.e.
altered states of consciousness, and this statement thus confirms that Poe, at least
the English-language Poe, can be placed safely under the label of "fantastic"
literature. This claim will be further borne out when taking a closer look at Poe's
concerns about the differences between "fancy" and "imagination," which will be
part of the discussion in Chapter Seven.
5.4.3.2. The Grotesque and the Arabesque
Poe also practised a number of genres closely connected to fantastic literature, as
his title Tales ofthe Grotesque and the Arabesque indicates. The terms grotesque
and arabesque, and their practice as literary forms had appeared in France
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alongside fantastic literature, though, as the section on "fancy" in Chapter Seven
will show, their meaning and contents were not the same for everyone. In France,
the voyages to and discoveries in the Middle East and South-east Asia stimulated
an interest in oriental and exotic decors, whereas political developments causing a
greater freedom of expression, combined with the fashionable decline in morals as
represented by, for instance, the dandy and the bousingot, gave birth both to
caricatures and grotesques. Malrieu summarizes the period as follows:
En litterature comme en musique ou en peinture a la meme epoque, entre
le fantastique, le grotesque et 1'arabesque, formes qui presentent des liens
etroits et sont inseparables de la redecouverte de la culture orientale au
debut du XIXe siecle, se jouent l'affranchissement des regies et l'abandon
de l'alibi moral ou didactique. (Malrieu 1992: 11)
Poe's grotesques and arabesques could thus be welcomed on familiar grounds,
and the evolution in morals and the greater freedom of expression, which went
hand in hand with a refusal of any kind of didactic or ethical purpose for
literature, was welcomed by Baudelaire and translated into the motto "l'Art pour
1'art."
Besides grotesques and arabesques, Poe also wrote scientific and pseudo-scientific
narratives (some ofwhich turned into grotesques), where the presentation of a
new concept, object or procedure arouses an interpretation that often takes into
account both natural and supernatural explanations, and these other genres were
also classified along with fantastic literature - incidentally, the use of the term
"pseudo-scientific" should not induce any doubt as to Poe's earnestness in dealing
with these topics: when he was not hoaxing, Poe was a scientific enthusiast, and
many of the disciplines that were practised in his time and that have long since
been relegated to the realms of pseudo-science, were then considered genuine
scientific experiments. In France, though people had become used to the "strange"
aspect of these narratives, Poe's experiments with modern science in fiction
arrived as a new procedure. The topics that were taken up by Poe in the margin of
fantastic literature crisscrossed the fields of the new modern sciences, discoveries
and fashions which appeared and developed during the nineteenth century:
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psychology, phrenology, Mesmerism, biology, medicine, astronomy, geography,
physics, etc. Still, being engendered by an age and culture that was under the
thrall of its scientific discoveries, these stories were not at all out of place in the
French literary system - as Pichois and Milner put it, "le fantastique ne peut naitre
que dans une culture qui, comme celle de la France au debut du XIXe siecle, a
assimile une vision scientifique du monde" (Milner and Pichois 1996: 151).
When the work ofPoe, who was one of the great explorers of the fantastic genre,
arrived in France, it contributed to its revival from the 1850s onwards, since his
writings expanded the genre by using literary techniques that were largely
unpractised in France. The technical side of Poe, i.e. his ideas on literary
composition which were discussed in the previous chapter, are what made the
difference. The French public thus had certain expectations as to what a fantastic
story should look like, and Poe's short fiction not only fitted that framework quite
easily, but added a number of stylistic and narrative experiments and features to it
that were to haunt the French imagination for a long time to come. However, an
important part of Poe's more scientifically oriented stories were also the first
samples ofwhat was to become a genre on its own. This group were described by
Poe as "tales of ratiocination," and the next section will delineate the literary
horizon against which these analytical tales can be described.
5.4.4. The Arrival of the Detective Story in French Literature
The short stories which Poe categorised himself as "tales of ratiocination" are the
three "Dupin" tales, i.e. "The Murders in the Rue Morgue," "The Mystery of
Marie Roget'' and "The Purloined Letter," thus called because the main character
is a detective by the name ofAuguste Dupin, and "The Gold Bug," roughly
described as a story about a treasure hunt. The latter will be taken up for analysis
in Chapter Eight.
The tale of ratiocination or analytical tale was a Poe specialty, and as Forgues'
initial reaction on Poe's writing has already made clear, it was one of the
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techniques which most intrigued the nineteenth-century French readers, not in the
least because Poe was the first author they had ever read who developed a
narrative in such a precise and calculated manner. According to Buranelli, Poe
"became the only American ever to invent a form of literature" (Buranelli 1977:
81), but the pioneering role which Poe played in the development of the detective
story and other investigative fiction is probably even better illustrated by the
following lines from his most illustrious disciple in the genre, Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle:
Edgar Allan Poe, who, in his carelessly prodigal fashion, threw out the
seeds from which so many of our present forms of literature have sprung,
was the father of the detective tale, and covered its limits so completely
that I fail to see how his followers can find any fresh ground which they
can confidently call their own. (quoted in Matthews 1966 [1907]: 90)
In France, the interest in police investigations, judiciary procedures and criminal
activities was not, however, a new fashion, as Dubois confirms:
Des le romantisme, la thematique criminelle-policiere se met en place et
trouve une premiere expression esthetique. Dans ses fictions cultivees
comme dans ses fictions populaires, la litterature romantique confere un
profil moderne aux figures du malfaiteur et du justicier. (Dubois 1992: 14)
Poe's detective Dupin, however, was in many ways a completely new kind of
protagonist, and Poe's narratives were not only shorter, but also had a structural
trait that distinguished them from previous police narratives. As May explains,
Poe's tales of ratiocination are "works in which questions of interpretation are not
outside the body of the story but are involved in every stage of the narrative
development" (May 1991: 82), which is why they are now so successful with
post-modern literary theorists. "Poe's detective stories," says May:
are about creating patterns that are really already there. It is all a matter of
accepting a mystery as text, a contextual pattern made up of motifs or
clues that have meaning precisely because of the role they play within that
pattern. (May 1991: 83)
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No story had been read before in France which had as its sole focus the
progressive solution of an enigma, and no story had been read that managed to
suggest the force of the underlying logic so deftly. For Poe, however, the
technique of ratiocination was not such an exceptional feat, and he wrote about his
ratiocination tales that "people think they are more ingenious than they are - on
account of their method and air ofmethod" (quoted in Mabbott 1978: 521), and
explained that they were simply processes of deduction written in reverse, where
the challenge lay not so much in the deduction, but in achieving an effect of
ambiguity and doubt. Fie further wrote to his friend Philip Pendleton Cooke:
Where is the ingenuity of unravelling a web which you yourself (the
author) have woven for the express purpose of unravelling? The reader is
made to confound the ingenuity of the superstitious Dupin with that of the
writer of the story, (quoted in Mabbott 1978: 521)
Indeed, as Matthews confirms:
In the true detective story as Poe conceived it in the "Murders in the Rue
Morgue," it is not in the mystery itself that the author seeks to interest the
reader, but rather in the successive steps whereby his analytic observer is
enabled to solve a problem that might well be dismissed as beyond human
elucidation. Attention is centred on the unravelling of the tangled skein
rather than on the knot itself. The emotion aroused is not mere surprise, it
is recognition of the unsuspected capabilities of the human brain ...
(Matthews 1966 [1907]: 85-86)
As was demonstrated in the first part of this chapter, it was correctly understood
by Forgues that logical analysis was the most valuable and most distinctive
characteristic of Poe's stories, whereas Baudelaire, already having limited Poe's
theory of unity to his views on poetry, put a lot less emphasis on the importance
of logic in Poe's stories. The fact that detective stories did not really exist in
France may explain Baudelaire's lack of interest in this side of Poe, but his
preference may very well be simply a matter of taste, and should then be ascribed
to Baudelaire's personal project, which was more focused on the sensational and
morbid side of Poe. Again, the analyses of the translations that will follow will
uncover any traces of this preference in the target texts.
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A few more structural novelties characterised the tales of ratiocination. As
Buranelli points out, Poe was also the one to "set the pattern of getting the
detective to solve more than one puzzle" (Buranelli 1977: 84). Detective Dupin
appears in three stories, and refers, in one of them, to the mystery he had already
solved in a previous story. Another innovation lay in the way in which Poe
achieved his "air" ofmethod, which was to rely on a particular kind of narrator
who witnesses the activities of the detective in order to highlight the perspicacity
of the detective's analysis. Matthews explains:
By this seemingly simple device Poe doubled the effectiveness of his
work, because this unobservant and unimaginative narrator of the
unravelling of a tangled skein by an observant and imaginative analyst
naturally recorded his own admiration and astonishment as the wonder was
wrought before his eyes, so that the admiration and astonishment were
transmitted directly and suggestively to the readers of the narrative.
(Matthews 1966 [1909]: 89)
In less syntactically dense terms, the device of the "transmitting narrator," as
Matthews calls it (ibid.), is what makes Dupin so effective: not only is the
narrative fully "thetical" in the tales of ratiocination, the differences between the
detective's and the narrator's manners of reasoning also make the detective appear
even more intelligent. Buranelli adds the point -well understood by Poe himself-
that the device of a rather dull-witted narrator also helped to make the reader, who
receives the same clues as the detective, feel better about his own analytical skills
(Buranelli 1977: 84). Furthermore, the position and nature of Poe's admiring
narrator is what causes the reader to confuse the narrator-witness and the author
himself, a mistake which one has already seen Jules Verne make, and which so
many other Poe critics were to make after him. The device of the transmitting
narrator was taken over at the end of the century by Conan Doyle, in whose
stories Dr. Watson plays the same role of observer and significantly less
perspicacious witness to Sherlock Holmes' investigations.
As far as the state of French literature as a target system is concerned, all this
indicates that when Poe's tales of ratiocination reached France, nothing of the
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kind existed, and they were a completely new addition to the literary system. This
would entail that there were no rules as to what these stories had to correspond to,
which implies that there were no norms governing the literary canon which the
translations had to obey to. This is also one good reason to study the translation of
a tale of ratiocination (see Chapter Eight), because the translations of such
analytical stories may be most revealing of Baudelaire's stance and project, and
his approach as a translator, since it is where he must have felt freest to rewrite the
text according to his own tastes.
5.4.5. American Literature in Baudelaire's France
A last aspect of the literary horizon that should briefly be discussed here, is the
appearance ofAmerican literature in France, and the following section should
allow one to point to those writings with which Poe's could initially be identified
as "American literature," and to determine what kind of American literature the
public knew, and how it was received.
In France, at the time when Poe was discovered there, the general public's
knowledge ofAmerican literature was mainly limited to the narratives of
Fenimore Cooper, whose adventurous descriptions of the frontier had captivated
the minds of readers and shaped their vision of America. The critics and authors
in America were aware of this, and of the deprecating manner in which American
literature (and culture) was generally treated in Europe. Evert Duyckinck, whom
Poe had asked to write a piece about his spreading fame in Europe in 1845, seems
to have been well-aware of that difficult situation, and also of the fact that Poe
was already being plagiarised by unavowed translators. In an article entitled "An
Author in Europe and America," he wrote:
The tale of the "Murders in the Morgue" [sic], is giving rise to various
editorial perplexities, in Paris. It has been translated by the feuilletons,
local personal allusions discovered and the American authorship denied.
One of the journals says "If there turn out to be such an American author,
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it will prove that America has at least one novelist besides Mr. Cooper" -
and that, in France, is praise. (Duyckinck 1986 [1847]: 267-268)
A good view ofwhat the French public may have known, opined and expected
from American literature can be had through a contemporary of Baudelaire's,
Jules Barbey d'Aurevilly. As Natta recounts, Barbey d'Aurevilly's acquaintance
with Baudelaire affected his views on the subject of Poe, and though his first
essays reveal the influence of Baudelaire's image ofPoe, that aspect did change in
subsequent writings as his friendship with Baudelaire waned (Natta 1990: 1-27).
In 1853, Barbey d'Aurevilly, who is then still calling Poe "l'Hoffmann de
l'Amerique" (Barbey d'Aurevilly 1990 [1853]: 32), mentions only one other
American author: Harriet Beecher-Stowe. In the next essay he wrote on Poe,
Barbey d'Aurevilly gives the full picture of French attitudes to American
literature:
Malgre ses pretentions a la jeunesse, l'Amerique, cette fille de l'Europe,
est nee vieille comme tous les enfants de vieillards, et elle a les
epuisements spirituels de sa mere. Litteralement, c'est une grande
impuissante. Quelques grands noms, contestables d'ailleurs, ne constituent
pas cet ensemble d'inventions, de traditions et de parentes intellectuelles
qu'on appelle une litterature, et encore, parmi ces grands noms (si on
excepte Fennimore Cooper, qui a cueilli la virginite de la Nature
americaine), tous les ecrivains de ce pays vivent sur le fond commun des
litteratures de l'Europe. (Barbey d'Aurevilly 1990 [1856] 46-47)
Pichois and Milner confirm the picture of an American literature which, until the
1850s, was not even considered as an independent literature at all: first, they state
that "la litterature americaine n'est pas alors distinguee de l'anglaise" (Milner &
Pichois 1996: 65) and then:
Les Etats-Unis, que Toqueville proposait a l'admiration de la France
comme symbole de la liberie et de la democratic {De la democratie en
Amerique, 1835, complete en 1840), font reconnaitre leur litterature
comme autochtone a partir de 1850: Emerson, Longfellow, Melville,
commencent a etre traduits. Le grand succes, ce sont les traductions en
1852-1853 d'Uncle Tom's Cabin, de Mrs. Beecher-Stowe. La grande
revelation est celle d'Edgar Poe, dont le nom est un peu connu avant 1848.
(Milner and Pichois 1996: 69)
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For the majority of French readers around 1850, then, American literature did not
really exist as an independent body, and names like Washington Irving and
Brockden Brown were only known to Anglophone readers. The people of the
Revue britannique and the Quotidienne, such as Amedee Pichot and Emile
Forgues, probably constituted the only kind ofpublic readers (i.e. critics) with
access to these materials, and with a much larger knowledge of American
literature and its European background, English literature. However, as the force
ofBaudelaire's impact immediately took over and made Poe an exclusively
Baudelairean and therefore French matter, Poe was isolated from his own
background, and absorbed in the realm of the French fantastic story. Baudelaire's
personal appropriation of him thus immediately made Poe more French than
American. The arrival ofPoe's work, in any case, can be said to be marked by the
nearly complete absence of American literature, and therefore, on a specifically
literary level, of any particular expectations as to what American literature was
supposed to be like. The translations were thus, at least as far as their national
background is concerned, ungoverned by any literary expectations.
5.5. Conclusions
The literary horizon that existed in France when Poe's work arrived there around
the 1850s contained a number of domains which entailed that French readers were
more or less "ready" to receive Poe's work, while at the same time being in a state
that made Poe's arrival an important innovating addition to French literature.
French readers were already used to reading short stories, and even to associating
them with fantastic literature, but they had never read them in such efficient and
precise applications. Poe's theory of unity and effect were a novelty in French
literature, though Baudelaire's appropriation of these ideas meant that Poe would
not really be credited for them until much later - and this in itself is a symptom of
Baudelaire's project of appropriation. As far as fantastic literature was concerned,
the arrival of Poe's stories caused a revival of the genre and a new appreciation of
the grotesque and the arabesque. Poe's science fiction and detective stories were
also a completely new genre, and no norms existed in French literature which
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would have affected their reception by the French reading public. The same can
be said about the French readers' expectations with regards to American literature
in general, since this literature was hardly recognised as an independent system,
and only anglophile readers knew any other American authors besides J.F.
Cooper.
Baudelaire's project for the translations is expressed in his biographical essays on
Poe, which functioned as preface to his collection of translations. The Poe whom
Baudelaire perceived and portrayed there was a drinking writer and an accidental
genius, who was at his best when writing morbid horror. Moreover, Baudelaire
isolated Poe from his national background, and turned his protege into a mirror of
himself. The result of this appropriation for the French reading of Poe's work was
that horror and psychological turmoil became the distinctive characteristics of
Poe's writing, whereas the first essay on Poe by Emile Forgues had especially
praised its logical and analytical qualities. The translations should therefore be
investigated for the traces which they may bear of this project of personal
appropriation, and the selection of "The Fall of the House of Usher," a fantastic
tale which Poe counted among his arabesques, and "The Gold Bug," a tale of
ratiocination, is a logical consequence of these preliminary investigations into
Baudelaire's project and stance. The former will allow one to pay specific
attention to the way in which the "fantastic" aspects of the story are translated,
whereas in the analysis of "Le scarabee d'or" one can focus on Baudelaire's
understanding of the analytical side of Poe, i.e. the underlying logic of the story.
The fact that Baudelaire had no explicit translation philosophy, as indicated
earlier, of course does not necessarily indicate that he did not have a consistent
translation approach - and neither would his having had one, since, as was
established in Chapter Two and Three, all para-text should be taken sceptically,
and should be verified against the texts of the translations to which it refers.
Having now pinned down a maximum amount of data which can explain certain
decisions in the translations to be analysed in Chapters Seven and Eight, both on
the level of stance (i.e. literary translation in general), of project (the translation of
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Poe's short fiction), and of literary horizon (i.e. the texts in French literature with
which Poe's short fiction could "interact"), the point at which the actual analyses
can be carried out, has nearly arrived. What still remains to be done is to establish
the state of the theory and practice in translation in France at the time when
Baudelaire was translating Poe, and to place what is already known about his
position, stance and project within the French "translational horizon."
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Chapter Six: Baudelaire's Translational Horizon
6.1. Introduction
It is now time to discuss the context in which Baudelaire's translation project was
formed, in order to measure how much of that project coincided with the
translation theory and practice that existed in France at that time, and also in order
to draw up the background against which Baudelaire's stance as a translator,
which will be deduced from the actual analyses of his work (Chapters Seven and
Eight) can be defined. This chapter will therefore examine where French
translation theory stood around the time when Baudelaire began working on the
translations of Poe's short fiction, what the reigning opinions were, what the
market (i.e. the publishers, critics and readers) expected and what was actually
being done in translation. In the second part of this chapter, the latter question will
be treated more specifically with regards to the translation of Poe's stories, and a
brief commentary will be given on the work of those translators who, before and
during Baudelaire's work on Poe, were also translating Poe's short fiction.
6.2. The French Translational Horizon
6.2.1. Translation Theory around the 1800s
By the time Baudelaire began his translations of Poe, France had left far behind it
the period of the Belles Infideles, the eighteenth-century fashion of adapting
classical works to the domestic taste and scenery, and associated especially with
the name ofNicolas d'Ablancourt. The second half of the eighteenth century had
seen some important treatises on translation, often in the form of autographic
prefaces to translations in verse, either of classical texts or ofmore recent foreign
"classics." Among these one finds Jacques Delille's preface to his translation of
Virgil's Georgics, Pierre le Tourneur's to his translation of Young's Night
Thoughts, Antoine Prevost's preface to his translation ofRichardson's Pamela,
and Voltaire's preface to his translation of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar (Lefevere
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1992b: 37-40). All these texts constitute, to a degree, a first move away from the
habits that had reigned in translation in the eighteenth century, and among which
an extraordinary fluency had been defended as a way to please the reading public
- because to please had so far been the main goal of translation, as d'Ablancourt's
metaphorical counsel testifies:
Different times do not just require different words, but also different
thoughts, and ambassadors usually dress in the fashion of the country they
are sent to, so as not to appear ridiculous in the eyes of the people they try
to please. (d'Ablancourt 1992b [1709]: 36)
Instead of dressing foreigners in local clothes, however, the early Romantic age
brought an increasing interest in the foreignness of imported texts, and
d'Ablancourf s adaptations were replaced by translations that claimed a certain
degree of "fidelity," which in its weakest form signified a faithfulness to the
original "spirit" of the work. With "fidelity," Jacques Delille, for instance, seems
to be referring to a varying type of equivalence, and requires the translator to
oscillate between two opposite poles:
Que fait done le traducteur habile? II etudie le caractere des deux langues.
Quand leurs genies se rapprochent, il est fidele; quand ils s'eloignent, il
remplit l'intervalle par un equivalent, qui, en conservant a sa langue tous
ses droits, s'ecarte le moins possible du genie de l'auteur.
(Delille 1990 [1770]: 123)
Though the details differ, many of the treatises written between the mid-
eighteenth and mid-nineteenth century develop a stance which proposes strategies
that are no longer aimed at pleasing the reader, but at better maintaining the
original author's intention and the text's stylistic effects. Delille, for instance,
points to the importance of respecting the genre of the work, and of reproducing
the stylistic effects of the original, which he regarded as the foremost duty of the
translator (Delille 1990 [1770]: 123). On this point he is in agreement with
Voltaire, who called his own translation ofJulius Caesar an "exact" translation
for the following reasons:
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I put into prose what is prose in Shakespeare's tragedy and used blank
verse where Shakespeare uses it. What is lowly and familiar has been
translated in the same way. I have tried to soar with the author where he
soars and I have taken great care not to add or take away anything where
he is turgid or bombastic. (Voltaire 1992b [1785]: 40)
The translators' primordial occupation, then, is to reproduce as "faithfully" as
possible what they have found in the original. One should bear in mind, however,
that around the turn of the century, and even up to the eighteen fifties, there were
multifarious interpretations of the concept of fidelity in translation, and, as
Lefevere also warns, "fidelity" should therefore be understood in that context as a
multivalent criterion:
"Fidelity" in translation can (therefore) be shown to be not just, or even
not primarily, a matter ofmatching on the linguistic level.
(Lefevere 1992b: 35)
For the critics fidelity did not meet any established criteria either, and beyond
demanding that the translator should know both the source and target language
well, neither critics nor readers worried too much with referring to the original to
assess the degree of equivalence between source and target texts. This meant that
the translator could claim to have been faithful, but that this claim was rarely
verified through a comparison with the original text. A good example of this is
Etienne-Augustin de Wailly's review, published in 1803, ofE.T. Ourry's
translation of Pope's The Rape of the Lock. When de Wailly (not to be confused
with the upcoming Poe translator Leon de Wailly) judges this translation, he does
not compare it to the original text, but to another French text written in the same
genre (inD'Hulst 1990: 187-192).
Besides having poetical reasons for not judging the original as a relevant part of
the exchange, the critics also had another, more substantial reason not to recur to
the source text too often:
Bien des critiques s'arrogeaient le droit de louer ou de condamner les
traductions sans recourir a 1'original. Le contraire eut ete surprenant de la
part d'une societe qui ignorait les langues etrangeres. (Lambert 1975: 400)
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Still, in spite of this ignorance, and possibly because of the continued
"marginalization" of the original text by the critics, the beginning of the
nineteenth century was marked by an improvement of the status of the translator,
because the early Romantics saw him as an important contributor to the
enrichment and growth of the national literature. The ideas of Walter Benjamin on
this subject are a reminder, though only to a certain extent, ofwhat one finds in
Delille, Mme de Stael, and de Wailly. The translator is there seen to enlarge and
aggrandize both the national language and literary system, and translation
becomes an ennobling activity: "II n'y a pas de plus eminent service a rendre a la
litterature, que de transporter d'une langue a l'autre les chefs-d'oeuvre de l'esprit
humain," wrote Mme de Stael (de Stael 1990 [1816]: 86). Delille also elaborates
on this subject, and from the following extract it can be educed that, though
superficially similar, in its foundations this doxa was different from Benjamin's:
J'ai toujours regarde les traductions comme un des meilleurs moyens
d'enrichir une langue ... elles transported dans la langue une foule de
tours, d'images, d'expressions, qui paraissent eloignes de son genie, mais
qui, en s'approchant par le secours de 1'analogie, quelquefois s'annonqant
comme le seul mot, la seule expression, la seule image propre, sont
soufferts d'abord, et bientot adoptes. (Delille 1990 [1770]: 120)
The divergence between Delille (and his contemporaries), and Benjamin, lies in
the fact that Benjamin conceived of a mutual exchange in the coming together of
two languages through translation, whereas the eighteenth-century authors were
referring to a one-way transfer, from the source into the target language, with the
national language being the sole beneficiary of the linguistic and literary
exchange. In Delille and de Stael's time, then, translation as enrichment was a
one-way street.
6.2.2. A Rift in the Horizon
The possibility for enriching the national language and literature also depended on
the kind of literature the translator was translating from, and it was the already
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extant division within the literary system itself, which was divided into "low" and
"high" literature, that led to a similar rift in the translational horizon. This
phenomenon was studied in the 1980s by a group of Leuven scholars, among
whom Lambert and D'Hulst, who analysed the state of the French translational
horizon around and right up to the time when Baudelaire's first translations
appeared in the magazines - though neither mention Baudelaire's case (see
Lambert 1975, Lambert et al. 1985, and D'Hulst 1990). The authors show that the
norms by which most translators abided in France around the eighteen-fifties
followed the genre division that existed in the literary system, in the sense that, as
Salama-Carr puts it, "the choice of translation strategy depended on whether the
source text was a classical or a recent work" (Salama-Carr 1998: 413). In a more
precise explanation than this statement, Lambert et al. explain that:
The translator ofVirgil or Sophocles had at his disposal a set ofmodels
and rules which he found it hard to ignore. He remembered the verse forms
and outlines of Delille or his predecessors which his respect for tradition
forbade him to violate. In contrast, the translator of, say, E.Th. Hoffmann
hardly imagined that reading a German writer in French could be a real
problem, and was not worried by genre constraints or stylistic principles,
even if he unwillingly fell victim to them. (Lambert et al. 1985: 156)
This division in translation norms meant that translators of recent prose works,
especially English-language prose, and even more so American prose, were pretty
much free to do as they liked - though it should be immediately added that it was
a time when the practice of certain famous translators could very quickly become
the norm. Still, as Lambert affirms, "the translation of recent prose works could
yield a great variety of results, without giving offence to either critic or publisher"
(Lambert et al. 1985: 157).
Though the discussion will here be limited to prose translation, one nineteenth-
century verse translation should be noted, because it illustrates precisely that the
variety and freedom in translation strategies could even touch the more norm-
governed field of poetry, and could concern source texts that were rather less
"recent" than those Lambert has in mind. Supposedly one had to have the literary
reputation of a Chateaubriand to be allowed to publish the extraordinary and
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paradoxical translation this poet made ofMilton's Paradise Lost, a translation
which came out in 1836. This translation was preceded by a very appropriate
piece of para-text, an "Avertissement," which not only explained why the poet
had wanted to become a translator, but also gave reasons for the high degree of
literalism which marked the translation, and ofwhich the poet-translator had
correctly assumed that it would upset the majority of his readers. The translation
is indeed innovative enough for D'Hulst to state about it that:
... cette traduction aspire a creer une nouvelle langue traductrice:
archaismes, neologismes, caiques, attestent un souci de litteralite qui a
rebute une fraction importante des lecteurs contemporains.
(D'Hulst 1990: 167)
Such a translation was certainly an exception in the 1830s and it remains an
isolated case in that period of verse translation. One is also led to wonder whether
its mere existence may have inspired Baudelaire, who began translating only a
decade later, to push his own literalism as far as he did.
6.2.3. 1830: A Time of Transition and Absence of Norms
Around the 1830s a change can also be observed in the kind of authors who took
up translation. As Lambert et al. indicate :
Between 1800 and 1830 translation was a natural field of interest among
poets as well. What is more, their translations are an integral part of their
oeuvre, in which literature and translation (or "adaptation") imperceptibly
merge. ... After 1830, it was rather the second-rate or marginal innovating
poets, i.e. the least mentioned but nevertheless original ones, who
produced translations. (Lambert 1985 et al.: 161-162)
Though Lambert refers to them as "marginal" literary figures, some of these
translators (e.g. Gerard de Nerval) were to become important names in French
literature. This was a process which worked both ways, in the sense that the
interest and prestige of the activity of translation was in turn renewed by the
success that their translations bestowed on these suddenly no longer marginal
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literary figures. Translation thus became the activity by which the self-fulfilling
prophecy of a poet or an author's fame could be enacted through the prestige and
the innovative nature of the work they chose to translate, and with which they
initially propped up their literary careers. For D'Hulst, de Vigny and Deschamps'
translation ofRomeo and Juliet, published around 1830, constituted such a stage
in their careers (D'Hulst 1990: 91-92).
Around the 1830s, then, translation continued to be seen as an enriching activity
in more ways than one, and those who thought that French literature needed a new
impetus recurred to it to find inspiration or a good start. Lambert claims that there
is no clear division between a before and after 1830, and that the rift between
"high" and "low" literature continued to be reflected in the translation strategies
that were applied. The new translators, whether or not they were literary figures or
experienced translators themselves, did not adopt a radically new school in
translation, and Delille's precepts were still frequently applied in their work. This
is the reason why Lambert, though signalling change, can at the same time state
that "L'annee 1830 ne semble pas marquer une rupture, mais un
glissement" (Lambert 1975: 410).
That the 1830s constituted a transitional period can also be deduced from the
practices of the translators and poet-translators who were working during the late
1840s and 1850s. Gerard de Nerval, for instance, had an almost regressive
translation stance. Indeed, concerning his omissions in his translations of Goethe
and Schiller, Nerval stated that "peu d'ouvrages etrangeres peuvent, sans
coupures, satisfaire le gout du lecteur fanfais" (quoted in Lambert 1975: 399) -
thus confirming that the foreign prose he was translating was better read in a
fluent than a literal translation. And Alfred de Vigny, on his translation of Othello,
wrote in 1830:
J'ai done decide de rendre l'esprit, et non la lettre. Cela n'a pas ete
compris par tout le monde, je l'avais prevu; pour les uns, ceux qui ignorent
l'anglais, j'ai ete trop litteral; pour les autres, ceux qui le savent, je ne l'ai
pas ete assez. (de Vigny 1990 [1830]: 95)
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Again, de Vigny's words show that the norms were extremely varied and much up
to the personal taste of the translator, and that it was difficult, even for poet-
translators, to estimate, let alone fulfil, the French readers' expectations as far as
translations were concerned. Prose translation in particular lacked explicit rules,
and the kind of literalism that Baudelaire claimed to adopt was not always the
strategy preferred by his predecessors and contemporaries. Actually, around the
1830s many translators were deploying a mix of strategies:
Loeve-Veimars, Defauconpret, Pichot and Montemont prove at times to be
very inconsistent, but often also very scrupulous. The reason, as suggested
above, is that narrative prose itself escaped a familiar and restrictive
codification. The diversity in the methods applied by the translators
corresponds with a diversity, one might even say a hierarchy, in the
relations between the genres. (Lambert et al. 1985: 158)
The translators' stance around the mid-nineteenth century thus continued to be
determined not only by their personal tastes, but by the genre divisions which also
ran through the literary system itself.
6.2.4. Prose Translators, "Tutors," and Critics after 1830
Interestingly, Delille's old requirement, that the translator should know both the
source and target language fluently, continued to be frequently ignored, and the
status of the original text as source text was also far from secure:
Philarete Chasles, Xavier Marmier, Nerval meme devinaient plutot qu'ils
ne comprenaient reellement la langue allemande. ... Beaucoup de leurs
collegues se contentaient de remanier des versions anterieures, tel
Alexandre Dumas traduisant Schiller d'apres Brante et non d'apres
1'original. (Lambert 1975: 402)
The phenomenon ofwriting a translation based on a previous translation was
frequent enough to have a bearing on the Poe translations, since at least one of
Baudelaire's rival translators, as will be shown, had recourse to this type of
strategy. Moreover, though there were now, at least for German and English
literature, specialized magazines in which the increasing amount of translated
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prose was being published, and though the interest in foreign literature had grown
considerably, the critics had not yet begun to remark on the translation techniques
that were being deployed, for the same reasons as before:
Meme des periodiques specialises, telles que la Revue germanique et la
Revue britaunique, insistent alors rarement sur la distance entre le vrai
Hoffmann ou le vrai Walter Scott et celui que lisent les Fran9ais.
(Lambert 1975: 400)
This situation was also sustained by the fact that translation in itselfwas simply
not part of the critics' or readers' interests. This is illustrated by the now familiar
example of Loeve-Veimars' translations of Hoffmann, in which case the translator
of an unknown foreign prose writer was lauded not for the quality of his
translation, but for the act of introducing something that constituted an innovation
and an enrichment of French literature. However, the following comments,
written only a decade before Baudelaire began his translations, are significant
because they show that this type of project of translatio was not appreciated by
all:
Vous devenez l'interprete des grands ecrivains etrangers, vous accolez
votre nom a celui de Walter Scott, de Goethe, de Byron, de Schiller, vous
leur servez d'introducteur dans le monde litteraire frangais, en laissant
sous-entendre que, grace a votre savoir-faire, ces genies un peu incultes
peuvent desormais se presenter dans la bonne societe. Cependant la presse
qui vous croit sur parole, n'ayant guere le temps d'aller voir si vous avez
dit vrai, vous loue et vous exalte, le public qui croit a la presse vous achete
et vous lit, et de croyance en croyance vous arrivez a croire vous-meme
que vous etes un excellent traducteur, puisque tout le monde le repete.
(Anonymous 1990 [1836]: 223) 38
These anonymous comments show that some people were aware of the general
confusion between "a good translation" and "an interesting addition to the literary
system," and of the way in which mediocre or simply marginal authors were
building their literary status on the basis of the association of their name with a
,8
By mentioning the names of the source authors, the author is obviously referring to particular
translators. Goethe and Schiller had been translated by (among others) Mme de Stael, Albert
Stapfer and Gerard de Nerval, Byron by Amedee Pichot, and Walter Scott by Charles-Auguste
Defauconpret and Albert Montemont (D'Hulst 1990: 226n). In Chapter Eight, Pichot may also
have had a hand in Defauconpret's translation of Scott.
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foreign author's oeuvre. The process of introducing a foreign author thus served
the translator's own literary reputation in the first place - independently of the
quality of the translation. Again, the author of these comments also states that
criticism on translation was very rarely founded on the critic's reference to the
source text.
This section should be concluded, then, with a few comments on how the critics
reviewed and received Baudelaire's "case" as a translator. Baudelaire was no
different from the translators mentioned in this section in that firstly, he fitted into
the frame of the translator who introduced a new and innovating author into the
national literary system, and thus enhanced his own literary status. Secondly, no
critic ever commented seriously on the quality of the translations with reference to
the source text - not one of the numerous reviews that appeared in Baudelaire's
days, and which Lemonnier uses as evidence for the immediate success of the
translations, and for their "evident" appropriateness (see Lemonnier 1928: 156-
163), mentions source text materials. In fact, the critics' comments, both in the
nineteenth and twentieth century, show that many among them were seduced by
the personal side of the story, by the biographical essays which Baudelaire wrote
to better "present" his author to the French, by the expressed feeling of
"brotherhood" which Baudelaire experienced, by his great admiration of Poe, and
at a later stage, by the great influence the latter's work was seen to have both on
Baudelaire and on French literature.
As far as Baudelaire's translations go, Lemonnier, as was just indicated, filled
over six pages of his study with the comments that were made on the translations
around 1856 and after. These mainly criticize what was perceived as Baudelaire's
tendency to "neologise," which, as the second part of this chapter will begin to
reveal, was the result of the literal translation strategy which he announces as a
part of his project in the previous chapter. Some examples from the reviews may
illustrate the expectations of the critics in those days. Lemonnier's sources for
these comments are indicated in footnotes:
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"Cette traduction, a notre avis," dit quelqu'un, "a le defaut d'exagerer ce
qui est bas et de transposer, pour ainsi dire, d'un ou deux tons dans le
familier." 39 Pontmartin souligne les "paillettes neologiques" 40 du style de
Baudelaire ... Presque tous les critiques, en somme, reprochent a
Baudelaire de ne pas lutter contre cette tentation qui "le pousse
quelquefois au neologisme; et loin de faire effort pour s'arreter sur cette
pente, il s'y laisse aller volontiers." 41 (Lemonnier 1828: 156-157)
The closeness of the translations would thus have served Baudelaire in creating a
"new" idiom, and constituted the main factor in creating a foreignising effect, an
effect which was mostly appreciated, and the majority of reviewers did praise
Baudelaire's translations. Paradoxically, however, these positive reviews
particularly lauded the fluency of the translations:
"Au lieu d'etre mate et passive comme la copie d'un secretaire
polyglotte," 42 la version de Baudelaire a "le grand merite de se lire comme
un ouvrage original;" 43 elle se compose de "traductions tellement
excellentes qu'elles semblent etre des oeuvres originales" 44 ... Et meme,
s'il faut en croire Theophile Gautier, cette traduction serait si parfaite dans
l'expression que "la pensee de l'auteur gagne a passer d'un idiome dans un
autre."45 (Lemonnier 1928: 159-160)
It becomes clear, then, that the critics were not concerned with the original Poe
when they were praising the quality of the Baudelaire translations. The main
criterion for these reviewers, all writing in and after the 1850s, was still the
fluency of the texts they had read.
To conclude this general picture of the translational horizon, one can state that as
far as prose translation was concerned, the 1830s did see a greater respect for the
original text, and a stronger desire to maintain the effects and intentions that the
original author had put there. The reviews cited above show that by the 1850s
there was generally a much greater interest in maintaining the foreignness of the
39 "Revue Contemporaine, 15 juillet 1857, p. 503 note 1" (Lemonnier 1928: 156).
40 "L'Assemblee Nationale, 12 avril 1856" (Lemonnier 1928: 156).
41 "Revue Contemporaine, 15 Juillet 1856" (Lemonnier 1928: 157).
42 "L'Assemblee Nationale, 12 avril 1856" (Lemonnier 1928: 159).
43 "Revue Contemporaine, 15 juillet 1857, p. 503 note 1" (Lemonnier 1928: 159).
44 "Le Moniteur Universel, 9 septembre 1867" (Lemonnier 1928: 159).
45 "Le Moniteur Universel, 9 septembre 1867" (Lemonnier 1928: 160).
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source text than had been shown before, and literalism was slowly becoming a
criterion for a "faithful" prose translation. However, although this change could
be observed in some translations, the fact that prose writing as a genre in itself
was not yet subject to any specific rules meant that the translations of prose
narratives were still varied and could contain both literal and free strategies, and
since the critics hardly ever referred to the original text in order to assess the
quality of the translation, the methods deployed were never effectively
questioned.
The 1830s had also seen the arrival of a number of "traducteurs-tuteurs," that is to
say authors like Loeve-Veimars whose literary reputation was largely built on
having translated and introduced a new and innovating author into the French
literary system. Baudelaire's immediate infatuation with Poe, his desire to be
"Poe's Loeve-Veimars" and the identification he managed to establish between
himself and "his" author, both in his own mind and in those of the readers, were
not only a matter of personal taste and recognition, but also a matter of following
what was then a fashionable path to literary fame. His project for the Poe
translations, to translate as literally as possible, was, on the other hand, also a sign
of his keeping pace with the customs of his time.
6.3. Baudelaire's Predecessors and Contemporary Poe Translators
Baudelaire's translations must also be assessed in comparison with the other
translations ofPoe's work that came out before or during his time. Though this
has already been done by Leon Lemonnier, the problem with this 1928 study (of
which Lemonnier's later preface to his 1961 and 1962 editions of Baudelaire's
translations are very literal summaries) is that he only compares Baudelaire and
his predecessors and contemporaries' work in a very sketchy manner. That is to
say, Lemonnier discusses Baudelaire's rivals' work in some detail, but does not
compare the extracts he examines thereof with Baudelaire's corresponding texts.
It is only in the chapter where he assesses the Baudelaire translations that
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Lemonnier, in four small extracts, draws the comparison with four rival
translators' work (Lemonnier 1928: 176-177, 178, 179 and 181).
The nature of the present study, however, requires a more profound comparative
examination between Baudelaire's work and that of at least one of his rivals.
Moreover, keeping in mind Berman's opinions on the subject, it was necessary, in
order to assess the Baudelaire translations against the background of their
"translational horizon," to base oneself on a whole story, instead of selecting a
few extracts here and there from different stories and different translators for such
a purpose. The choice for this more detailed examination has fallen on a
translation by Amedee Pichot, because it is likely to reveal how the work of an
experienced and prolific translator may have differed from Baudelaire's. Amedee
Pichot (pseudonym Alphonse Borghers) wrote, in 1853, a small volume entitled
the Nouvelles choisies d'Edgard Poe (sic). The book was published by the
Bibliotheque des Chemins de Fer, and contains translations of "The Unparalleled
Adventure ofOne Hans Pfaal" and "The Gold Bug." The latter of these two
translations will be taken up in a detailed comparison with Baudelaire's
translation of the same story, in Chapter Eight.
Meanwhile, it did seem useful to briefly introduce and comment on a few extracts
of other preceding and contemporary translations, which feature in Lemonnier's
1928 work, and to examine these in comparison with Baudelaire's translations.
This should help form a preliminary picture, not only ofwhat the nineteenth-
century reader was beginning to expect from a translation of an American text, but
more specifically what the readers had already gotten used to in Poe translation. It
should also, at a later stage, help us to determine more confidently how
Baudelaire's work filled in these expectations. The reader, in the pages that
follow, may also be reminded of Lemonnier's bias in his approach to the
Baudelaire translations - Lemonnier's evaluations of the others' work does not
always profit from the same positive attitude that welcomed Baudelaire's.
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6.3.1. Unavowed Translations of Poe
Baudelaire can indeed be described as a re-translator, since he had at least six
predecessors in translating Poe, some ofwhom also became his contemporaries.
The first translation of a Poe story to appear in France was an unavowed
translation of "William Wilson," which came out in 1844 and is described by
Richard as an "adaptation tres fibre de l'original" (Richard 1989: 1583). It has
been attributed to Gustave Brunet, whose identity was unknown to Lemonnier
when he wrote his 1928 study. Again according to Richard, Gustave Brunet also
adapted and published under his own name "Un meurtre sans exemple dans les
fastes de la justice," another "adaptation tres fibre" of "The Murders in the Rue
Morgue," published in La quotidienne in 1845 (Richard 1989: 1583). An
anonymous translation, which Richard simply fists without further comment, also
came out in the Magazine pittoresque, which published in August 1845 a version
of "The Purloined Letter" under the title "Une lettre volee" (Richard 1989: 1583).
6.3.2. Emile Daurand Forgues ("Old Nick")
Emile Forgues is already known to the reader from the discussion of his 1846
essay on Poe (see Chapter Five), and Lemonnier tells us that "Emile Daurand
Forgues etait un personnage tres fort repandu. Sous le pseudonyme anglais d'Old
Nick, sous la signature anglomane d'Emile D. Forgues, il collaborait a plusieurs
journaux ou revues" (Lemonnier 1928: 22). Forgues was not a neophyte
translator, having already done translations of British and American literature:
Parmi celles-ci on peut citer "Le vicaire de Wakefield" de Goldsmith, "La
Lettre rouge" et "La Maison aux sept pignons" de Hawthorne, et surtout
"La Case de l'oncle Tom," de Mrs. Beecher-Stowe, qui eut un gros succes.
(Lemonnier 1928: 23)
Forgues' first translation of a Poe story was his rendering of "A Descent into the
Maelstrom," which he translated as "Une Descente au Maelstrom" and published
in the Revue britannique in September 1846 (Richard 1989: 1583). Of this
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translation Lemonnier says that it is too domesticating, and that Forgues takes too
many liberties in embellishing the text:
... Forgues oublie que le traducteur n'est pas collaborates; loin de porter
sur le texte des mains pieuses, il l'orne et l'enjolive a plaisir.
(Lemonnier 1928: 25)
If one is to believe Lemonnier, Forgues added and omitted things in his
translation, which merely shows him following the "norms" that were extant at
the time: Poe's short stories being precisely the kind of foreign prose that was not
yet subject to any explicit norms, Forgues was free to vary his translation
strategies from strict literalism to adaptation, without either of those techniques
being considered, in his time, too much of a deviation. The following comments
from Forgues, made with reference to a different translation, bear out this position
- and also bear out the picture of the translational horizon as painted in the first
part of this chapter:
Forgues, en tout cas, avait coutume de se faire l'interprete de certaines
oeuvres originales anglaises. "Je les ai," assurait-il, "arrangees suivant un
systeme de traduction - d'imitation si l'on veut — que j'estime etre le
meilleur quand il ne s'agit pas d'un chef d'oeuvre de premier ordre."
(Lemonnier 1928: 31)
Forgues also translated, like Pichot, "The Murders in the Rue Morgue," which he
entitled "Une sanglante enigme" and which was published in Le commerce in
October 1846 (Richard 1989: 1583). In this story Forgues placed the scene in
Baltimore, thus applying an idea of fidelity that brings that concept very close to a
fluent strategy. The desire here was to avoid retaining names and places which
Forgues thought were too familiar for the Parisian readers not to be bothered by
Poe's fictitious names. Forgues' justification for this strategy featured in his 1846
essay and is given here:
Nous regrettons seulement que le conteur etranger [i.e. Poe] ait cru en
augmenter l'interet en choisissant Paris, dont il n'a pas la moindre idee, et
notre societe actuelle, fort mal connue aux Etats-Unis, pour y placer ses
ingenieuses hypotheses. Son dessein, sans aucun doute, etait d'augmenter
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par la, aux yeux de ses compatriotes, la vraisemblance de ces petits drames
... Tel detail, inacceptable dans un recit dont la scene se serait passee a
Baltimore ou a Philadelphie, devenait admissible placee a deux mille
lieues de la, et ne derangeait plus la disposition volontairement credule du
lecteur americain. Le merveilleux, et meme Textraordinaire, ont besoin de
perspective. (Forgues 1974 [1846]: 274)
The extracts which Lemonnier gives of Forgues' work as a translator reveal that
Forgues was, indeed, at times a literal translator, but also, at times, a free
translator who added his own details. Interestingly, parts of these additions seem
to have originated from a desire to add a more morbid effect where there was
none in the original. The following extract from Forgues' translation of "The
Murders in the Rue Morgue" indeed illustrates this. The extract is a part of the
police report relating the details of the crime scene. Noticeably, although the
report appears in a newspaper, there is none of the sensationalising techniques
often found there, and the style is factual and dry indeed, more that of a police
report than of a newspaper brief:
... where lay the corpse of the old lady, with her throat so entirely cut that,
upon an attempt to raise her, the head fell off. (Mabbott 1978: 538)
On y trouva le cadavre de sa mere; quand on voulut le relever pour
s 'assurer qu 'elle ne vivaitplus, la tete, presque entierement separee du
corps par une profonde blessure au cou, s 'en detacha tout a fait et roula
par terre. (Forgues quoted in Lemonnier 1928: 34)
For this sentence, Baudelaire's version is as follows:
La gisait le cadavre de la vieille dame, avec la gorge siparfaitement
coupee, que, quand on essaya de le relever, la tete se detacha du tronc.
(Le Dantec 1951: 17)
In Forgues, two details are added: for "pour s'assurer qu'elle ne vivait plus," there
is nothing in the source text, and Forgues also adds the picture of the head rolling
over the floor, which indeed makes this passage more gory and sinister. Forgues
also does not keep the original syntax, though the adverbial phrase "so entirely
cut" could easily have been retained, witness Baudelaire's version. Forgues' two
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additions here are deviations from the original field of discourse, because they
make for a less factual and more sinister and sensational text. Here is another
extract which gives a glimpse of Forgues' translation strategies: 46
OfMadame L'Esplanaye, no traces were here seen; but an unusual
quantity of soot being observed in the fire-place, a search was made in the
chimney, and (horrible to relate !), the corpse of the daughter, head
downwards, was dragged therefrom; it having been thus forced up the
narrow aperture for a considerable distance. The body was quite warm.
(Mabbott 1978: 538)
De Mme de Lesplanaye aucune trace; mais ayant remarque dans le foyer
une quantite inusitee de suie, un des assistants s 'avise de regarder par le
tuyau de la cheminee et - chose terrible a raconter - on y trouve le corps
de Mile Camille, la tete en bas, etpousse dans cette etroite ouverture oil
de vigoureux efforts avaient du etre employespour le faire penetrer si
avant. Ce corps etait tiede. (Forgues quoted in Lemonnier 1928: 34)
On ne trouva aucune trace de madame I 'Espanaye; mais on remarqua une
quantite extraordinaire de suie dans le foyer; onfit une recherche dans la
cheminee, et - chose horrible a dire! on en tira le corps de la demoiselle,
la tete en bas, qui avait etc introduit de force et pousse par I 'etroite
ouverture jusqu 'a une distance assez considerable. Le corps etait tout
chaud. (Le Dantec 1951: 17)
Besides the changed spelling of the proper names and the changes in
denomination of the (dead) protagonists, Forgues has added an agent ("un des
assistants") for the discovery in the chimney. Baudelaire also adds agency on this
occasion, though he limits himself to using the impersonal "on" — and thus makes
a less significant divergence from the field of the police report than Forgues.
46 Henceforth the terms field, tenor and mode ofdiscourse will be used in the same way as they are
employed both by House 1997 and in Hatim and Mason 1990. For House, the notion of register is
made up of field, tenor and mode, and field here refers to "the topic, the content of the text"
(House 1997: 108). In Hatim and Mason's words, "Field, or the reference to "what is going on"
(i.e. the field of activity), is the kind of language use which reflects what Gregory and Carroll
(1978) call "the purposive role," or the social function of the text (e.g. personal interchange,
exposition, etc.)" (Hatim and Mason 1990: 48). Besides these "use-related" variations of register,
Hatim and Mason's also take into account categories that vary according to the user. Field, tenor
and mode are thus combined with "user-related" variations, which can be geographical, temporal,
social, (non-) standard and idiolectal (see Hatim and Mason 1990: 39).
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The next two changes however have consequences that reach beyond a change in
register. Firstly, with Forgues' added relative clause and adverbial phrase of
purpose, "ou de vigoureux efforts avaient du etre employes pour," for "having
thus been forced up," Forgues anticipates on the plot, already stating explicitly
one of the clues of the riddle, before the detective has had a chance to do so.47
Secondly, if the body was "quite warm," the murder would certainly have taken
place later than with a body that is "tiede," which, in the case of a body, does not
translate "quite warm." Though the pre-modifying adverb "quite" is here a
downtoning intensifier for "warm," "tiede," which Littre defines as "entre le
chaud et le froid (.Littre 4: 6305), is really too cold, especially in the case of a dead
body, to translate even a downgraded "warm." Moreover, Forgues has changed
the tense of the two verb phrases "was made" and "was dragged" into the present,
which heightens the immediacy of the events, and increases the difference in field
of discourse between Forgues' and Poe's texts. Baudelaire, on the other hand,
commits a serious error here, though his translation goes in the opposite direction:
translating "tiede" by "tout chaud," Baudelaire could be taken to suggest that the
body has been heated by its stay in the chimney, an intention which certainly was
not part of Poe's plot. Baudelaire also retains the dragging out of the body, which
Forgues omits.
Overall, then, Forgues is quite inconsistent with the register of the original, which
here corresponds to the dry and factual tone of a police report, though
Baudelaire's version also shows a few deficiencies on this level. Both translate the
technical-sounding "aperture" into the more generic "ouverture," (whereas
"orifice" was possible here, as this word's anatomical meaning comes second
after its more general meaning of "ouverture plus ou moins etroite qui conduit a
quelque cavite" (Littre 5: 4335) and "ouverture faisant communiquer une cavite
naturelle ou artificielle avec l'exterieur" (Tresor 12: 635)). Both translators also
add agency where the original has passives, though this tendency is stronger in
Forgues than in Baudelaire. Generally speaking Baudelaire stays closer to the
field and tenor of the crime report, with his choice of "introduit de force et
47 The "murders" in the story were comitted by an orang-utan, and it is the excessive force with
which the body was shoved up into the chimney that provides a clue for Dupin.
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poussee" for "forced up," and his maintaining the more detached "a search" in
4o
"une recherche."
In comparison, then, Baudelaire's translation of this passage is slightly "closer"
than Forgues', a closeness marred by the fatal "tout chaud," which affects the plot.
Forgues' strategies, on the other hand, were as varied as his times permitted, but
their predominant characteristic appears to be fluency, which results in rather
arbitrary decisions. This fluency strategy is realized by stepping from the "dry"
register of the police report into a more lively and less detached rendering.
Forgues' deviation from the original register is far-reaching, and that makes him a
less "modern" translator than Baudelaire. Still, as was just demonstrated, though
the latter's pledge to literalism was more scrupulously upheld, this was affected
by crucial changes.
6.3.3. Isabelle Meunier
Isabelle Meunier's translation of "The Black Cat" was the first Poe story that
Baudelaire ever read, and it was probably thanks to Meunier's translations that
Poe's name began to become known in 1847, since she published four of her
translations that year. Madame Meunier published all her translations in La
democratic pacifique, where her husband Victor Meunier was editing: in January
"Le chat noir" and "L'Assassinat de la rue Morgue" appeared, in July, "Le
colloque d'Eiros et Charmion" and in September "Une descente au Maelstrom"
(Richard 1989: 1584). Baudelaire said rather vaguely about Meunier's texts that
they were "traduits dans un excellent systeme de traduction" (Baudelaire 1974
[1852]: 287) - but Baudelaire may have wanted to be careful in his judgments of
Meunier's work, since the lady's husband was a powerful person with influence in
48 Tenor: "the nature of the participants, the addresser and the addressees, and the relationship
between them in terms of social distance, as well as the "degree of emotional charge" in the
relationship between addresser and addressee(s). Included here are the addresser's temporal,
geographical and social provenance as well as his intellectual, emotional or affective stance (his
"personal viewpoint") vis-a-vis the content he is portraying and the communicative task he is
engaged in" (House 1997: 108-109). House thus includes what Hatim and Mason call "user
related variations" in her concept of tenor (cf supra).
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some of the magazines that were publishing grounds for Baudelaire (Lemonnier
1928:42).
Madame Meunier was of English origin (born in Brighton in 1822) and though
Lemonnier seems pretty satisfied with her skills as a translator, he points out that
one of the major flaws in Meunier's work as Poe translator was her omission of
certain passages or paragraphs. He describes her translation of "The Murders in
the Rue Morgue" in the following terms:
Le travail de Madame Meunier n'est pas sans defauts; elle peche surtout
par omission. Dans "l'Assassinat de la Rue Morgue," elle a, comme ses
devanciers, ecarte toute 1'introduction; elle a encore, comme eux, essaye
de franciser le recit, mais elle a procede plutot par suppressions que par
modifications. (Lemonnier 1928: 43)
The extracts that feature in Lemonnier's study show, on the one hand, that
Meunier indeed omitted certain passages, but also that for her translation of "The
Descent into the Maelstrom" she consulted Forgues' version, which she did not
copy, though she maintained some of Forgues' interventions (Lemonnier 1928:
49-53). All in all however, Meunier seems to have achieved relatively literal or
close translations, especially for her time, and even Lemonnier could still claim
that she achieved an "exactitude qui, dans un grand nombre de cas, ne laisse rien a
desirer" (Lemonnier 1928: 52). The following comparison of an extract from
Meunier's "Une descente au Maelstrom" may help us to verify that opinion:
The rays of the moon seemed to search the very bottom of the profound
gulf; but still I could make out nothing distinctly on account of a thick mist
in which everything there was enveloped, and over which there hung a
magnificent rainbow, like that narrow and tottering bridge which
Mussulmen say is the only pathway between Time and Eternity. This mist,
or spray, was no doubt occasioned by the clashing of the great walls of the
funnel, as they all met together at the bottom - but the yell that went up to
the Heavens from out of that mist, I dare not attempt to describe.
(Mabbott 1978: 591)
Les rayons de la lane semblaientpenetrer jusqu 'aux profondeurs du
gouffre; maisje ne pouvais rien voir distinctement, a cause d 'une vapeur
epaisse qui enveloppait tout, et au-dessus de laquelle etait suspendu un
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magnifique arc-en-ciel, semblable a ce point [sic] etroit et chancelant qui,
disent les Musulmans, est le seulpassage entre le temps et I 'eternite. Cette
vapeur, ou plutot cette ecume aerienne, etait sans doute causee par le choc
des grandesparois de I 'entonnoir quand elles rencontraient le fond; mais
quant au hurlement qui sortait de cette vapeur et s 'elevait vers le ciel, je
n 'ose essayer de le decrire. (Meunier in Lemonnier 1928: 52)
Les rayons de la lune semblaient chercher le fin fond de I 'immense
gouffre; cependant, je ne pouvais rien distinguer nettement, a cause d 'un
epais brouillard qui enveloppait toutes choses, et sur lequel planait un
magnifique arc-en-ciel, semblable a ce pont etroit et vacillant que les
musulmans affirment etre le seulpassage entre le Temps et I 'Eternite. Ce
brouillard ou cette ecume etait sans doute occasionnee par le conflit des
grands murs de I 'entonnoir, quand ils se rencontraient et se brisaient au
fond; - quant au hurlement qui montait de ce brouillard vers le ciel, je
n 'essaierai pas de le decrire. (Le Dantec 1951: 195-196)
Meunier's and Baudelaire's translations are, to say the least, very similar, though
a few deviations can be pointed out in both. Meunier's "vapeur" for "mist" is not
a very poetic choice, whereas Baudelaire's "brouillard" is the more obvious
translation for "mist." "Profondeurs du gouffre" is also a more liberal translation
for "the very bottom" which is, again, more closely translated by Baudelaire's "le
fin fond." "Search" is also more closely translated by Baudelaire's "chercher"
than by Meunier's "penetrer." "Ecume aerienne," for "spray," seems to confirm
the suspicion that Meunier's problem was not so much understanding the English
vocabulary, but finding the adequate words in French.
However, even though Baudelaire's translation seems closer at first glance, this
may be deceptive. Baudelaire makes several additions, omissions and changes,
most of which are not found in Meunier. Firstly, as Meunier, he added agency for
the mist, making it the agent of the active verb phrase "enveloppait." Secondly,
the rainbow not only gets added agency, but "planait" instead of "hung," whereas
in Meunier, it is more neutrally "suspendu." Thirdly, for Baudelaire, the funnel
walls, which in the case of a Maelstrom supposedly consist ofwater, are in
"conflit," whereas in Poe there is a "clashing," which is more closely translated by
Meunier's "choc," which avoids the volition and abstractness which "conflit"
could be taken to contain. Fourthly, where there is nothing in the original,
Baudelaire adds the idea of the walls breaking ("se brisaient") as they "all met
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together at the bottom," which seems not only an unnecessary, but illogical
addition in the case of a Maelstrom, as it is not a question ofwaves breaking on a
beach, but of walls ofwater coming together. Fifthly, Baudelaire omits the
ominous "dare not" in "I dare not attempt to describe," translating it by a more
airy "je n'essaierai pas de le decrire." Sixthly, where Meunier, as Lemonnier also
indicates, had managed to retain the rhythm of the sentence by keeping an
identical syntax for the relative clause that appears in gapping position, "which
the Mussulmen say," this is changed into a more heavy relative clause with a
complex verb phrase ("affirment etre") in Baudelaire's version.
Anticipating again the observations that will be drawn from the analyses of
Baudelaire's translations, it can be concluded, from the small amount ofmaterial
that is examined here, that Meunier's translation strategies were not that much
different from Baudelaire's, and that in most places she translates as closely as her
future rival would. What should be remembered, then, of this glimpse of Isabelle
Meunier's work is that, considering the fact that her translations were published,
widely read and appreciated nearly ten years before Baudelaire's first collection
of translations came out, the nineteenth-century publishers and reading public -
including Baudelaire - must have therefore found Meunier's translations entirely
acceptable - which in itself already shows that Baudelaire did not set a precedent
in translation practice. More importantly, Meunier's technique of close, literal
translation apparently did not go against the expectations of her readers, who were
also Baudelaire's future readers. All in all then, though there were as yet no norms
governing the translation of unknown American literature, the public who was
interested in Poe had, from their first acquaintance with him, become accustomed
to reading the type of relatively close translations which Baudelaire would also
produce. In this light, Baudelaire's project of literalism for the Poe translations
cannot be considered an innovation, but simply constitutes a desire to stick to an
unpronounced, yet well-established norm in the translation of Poe, and in prose
translation in general.
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6.3.4. Leon de Wailly
The next translator to be discussed here was both a predecessor and a
contemporary of Baudelaire's. Leon de Wailly was an experienced translator,
known for his translations of Lewis's Monk, of Fielding's Tom Jones, of Sterne's
Tristram Shandy and Sentimental Journey, and of a selection of works by Sir
Walter Scott (Lemonnier 1928: 68). In other words, de Wailly was an experienced
translator of "contemporary" or relatively recent Anglo-Saxon prose.
In his critique on extracts of de Wailly's translations, Lemonnier accuses de
Wailly of excessive literalism on the one hand, and negligence on the other. The
latter accusation is roused by certain omissions, but the extracts which Lemonnier
cites do not always support the strength of his accusations. Moreover, Lemonnier
himself indicates that de Wailly's translations were of varied quality: the
humorous stories seem to suffer from many cuttings, but his translations of the
analytical tales show that this translator had a keen interest in the "scientific" side
of Poe, as these stories are translated with a lot more precision. Lemonnier
indicates that de Wailly's best and most noted translation was the one he made of
"The Facts in the Case ofMr. Valdemar" (Lemonnier 1928: 79), of which an
extract can now be compared with Baudelaire's translation:
When they had gone, I spoke freely with M. Valdemar on the subject of
his approaching dissolution, as well as, more particularly, of the
experiment proposed. He still professed himself quite willing and even
anxious to have it made, and urged me to commence it at once.
(Mabbott 1978: 1236)
Lorsqu 'ilfurentpartis, je parlai librement avec M. Valdemar sur safin
prochaine, et, plusparticulierement, de I'experienceprojetee. II me repeta
qu 'il ne demandaitpas mieux, et meme qu 'il desirait vivement qu 'elleJut
faite, et il me pressa de commencer sur le champ.
(de Wailly in Lemonnier 1928: 72)
Quand ils furentpartis, je causai librement avec M. Valdemar de sa mort
prochaine, etplus particulierement de I 'experience que nous nous etions
proposee. II se montra toujoursplein de bon vouloir; il temoigna meme un
vifdesir de cette experience et me pressa de commencer tout de suite.
(LeDantec 1951:203)
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Interestingly, both Baudelaire and de Wailly are quite removed from the original
register of the English text, which here constitutes a formal account of a pseudo-
scientific experiment in hypnosis, with a narrator whose idiolect consists of a dry
and slightly academic language. However, some differences can be observed.
Firstly, Valdemar's "approaching dissolution," is more closely translated by de
Wailly's "fin prochaine," though "disparition," defined in the Tresor as "action
ou fait de disparaitre en cessant d'exister" (Tresor 7: 284) would here have been
possible and closer to the original field of discourse of "dissolution." Baudelaire's
"mort prochaine" is even further removed from that field than "fin prochaine" and
makes the field and tone more prosaic and less detached. Secondly, in English the
narrator uses the more academic-sounding prepositional phrase "on the subject
of," whereas both de Wailly and Baudelaire opt for a simple preposition: "sur"
and "de." Third, Baudelaire introduces a supplementary tone of intimacy with the
informal "causai" for "spoke," which in Littre is defined as "s'entretenir
familierement" {Littre 1: 771), and which the Tresor explains as "S'entretenir
familierement avec une ou plusieurs personnes de maniere spontanee et en
prenant son temps" {Tresor 5: 321), a definition which shows that with "causai"
Baudelaire oversteps the boundaries of the original register and changes a formal
conversation into a chat. De Wailly, meanwhile, sticks to the more obvious
translation of "spoke" by "parlai." The more impersonal and less dynamic passive
of "the experiment proposed" is maintained by de Wailly's "experience projetee,"
but not in Baudelaire's "experience que nous nous etions proposee."
We can again observe, then, that the strategy deployed by Baudelaire's rival is not
all that much different from what Baudelaire does himself, though de Wailly
certainly lacks Baudelaire's precision. De Wailly seems - at the least - to want to
reproduce everything that is in the original, but there is, as yet, no serious attempt
to reproduce the original register - neither can this be noted consistently on
Baudelaire's part. Not much more can or needs to be said about de Wailly's work,
except that from 1853 onwards, around the time when Baudelaire was establishing
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his fame as the Poe translator, de Wailly's name faded and his further translations
passed largely unnoticed (Lemonnier 1928: 79).
6.3.5. William Little Hughes
Quite the contrary happened to Hughes, whom Lemonnier calls "Le plus tenace
des rivaux de Baudelaire" for the following reasons: firstly because Hughes
attempted - in vain - to continue publishing his own translations even after the
Histoires extraordinaires had come out. Unfortunately for him:
C'est que le succes des Histoires Extraordinaires de Baudelaire ne laisse
champ a aucun autre traducteur. Hughes ne trouve plus a placer ses
versions. (Lemonnier 1928: 82)
Secondly, Hughes survived Baudelaire, and he did manage to publish, after
Baudelaire's death, certain stories which Baudelaire had also translated, thus
becoming the only re-translator of stories for which a Baudelaire translation is
extant. The volume, however, does not seem to have survived the turn of the
century:
Et enfin, trente ans apres ce moment oil il revait de publier une edition
complete de Poe, il se risquera a reprendre en volume un certain nombre
de contes dont quelques uns avaient ete deja traduits par Baudelaire et il
donnera des OEuvres Choisies d'Edgar Poe. (Lemonnier 1928: 83) 49
Hughes, who was of Irish origin, was an experienced translator and a respected
member of literary circles. He was a protege ofAlexandre Dumas, to whom he
had been recommended by an acquaintance of his in the following terms:
Je vous presente un litterateur anglo-franpais ... qui sait lire dans les livres
de Poe, ce qui est rare, et qui sait les reproduire dans notre langue, ce qui
est presque impossible, car un Anglais seul, et un Anglais qui connait le
dialecte americain, peut atteindre ce but. (quoted in Lemonnier 1928: 81)
49 Richard also mentions the "CEuvres choisies. 1885. Paris: Hennuyer" (Richard 1989: 1586).
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Incidentally, this comment, dated May 1854, when the reading public was
becoming more and more familiar with one particular Poe translator (namely
Baudelaire), shows that not everyone was happy to see Baudelaire gaining the
monopoly on Poe, and that the strongest objection may have lain in the fact that
people knew that Baudelaire lacked the necessary linguistic competence to
translate correctly an American author. Lemonnier also indicates that one of
Baudelaire's important literary acquaintances, Sainte-Beuve, knew William
Hughes and appreciated his talents as a translator: "Sainte-Beuve aussi appreciait
beaucoup les connaissances de Hughes en anglais, et l'appelait souvent a son
secours pour lire et traduire des passages qui Pembarrassaient" (Lemonnier 1928:
81).30 Hughes was thus a well-known translator from English, and what is also
interesting about his case is that he has left us with a number of comments on his
own translation strategies, noted in his preface to his CEuvres Choisies:
J'ai suivi, dans ma traduction, le conseil que donne Poe lui-meme: "La
phraseologie d'un pays quelconque, dit-il, paraitra toujours drole aux
oreilles de ceux qui parlent une autre langue; or, c'est la un effet que le
traducteur doit eviter, s'il ne veut pas donner une fausse idee de
l'original." "J'ai done essaye," continue Hughes, "tout en conservant au
style de Poe son caractere propre, de rendre sa pensee sans lui prefer un
faux cachet d'etrangete." (quoted in Lemonnier 1928: 85 - my italics) 51
Again, the italicised part of the above paragraph could be taken as criticism of the
Baudelaire translations, which, from the beginning, were accused of being too full
of "paillettes neologiques" (Lemonnier 1928: 156), and thus giving a false aspect
of foreignness - an accusation which will be kept in mind when examining the
Baudelaire translations.
Lemonnier's judgment on Hughes' work is harsh, and uniquely based on the
translations which Hughes produced in the first period of his work as translator of
Poe. Lemonnier speaks of treason, mutilations and incomprehension on Hughes'
50 Lemonnier takes this information from "Lettres de Sainte-Beuve a W.L. Hughes, 27 et 30
decembre 1862, 13 fevrier 1865, 19 mars 1866, 19 fevrier 1869. (Nouvelle Correspondance de
C.A. Sainte-Beuve" (Lemonnier 1928: 81).
51
It is not clear where Hughes found this comment of Poe's.
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part (Lemnonier 1928: 89, 90, 91) and concludes his evaluation with the following
lines:
L'insuffisance de Hughes est patente; et si ses traductions passerent
inapertjues, on ne peut pas dire qu'elles furent injustement traitees.
(Lemonnier 1928: 97)
Hughes, who also enjoyed writing his own prose, indeed tended to add
"embellishments" to the text, which would now certainly be considered very
disturbing, and in general Hughes' translations, at least judging from the extracts
which Lemonnier puts at our disposal, look rather unsatisfactory. In some places
the problem is a matter of vocabulary, and in others it is syntax and punctuation.
The example which Lemonnier gives of Hughes' translation of "The Tell-Tale
Heart" is telling indeed, since the narrator's originally hasty and neurotic speech,
full of pauses and abrupt stops, is transformed in Hughes' translation into a much
more flowing syntax:
- but the noise steadily increased. Oh God! what could I do? I foamed -1
raved -1 swore! I swung the chair upon which I had been sitting, and
grated it upon the boards, but the noise arose over all and continually
increased. It grew louder - louder - louderl And still the men chatted
pleasantly, and smiled. Was it possible they heard not? Almighty God! -
no, no! They heard! - they suspected! - they knewl - they were making a
mockery ofmy horror! - this I thought, and this I think. But anything was
better than this agony! Anything was more tolerable than this derision! I
could bear those hypocritical smiles no longer! I felt that I must scream or
die! - and now - again! - hark! louder! louder! louder! louder\ -
(Mabbott 1978: 797)
... mais le bruit me poursuivait. Je m 'emparai d'une chaise que je raclai
contre le parquet. Peine inutile, le son de ses palpitations m 'arrivaitplus
fort, toujours plusfort. Et ces hommes continuaient a causer
tranquillement et a sourire. Etait-ilpossible qu 'ils n 'entendissent pas ce
que moi j'entendais si bien? Non! ils ecoutaient, ils soupgonnaient, ils
savaient tout! Ils prenaient plaisir a prolonger mon inquietude. Mieux
valait la mort qu 'une pareille agonie. Qui n 'eut send bouillonner son sang
devant une semblable moquerie? Je ne pus souffrir ces sourires hypocrites
qui singeaient la bienveillance. Je jurai, je hurlai, j'ecumai. Je serais mort
si je n 'avais donne un libre cours a ma colere.
(Hughes in Lemonnier 1928: 91-92)
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... mais le bruit croissait regulierement. O Dieu! quepouvais-je faire?
J'ecumais, -je battais la campagne, —je jurats!j 'agitais la chaise sur
laquellej 'etais assis, et je la faisais crier sur le parquet; mais le bruit
dominait toujours, et croissait indefiniment. II devenaitplus fort, -plus
fort! - toujours plus fort! Et toujours les hommes causaient, plaisantaient
et souriaient. Etait-ilpossible qu 'ils n 'entendissent pas? Dieu tout-
puissant! - Non, non! Ils entendaient! - ils soupqonnaient! - ils savaient, -
ils se faisaient un amusement de mon effroi! -je le crus, et je le crois
encore. Mais n 'importe quoi etaitplus tolerable que cette derision! Je ne
pouvais pas supporter plus longtemps ces hypocrites sourires! Je sends
qu 'ilfallait crier ou mourir! - et maintenant encore, I 'entendez-vous? -
ecoutez! plus haut! -plus haut! - toujours plus haut! - toujours plus haut!
(LeDantec 1951:326)
It does not need much detailed examination to see that Hughes deployed very
liberal translation techniques. There are numerous interventions in his translation
that are uncalled for by anything in the source text: some of them are pure
omissions (e.g. "It grew louder - louder - louder\ or "Almighty God!" is not
reproduced), some are pure additions (e.g. "ce que moi j'entendais si bien" and "le
son de ses palpitations" do not feature in the original) and there is even a
displacement ("Je jurai, je hurlai, j'ecumai " is the translation of "I foamed - I
raved - I swore!" which features higher up in the paragraph). Moreover, the fear
in "the noise steadily increased" is increased by "le bruit me poursuivit," and that
of "my horror" is decreased in "mon inquietude." In Hughes' version, the whole
paragraph, which constitutes the ending of the story, is completely undermined by
these omissions, additions and other deviations. Most importantly, the originally
halting, faltering and freakish account of a paranoid hysteric, realised by a
punctuation and sentence structure that supports the high but irregular speed of his
speech becomes, in Hughes's translation, a much less dramatic and exciting
ending.
Baudelaire's text, on the other hand, sticks closely to the original, retains most of
its punctuation and thus maintains the rhythm of the neurotic maniac in the midst
of an attack of paranoia. Moreover, Baudelaire has omitted nothing, and unlike
Hughes, he has correctly understood the importance of the phrases "this I thought,
and this I think," which feature at the very end of the story. This sentence is
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significant because it links up the time of the narrative, so far set in past time, with
the time of narration, which, with "I think," becomes the narrator's present time -
a connection which indicates that the narrator, even while narrating the events, is
(still) insane. The sentence plays a key role both in this paragraph and in the
whole story, and Hughes omission of it shows that he did not see or understand its
importance. This could also explain why he did not bother to reproduce the high-
strung punctuation which he found in the original. In this, he was not only a less
modern, but a much less gifted and trustworthy translator than Baudelaire, and
Lemonnier's harsh judgement seems, for once, quite justified.
6.4. Conclusions
Though the conclusions drawn from the extracts that were just shown sometimes
differ from Lemonnier's observations, one could agree, so far, with Lemonnier's
statement that:
De tous les traducteurs de Poe, Madame Meunier etait le plus exact.
Baudelaire etait plus exact qu'elle, parce qu'il n'omet jamais rien.
(Lemonnier 1928: 177-178)
This statement needs elucidation. Firstly, Lemonnier here means "of all of Poe's
translators - besides Baudelaire," and on this point it seems, indeed, that of the
four cases just discussed, Meunier is the most literal translator. However, it should
be added that Baudelaire made more mistakes than Meunier, at least in the extract
that features above.
The point of this chapter, however, was not to determine who was the more
"exact" translator of Poe, but to assess the kind of translation that had been done
of Poe's work in Baudelaire's time. In general, after the first few (unavowed)
imitations and adaptations, the tendency is certainly towards more literalism,
though most of the translators, including Baudelaire, still seem to have trouble in
persistently applying this new translation norm. Still, by the time Baudelaire was
frequently publishing his translations in magazines (1854-1855) and even more so
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by the time of the publication of his first collection (1856), the norm of literalism
and (relatively) close translation had become quite firmly established, and it
would have been strange had Baudelaire translated in any other way.
However, it is unlikely that Baudelaire ever wished to translate otherwise than
closely and literally - his project of literalism, after all, was stated at the very
beginning of his career as Poe translator, in 1848 - which shows that at least
instinctively, he was in tune with his translational horizon. As indicated in the first
part of this chapter, the fact that he opted to stick to literalism can therefore not
really be seen as an innovation, since he was thus simply complying with the
norms, implicit and transitional as they still may have been, of prose translation
that reigned his period. The Baudelaire translations can thus not be said to have
set a precedent in translation practice, and as the previous chapter also shows, the
public interest in the translations had more to do with the personal relationship
which Baudelaire established between himself and Poe, and with the way in
which Baudelaire put himself forward as Poe's guardian, which was also
fashionable translation practice. The investigation as to what the effect on the
translations of such a position, stance, project and horizon may have been, can
now begin.
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Chapter Seven: A Para-Textual Critique of
"La chute de la Maison Usher"
7.1. Introduction
The pre-analytical inquiries carried out in Chapters Four, Five and Six, make up
the first part of the application of Berman's proposals for Translation Criticism,
and constitute the framework in which a number of facts that inform one about
Baudelaire's position, project, stance and horizon as a translator were established.
The present chapter, as its title indicates, will consist of a continuation of this
application ofBerman's guidelines on Baudelaire's translation of "The Fall of the
House ofUsher."
This chapter will be carried out in two stages. Firstly, as indicated in Chapter
Three, an independent reading of the translation and of the original texts, prior to
any detailed and comparative analysis, will be simulated. This "pre-reading"
should confer the impressions yielded by the readings of the translation and the
original as independent texts, and the differences between these two. This is an
"interim" stage, in the sense that the impressions given there should be considered
as hypotheses which serve to raise a number of questions which can then be
"asked" of the translation. The pre-reading will thus direct the comparative
analysis of the translation and the original, and will also allow presenting that
analysis in a manner that will underscore the respective readings to which the
French and English text can give rise.
The point of the analysis is then to assess in detail where and how the thematic
content and stylistic effects of the target text differ from those of the original.
Though mistranslations and unhappy choices will be discussed at times, the idea
is not so much to assess or evaluate the translation in terms of "good" or "bad" but
to compare it to the original and decide where the fundamental differences may
lie. In the conclusions of this chapter, the connection can then be made between
the questions which Berman asks the critic to keep in mind during the pre-reading
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stage, and the assessments derived from the comparison between translation and
original. Lastly, the information regarding Baudelaire's position, project, stance
and horizon, gathered in the preceding chapters, can then be brought to bear on
these assessments.
7.2. Text and Para-Text of "La chute de la Maison Usher" and
"The Fall of the House of Usher"
Baudelaire's "La chute de la Maison Usher" was first published in Le pays in
three episodes, on 7, 9 and 13 February 1855 (Richard 1989: 1348). The version
consulted here is the one which appeared in the second volume of translations, the
Nouvelles histoires extraordinaires (1857) (Le Dantec 1951: 337-357). As
Lemonnier has shown, between the first publication of this translation and its final
appearance in the collection, the text underwent, as did all of Baudelaire's
translations, a number of corrections and changes, which, however, do not affect
the issues taken up in this chapter (see Lemonnier 1928: 137-153).
Richard correctly states that Baudelaire used Griswold's edition of Poe's work as
source text (Richard 1989: 1348). This version, published in Griswold's Prose
Writers ofAmerica in 1847 (Mabbott 1978: 396), is not the one which features in
Mabbott, and which is consulted here as a source text. However, the editorial
differences between the original versions are also minor, and upon verification
none of them prove to be of any impact on the issues tackled in this chapter.
An important piece of para-textual information is the general title under which
Poe's text, when first appearing in book form, came out. The collection was called
Tales ofthe Grotesque and the Arabesque and this title, indicating the genre under
which we can categorise "The Fall of the House ofUsher" (i.e. the "arabesque"),
thus has an initial bearing on our reading of it. ~ Baudelaire, however, did not
52
Anticipating the discussion of the terms "arabesque" and "grotesque," which will be treated in
more detail at a later stage, and in order to justify the attribution of the tenn "arabesque" to "The
Fall of the House of Usher," a general definition, found in Forclaz, is given here: "D'une maniere
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retain this title or any of its elements, and this first para-textual signpost, which
indicates to the reader under which genre the story can be categorised, does
therefore not exist for the French version. Baudelaire's collection title simply
refers back to the first volume of translations (Histoires extraordinaires), thus
presenting itself as a continuation of that first collection. The point is of
importance because the term "arabesque" is significant for one's understanding
and for the comparison of the two versions.
As far as autographic para-text is concerned, there appear to be no footnotes from
the hand of Baudelaire to accompany his translation. It should also be noted that
Baudelaire did not discuss the story anywhere, but some of his comments on
Poe's person and favourite themes, which feature in the essay "Edgar Poe, sa vie
et ses ouvrages" (Le Dantec 1951 [1852]: 1001-1029) are relevant for this
chapter. Moreover, certain literary opinions of Poe's which Baudelaire repeated
(plagiarised) in his "Notes nouvelles sur Edgar Poe," (Le Dantec 1951 [1857]:
1049-1062), will also be relevant for the reading and analysis in this chapter.
Besides this small amount of Baudelairean para-text, there is a large amount of
public epi-text concerning the "Fall of the Flouse ofUsher," based on both the
French and the English version, though the latter constitutes, rather logically, the
large majority of the essays. The much smaller amount of para-text on the French
version (e.g. Bonaparte 1933, Pinto 1983), is unfortunately either obsolete or not
very relevant. Richard's reading is interesting, but marred by the fact that he
consults and comments on a mix of the two versions, a method of reading which,
needless to say, gives highly problematic results (Richard 1989: 63-65 and 1348-
1353 notes). For a better understanding of the original, we can turn to Kinkead-
Weekes (1987), Buranelli (1977), Walker and Hill (in Howarth 1971), Wilbur (in
Carlson 1966), Bieganowski (in May 1991), Forclaz (1974) and Brown (in
Rachman & Rosenheim 1995).
generate, le terme [arabesque] s'applique aux contes caracterises par l'unite et l'harmonie et
contenant une valeur suggestive; les contes "grotesques," au contraire, sont caracterises par
1'extravagance et le burlesque et sont denues d'unite veritable et de signification; ils sont prives de
toute valeur suggestive" (Forclaz 1974: 168).
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7.3. Pre-Reading the Translation and the Original
With regards to the pre-readings that now follow, the reader is referred to the
relevant section in Chapter Three for a reminder of the questions which Berman
asks the translation critic to keep in mind during this stage of independent
readings, and to which the answers will be given at the end of this chapter.
7.3.1. Pre-Reading "La chute de la Maison Usher"
This is a short story in which an "I-narrator" (Leech and Short 1981: 262)
recounts the events that lead up to the final dissolution of both the family and the
mansion of the Ushers. The two protagonists in the story are the narrator and
Roderick Usher, last descendant of the line, artist and musician, and highly
sensitive personality. Other people who appear as silent characters in the story are
Madeline Usher, Roderick's sickly twin sister who dies in the middle of the story,
a doctor and a valet. The narrator, a childhood friend ofUsher's, has been
summoned to the latter's gloomy old mansion without knowing the exact grounds
for the summons, and during his residence there is gradually taken over by the
atmosphere that surrounds that place, and by the strange circumstances of first
Madeline's and eventually Usher's deaths. In spite of this gradual change in his
mental condition, the narrator continues to attempt, throughout the story, to find
rational explanations for the strange phenomena he observes, and clings to the
possibility of a "realistic" interpretation. In this, he relies on what he thinks are
established truths or verified a priori knowledge. He also adamantly refuses to
indulge in the more supernatural or esoteric causes to which Usher attributes his
condition and the bizarre atmosphere in which the mansion bathes, and rejects
these as being signs of Usher's madness.
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The two reactions combine to mark the narrator as a player in, and integral part of,
the events that make up the story - the narrator's involvement is such that his
oscillations coincide with and are absorbed by the events and the surroundings.
The narrator seems so strongly affected by and involved in what he sees around
him, both on a physical and mental level, that his own reactions, which sometimes
verge on hysteria, help to build up the terror that pervades the story. He loses
control over his feelings and impressions, and becomes less and less able to judge
his own position or role in the events - an aspect of his behaviour that enhances
his absorption and involvement.
The contradictions in the narrator's attitude, his vacillation between reluctantly
considering, but always rejecting supernatural (and often allegorical or symbolic)
interpretations on the one hand, and his desperate clinging to more "rational"
alternatives or pre-established truths on the other, combined with the terror to
which he slowly becomes prey, induce the reader to share his perplexity, and also
his inability - in spite of his willingness - to judge his own condition and explain
the extraordinary events that happen.
A number of Poe's favourite symbols and metaphors are also present here, and
some of his scientific and philosophical interests also find their expression. The
gothic mansion has all the features that are recurrent in many of Poe's tales: the
deep vaults, high ceilings, intricate passageways, moving draperies, and
enshrouding mist can be found, for instance, in "Ligeia" and "Morella," and the
closed cabinet where Usher dwells is reminiscent of the room in which Dupin
does his thinking. The theme which floats through all this is the physical and
spiritual amalgamation of a person and his surroundings, i.e. the identification,
and the simultaneous growth or decay of a character and the scenes in which he
moves. This is achieved, on the one hand, by explicit mention from both the
narrator and Usher of the possibility of sentience, that is, the attribution of life to
lifeless or inorganic objects, an idea which Usher proposes and which the narrator
contemplates but rejects. This animistic-esoteric theme forms the subtext to the
story, and is realised more implicitly, on the other hand, by a play on symmetry
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and a subversion of that symmetry between the organic and the inorganic
elements in the story. Animate and inanimate things are thus seen to "behave" in
either an identical or a symmetrically opposed manner. The most straightforward
and explicit example of this play on symmetry and the inversion of symmetry are
the resemblances, remarked upon first by the narrator and then by Usher himself,
between the family traits and the exterior aspects of the mansion, which both
show signs of far-advanced decay, and whose gloomy moods seem to fit together.
It should be observed at this point that the idea of the sentience of inorganic things
was an hypothesis not altogether rejected by nineteenth-century scientists, and one
which fits into Poe's general cosmology as he described it in Eureka. As indicated
above, the narrator shows reluctance in admitting these ideas, and when one
observes a lack of consistency in his reflections on these issues, this could be
explained precisely by his reluctance to accept their symbolic or allegorical
meanings.
7.3.2. Pre-Reading "The Fall of the House of Usher"
Poe's narrator seems generally more inclined than the French narrator to use his
imagination to interpret the events that happen around him. Though he also seems
affected - albeit less strongly - on a physical and spiritual level by what is
happening around him, he is still in a condition to give free reign to his
imagination and shows a less negative attitude towards Usher's forays into the
supernatural than his French counterpart. Not only does the English version
present a less hysterical account from a slightly less shocked and terrorised
narrator than in the French text, but the narrator (and the reader with him) is also
less sceptical when it comes to admitting Usher's esoteric interpretations ofwhat
is going on.
The English narrator seems less desperate to cling to known or "reasonable"
explanations, and his reactions imply a fascination and respect for Usher's artistic
creations and his esoteric notions. The narrator's imaginative faculties seem to
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somehow protect him against the terror that is slowly rising - possibly because
they help him, to a certain degree, to "explain" the causes of his terror, or at least
make them more easy to accept. This entails that when the inexplicable finally
arises, the reader is almost forced to believe that something has also happened to
the narrator, that the narrator has finally gone mad, or is having an hallucination.
What remains unexplained in the story (e.g. Madeline's death and reappearance),
can thus be accepted either by referring to the circumstances and the
surroundings, which are supposedly giving the narrator hallucinations, or by
applying as scientific fact - and at the same time highly symbolic conclusion - the
idea of sentience proposed by Usher.
In the English version, the presence of an allegorical and symbolic content is thus
felt more strongly than in the translation. With the English narrator, who is seen to
reject overtly, but toy covertly with the idea of sentience, and who certainly seems
more receptive to Usher's esoteric ideas, the reader can muse upon these notions,
and thus also retrace representations of them in the symbolism that crowds the
story and constitutes its underlying structure. The reader of the English text is thus
more inclined to pay attention to these details, because the narrator seems to value
them as having greater importance, and their significance is hereby heightened. In
sum, the English version, with a more detached and imaginative narrator, allows
the reader two options: either to disbelieve the narrator's descriptions and
consider them as a product of a prolonged hallucination (or another altered mental
state), or to contemplate and accept the hypothesis posed by the theory of
sentience as a possible explanation for the events in the story.
7.3.3. Comparing First Impressions and Distilling Guiding Questions
It becomes clear that the major difference between the French and English
versions lies with the narrator's impressions and reactions. In terms of narrative
structure there is not much difference between the French and English versions,
and the lines of the plot are (for the most part) maintained, but the meanings and
connotations are different, as the whole narrative is seen through a different
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perspective. Though it must be pointed out, as the abundance and variety of public
epi-text illustrates, that numerous readings are certainly possible for one single
version, our first impression of the French narrator undeniably shows him
experiencing things differently from his English counterpart.
The questions that will therefore be asked, and which will guide the more detailed
analysis of the two texts, should thus centre on the one hand around the narrator
and his perceptions, and on the other hand on the play on symmetry and the idea
of sentience, which runs throughout the story, and which seems to be
foregrounded less strongly in the French version. Two questions are thus formed:
1. What is the narrator's perspective on things, i.e. how does he observe
them, how does he reflect on them, how does he recount them and what
are his mental resources, i.e. what does the narrator refer to and recur to in
order to assess and evaluate what is going on around him? Why does the
narrator seems less imaginative and more fragile in the French version?
2. How is the play on symmetry and the inversion of symmetry worked out
in the French version? How is the idea of sentience presented in the texts,
and what are the main differences here?
With these guiding questions as a starting point, a detailed comparison of both
versions can now begin. For reasons of conciseness, a selection had to be made
among the numerous examples which shed light on the impressions just described,




7.4.1. Perceptions, Thoughts and Feelings of the Narrator
One of the first impressions which strike the reader when comparing the narrators'
perceptions and reactions in both versions, is how the French narrator seems more
immediately and deeply affected, both on a physical and mental level, by his
surroundings and by the events that take place. In the following paragraphs, it will
be shown how this impression both entails and is derived from the fact that the
French narrator is an altogether more "rational" person, that is to say, a person
who, instead of relying on his imagination, tries to find what he deems to be
rational explanations. When such attempts prove to be futile, it therefore seems
more natural for this kind of narrator to be utterly at a loss and incapable to assess
his own position.
The first passage in this section contains a number of elements that illustrate this
point, while it also allows me to introduce a fundamentally problematic issue in
Baudelaire's translation. The extract is taken from the beginning of the story, at a
point where the narrator, having arrived "in view of' the House of Usher, is
contemplating its gloomy exterior, which he finds unsettling. He asks himself:
Qu 'etait done ce je ne sais quoi qui m 'enervait ainsi en contemplant la
Maison Usher? C'etait un mystere tout a fait insoluble et je ne pouvais
lutter contre les pensees tenebreuses qui s 'amoncelaient sur moi pendant
quej 'y reflechissais.
(Le Dantec 1951: 337, lines 26-31)
What was it -1 paused to think - what was it that so unnerved me in the
contemplation of the House ofUsher? It was a mystery all insoluble; nor
could I grapple with the shadowy fancies that crowded upon me as I
pondered.
(Mabbott 1978: 397-398, lines 21-24)
The first difference to note here is that the French narrator asks himself what
"enervait" him so. Littre's explanations for "enerver" mainly refer to physical
effects, though under point three we find "Oter le nerf, la force physique ou
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morale" (Littre 2: 2059). The Tresor gives other figurative explanations: "Faire
perdre a quelqu'un ses forces physiques ou morales" is the first of these, but the
more common explanation is certainly "Exciter, irriter les nerfs de quelqu'un;
rendre nerveux" (Tresor 7: 1082). Following these definitions, it can be asserted
that the French narrator is in a state ofnervousness or psychological agitation. The
English narrator, on the other hand, is not really agitated or nervous, but
unmanned and/or bewildered. OED gives, for "unnerve," "to deprive (the mind
etc., or a person) of firmness and courage; to render incapable of acting with
ordinary firmness or energy" (OED 11: 279), but does not mention the French
dimension of agitation or irritation. Webster's does give, as analogous word (but
not as synonym), "agitate," but also has "bewilder" in that category, and it is this
meaning which the English context seems to suggest, as will be seen further on. In
comparison, the French narrator thus begins the story in a more agitated or
nervous state than the English one.
Secondly, while contemplating the exterior aspect of the house, the French
narrator is trying to "lutter contre" a number of "pensees tenebreuses." "Lutter
contre," in its figurative sense, means "Combattre, resister" (.Littre 3: 3608), and
in the Tresor it is defined as "Faire des efforts soutenus et energiques pour vaincre
quelque chose," and the very appropriate example of "lutter contre une
impression, une sensation" (Tresor 11: 75) is given here. The French narrator is
thus trying to get rid of certain "pensees" that bother him - which explains his
nervousness and agitation, but which does not coincide with his otherwise
contemplative mood. In English, the narrator is trying to "grapple with" things, in
the sense given in OED, namely, "to try to deal with (a question, etc.); to try to
solve (a problem, etc.)" (OED 5: 362). Moreover, what the English narrator is
trying to come to terms with are not "pensees," but "fancies."
The difference between "fancies" and "pensees" is of such importance to the
present chapter that it will need a side-step to be fully explained. This excursus
will be made now, before continuing the examination of the perceptions and
feelings of the narrator.
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7.4.1. bis. Side-Step: On Fancy, Imagination, the Arabesque and the
Grotesque
Among the para-text in Richard's edition ofPoe's oeuvre in French, one finds a
number of footnotes in which Richard comments on Baudelaire's translation of
the term "fancy." In spite of being the provider of a valuable clue, however,
Richard never elaborated this point; on several occasions he indicates the
problems of Baudelaire's translation of fancy, sometimes by "idee," often by
"pensee" and, less frequently, by "imagination," but nowhere does Richard
develop the point into its larger-scale translational and textual consequences.
Moreover, it is difficult to adhere to Richard's interpretation of Poe's concept of
fancy, especially when Richard describes it as "quasi-antonyme de
1 "imagination," or when he defines fancy as a negative faculty, as in the comment
he makes on Roderick Usher, whose "imagination revelatrice de l'idealite s'est
degrade en "laborieuse fancy" " (Richard 1989: 64), an example which will be re¬
examined at a later stage, but which, incidentally, illustrates how Richard's
comments are invalidated by his mixing of the French and English versions.
As Richard correctly points out, the English word fancy has no direct equivalent
in French: "Fancy est un idiome anglais. Reverie, fantaisie, lubie sont peut-etre
les traductions moins inexactes" (Richard 1989: 1302n). However, Richard
assigns a degree of nefariousness to the notion which Poe never attributed to it.
For Poe, fancy and imagination formed a pair, but the two should not be described
as antonymous in Poe's thought, nor does fancy have a particularly negative
quality - at least not in Poe's own philosophy, which, of course, one should not
confuse with his characters' feelings and beliefs.
The confusion on Richard's part is surprising because Poe himself gave pretty
clear indications on the topic, both in his Marginalia and in "The Poetic
Principle." Buranelli (Buranelli 1977) and Forclaz (Forclaz 1974) also discuss the
issue, and both indicate that Poe's opinions on the subject were aligned with the
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ideas ofA.W. Schlegel and especially S.T. Coleridge. Buranelli begins his
exposition on Poe's treatment of fancy with an explanation of the "three
faculties," Taste, Intellect and Moral Sense, and centres on the role of intuition in
Poe's description of these faculties. Buranelli explains that for Poe:
Each [of the three faculties] works at times discursively, circling around a
problem in a more or less mechanical fashion, applying rules and
procedural methods. For intellect, this process is the deductive and
inductive reasoning of the handbooks on logic. For taste, it is the fancy
that moves according to the association of ideas. Intellect breaks down
into intuition (analysis) and reasoning. Taste breaks down into intuition
(imagination) andfancy. (Buranelli 1977: 47 - my italics)
Fancy and the imagination were for Poe the two sides of the faculty called Taste,
and Taste was reckoned to be the "sole arbiter" of Beauty (Poe 1984 [1850]: 78).
Moreover, a particularity of Poe's ideas was his conviction that the intellect's
analytical powers were also enhanced by the imagination. This topic will also
come up in Chapter Eight, where Baudelaire's translation of one of Poe's
analytical tales of ratiocination will be analysed.
In Forclaz one also finds an examination of the distinction between fancy and
imagination, and Forclaz's suggestions are useful because they lead to other issues
that are relevant for the present chapter. Forclaz, whose comments were based on
the English versions of Poe's stories, refers to Poe's review of Thomas Moore's
Alciphron, already partly quoted in Chapter Five, in which Poe stated:
The truth is that the just distinction between the fancy and the imagination
(and which is still but a distinction ofdegree) is involved in the
consideration of the mystic ... The term mystic is here employed in the
sense ofAugust Wilhelm Schlegel, and ofmost other German critics. It is
applied by them to that class of compositions in which there lies beneath
the transparent upper current ofmeaning an under or suggestive one ... It
has the vast force of an accompaniment in music. This vivifies the air; that
spiritualizes the fanciful conception, and lifts it into the ideal.
(Poe 1984 [1840]: 337)
If Poe begins by saying that fancy and imagination are distinct from one another
only in degree, he means that they are not different in intensity or force, but in the
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degree to which they constitute man's special creative power. In that sense, fancy
may give us certain perceptions of hidden meanings, but it is the imagination
which "lifts" us towards the Ideal. The imagination, for Poe, is the foremost
faculty, and for a writer who "conceived ofGod as a poet" (Wilbur 1959: 257),
the imagination is therefore man's most "divine" faculty. "A distinction of
degree" should thus be understood as "the degree to which it likens man's creative
powers to those ofGod." For Poe, the difference is that the imagination creates
and appreciates beauty by setting itself to work, whereas fancy - and here Poe
follows Coleridge's cue on "association" and on the idea that fancy is a "mode of
memory" (Coleridge 1956: 167) is triggered by association with already existing
things. This also supports the previous argument that Richard is wrong in defining
Poe's fancy as "toujours negativement connote par lui [Poe]" (Richard 1989:
1367n), and the hypothesis may be ventured that Richard's interpretation of the
pair of terms was based more on the way in which Poe's characters perceived
these notions and experienced their effects, than on Poe's proper understanding of
them. In Poe, fancy can in no way be considered as the dark or negative side of
the imagination, nor is it a derived or diluted version of it. It is a creative power
over which the subject has no volitional or directional control, which works by
association and is set in motion by unexplained impulses or external triggers,
instead of conscious effort.
More specifically, in "The Fall of the House of Usher" the recurrence and
foregrounding of the term fancy signals that the observations and perceptions of
the narrator sprout from his imagination, or at least from the associative type of
imagination triggered by memory. This is why the English version makes it
possible to consider this story as a tale told by someone who finds himself in the
"hypnagogic state," i.e. the state of "sleep-waking" which Poe saw as "a class of
fancies, of exquisite delicay" (Poe 1984: 1383), and which Baudelaire had already
mistaken for "somnambulisme," in his translation of "Mesmeric Revelation" (see
Chapter Four). Such a reading of the English version is suggested by Wilbur, who
claims that "we must understand "The Fall of the House ofUsher" as a dream of
the narrator's in which he leaves behind him the waking, physical world and
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journeys inward toward his moi interieur, toward his inner and spiritual Self. That
inner and spiritual self is Roderick Usher" (Wilbur 1959: 265). The notion of
fancy thus also supports the idea that Roderick Usher, the narrator and even
Madeline Usher are all doubles of the same persona, allegorically represented,
moreover, in the ballad "The Haunted Palace" which features in the story.
Baudelaire clearly shows that he did not distinguish between fancy and
imagination, since at the end of "La chute de la Maison Usher," he twice
translates the word "fancy" by "imagination." The first instance occurs when the
narrator, in an attempt to calm down Usher's hysteria and his own nerves, reads a
story to Usher of which the auditory effects seem to reverberate through the
mansion as he reads it. When this occurs for the first time, the narrator says "I at
once concluded that my excited fancy had deceived me," which Baudelaire
translates by "je conclus bien vite a une illusion de mon imagination" (Mabbott
1978: 414, line 564-565 and Le Dantec 1951: 353, lines 700-701). When the
narrator hears the echo or sound again, he describes it as "the exact counterpart of
what my fancy had already conjured up for the dragon's unnatural shriek as
described by the romancer" (Mabbott 1978: 414, lines 593-594), which
Baudelaire translates as "1'exacte contre-partie du cri surnaturel du dragon decrit
par le romancier, et tel que mon imagination se l'etait deja figure" (Le Dantec
1951: 354, lines 733-735).
The confusion between fancy and imagination has important consequences
throughout Baudelaire's translations of Poe's tales, as Richard's notes to the
translations of stories like "Ligeia," "The Double Murders in the Rue Morgue," or
"The Black Cat" further indicate (Richard 1989:1338-1340, 1366-1369 and 1398-
1400 notes). The consequences for the present story also reach beyond the terms
fancy and imagination. There is, for instance, Poe's preceding statement that the
imagination "is involved in the consideration of the mystic," and that he
associated this mystic quality with works which have "beneath the transparent
upper current of meaning an under or suggestive one" (cf. supra). It is the mystic
quality of events, atmospheres or works of art which calls forth the imagination,
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in the sense that one relies on one's imagination to experience and understand that
undercurrent ofmeaning, and the term has its obvious importance when it features
in a fictional and highly "suggestive" narrative. Poe thus clearly understood
"mystic" in a larger than strictly religious sense, and it also meant more to him
than simply "mysterious." When in his translation of "The Fall of the House of
Usher," Baudelaire twice opts for "mysterieux," those translations are therefore
restrictive. This issue is especially significant for the passage where "mystic"
occurs with reference to the allegorical ballad which Usher produces for the
narrator, "The Haunted Palace," of which the "under- or mystic current of its
meaning" (Mabbott 1978: 406, line 311) is translated by Baudelaire as "le sens
interieur et mysterieux de l'oeuvre" (Le Dantec 1951: 346, lines 395-396).
Moreover, Baudelaire's choice of "mysterieux" is also an easy way of increasing
the suggestion of a hidden menace, which, as will become clear, Baudelaire was
prone to do in his translations.
Forclaz, who translates "fancy" rather widely by "fantaisie," discusses Poe's
usage of these terms along lines that are of further significance for this chapter:
La distinction entre 1'imagination et la fantaisie eclaire l'oeuvre creatrice
de Poe et l'opposition etablie par le conteur entre "arabesques" et
"grotesques." On a generalement considere les deux termes comme a peu
pres synonymes, la seule difference entre les deux categories de conte
etant une difference de degre; mais s'ils sont synonymes chez Scott, il n'en
va pas de meme chez Poe: la distinction entre les deux genres est
precisement la meme que celle entre l'imagination et la fantaisie.
(Forclaz 1974: 167)
As Forclaz further explains, the distinction which Poe made between the terms
"arabesque" and "grotesque" was very similar to the one A.W. Schlegel had
observed between them, though Poe's and Schlegel's interpretations in turn
differed from the way the French Romantics generally understood these terms:
II faut aussi replacer ces termes dans la contexte romantique: le grotesque
est l'oppose du sublime selon Victor Hugo, qui l'associe au difforme, a
l'horrible, au comique, au bouffon et, d'une fa9on generale, aux creations
entierement imaginaires. Le terme prend un sens un peu different chez
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Friedrich Schlegel: il designe le contraste entre le fond et la forme et
caracterise le sentiment de l'insondabilite du monde et de l'alienation de
l'homme; le grotesque est ainsi le monde du chaos et de l'absurde. Quant
au terme d' "arabesque," qu'on a generalement interprets comme
impliquant une exclusion de la figure humaine, il est chez Schlegel
synonyme de "fantastique," dans le sens premier du mot - qui est le
produit de 1'imagination; 1'arabesque est selon lui "la forme la plus
ancienne et originelle de l'imagination humaine."
(Forclaz 1974: 167-168)
The above comments also confirm that the terms and the "philosophy" of the
imagination which they represented, were familiar themes in Baudelaire's literary
horizon. It is therefore surprising that Baudelaire did not reproduce these terms in
a way that showed that he had understood their importance for Poe - a remark has
already been made upon Baudelaire's title Histoires grotesques et serieuses for
his last collection, a bemusing title for a book that included translations of literary
essays (e.g. "The Philosophy of Composition"), of a detective story ("The
Mystery ofMary Roget") and of literary sketches (e.g. "Philosophy of Furniture"
and "The Landscape Garden"). Moreover, in other translations of the terms
Baudelaire also proved his varying interpretations of them - in his French
rendering of "Ligeia," he translates, for instance, "the wildest and most grotesque
specimens" by "d'ornements des plus bizarres et des plus fantastiques," thus
translating "grotesque" by what Schlegel (and Poe) usually called "arabesque."
When it occurred, Baudelaire usually translated "arabesque" by the same word in
French, which does not show whether he actually understood the meaning of the
term.
This side-step will be concluded with a fourth element of Baudelaire's translation
that is related to his misunderstanding of "fancy." On numerous occasions in "The
Fall of the Flouse ofUsher," the narrator uses the adjective and adverb "wild(ly),"
mainly in the sense of "bewildering" or "fantastic," and Baudelaire again shows
that he is at a loss to correctly translate this word. Here are some of the examples
found in the texts - they are numbered in order to facilitate their examination:
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1. - une lettre de lui, - dont la tournure follementpressante ...
- a letter from him - which, in its wildly importunate nature ...
2. ... il semblait qu 'ily eut une contradiction etrange entre ...
... there appeared to be a wild inconsistency between ...
3. ... j'ecoutais, comme dans un reve, ses etranges improvisations ...
... I listened, as if in a dream, to the wild improvisations ...
4. ... une certaine paraphrase singuliere, — une perversion de I 'air, deja fort
etrange de la derniere valse de von Weber.
... a certain singular perversion and amplification of the wild air of the last
waltz ofVon Weber.
5. Je songeais malgre moi a I 'etrange rituel contenu dans ce livre ...
I could not help thinking of the wild ritual of this work ...
6. ... / 'etrange influence de ses superstitions fantastiques et contagieuses.
... the wild influences of his own fantastic yet impressive suggestions.
7. ... un sentiment de violent etonnement ...
... a feeling ofwild amazement...
From these occurrences, one can deduce that "wild(ly)" was used by Poe in a
variety of its senses. Cases 1 and 3 seem to convey the sense which features in
OED under entry 13, namely "Going beyond prudent or reasonable limits; rashly
or inconsiderably venturesome; going to extremes of extravagance or absurdity;
fantastically unreasonable," whereas in case 6 "wild" should be understood more
in the meaning of "Artless, free, unconventional, fanciful, or romantic in style"
{OED 12: 122). Cases 1, 6 and 7 also correspond to the meaning which OED
attributes to "feelings, or their expression," and which signifies "highly excited or
agitated; passionately vehement or impetuous" (ibid), whereas the meaning "Not
submitting to moral control; taking one's own way in defiance of moral obligation
or authority; unruly, insubordinate; wayward, self-willed" (ibid) is fitting for case
5. Out of the seven cases, Baudelaire translated once by "violent," namely in the
case of a feeling or emotion. He also uses "follement," the adverb derived from
"fou," which, in its extended sense of "Excessif, et qui a, pour ainsi dire, quelque
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chose de fou" (Littre 2: 2587) adds the notion of madness, which is not
necessarily contained in "wild." In all the other cases, however, Baudelaire
translates indiscriminately by "etrange," a translation upon which, in case 4,
Richard remarks "Etrange ne rend pas pleinement le sens de wild. Les
improvisations de Usher sont effreinees, c'est a dire, des creations esthetiques qui
echappent aux censures du gout et de la raison" (Richard 1989 : 1350 note 24).
Throughout the translation of "The Fall of the House ofUsher" Baudelaire can be
seen to struggle with the term wild, and the fact that he translated it most
frequently by "etrange," works to give the narrator a more rationalising attitude.
The English narrator, by his use of "wild" for ideas, feelings or objects, implies
his excitement and fascination with the things modified by that adjective. In other
words, Baudelaire's translation of the recurrent adjective "wild" as "etrange"
entails that the French narrator is also more focused on established ways of seeing
things, and less open to interpretations that are out of his ordinary range of
experience, since "etrange" has nothing of the extravagance or audaciousness
implied by "wild." This subtlety thus again works to make the French narrator a
less imaginative and fanciful person.
In the course of this excursus, the considerable difficulties caused by Baudelaire's
ignorance of the importance of the distinction between "fancy" and "imagination"
have been pointed out. It is a recurrent problem in his translations in general, but
in the case of "La chute de la Maison Usher" its effects are sufficiently far-
reaching to change the nature of the narrative.
7.4.2. Perceptions, Thoughts and Feelings of the Narrator (cont.)
This section now returns to the paragraph with which this analysis was begun, and
which features, in the French version, an agitated narrator who is in the process of
"lutter contre" his "pensees." Baudelaire then adds another relevant change to the
narrator's perceptions: the time adverbial phrase "pendant que j'y reflechissais."
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In English, however, the "unnerved" narrator who was trying to "grapple with"
the "shadowy fancies" which his imagination is throwing up, then continues to
"ponder." Again, then, there is a French narrator whose mental activities are
slightly more rational than those of the English narrator since "reflechir" is a less
dream-like activity than "ponder," which here means "to think over, meditate
upon" (OED 7:1106). This paragraph thus features a French narrator who is not
using his imagination at all, but who is nervously rejecting his own state ofmind,
whereas the English narrator is in a dream-like state trying to understand the
things his imagination comes up with, and meditates upon these "fancies."
After realising that something in the exterior aspect of the mansion of the Ushers
is making him nervous, the French narrator continues to "penser," whereas in
English he "reflects" - a difference that is subtle but follows the line of the
preceding argumentation. Still, the end of the paragraph is again significant for the
way in which the narrator's perceptions are presented:
II etaitpossible, pensais-je, qu 'une simple difference dans I 'arrangement
des materiaux de la decoration, des details du tableau, suffitpour
modifier, pour annihilerpeut-etre cette puissance d'impression
douloureuse; agissant d'apres cette idee ... je regardai - mais avec un
frisson plus penetrant encore que lapremiere fois ...
(Le Dantec 1951: 338, lines 36-44)
It was possible, I reflected, that a mere different arrangement of the
particulars of the scene, of the details of the picture, would be sufficient to
modify, or perhaps to annihilate its capacity for sorrowful impression; and
acting upon this idea, I ... gazed down - but with a shudder even more
thrilling than before -
(Mabbott 1978: 398, lines 28-34)
Where Poe wrote "gaze," which means "to look fixedly, intently or deliberately at
something" (OED 5: 88), Baudelaire translates with a more straightforward and
less dreamy "regardai," and when the English narrator experiences a "thrilling"
shudder, the French narrator is taken by a shudder or shiver that is "penetrant."
Considering that the narrator is not yet supposed to be frightened of anything, but
is simply musing on his first impressions of the mansion and its surroundings,
"thrilling" can here again be read as something unsettling, but stimulating at the
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same time, whereas the French "penetrant" does not have that more pleasant
dimension, and simply exaggerates the force or the intensity of the shudder -
Littre defines "penetrer" in its figurative sense as "Percer le coeur de quelque
emotion" {Littre 3: 4595), and the Tresor determines it as "Qui agit fortement sur
fame; qui touche, qui affecte profondement" {Tresor 12 : 1320). Neither of these
sources attribute to "penetrant" a sense which resembles OED's definition of
"thrilling," i.e. "Producing a sudden wave of excitement or emotions, piercing the
feelings" {OED 7: 362).With "penetrant" the French narrator is therefore less
stimulated and excited by the possibilities of what he is observing.
Another significant occurrence of this difference in perception and state ofmind,
which also features the problematic "fancy," appears in the sequence where the
narrator, who is still standing in front of the mansion, is trying to deal with "the
consciousness of the rapid increase" of his superstitions, precisely by letting his
imagination wander:
Et ce futpeut-etre I 'unique raison quifit que, quand mes yeux, laissant
I 'image dans I 'etang, se releverent vers la maison elle-meme, une idee me
poussa dans I'esprit, - une idee si ridicule que, sij 'en fais mention, c 'est
seulementpour montrer la force vive des sensations qui m 'oppressaient.
Mon imagination avait si bien travaille que je croyais reellement
qu 'autour de I 'habitation et du domaine planait une atmosphere qui lui
etaitparticuliere, ainsi qu 'aux environs lesplusproches ...
(LeDantec 1951: 339, lines 107-115)
And it might have been for this reason only that, when I again uplifted my
eyes to the house itself, from its image in the pool, there grew in my mind
a strange fancy - a fancy so ridiculous, indeed, that I but mention it to
show the vivid force of the sensations which oppressed me. I had so
worked upon my imagination as to really believe that about the whole
mansion and domain there hung an atmosphere peculiar to themselves and
their immediate vicinity ...
(Mabbott 1978: 399, lines 82-89)
The consequences of Baudelaire's translation of "fancy" by "idee" in this passage
are considerable. Baudelaire's narrator attributes the sprouting of this "idee" to the
fact that his imagination - which seems to be independent of his will - has taken
flight on its own. It is his "imagination" which "avait si bien travaille" so as to
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make the French narrator believe that there is an atmosphere peculiar to the house
and its surroundings, in other words, the narrator arrives at his conclusion by an
involuntary act of his imagination, which is seen as a force in its own ofwhich the
narrator becomes a victim. Contrarily, in the English version, it is the narrator
who has worked on his imagination, i.e. the narrator is the one who sets his
imagination in motion, and out of this motion sprout the "ridiculous" fancies -
fancies over which he has little or no control, since they find their source in
associative memory. The important difference is that the French narrator does not
control the forces of his imagination, whereas the English narrator is in full
control of them - he can even "work upon" them - though admittedly, he does not
control the fancies that sprout from his imagination.
After this passage, the narrator, who is still gazing at the reflection of the House
of Usher in the black tarn that lies in front of it, goes into a detailed description of
the mansion - parts of which will reappear later, because both the play on
symmetry and the idea of sentience are introduced into the story at this point. The
narrator rides his horse up to the mansion and is welcomed by a valet who leads
him to the part of the house where Usher dwells. As is often the case in Poe, this
means passing through many intricate corridors and passages, where the narrator
encounters objects which, as he has the same aristocratic background as Usher,
seem familiar to him from his own youth, but at the same time have a bewildering
effect:
- el, quoiqueje les reconnusse sans hesitation pour des choses qui
m 'etaientfamilieres, j 'admirais quelles pensees insolites ces images
ordinaires evoquaient en moi.
(Le Dantec 1951: 340, lines 157-160)
- while I hesitated not to acknowledge how familiar was all this - I still
wondered to find how unfamiliar were the fancies which ordinary images
were stirring up. (Mabbott 1978: 400-401, lines 122-124)
Firstly, Baudelaire, adhering closely to his motto of literalism, uses "familier," a
strange choice since this adjective is more often used as "Qui vit avec quelqu'un
sans fa?on et comme en famille" (Littre 2: 2398), than with the meaning of
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"Ordinaire, habituel" (ibid). Moreover, the antonymous relation that exists
between the English "familiar" and "unfamiliar" is also lost, as "insolite,"
according to the definitions given by Littre and the Tresor, means "Qui n'est point
d'usage, qui est contraire a 1'usage" (.Littre 2: 3245) and "Qui provoque
l'etonnement, la surprise par son caractere inhabituel, contraire a 1'usage, aux
regies ... Syn. Bizarre, etrange, extraordinaire" (Tresor 10: 308). "Insolite" does
not really stand as a direct antonym of "familier," and, anticipating on the section
on symmetry in this chapter it can be pointed out to the reader that Baudelaire's
choice of syntax and vocabulary here loses the symmetry which Poe had
purposely put there.
More importantly, however, this confirms what the pre-reading had also
suggested, namely that the French narrator is too certain of his impressions, of his
foreknowledge of things, and of the truth of his own feelings. He says "je les
reconnusse sans hesitation," i.e. he has foreknowledge of these things, whereas
Poe's narrator, also without hesitation, acknowledges the familiarity of these
objects, which does not imply that he has seen them before. This added assurance
on the part of the French narrator could also be noted at an earlier stage, when
Baudelaire translated "I was aware" by "Je savais" (Le Dantec 1951: 338, line 71
and Mabbott 1978: 398, line 54), again showing a French narrator who is, in
comparison with his English counterpart, quicker to revert to pre-established
knowledge and certainties. This trait, of which other examples will occur, works
to make the French narrator a less trustworthy (though more cocksure) person - in
a way, the nai've belief that he can explain things rationally supports him in
continuing to fully rely on his senses - and this makes it acceptable for him to be
more easily and directly affected by events once they sweep away his
"certainties."
There are several other instances which suggest this tendency for the French
narrator to be over-confident of his knowledge and foreknowledge of things. The
following lines suggest that there is a difference in the way the narrators have
prepared themselves for the visit to their friend:
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Je m 'attendais bien a quelque chose dans ce genre, etj 'y avals etc prepare
non settlement par sa lettre, mats aussipar le souvenir de certains traits de
son enfance
(Le Dantec 1951: 342, lines 226-228)
For something of this nature I had been prepared, no less by his letter, than
by reminiscences of certain boyish traits
(Mabbott 1978: 402, lines 173-175)
Baudelaire's addition of "Je m'attendais bien a" entails that the French narrator
has not only been prepared for Usher's present state, but has anticipated it, and is
therefore less surprised when he discovers it. Another instance of this exaggerated
certainty on the French narrator's part occurs in the following sentence:
Peut-etre m 'impressionna-t-elle plus fortement, quand il me la montra,
parce que, dans le sens interieur et mysterieux de I 'ceuvre, je decouvris
pour la premiere fois qu 'Usher avaitpleine conscience de son etat, - qu 'il
sentait que sa sublime raison chancelait sur son trone.
(Le Dantec 1951: 346, lines 394-398)
I was, perhaps, the more forcibly impressed with it, as he gave it, because,
in the under or mystic current of its meaning, I fancied that I perceived,
and for the first time, a full consciousness on the part ofUsher, of the
tottering of his lofty reason upon her throne.
(Mabbott 1978: 406, lines 309-314)
Besides the translations of "fancied" and "mystic," another major difference can
be noted here: the French narrator does not indicate that he doubts the truth of his
observation at all, but simply talks about "decouvrir" something, whereas the
English narrator doubly hedges this observation, and states "I fancied that I
perceived," which, again, makes him a lot less confident in his assertions than the
French narrator, who still thinks he has all his mental resources.
Another difference noted during the preliminary readings was that Baudelaire's
narrator shows more emotional and personal involvement in the fate of his friend,
and seems to relate to Usher with greater intimacy - this also gives him a more
pedantic aspect, especially when it comes to judging Usher's esoteric interests, a
consequence which will be tackled at a later stage of the analysis. The more
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intimate position which the French narrator assumes can be illustrated, for
instance, in his allusion to Usher's letter, of which he accuses "sa tournure
follement pressante" (for "its wildly importunate nature"), which suggests that he
sees himself in a position to diagnose Usher's condition - he is, after all, the voice
of reason. This role also helps to increase the degree of his own involvement in
Usher's state, and for a while the syntax of the French version seems to suggest
that it is the narrator's evaluation ofUsher's condition which will be the main
focus:
Je fus tout d'abordfrappe d'une certaine incoherence, — d'une
inconsistance dans les manieres de mon ami
(Le Dantec 1951: 342, lines 221-222)
In the manner ofmy friend I was at once struck with an incoherence - an
inconsistency
(Mabbott 1978: 402, lines 170-171)
and:
Je vis qu 'il etait I'esclave subjugue d'une espece de terreur tout a fait
anormale
(Le Dantec 1951: 343, lines 258-259)
To an anomalous species of terror I found him a bounden slave
(Mabbott 1978: 403, lines 200-201)
In French, the syntactic fronting of the narrator's own reactions shows a different
focus on his part. Moreover, in the French version, the narrator seems to condemn
or at least disapprove of Usher's attitude, a change which results from
Baudelaire's choice of "inconsistance," a noun which carries more than the "want
of consistency or congruity; lack of accordance or harmony" (OED 5: 173)
contained in "inconsistency," and which means in the first place "Qui manque de
consistance morale" (Littre 2: 3165), " or "Manque de consistance morale, de
fermete dans la pensee ou dans les actes" (Tresor 10: 42). This entails that the
French narrator is passing a moral judgment on Usher - an attitude ofwhich more
examples feature at the end of this section. The French narrator's focus is thus not
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so much on what is happening to Usher, but on the moral judgments which this
leads him to pass on his friend.
The intimacy between the protagonists is also increased in the French version
because Usher is there seen to make certain confessions regarding his condition
and that of his twin sister, which he does not make in the English version:
J'appris ainsi, par intervalles, etpar des confidences hackees, des demi-
mots et des sous-entendus, une autre particularity de sa situation morale.
(Le Dantec 1951: 343, lines 271-273)
I learned, moreover, at intervals, and through broken and equivocal hints,
another feature of his mental condition.
(Mabbott 1978: 403, lines 211-212)
The French narrator has not only heard "confidences hachees," he has also heard
"demi-mots" and "sous-entendus," whereas the English narrator has simply
received "broken hints," which, being also "equivocal" (i.e. "Having different
significations equally appropriate or plausible; capable of double interpretation;
ambiguous" (OED 3: 263)), may or may not be have been of an intimate nature.
Baudelaire thus strengthens, by his addition of "sous-entendus," and also by his
use of "morale" for "mental," the possibility of incest which certain French
authors (e.g. Kaplan 1993) see hovering over the relationship between Usher and
his twin sister, and which will be discussed at a later stage.
With this more intimate relationship and his moralising attitude, it seems natural
for the French narrator to be more preoccupied with the condition of his friend,
and to take on a more caring attitude. Indeed, the French narrator resembles the
"medecin, le psychologue" with which Richard also draws the parallel (Richard
1989: 63). The following example, which occurs when Usher's twin sister's death
is announced, illustrates this greater emotional and physical involvement in the
diagnosis and cure of Usher's pitiable condition:
... et durant cette periode je m 'epuisai en efforts pour alleger la
melancolie de mon ami.
(Le Dantec 1951: 344, lines 322-324)
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... and during this period I was busied in earnest endeavours to alleviate
the melancholy ofmy friend.
(Mabbott 1978: 404, lines 254-256)
The French narrator is seen to be much more than "busied in earnest
endeavours," he is actually "epuise" in the effort of trying to find a cure for his
friend's melancholy. Moreover, with "endeavour" Poe's narrator is attempting to
get Usher out of his depression, whereas with "efforts" in French, the narrator is
again more confident about the success of his actions. This devotion of the French
narrator can possibly be explained by the different way in which Roderick Usher
had previously presented his condition. In the original text, when first talking
about his terror to the narrator, Usher says that he will "perish in this deplorable
folly" (Mabbott 1978: 403, lines 201-202), which leaves in the middle whether the
folly is entirely his, or whether it is contained in his surroundings. The French
version leaves no doubt on the subject, since Usher says: ilfaut que je meure
de cette deplorable folie" (Le Dantec 1951: 343, line 260), thus making Usher's
condition very clear, and therefore also the natural focus of the narrator's
peocupations.
Though both narrators become gradually more affected by the atmosphere of
dread that seems to fill their surroundings, the French narrator is still the more
emotionally confused of the two, so much so that in the French version, he
becomes unable to judge his own condition - and this happens quite a bit sooner
than in the English version. When Madeline passes in front of his eyes (as a
hallucination or not, that question will be left for later), the French narrator no
longer knows what he is feeling:
Je la regardai avec un immense etonnement oil se melait quelque terreur,
mais il me sembla impossible de me rendre compte de mes sentiments.
(Le Dantec 1951: 344, lines 298-300)
I regarded her with an utter astonishment not unmingled with dread - and
yet I found it impossible to account for such feelings.
(Mabbott 1978: 404, lines 233-235)
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For Littre "Se rendre compte a soi-meme de quelque chose" means "y reflechir et
s'en faire une notion claire" (.Littre 1\ 5426), or, in English, "to realise, to be
aware of something" (Collins 1998: 182). However, the English narrator knows
which feelings he is having, but he cannot figure out where they are coming from.
The English narrator is looking for the source of his discomfort, the French
narrator cannot even decide what he is feeling.
The French narrator is thus more strongly affected by events, and the effects of
the allegory and symbolism contained in Usher's painting and music seem to be
wearing off on him. In fact, the French narrator is so impressed by the strangeness
of Usher's mind that he feels that the terror which it expresses is "irresistible",
whereas the English narrator has the opposite reaction of finding that terror
"intolerable":
Pour moi, du moins, dans les circonstances qui m 'entouraient, - il
s 'elevait, des pures abstractions que I 'hypochondriaque s 'ingeniait a jeter
sur sa toile, une terreur intense, irresistible, ...
(Le Dantec 1951: 345, lines 352-354)
For me at least - in the circumstances then surrounding me - there arose
out of the pure abstractions which the hypochondriac contrived to throw
upon his canvas, an intensity of intolerable awe, ...
(Mabbott 1978: 405, lines 278-284)
With "irresistible," the French narrator is more strongly drawn into the awe that
reigns in Usher's mind and all around him. It is therefore not surprising that he
will be more strongly affected by it. Indeed, a few days after Madeline's death and
her temporary burial in one of the vaults of the mansion, days during which the
narrator has tried to entertain Usher and distract his attention (through reading and
painting), the narrator observes a change in Usher's demeanour, and Usher seems
to become, on the whole, more composed. At the same time, the narrator observes
in himself the increasingly strong effect which Usher's moods have on his own.
Here, the French narrator has become a victim to such an extent that he appears to
be experiencing his state like a disease from which he cannot escape:
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Je sentais se glisser en moi, par une gradation lente mais sure, I 'etrange
influence de ses superstitions fantastiques et contagieuses.
(Le Dantec 1951: 351, lines 583-586)
I felt creeping upon me, by slow yet certain degrees, the wild influence of
his own fantastic yet impressive superstitions.
(Mabbott 1978: 411, lines 470-473)
Whereas the French narrator describes the influence ofUsher's thoughts as
"contagieuses," an adjective mainly used for diseases that are transferred from one
person to another by close contact, the English narrator expresses his admiration
for Usher's beliefs, since instead of being afraid of contamination, the English
narrator finds them "impressive." "Contagieux" does not contain the sense of
admiration implied in "impressive," and even in a figurative sense simply means
"Qui se transmet par la frequentation intense, par la force d'entrainement de
l'exemple" (Tresor 6: 25). This passage thus shows that the French narrator is less
in admiration ofUsher's ideas, which he finds dangerous and menacing, and
shows a more deprecating attitude towards Usher's ways of thinking.
Later on, when the narrator is describing Usher's features and physique, he
notices that Usher is shaking and making vain attempts to stop this uncontrollable
trembling of his body. The French translation here clearly gives the narrator a
negative and inclement attitude towards Usher, instead of the understanding and
the pity which the English narrator displays:
Je fus tout d'abordfrappe d'une certaine incoherence ... dans les
manieres de mon ami, et je decouvris bientot que celaprovenait d'un
effort incessant, aussi faible que pueril, pour maitriser une trepidation
habituelle.
(Le Dantec 1951: 342, lines 223-225)
In the manner ofmy friend I was at once struck with an incoherence ...
and I soon found this to arise from a series of feeble and futile struggles to
overcome a habitual trepidancy.
(Mabbott 1978: 402, lines 170-173)
That Baudelaire knew that the English "futile" means the same as its French
counterpart, is proven later on by his translation of "the futility of all attempts"
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(Mabbott 1978: 405, line 260) as "la vanite de tous mes efforts" (Le Dantec 1951:
344, line 329). Baudelaire is here then clearly giving his own slant to the
narrator's relations with Usher, and a narrator who calls his friend's behaviour
"pueril" obviously has little respect and sympathy for that friend.
Another instance of this deprecating attitude occurs when both protagonists are
trying to while away the time and distract themselves with music, paintings and
literature. When commenting on the paintings that occupy Usher's interest, the
French narrator shows his (moral) disapproval of the kind ofmind that can
appreciate this highly symbolic and allegorical art, whereas the English version
actually shows a contrary attitude on the narrator's part. This difference,
incidentally, also works to create a less imaginative French narrator:
Quant auxpeint(u)res que couvait sa laborieuse fantaisie ... j 'essaierais
vainement d'en extraire un echantillon suffisant, quiput tenir dans le
compas de la parole ecrite.
(Le Dantec 1951: 345, lines 345-346)53
From the paintings over which his elaborate fancy brooded ... I would in
vain endeavour to educe more than a small portion which could lie within
the compass ofmerely written words.
(Mabbott 1978: 405, lines 272-273)
There is the important grammatical difference between "brooding over" an
indefinite number of paintings and "couver" those same objects (which would
make Usher the creator of all that artwork), but what is more relevant for the
discussion here is that Roderick's "fancy" is called, in English, "elaborate," which
should be understood in its meaning of "worked out in much detail; highly
finished" or "conducted with great minuteness" (OED 3: 67), whereas
Baudelaire's narrator finds Usher's "fantaisie" "laborieuse", i.e. painstaking or
complicated. In its pejorative sense, the Tresor defines "laborieux" as "Dans
lequel on sent 1'effort, la recherche, qui manque d'invention, de spontaneite, de
simplicite" and gives as synonyms "Complique, embarrasse, lourd" (Tresor 10:
887). Clearly, then, the French narrator disapproves of Usher's artistic tastes and
53 Le Dantec's version here erroneously gives "pdntres," error which is corrected in Richard's
edition and changed into "peintures" (Richard 1989: 412).
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creations, and this evidently closes off his mind to the supernatural or esoteric
possibilities contained in his surroundings.
A last instance of this derogatory attitude of the narrator towards Usher's
"ideality" can be found in the sentence where the narrator wonders whether the
story he is about to read to Usher will touch "the lofty and spiritual ideality ofmy
friend" (Mabbott 1978: 413, line 539), which Baudelaire translates by "la haute
spiritualite de mon ami" (Le Dantec 1951: 353, lines 671-672), thus leaving out
the admiration contained in "lofty," which here means "elevated in style or
sentiment, sublime, grandiose" (OED 6\ 397). Moreover, if "haute" is taken to
translate "lofty," Baudelaire's sentence leaves out a translation for "ideality" - a
word by which the narrator again shows his grasp of the artistic and esoteric
sophistication of his friend.
7.5. Interim Conclusions
So far, then, this chapter features a number of examples which show a French
narrator who does not trust or control his imagination, and who is therefore less
apt at dealing with the strange things that are happening to himself and his
surroundings. At the same time, with a self-indulgent sort of confidence, he is
more involved in trying to change Usher's condition, and puts himself on more
intimate terms with Usher. Whereas Poe's narrator is simply sceptical, the French
narrator also has little concern for Usher's artistic imagination, and his attitude to
Usher's esoteric and philosophical ideas is one of rejection and moral disapproval.
The following description from Darrell Abel would thus apply to the narrator in
Poe's text, but not to the one in Baudelaire's translation:
Throughout the tale, alternative explanations, natural and supernatural, of
the phenomena are set forth, and we are induced by the consistently
maintained device of a common-sense witness, gradually convinced in
spite of his determined scepticism, to accept imaginatively the supernatural
explanation, (quoted in Mabbott 1978: 395)
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Instead, the French narrator does not simply remain a sceptical observer, but
becomes, like Usher, a victim of events. Baudelaire's narrator abhors the
strangeness of the events, increasingly more so as the tension rises and he
becomes more and more affected by the atmosphere in the mansion. Though
slowly becoming hysterical with terror, the narrator naively continues to cling to
reason as his salvation. The French version therefore does not suggest that it may
be, from the beginning, the observer-narrator's own mind which distorts things,
and that the narrator may be hallucinating or dreaming from the beginning of the
story onwards. Instead, the French narrative allows the reader to totally "suspend"
his "disbelief," since nothing in the narrator's initial condition or reaction helps to
explain the strange things he sees, and his subsequent emotional states are
consistent with Usher's state and with the atmosphere of the surroundings.
Moreover, the focus of the French version is not so much on what or how the
narrator sees and perceives, but on his judgment ofUsher's state, i.e. on Usher
himself. The narrator's impressions and feelings are thus simply a consequence of
the events described, and no hypothesis is put forward to make his bizarre
experience more acceptable.
"La chute de la Maison Usher" would therefore be categorized, according to the
distinction exposed in Chapter Five, as a tale which is to be read as entirely non-
thetical. This means that the inexplicable (or supernatural) is taken to simply
occur as part of the fiction, without the author having to posit any "thesis" of
plausibility - such as, for instance, the idea that the narrator is dreaming, or
hallucinating the whole story. The reader of the French version finds a gothic tale,
a gloomy allegory on a desperate fight against extinction, a purely fictional story
decorated with symbolism and esoteric notions. Fie is expected to step into the
narrator's shoes, observe and share his terror, and leave the scene simply in
abhorrence at the cruelty of a family's fate, because the narrator is seen, until the
end, to reject and even despise any supernatural and esoteric interpretation and to
consider Usher's condition simply as a contagious mental disease. Though the
narrator is strongly affected, the thesis that he could be hallucinating the whole
story, or seeing it in a dream, is difficult to uphold, because he sounds too
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hysterical and too emotionally involved in Usher's problems to suggest either of
these states. This seems to be the interpretation arrived at by Pinto, a reader of the
French version:
Plus raisonnable que Roderick et cependant contamine et infeste par ses
affects, il est un temoin un peu trop implique dans la maison pour etre un
spectateur impartial de sa chute. De par son statut a l'interieur de la
nouvelle, il est charge d'une narration qui a a devoiler comme a couvrir.
(Pinto 1983: 138)
The English version, on the other hand, presents the possibility that the narrator's
fancy takes over, and that his reason is affected by it from the very beginning of
the story. Though the English narrator is also influenced by his surroundings and
by Usher's presence, and though his reactions also change accordingly, his
imagination works until the end as a saving grace. It somehow helps him to deal
with events, and when the inexplicable arises, the reader is therefore forced to
believe that something must have also happened to the narrator's capacity for
observation. Walker, a reader of the English text, believes that the narrator is
affected by the vapours that rise up from the tarn in front of the house - what was
called, by the nineteenth-century scientist Thomas Upham, "febrile miasma"
(Walker 1971: 50). In that sense, the English version shows that "Poe is also
careful to make the whole episode incredible when viewed rationally" (Walker
1993: 117), an effect which is impossible to perceive with a rational and pedantic
narrator - who is already trying to view things rationally in the reader's stead.
The same type of reading is found in Hill, who describes the final reactions of the
narrator:
The greater cause for acceptance comes from the narrator himself, for he
too believes the returned Madeline is the real Madeline. He does not
realise that Madeline is an apparition, for by the end of the story he is
insane enough to conjure a hallucination too. (Hill 1971: 56)
Kinkead-Weekes' analysis of the story indicates that, at least as far as the English
version is concerned, this story cannot be read as a gothic tale:
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The story itself tells us how to read it: not as an indulgence in the Gothick,
but as an imaginatively critical exploration into the implications, the
fascinations, and the price of the Gothick artist's over-development of
imaginative sensationalism at the expense of body, thought, and spirit.
(Kinkead-Weekes 1987: 33)
Usher's "over-development of imaginative sensationalism" may be present in
Baudelaire's version, but the fact that the narrator himself deprecates this inside
the story, takes away the possibility of reading the French narrative as a story that
invites "a peculiarly double kind of reading response, at once attuned to the
depressive qualites of the story, yet aware that we are being asked to think and to
feel more than simply 'sensation'" (Kinkead-Weekes 1987: 18). Lastly, reference
can be made to Bieganowski, like Kinkead-Weekes a reader of the English
version, who indicates the possibility that the whole story is a dream of the
narrator's:
Only at the end does the narrative focus strengthen to reveal that for the
duration of the story the narrator, still standing at the tarn's edge, has been
contemplating the image of the house reflected in the water.
(Bieganowski 1988: 172)
That the first sentence of Baudelaire's translation already changes the narrator's
contemplative mood and the way he perceives things, illustrates the extent to
which the symbolic and suggestive impact of a story where the beginning and the
ending are indeed very closely connected, can be weakened. However, other
translational choices contribute to this effect, and these alterations are the topic of
the next section.
7.6. The Pitfalls of Symmetry and Sentience
The allegorical play on the links between the Usher family and their mansion in
"The Fall of the House ofUsher" is an accepted fact for most authors who
comment on the story, whether they consider the story to be a tale of incest
(Kaplan 1993), or of the possibility ofmiasmic poisoning (Richard 1989: 65 and
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Walker 1971), or whether they are concerned with the story's symbolism (Wilbur
1959), everyone agrees that mansion and family are connected so as to evolve
symmetrically. 54 Moreover, the idea of sentience, which the narrator implies in
his musings when first looking at the mansion's reflection in the tam, and which
Roderick Usher launches more explicitly later on, supports a general
amalgamation of organic and inorganic things and also works symmetrically: in
"The Fall of the House ofUsher," the notion of sentience attributes life to
inorganic things on the one hand, and takes life away from organic things on the
other. The plants are dying, as are the living remainders of the Usher line -
Madeline and Roderick - whereas the stones, the windows and the interior of the
house seem gradually - and temporarily - to come to life.
The play on symmetry and inverted symmetry does not limit itself to the
connection between mansion and family, or organic and inorganic things: in every
detail of the narrative, signs can be found of the corresponding states in which
other elements (objects, people or atmospheres) also find themselves. An
additional symmetrical dimension appears, for instance, when Usher's twin sister
is introduced into the plot, and the ambiguous part which she plays in the story
allows us to see her as Usher's double. Another symmetrical layer can be added to
Usher's persona when one considers the possibility that the whole story happens
in the narrator's mind, as suggested, for instance, in Bieganowski 1988, Wilbur
1959 and Brown 1995. That means that Usher, his house and his sister are all
symmetrical images of the narrator's own mind, something which the presence of
the allegorical poem "The Haunted Palace" is taken to suggest.
7.6.1. Sentience
There are several occasions on which Baudelaire enlarges the effects of Usher's
hypothesis on sentience, and most of these appear at the beginning of his
54 In case the reader wonders how Claude Richard can arrive at the conclusion that the narrator is
hallucinating, I remind him/her that Richard based his comments on a mix of the French and the
English version.
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translation, long before Usher has a chance to announce his theories explicitly to
the narrator. Baudelaire thus anticipates on the plot, not only by introducing more
personifications, but also by adding, like Forgues was seen to do in the previous
chapter, a slightly more sinister atmosphere. Here are the opening lines of both
versions:
Pendant toute line journee d'automne, journee fuligineuse, sombre et
muette, oil les nuages pesaient lourds et has dans le ciel, j 'avais traverse
seul et a cheval une etendue de pays singulierement Ingubre, et enfin,
comme les ombres du soir approchaient, je me trouvai en vue de la
melancolique Maison Usher.
(Le Dantec 1951: 337, lines 1-6)
During the whole of a dull, dark and soundless day in the autumn of the
year, when the clouds hung oppressively low in the heavens, I had been
passing alone, on horseback, through a singularly dreary tract of country;
and at length found myself, as the shades of the evening drew on, within
view of the melancholy House of Usher.
(Mabbott 1978: 397, lines 1-6)
One sees Baudelaire personifying things that are "non-human" in the original: the
day's soundlessness is translated by "muette," which applies to people in the first
place, and the day is also described by a term which originally applied to a
medical condition: "fuligineux" is a "Terme de medicine. Levre, langue
fuligineuses; levre, langue couverte d'un enduit noiratre ... Vapeurs fuligineuses,
exhalations epaisses qu'on supposait partir du foie, de la rate, et obscurcir le
cerveau" (Littre 2: 2661). The clouds also have more volition in French, as they
are said to be not just "hanging" in the sky, instead they "pesaient." Moreover, the
translation of "dreary" by "lugubre" also shows Baudelaire adding a more sinister
atmosphere form the opening paragraphs onwards, as "lugubre" has associations
with death and sadness which "dreary" no longer has (OED gives as obsolete
meanings for "dreary" "gory, bloody" and also "cruel, dire, horrid, grievous," but
the modern meaning is "dismal, gloomy, repulsively dull or uninteresting" (OED
3: 657), whereas Littre gives for "lugubre": "Qui est signe de deuil ... Qui
marque, qui inspire des larmes, la douleur" (.Littre 3: 3597). Furthermore, in
English, the shades "drew on," i.e. they were getting longer, whereas in French,
they are more menacing as they "approchaient" the narrator.
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One thus observes how Baudelaire, in this first sentence, adds to the idea of
sentience, and increases its suggestive presence. This contrasts with what he does
in the last sentence of the story (which, as Bieganowski indicated, is closely
connected to the opening one), where he actually diminishes the personified
aspects of the scene. Moreover, certain details in the translation here show that
Baudelaire was not necessarily aware of the full import of this last sentence:
II se fit un bruit prolonge, un fracas tumultueux comme la voix de mille
cataractes, - et I 'etangprofond et croupi place a mespieds se referma
tristement et silencieusement sur les ruines de la Maison Usher.
(Le Dantec 1951: 357, lines 839-842 - in italics in the text)
... - there was a long tumultuous shouting sound like the voice of a
thousand waters - and the deep and dank tarn at my feet closed sullenly
and silently over the fragments of the House ofUsher.
(Mabbott 1978: 417, lines 677-680)
Whereas Baudelaire had added to the personifications in the initial sentence of the
story, he here diminishes that effect by omitting to translate the "shouting" aspect
of the sound - he could easily have used "hurlant," for instance, for that purpose.
Baudelaire also neglects certain details of the description: what the English
narrator sees disappearing into the tarn are not "ruines," but "fragments" (a
"ruine" being something that has been empty and in decay for ages). The poetic
simile "like the sound of a thousand waters," which Mabbott points out is
reminiscent of the phrase "the voice ofmany waters" in Ezekiel and Revelation,
and also occurs in "The Conversation of Eiros and Chamion" (Mabbott 1978: 422,
note 34), is here translated by "cataractes," a phenomenon which changes the
picture by adding a new dynamic but non-human element. These are the two
instances where Baudelaire's deviations from Poe's play on sentience are the most
visibly inconsistent. Even though other occurrences of the play on the idea of
sentience can be found slightly altered, and usually exaggerated in Baudelaire's
version, it should be stated at this point that the translation, probably because of
its literalism, transfers the play on sentience more or less as it is found in the
original text. Considering how Baudelaire has already been seen to handle the
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similarities between the opening and closing sentence of the story, it may not
come as a surprise that the same cannot be said of Poe's play on symmetry, which
will now be examined.
7.6.2. Symmetry and Inverted Symmetry
Before going into a number of "minor" occurrences of the play on symmetry, a
particular occurrence of this stylistic device, which suggests, at least in the
English text, the possibility of Madeline being Usher's double, should be taken up
first. When the narrator finally arrives at Usher's chamber, and is "ushered in," he
hardly recognizes his childhood friend and says:
Ce n 'etait qu 'avec peine que je pouvais consentir a admettre I 'identite de
I 'homme place en face de moi avec le compagnon de mes premieres
annees.
(Le Dantec 1951: 341, lines 195-197)
It was with difficulty that I could bring myself to admit the identity of the
wan being before me with the companion ofmy early boyhood.
(Mabbott 1978: 401, lines 150-151)
It is difficult to say what made Baudelaire decide to change the original contents,
but the possibility of his not having understood the noun phrase "the wan being"
must be taken into account. Combined with the following example, however, it
seems more likely that he wanted to make sure that the reader could not
amalgamate Usher with anyone else, and to make his masculinity explicit.
Whereas the possibility for confusion is created twice in the English version,
Baudelaire refuses to translate that ambiguity, showing clearly that for him, Usher
is not to be amalgamated with his twin sister (or anyone else in the story):
Mais actuellement, dans la simple exageration du caractere de cette
figure, et de I 'expression qu 'elle presentait actuellement, je doutais de
I'homme a qui je parlais. (Le Dantec 1951: 342, lines 210-213)
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And now, in the mere exaggeration of the prevailing character of these
features, and of the expression they were wont to convey, lay so much of
change that I doubted to whom I spoke.
(Mabbott 1978: 402, lines 161-164)
This sentence not only contains evidence that omissions were also part of
Baudelaire's translation strategies (nothing in the French text reproduces the
emphatic "lay so much of change that"). More relevant is Baudelaire's translation
of "whom" by "l'homme," which again makes explicit an ambiguity which, I
would venture to claim, does not appear in the original by accident.
A last instance of this play on the possibility of Madeline being Usher's (and the
narrator's) double is found in Usher's ballad "The Haunted Palace," which
features a palace that is the allegorical representation of Usher's decaying mind.
The link with Madeline's recent burial is established in the phrase "the old time
entombed" (Mabbott 1978: 407, line 355), which Baudelaire translates as "des
vieux ages defunts" (Le Dantec 1951: 347, line 440), thus obscuring the
connection between the two entombments. These examples suggest that
Baudelaire did not wish to reproduce all the subtleties of the play on symmetry,
especially when they functioned to suggest that Usher and Madeline were
doubles.
Another expression of the pervading symmetry, are the mirror images which are
introduced from the beginning of the story, when the narrator looks at the
reflection of the mansion in the "lurid black tarn" that lies before it. The fissure
which he observes running from top to bottom through the facade can be taken to
represent his own and/or Usher's disintegrating mind and personality, but it also
suggests Usher's lingering between two sides: on the border between life and
death, between sanity and insanity, and between reality and fiction. The fissure
could also be seen as symbolizing the division between Usher and his twin sister,
the one dying, the other, sensing that his twin's death will entail the destruction of
both the mansion and the family, desperately clinging to life. What follows are
two separate passages which suggest a connection between mansion and family,
and also between the mansion and the surroundings on which it has a decaying
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influence. The two passages are presented together because they describe the
same elements, once observed directly, and once through their reflection in the
tarn:
Je regardais le tableau place devant moi, et, rien qu 'a voir la maison et la
perspective caracteristique de ce domaine, - les murs qui avaientfroid, -
les fenetres semblables a des yeux distraits, - quelques bouquets de joncs
vigoureux, - quelques troncs d'arbres blancs et deperis, ...
(Le Dantec 1951: 337, lines 14-19)
and:
... je conduisis mon cheval vers le bord escarpe d'un noir et lugubre
etang, qui, miroir immobile, s 'etalait devant le batiment; et je regardai -
mais avec un frisson plus penetrant encore que la premiere fois - les
images repercutees et renversees des joncs grisdtres, des troncs d'arbres
sinistres, et des fenetres semblables a des yeux sans pensee.
(Le Dantec 1951: 338, lines 41-47)
I looked upon the scene before me - upon the mere house, and the simple
landscape features of the domain - upon the bleak walls, upon the vacant
eye-like windows - upon a few rank sedges - and upon a few white trunks
of decayed trees ....
(Mabbott 1978: 397, lines 10-14)
and:
... I reined my horse to the precipitous brink of a black and lurid tarn that
lay in unruffled lustre by the dwelling, and gazed down - but with a
shudder even more thrilling than before - upon the remodelled and
inverted images of the gray sedge, and the ghastly tree-stems, and the
vacant eye-like windows.
(Mabbott 1978: 398, lines 32-36)
The thing to notice in these two passages is how "quelques bouquets de joncs
vigoureux" can become, only a page later "joncs grisatres." "Joncs vigoureux"
does not translate in any way "a few rank sedges," as "vigoureux" means "Qui a
de la vigueur physique" (Littre 4: 6691). One could also note that the addition of
"bouquet" adds too much elegance to these sedges. The presence of "vigoureux"
is especially disturbing because the scene is again described in the second
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passage, and here the "gray sedge" is translated by "joncs grisatres." The result
for the translation is not only that it rules out the play on symmetry, but also that it
introduces an inconsistency in the translated text which is likely to confuse the
reader. A second remark can be made on the translation of the verb phrase
"remodelled and inverted," which Baudelaire translates as "repercutees et
renversees." Whereas "repercuter" means "reflechir, renvoyer" (Littre 4: 5458),
"remodelled" means more than that: the image of the house is not only reflected,
but also deformed or "reconstruct(ed)" (OED 8: 431).
Two additional remarks should be made here in the margin of this discussion on
the play on symmetry. Firstly, Baudelaire can again be seen to subtly increase the
sinister effect of the atmosphere, when he translates "black and lurid tarn" by
"noir et lugubre etang." Though "lurid" has connotations of "terrible,"
"ominous," and "ghastly" (OED 6: 509), it should here be understood in a sense
that refers to the way in which it reflects things - Poe is, after all, talking about a
reflection in that tarn - i.e. in its sense of "shining with a red glow or glare amid
darkness (said e.g. of lightning flashes across dark clouds, or flames mingled with
smoke)" (OED 6: 509). "Lugubre" thus constitutes an increase in the morbidity of
the scene.
A second example of the play on symmetry is taken from the passage where the
narrator, having already considered the "perfect keeping of the character of the
premises with the accredited character of the people," and having fallen into a
short reverie about this possibility, is scanning the building carefully, and notices
an inconsistency in the impression it makes on him. This description, incidentally,
is, like the castle in "The Haunted Palace," again formulated in a way which
makes the house resemble a human head:
Son caractere dominant [du batiment] semblait etre celui d'une excessive
antiquite. La decoloration produite par les siecles etait grande. De menues
fongosites recouvraient toute la face exterieure et la tapissaient, apartir
da toit, comme une etoffe curieusement brodee. Mais tout cela n 'impliquait
pas une deterioration extraordinaire. Aucune partie de la maqonnerie
n 'etait tombee, et il semblait qu 'il y eut une contradiction etrange entre la
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consistance generate intacte de toutes ses parties et I 'etatparticulier des
pierres emiettees.
(Le Dantec 1951: 340, lines 124-133)
Its [the building's] principal feature seemed to be that of an excessive
antiquity. The discoloration of ages had been great. Minute fungi
overspread the whole exterior, hanging in a fine, tangled web-work from
the eaves. Yet all this was apart from any extraordinary dilapidation. No
portion of the masonry had fallen, and there appeared to be a wild
inconsistency between its still perfect adaptation of parts, and the
crumbling condition of the individual stones.
(Mabbott 1978: 400, lines 95-102)
Besides a number of details, such as the very literal translation of "minute fungi"
by "de menues fongosites" and "excessive antiquity" by "excessive antiquite," it
is especially the last sentence which is of interest here. What Poe's narrator says is
that on first glance, the building seems old, but not yet in ruins, and it is only on
closer inspection that it becomes clear that the parts of which it is constituted are
completely decayed, and that the building is thus, as it were, rotting away from
the inside. Indeed, the comparison Poe draws is with that of "the specious totality
of old wood-work which has rotted for long years in some neglected vault, with
no disturbance from the breath of the external air" (Mabbott 1978: 400, lines 102-
105). Baudelaire's version, however, does not clearly present a contrast between
the whole and its parts, because "consistence generale intacte de toutes ses
parties" does not necessarily refer to the whole of the structure, but can be taken
to refer to the (generally intact) state of its parts. "Consistance," in Littre, is
defined as "etat de stabilite, de solidite," (Littre 7:1123) and the Tresor defines it
as "Etat d'un corps solide dont les parties constituent un tout envisage du point de
vue de son homogeneite, de sa coherence, de sa compacite, de sa
resistance" (Tresor 5: 1396). Neither of these definitions bring one any closer to
"adaptation of parts," i.e. to the way in which the parts fit together to make a
whole, and the presence of "intacte" also indicates that "consistance" can actually
be taken to refer to the state of the individual stones. The inversed symmetry
between the parts and the whole is thus lost in the French version.
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The interior of the House of Usher also contains all kinds of elements that allow
the rearder to see a symmetrical relation between the house and the mind of
Usher. Wilbur here finds one of the leitmotifs that frequently appear in Poe's
fiction:
The most important of these recurrent motifs is that of enclosure or
circumscription; perhaps the latter term is preferable, because it is Poe's
own word, and because Poe's enclosures are so often more or less circular
in form. (Wilbur 1959: 260)
The enclosures which constitute the interior of the mansion, would thus represent
Usher's (and possibly the narrator's) mind, and "The Fall of the House ofUsher"
can therefore be read as a dream of the narrator's, or an expression of the
hypnagogic state in which the disintegration ofUsher's mind represents the
narrator's own mental breakdown, because Wilbur also says that
"circumscription, in Poe's tales, means the exclusion from consciousness of the
so-called real world, the world of time and reason and fact; it means the isolation
of the poetic soul in visionary reverie or trance" (Wilbur 1959: 261). In "The Fall
of the House ofUsher" the mansion thus symbolizes Usher's mind in the process
of "dreaming his way out of the world" (Wilbur 1959: 261).
The interior of the house should therefore resemble, albeit in a dream-like manner,
the inside of Usher's mind. Indeed, like the tarn's lurid reflection, the light inside
the mansion is tainted red, the windows (i.e. the eyes) are so high up that it is
impossible to look outside through them, there are intricate passages and corners
wherein the objects are barely perceptible, and books and instruments lay
scattered about. For Wilbur, "Roderick Usher's library, for instance, with its rare
and precious volumes belonging to all times and tongues, is another concrete
symbol of the timelessness and placelessness of the dreaming mind" (Wilbur
1959: 172). The translation of the following relevant passage again follows the
original very closely and literally, but there is an allusion of decay which
Baudelaire leaves out:
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... / 'ceil neanmoins s 'efforgait en vain d'atteindre les angles lointains de la
chambre ou les enfoncements du plafond arrondi en voute et sculpte. De
sombres draperies tapissaient les murs.
(Le Dantec 1951: 341, lines 172-176)
... the eye, however, struggled in vain to reach the remote angles of the
chamber, or the recesses of the vaulted and fretted ceiling. Dark draperies
hung upon the walls. (Mabbott 1978: 401, lines 134-136)
It can firstly be remarked that for the second time, Baudelaire uses "tapisser"
where Poe used the verb "hang," which entails that the translation makes it more
difficult to perceive the personification of the house, as the draperies, which in the
English version hang as hair around a face, are here the agents of a verb that
works for wall decorations, but not for hair. Secondly, the past participle "fretted,"
refers to "the cutting ofwood with a fret saw into ornamental designs" (OED 4\
539), but also confers the meaning of a mind in turmoil, which, obviously, is not
repeated in "sculpte." "Sculpte," moreover, gives a certain elegance to the ceilings
which is not present in the original.
Another occurrence of symmetry, which entirely disappears in the French version,
can be taken as a continuation of Baudelaire's strategy of reducing the ambiguity
which would allow the reader to confuse Roderick and Madeline Usher. The
ambiguity is in this case established in English by a subtle choice of words,
which, however, is ignored by Baudelaire. The scene occurs after Madeline's
death, when the narrator and Roderick are placing her dead body in her temporary
resting place, a vault in the castle:
Nous deposames done notre fardeau funebre sur des treteaux dans cette
region d'horreur; nous tournames un peu de cote le couvercle de la biere
qui n 'etaitpas encore vissee, et nous regardames la face du cadavre.
(Le Dantec 1951: 350, lines 541-544)
Having deposited our mournful burden upon tressels within this region of
horror, we partially turned aside the yet unscrewed lid of the coffin, and
looked upon the face of the tenant.
(Mabbott 1978: 410, lines 438-440)
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Baudelaire here heightened the horror effect, first by using "funebre" for
"mournful," which increases the graveyard atmosphere - its first meaning, as
Littre confirms, involves burials: "Qui appartient aux funerailles," (Littre 2: 2667)
whereas "mournful" can, but does not have to, involve graveyards. More
importantly, Baudelaire uses the term "cadavre" where Poe wrote "tenant" - an
odd but meaningful choice ofwords to describe a corpse in a coffin. Baudelaire's
explicit translation, moreover, is all the more disturbing as the term "tenant" had
already occurred before, in order to refer to Usher himself:
II etait domine par certaines impressions superstitieuses relatives au manoir
qu 'il habitait, et d'oii il n 'avaitpas ose sortir depuis plusieurs annees.
(Le Dantec 1951: 343, lines 273-276)
He was enchained by certain superstitious impressions in regard to the
dwelling which he tenanted, and whence, for many years, he had never
ventured forth.
(Mabbott 1978: 403, lines 213-215)
Not only, then, does Baudelaire again make the morbidity of the situation more
explicit, by his use of "funebre" and "cadavre," but he again cancels the
possibility that Usher and Madeline, both "tenants" of the House of Usher, which
will also be their common grave, are one and the same person.
There are a number of occasions where Baudelaire thus diminishes the suggestive
ambiguity of the narrator's descriptions, and where he chooses a more explicit and
gothic type ofmorbidity and horror. When Roderick talks about his sister's
approaching death, for instance, Poe uses the words "dissolution" (Mabbott 1978:
403-404, line 226-227) and "decease" (Mabbott 1978: 404, line 229), which
Baudelaire twice translates by the more prosaic "mort" (Le Dantec 1951: 344, line
289 and 292). Sometimes the increased morbidity is constituted by a pure
addition, as in the translation of "an excited and highly distempered ideality"
(Mabbott 1979: 405, lines 268-269) by "une idealite ardente, excessive, morbide"
(Le Dantec 1951: 345, lines 339-340), and on other occasions it appears as a
wholly inadequate translation: a "tempestuous yet sternly beautiful night"
(Mabbott 1979: 412, line 512) thus becomes "une nuit d'orage affreusement
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belle" (Le Dantec 1951: 352, lines 638-639) and "some bitter struggle" (Mabbott
1979: 416, line 659) is translated as "quelque horrible lutte" (Le Dantec 1951:
356, line 817).
Baudelaire's treatment of the suggestive undertones of this arabesque have thus
been overviewed, and two conclusions can be drawn from this: firstly, as I have
just shown, Baudelaire cranks up the morbidity and horror which Poe preferred to
present in a more subtle and suggestive manner, and secondly, some of the
instances where Poe is aiming at constructing symmetry, are not reproduced in the
translation. In the beginning of "La chute de la Maison Usher" Baudelaire runs
ahead of the narrator in suggesting the idea of sentience by personifying things
that are not (yet) personified in the original, and by introducing a few
inconsistencies in the descriptions of the scenes, whereas at the end of the story,
where the idea of sentience is confirmed by the collapsing house, the personified
aspect is omitted. Whereas in the English version, the narrator's adumbrations on
the idea of sentience gradually increase to culminate in his hearing a "shouting"
sound at the end, an increase which also works to undermine his scepticism and
prepare him for more "imaginative" and esoteric explanations, this subtle increase
is not maintained in the French text.
This difference can be linked up with what has been said about the French
narrator's perceptions, in the sense that it helps to push the story in an even less
thetical direction. This is because the French narrator, who is a perplexed witness
and victim of events, ignores some of the suggestive elements that help, in the
English version, to support the dream-like and allegorical quality of his
experiences. In other words, in French the force of the undertone that is built up
by the play on symmetry and inverted symmetry is weakened in strategic places
(e.g. in the course of the initial and final description of the mansion), and this also
weakens the suggestive impact of the story. The symbolism and allegory that is
present in the original tends to become mere ornamentation in the French version,
and the allusions to esoteric possibilities are either too explicit, or received by too
much moral disapproval on the narrator's part.
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This chapter thus features a number of translational choices which support the
idea that this tale changed genre in translation, and went from being a fantastic
tale (i.e. an arabesque, a thetical narrative) to a gothic tale (i.e. a non-thetical
narrative) in the French translation. The connections between that tendency and
certain aspects of Baudelaire's position, stance, project and horizon can now be
established.
7.7. Conclusions: Answering Berman's questions and tracing the
translator's stance, project and horizon in the translation
The following conclusion is subdivided in four sections, each of the first three
sections referring to one of the "pre-reading" questions put forward by Berman
(see Chapter Three), and the last question pulling together the data resulting from
the analysis of the translation, with what we know about Baudelaire's position,
stance, project and literary and translational horizons.
7.7.1. Question One
To Berman's first question, whether the translation is linguistically and
structurally cohesive, the answer can now be given that certain inconsistencies in
Baudelaire's translation mar the cohesion of the French text, especially when it
comes to maintaining the play on symmetry and the suggestive undertones that
this creates. However, a certain consistency, or rather, a consistent tendency can
be found in Baudelaire's translational choices, particularly visible in the
translation of the narrator's perceptions and feelings, his interaction with Usher
and his rejection of the latter's more esoteric explanations for the bizarre events in
the story. These alterations, turning the narrator into a victim of events and
emotions over which he has little control, pull the narrative in a non-thetical (i.e.
gothic) direction, where no hypthesis can be put forward regarding the narrator's
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own physical or mental condition that may help to explain the strangeness of his
observations.
7.7.2. Question Two
Berman's second question, whether the translator has "written foreign," can also
be answered now. As was seen in the previous chapter, Baudelaire was already
accused ofwriting "neologistic" and unidiomatic French in his own days. The
translation actually features a Baudelaire neologism: "extranaturel," a word which
Baudelaire coined to translate "supernatural." The Tresor indicates that
Baudelaire is at the origin of this word in French, though its occurrence in "La
chute de la Maison Usher" must have been overlooked, because the Tresor states
its first appearance to have been in the Paradis artificiels which came out in 1860,
three years after the Nouvelles histoires extraordinaires, in which "La chute de la
Maison Usher" appeared. Incidentally, the Tresor gives the following definition
for Baudelaire's word: "Qui sort de la nature, qui a une origine autre que
naturelle" (Tresor 8: 529) and when one compares this with the meaning of the
French word "supernaturel" ("Qui releve d'un autre ordre que de la nature, qui
n'est pas explicable naturellement" (Tresor 15: 1108)), one realizes that
Baudelaire's coining of "extranaturel" is motivated by a desire to use a more
"recherche" word where there was already one available. This is a first instance
where the foreignising effect is artificial and results from a willed strategy of
Baudelaire's to "sound foreign."
The answer to the question whether Baudelaire has "written foreign" can thus
begin to be formed. The closeness of Baudelaire's translation can sometimes be
called extreme. Baudelaire did not only "neologise;" he often opted for less-than-
idiomatic translations even if a more idiomatic option was readily available, and
this also increases the foreignising effect of his text. This would license the
remark that this tends to be the "poor" type of literalism as defined in Chapter
Two, in the sense that the foreignising effect is obtained by a type of literalism
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which was described in that chapter as creating "an illusion of foreignness by
simply sounding strange." Examples of this forced foreignising abound in
Baudelaire's translation, and sometimes this strategy gives very questionable
results. The translations of "It was no wonder that his condition terrified - that it
infected me" (Mabbott 1978: 348, line 470-471) by "II ne faut pas s'etonner que
son etat m'effrayat, - qu'il m'infectat meme" (Le Dantec 1951: 351, line 583-
584) is certainly doubtful, and provoked a footnote from Richard in which he
states that "Baudelaire se laisse prendre au piege du faux ami" (Richard 1989:
1352 note 38).
As the extracts have also shown, Baudelaire thus frequently opts for direct
equivalents for English words of Latin origin, and often places the adjective
before the noun, a grammatical device which in French helps to give an "English"
accent to noun phrases. A few examples which combine these two strategies are:
sojourn/sojourner (line 38/49), singular impression/singuliere impression
(78/102), affinity/affinite (90/117), an excessive antiquity/une excessive antiquite
(96/125), minute fungi/(de) menues fongosites (97/126) and the sombre
tapestries/les sombres tapisseries (118-119/152). This type ofword-for word
translation is what also strongly enhances the impression of Baudelaire's "writing
foreign."
7.7.3. Question Three
To the question whether the text contains zones or parts where it "come into its
own," i.e. parts of the text that are marked stylistically or linguistically, and that
thus typify the text, the answer is more problematic. As indicated above, the
beginning and opening paragraphs of the original are closely linked through a
number of symbolic elements, and all the suggestions of the first paragraph find
their culmination in the last, but the translation lacks this effect. Flowever, there is
a passage in the translation which may strike the reader as a textual zone that
stands out in a positive way. This paragraph would also have been of special
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interest to Baudelaire: it is the passage where the narrator describes Usher's face,
and certain features of this description correspond to Baudelaire's picture of Poe.
Remembering what was demonstrated in Chapter Four, namely that Baudelaire
identified Poe with the characters in his stories, he would naturally have identified
Poe with Roderick Usher. Certain similarities can be found between the
description ofUsher and the one Baudelaire gave of Poe, and which is a close
copy of Daniel's picture of Poe. In any case, the resemblances which Baudelaire
must have found between his image of Poe's face, and Roderick Usher, can
explain why this paragraph is so adequately written and translated:
Un teint cadavereux, - un ceil large, liquide et lumineux au dela de toute
comparaison, - des levres unpeu minces et trespales, mais d'une courbe
merveilleusement belle, - un nez d'un moule hebraique, tres delicat, mais
d'une ampleur de narines qui s 'accorde rarement avec unepareille forme, —
un menton d'un modele charmant, mais qui, par un manque de saillie,
trahissait un manque d'energie morale, — des cheveux d'une douceur et d'une
tenuite plus qu 'arachneennes, — tous ces traits, auxquels il faut ajouter un
developpementfrontal excessif lui faisaient une physionomie qui n 'etaitpas
facile d'oublier. (Le Dantec 1951: 342, lines 198-210)
A cadaverousness of complexion; an eye large, liquid, and luminous beyond
comparison; lips somewhat thin and very pallid, but of a surpassingly
beautiful curve; a nose of a delicate Hebrew model, but with a breadth of
nostril unusual in similar formations; a finely moulded chin, speaking, in its
want ofprominence, of a want ofmoral energy; hair of a more than web-like
softness and tenuity; these features, with an inordinate expansion above the
region of the temple, made up altogether a countenance not easily to be
forgotten.
(Mabbott 1978: 401-402, lines 153-161)
Though the punctuation changes and Poe's commas are replaced by hyphens and
commas, Baudelaire keeps the pace of this paragraph, and reproduces all the
contrasts (i.e. inverted symmetries) in it. There are no lexical differences which
would affect the register, and moreover, this is the only instance in the whole of
the translation where Baudelaire maintains most of the original alliterations
(except for "cadaverousness of complexion," that is). Other alliterations feature in
the text, which were not translated alliteraltively: "dull, dark and soundless day"
("journee fuligineuse, sombre et muette") (1/1-2), "sullenly and silently"
("tristement et silencieusement") (680/841-842), to which the following "sinking,
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sickening of the heart," translated as "un abbattement, un malaise" (18/14) can be
added. It is remarkable, moreover, that all these alliterations occur either in the
initial or in the final description of the mansion - which again shows that
Baudelaire was not necessarily aware that the beginning and the ending of this
story were intricately linked, and that Poe had aimed for this cohesion by
increasing the poetic effect of these paragraphs. Anticipating what will be said in
the final conclusion to this chapter, it may be added that the contrast between the
heightened precision when it comes to translating a paragraph such as the one just
introduced, and the rather less precise translation of other parts of the story, in
turn implies that Baudelaire was motivated in his translation by those aspects of
Poe which interested him personally, even if these were not the focus of Poe's
attention in the original text. The passage above could thus be described as one
where Baudelaire's translation comes into its own, and where, moreover, it can be
connected to other texts in Baudelaire's writing on Poe.
7.7.4. Question Four
Berman's question here was whether the observations and conclusions emanating
from the pre-reading activities can be linked up with aspects of Baudelaire's
position, stance, project and horizon as a translator. For the sake of clarity this
question will be answered in four separate sections.
7.7.4.1. Traces of Baudelaire's Position as a Translator
As far as Baudelaire's position is concerned, a number of connections can be
established between how he translated "Usher" and his position as a translator, as
described in Chapter Four. Baudelaire, whose admiration for the representatives
and the literature of the bousingots was discussed in Chapter Four for existing
long before he discovered Poe, found a number of the topo'i which he knew from
his readings of the "jeunes-France," in "The Fall of the House ofUsher": a
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doomed aristocrat who is also a (damned) poet, a haunted castle, Madeline's
"resurrection," the esoteric idea of sentience, these are all topics with which he
was familiar from his readings of, for instance, Theophile Gautier's or Petrus
Borel's stories. This is a first factor which may have counted in the alterations
which have been uncovered, in the sense that in stories such as Borel's Le
lycantrophe or Gautier's La morte amoureuse and Le pied de la momie, there is
no thesis ofplausibility, supernatural characters and events are simply part of the
story, and mysteries and occultism feature in a non-thetical (or gothic) narrative.
Baudelaire's attachment to and preference for bousingot literature would thus
have worked to push his translational choices in a direction which made 'The Fall
of the House ofUsher" a more "frenetic" and less fantastic story. The fact that
Baudelaire's narrator is a secondary character, and equally becomes a victim of
events, cancels the possibility of seeing him as a deranged narrator in a fantastic
tale, and Baudelaire's sometimes negligent treatment of the play on symmetry
also rules out a reading of the story as an arabesque, containing those undertones
which suggest possibilities that do not appear in the translation. This also shows
that Baudelaire's focus is on the person who interested him the most in this story:
Roderick Usher. Indeed, Baudelaire's Usher is the personification of another of
Baudelaire's favourite characters presented in Chapter Four: thepoete maudit.
Usher's composition of "The Haunted Palace" makes him a poet, and his
aristocratic background and artistic and philosophical extravagance also give him
the necessary features. That Baudelaire's attention thus first went to the main
protagonist of the story is not all that surprising, and the minuteness ofhis
description of the features of Usher - a passage in which he omits nothing -
confirms this.
Baudelaire's admiration for the literature of the bousingots also lies at the basis of
the increase in the explicit morbidity, discussed in section 7.6.2. Even Gautier's
Onuphrius, though a thetical tale, contains an explicit and grotesque type of horror
that is very different from Poe's symbolic and structural devices which suggest
the undercurrents ofmeaning in "The Fall of the House ofUsher." Baudelaire
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may thus have wanted to translate literally, but he also added ingredients which
belonged to his own literary background and preferences, specifically elements of
bousingot literature.
7.7.4.2. Traces of Baudelaire's Stance
The text of the translation, which, as was indicated, is our final source of
information to define Baudelaire's stance as a translator, shows that what
Baudelaire stated as a project for his translations of Poe (i.e. a high degree of
literalism) was also a part of his stance. However, the deviations from this project
show that Baudelaire's real stance is actually somewhere in the middle: on the one
hand, he does stay very close to the original, but on the other hand he adds details
which increase the sensational aspect of the text, which diminish its symbolic
impact, and which change the point of view of the narrator (for the reasons given
above). Baudelaire's stance could therefore be described as follows: besides
trying to give as close a translation as possible, Baudelaire clearly thought that the
translator should be completely permeated by the original author's personality,
and should translate according to what the author represented for him. If the
author was not considered an extremely funny man, neither should his translation
be, and if the author was (supposedly) a gloomy and perverse figure, his
translation should reflect that too. In other words, if Baudelaire had a stance, it
aimed at a translation which reproduces the original quite literally, while at the
same time reflecting the supposed personality of the original author.
7.7.4.3. Traces of Baudelaire's Project
The explicit part of Baudelaire's project for the translation of Poe, namely his
expressed intention to translate literally at the risk of producing a "baroque"
French, has already been discussed under question two.
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As was shown in Chapter Four, a consequence of Baudelaire's distorted image of
Poe was that Poe was considered a marginal figure of American literature, and
that he was thought to have only detractors in the American literary establishment.
If, as was also shown, it is likely that Baudelaire identified Poe with Roderick
Usher, then Baudelaire's narrator can be identified with that American audience
which treated Poe's work with so much deprecation. This could explain why the
French narrator's attitude towards Usher's "elaborate fancy" is so negative and
moralising, and why he shows so much less interest in the imaginative and
esoteric side of Usher.
Another aspect ofBaudelaire's explicitly stated project was to introduce Poe in a
manner which would increase his own literary status by connecting himself
closely to Poe, in the same way as Loeve-Veimars had managed to introduce
Hoffmann. This also entailed that Baudelaire would continue to confirm the
distorted image which he had created for his author - and if he could do so, would
slip certain details of that image into the translation. Such a detail can be found in
"La chute de la Maison Usher." Chapter Five featured a discussion which
revealed that it was Baudelaire's conviction that Poe was an alcoholic and opium
addict - and that this was part of Poe's being, like Baudelaire, apoete maudit.
Opium and alcohol feature twice in "The Fall of the House ofUsher," and in the
following example opium-eating appears in a simile which serves to describe
Usher's incoherent and agitated way of speaking:
... that leaden, self-balanced and perfectly modulated guttural utterance,
which may be observed in the lost drunkard, or the irreclaimable eater of
opium, during the periods of his most intense excitement.
(Mabbott 1978: 402, lines 181-184)
Now, a narrator who talks about a "lost" drunkard implies that drunkards are sad
and pitiable people who cannot be retrieved. Similarly, a narrator who talks about
an "irreclaimable" opium eater, thinks that opium eaters should be reclaimed in
the first place, i.e. that they are suffering from their addiction of which,
unfortunately, they can no longer be cured. This is not, however, the impression
one gets from Baudelaire's narrator:
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... ce parler guttural et rude, parfaitement balance et module, qu 'on peut
observer chez leparfait ivrogne ou I'incorrigible mangeur d'opium
pendant les periodes de leur plus intense excitation.
(Le Dantec 1951: 342, lines 235-237)
Instead of a "lost drunkard" Baudelaire's narrator talks about a "parfait ivrogne."
By anteposing "parfait," he introduces, as the Tresor indicates, an ironic effect:
"En anteposition, avec une nuance ironique: qui presente pleinement les
caracteres, notamment negatifs, qui lui sont propres" (Tresor 12: 992). A "parfait
ivrogne" may well be a drunkard, but he is not a very sad or lost case. Secondly,
the "incorrigible mangeur d'opium" is also in a less deplorable condition than the
"irreclaimable" opium eater, since irreclaimable means "that cannot be reclaimed,
reformed, or called back to right ways" (OED 5: 486 ), and thus has, as already
indicated, a moralising content, whereas "incorrigible" means "Qu'on ne parvient
pas a amender; qui ne peut pas se corriger" (Tresor 10: 52), without necessarily
carrying the same moral content. What this example aims to show is that
Baudelaire's narrator clearly shows a more tolerant and sympathetic attitude
towards opium addicts and alcoholics than Poe's narrator does, and that this is
entirely consistent with Baudelaire's own attitude. Baudelaire projected his own
interest in these substances onto the image he constructed of Poe, and this
example confirms Richard's suspicion that Baudelaire was the creator of the
opium myth which the French attached to Poe. The translation here carries the
trace of the translator's project of identifying personally with the original author,
by reinforcing elements in the text which he believed to be evidence of his
convictions.
7.7.4.4. Traces of Baudelaire's Literary Horizon
Part of the arguments put forward in this conclusion so far, also concern
Baudelaire's literary environment, and the impact of the literary horizon on the
translations has thus already been introduced. It has been previously argued that it
was Baudelaire's admiration for bousingot literature which motivated him to write
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a more "gothic" version of "The Fall of the House of Usher." Baudelaire thus
wrote a translation which did not remain in the original category or genre, and an
"arabesque" thus found itself changed into a gothic narrative. The title which he
chose for the collections of translations is also evidence that Baudelaire wanted
Poe to belong, at least in France, to the group of authors known as the bousingots
or the "jeunes-France." The name of the collection in which "Ta chute de la
Maison Usher" appeared, the Nouvelles histoires extraordinaires, may actually
come straight out of Gautier's Onuphrius, which ends as follows: "N'est-ce pas,
lecteur, que cette fin est bien commune pour une histoire extraordinaire?" (Gautier
1995 [1833]: 71). Baudelaire's text thus constitutes a translation which managed,
in spite of its obvious literalism, to adapt the original to a different literary genre
which existed in the target literature.
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Chapter Eight: A Para-Textual Critique and Comparison of
Baudelaire's and Pichot's "Le scarabee d'or"
8.1. Introduction
In this chapter, a second analysis of a Baudelaire translation will be presented on
the same principles as those followed in Chapter Seven. This time, however,
though the main focus of this chapter is still on Baudelaire's translation, this
translation will also be compared with another contemporary one, which formed
part of Baudelaire's translational horizon, namely Amedee Pichot's translation of
"The Gold Bug," which appeared about four years before Baudelaire's. A theory
of the translating subject will therefore also be established for Pichot, that is to say
that this chapter will begin with a section which determines Pichot's position,
project, stance, literary and translational horizon, from which a similar, though
much briefer and less detailed description of Pichot as a translator will emerge.
During the comparative analysis, each translator's strategies will be assessed and,
wherever possible, explained in the light of their position as translating subjects.
The present chapter thus constitutes a second and more elaborate application of
Berman's proposals for Translation Criticism, and will again be carried out in two
stages: firstly, a "pre-reading" will be simulated, this time of the two target texts,
and subsequently of the source text. As in the previous chapter, the "pre-readings"
will yield guiding questions which will be asked of both translations during the
stage of the more detailed analysis, which they will also direct. Again, the final
aim is not so much to pronounce a value judgment on the translations in terms of
"better" or "worse," but to compare both target texts to the original in order to
make out any fundamental differences between the three, in order to place and
assess Baudelaire's translation in its translational context, and to further search the
translations for traces of his position, stance etc. Within this triangle, Pichot's
translation is not a neutral tertium comparationis, but features as an independent
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text with independent aims, produced by a translator who had a different position,
project, stance and even literary horizon.
Frequent reference will once more be made to the para-text that has surrounded
these three versions of "The Gold Bug." More specifically, one unit of para-text
which provides invaluable information on how a French reader experiences
Baudelaire's "Le scarabee d'or," is an essay by Jean Ricardou, a well-known
French literary critic. Ricardou based his analysis of "The Gold Bug" almost
exclusively on the text of Baudelaire's translation of the story, and the essay is not
only perspicacious, but also highlights, albeit unwittingly, the differences between
Baudelaire's version and the original. Furthermore, Baudelaire's "Le scarabee
d'or" contains an important auctorial footnote, which reveals certain aspects of the
translator's project. The publication of "Le scarabee d'or" in the Histoires
extraordinaires also meant that it came prefaced by Baudelaire's essay "Edgar
Allan Poe, sa vie et ses oeuvres," discussed in Chapter Five alongside its twin and
predecessor, "Edgar Allan Poe: sa vie et ses ouvrages." Lastly there is the para-
text accompanying Pichot's "Le scarabee d'or," which came with a two-page
preface. All these para-texts and a number of reviews will feature in the present
chapter and will help to determine and explain the translators' approach.
8.2. A Few Words on the Source and Target Texts
8.2.1. Texts
"The Gold Bug" was the first story by Edgar Allan Poe to be published in a
translation in the French press. Its first appearance in France came in the
translation by Amedee Pichot, appearing in the Revue britannique in November
1845 (Richard 1989: 1583), and was signed Alphonse Borghers (Amedee Pichot's
pseudonym). The version ofPichot's translation consulted here featured in a small
collection of two translations entitled Nouvelles choisies d'Edgard Poe (sic)
which was published by the Bibliotheque des Chemins de Fer in 1853. "The Gold
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Bug" made another pre-Baudelairean appearance in the French press in a
translation by William L. Hughes (who was introduced in Chapter Six), in the
Journal des faits of 28 October 1852 (Richard 1989: 1584). Baudelaire's
translation of "The Gold Bug," unlike many of his other translations of Poe
stories, was never published in the magazine press (possibly because of the
presence in those magazines of the previously mentioned rivalling translations),
and was published for the first time in the Histoires extraordinaires in 1856
(Richard 1989: 1584-1586). This collection was prefaced by the essay "Edgar
Allan Poe, sa vie et ses oeuvres" (Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1030-1048).
As far as the source texts used by the translators are concerned, Lemonnier is
correct in stating that by 1856, Baudelaire must have had two sources at his
disposal (see Lemonnier 1928: 167). By that time Baudelaire had access both to a
version of the original story which appeared in the collection of the Tales,
published by Wiley and Putnam in 1845, and to a later version which featured in
Griswold's posthumous edition, The Works ofthe Late Edgar Allan Poe,
published in 1850 and most often referred to as the "Redfield" edition. As for the
version which Pichot consulted, though the chronology of the publications
suggests that Pichot could have worked with the 1845 Tales version, since this
was, as Lemonnier indicates, available in France, certain omissions indicate that
the final version of Pichot's translation was based on the Redfield edition
(Lemonnier 1928: 167).55 The Tales version of "The Gold Bug" contains two
paragraphs which the Redfield edition omits, and as these are missing both from
Baudelaire's and Pichot's translation, it is safe to state that the main source for
both translations was the Redfield edition of Poe's work. The two paragraphs in
question do appear in T.O. Mabbott's 1978 edition, which presents yet another
text than Redfield's and that of the Tales, though, except for these two additional
55 Two letters from Baudelaire's correspondence in the early eighteen-fifties reveal that he tried to
get in touch with Pichot to obtain the 1850 Redfield edition of Poe's work, mainly because he
wished to procure for himself Griswold's biographical notice that featured there. The two letters
prove Baudelaire's attempts at obtaining a copy from Pichot, then editor of the Revue britannique
- apparently to no avail, (see Correspondances 1 1973 [1851]): 179-180 and Correspondances I
1973 [1852]: 204).
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paragraphs, it corresponds largely to the 1845 Tales version. In any case, neither
these missing paragraphs, nor the differences between the three original versions
have any impact on the issues discussed in this chapter.
Mabbott shows that "The Gold Bug" was one of the first stories which earned Poe
a small amount ofmoney when it was selected in a competition held by the Dollar
Newspaper: "Poe submitted "The Gold Bug," which won the first prize of a
hundred dollars" (Mabbott 1978: 804). Though Poe no longer had the copyright
for the story, it remained one of his most popular ones, as the author himself
indicated: "Of the "Gold Bug" (my most successful tale) more than 300,000
copies have been circulated" (quoted in Mabbott 1978: 799). The story also
reveals Poe's keen interest in cryptography, which he further developed in the
essay "A Few Words on Secret Writing" (Poe 1984 [1841]: 1277-1291).
8.2.2. Para-Texts
Pichof s preface to the 1853 edition of his Nouvelles choisies is interesting
because in contrast with Forgues' early essay, this piece of para-text appeared
about a year after Baudelaire's first biographical essay came out in the French
press, and echoes the previously described distorted image of Poe which the
French inherited, through Baudelaire's essay, from Thompson, Daniel and
Griswold (see Chapter Five). Like most other French readers Pichot simply
adopted Baudelaire's description of Poe's "vices," and the biographical data in his
preface to the Nouvelles choisies do not venture beyond these supposed traits. A
comparison with the much more neutral tone and the literary and critical focus of
Forgues' essay confirms that, once Baudelaire's image of Poe was launched, the
French interest in Poe focused on the more sensational sides of his character, as
the following sentence shows:
Edgar Poe [sic] avait vendu son ame a l'alcool, comme il l'eut vendue au
diable s'il avait cru au diable, ce qui est douteux, malgre quelques-unes de
ses diaboliques elucubrations. (Pichot 1853: iv)
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Still, in spite of this Baudelairean imprint, significant differences between
Pichot's preface and Baudelaire's essays can be noted. Firstly, Pichot is clearly
more knowledgeable about and concerned with placing Poe in his American
literary context than Baudelaire was, when he compares him with - and puts him
above - Charles Brockden Brown:
Avant Edgar Poe, les Etats-Unis avaient eu un auteur de cette ecole, plus
allemande qu'anglaise, Ch. B. Brown; mais Edgar Poe a surpasse son
maitre, qui n'a sur lui que le merite d'avoir ecrit des romans plus etendus.
(Pichot 1853: i)
Pichot also demonstrates his awareness that in America, Poe was not as
underrated as Baudelaire had made him appear - and Pichot, with his broad access
to the Anglophone press as director of the Revue britannique, was certainly in a
position to affirm this:
Ses debuts dans la presse lui valurent des sympathies tres-prononcees, et
successivement divers protecteurs. (Pichot 1853: ii)
In explaining why certain parts of the American literary establishment closed their
doors on Poe, Pichot also states things differently:
Elle [la societe] lut, elle admira ses fantaisies litteraires; mais la porte des
maisons honorables fut fermee au poete quand on sut qu'il ne respectait
pas lui-meme son propre genie. Nous ne pouvons blamer la societe
americaine de cette severite; et les originaux de cette force sontplus
interessants dans les romans que dans le monde.
(Pichot 1853: ii - italics mine)
Interestingly, Pichot could here be taken to snipe both at Baudelaire's admiration
(and incarnation) of Poe's so-called vices, and at Baudelaire's criticism of
American society, topics which were discussed in Chapter Five. In any case, what
emerges from the above extracts is that Pichot did not picture Poe in the isolated
and dissociated position that Baudelaire had allotted to him, and ofwhich the
following famous statement from Baudelaire is a reminder:
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IIfaut, c'est a dire, je desire, qu'Edgar Poe, qui n'est pas grand-chose en
Amerique, devienne un grand homme pour la France.
(Correspondances II 1973 [1856]: 343)
So, whereas Baudelaire's para-text continuously separated Poe from his origins,
by stating the lack of recognition he was receiving there, Pichot described Poe as
a participant in the literary system, whose bad habits may have excluded him
socially, but who was nonetheless a member of the literary establishment. If
Pichot had a project for the translations of Poe's fiction, then, it does not appear to
involve controlling Poe's literary destiny.
Another noticeable difference is the quality of Pichot's description of Poe's
stories, which is rather more knowledgeable and interesting than Baudelaire's.
The fact that Pichot selected as second story for his small volume "The
Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfaall," a story which, as "The Gold Bug,"
has a scientific interest, combined with Pichot's brief comments given below,
show that Pichot had understood that Poe was not merely "l'ecrivain des nerfs"
(Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1045) whom Baudelaire was promoting:
Le scarabee d'or et I'Aeronaute d'Egdar Poe sont deux histoires dans
lesquelles les calculs mathematiques et les probabilites de la science
deviennent d'une maniere originale les principaux elements de la fiction.
C'est peut-etre la premiere fois que les mathematiques et la physique
inspirent un interet si romanesque. (Pichot 1853: v)
Baudelaire never went as far as admitting that Poe was a precursor in his skilful
treatment of scientific topoT in literature, and mainly enthused over the spiritual
and psychological themes in Poe's fiction. In the preface that accompanied the
Histoires extraordinaires, i.e. "Edgar Toe, sa vie et ses oeuvres," Baudelaire
makes the following claim:
... Poe avait deja, a Charlottesville, manifeste une aptitude des plus
remarquables pour les sciences physiques et mathematiques. Plus tard, il
en fera un usage frequent dans ses etranges contes, et en tirera des moyens
tres inattendus. Maisj 'ai des raisons de croire que ce n 'est pas a cet ordre
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de compositions qu 'il attachait le plus d 'importance, et que - peut-etre
meme a cause de cette precoce aptitude - il n'etait pas loin de les
considerer comme de faciles jongleries, comparativement aux ouvrages de
pure imagination.
(Le Dantec 1951 [1856]: 1034 - my italics in the first part)
Besides being a clear projection of Baudelaire's own interests, this statement also
shows that Baudelaire did not realise that for Poe, the capacity for logic and
analysis is in the first place enhanced by the "pure imagination," and that the tales
of ratiocination were thus for Poe also expressions of the imaginative faculty.
Though in his previous essay on Poe, Baudelaire had defined "The Gold Bug" as
an example ofPoe's "conjecturisme" and "probabilisme," he had limited the rest
of his comments on the story to two extensive paragraphs containing a profoundly
uninteresting and unreflective series of observations, which is partly reproduced
here:
Le Scarabee d'or analyse des moyens successifs a employer pour deviner
un cryptogramme, avec lequel on peut decouvrir un tresor enfoui. Je ne
puis m'empecher de penser avec douleur que l'infortune E. Poe a du plus
d'une fois rever aux moyens de decouvrir des tresors. Que l'explication de
cette methode, qui fait la curieuse et litteraire speciality de certains
secretaires de police, est logique et lucide! Que la description du tresor est
belle, et comme on en re?oit une bonne sensation de chaleur et
d'eblouissement! Car on le trouve, le tresor! ce n'etaitpoint un reve,
comme il arrive generalement dans tous ces romans, ou l'auteur vous
reveille brutalement apres avoir excite votre esprit par des esperances
aperitives; cette fois, c'est un tresor vrai, et le dechiffreur l'a bien gagne.
En voici le compte exact... (Le Dantec 1951 [1852]: 1020)
... and Baudelaire repeats the lengthy description of the contents of the treasure as
it appears in his translation (and in Poe's text), with which he closes off his
commentary on "The Gold Bug." Nothing is said about the real focus of the story,
which, as will shortly be shown, involves much more than three characters finding
a beautiful treasure that would have made Poe's own mouth water. Baudelaire
makes no further comments on the analytical quality of the story, does not show
how the story relates intertextually to any other source literature, and ignores the
other ingredients of its contents, and the commentary is therefore roundly
simplistic. These introductory notes thus eloquently illustrate that Baudelaire's
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project was steered by his interest in the sensational and dramatic side of Poe's
writings and persona, and that their analytical themes and their focus on
"ratiocination" were not his favourite topics. The analysis of the translation will
have to bear out whether the latter carries the traces of this preference.
Finally, a different kind of para-text to be briefly discussed here is the contents
table of the Histoires extraordinaires, in which Baudelaire had grouped certain
stories together which do not appear as such in any of Poe's editions. Indeed, the
Histoires extraordinaires begins with Baudelaire's translation of three tales of
ratiocination: "Double assassinat dans la Rue Morgue," "La lettre volee," and "Le
scarabee d'or," and continues with a medley ofmainly fantastic stories with
psychological, pseudo-scientific or metaphysical interests. This para-textual
change, which is not due to an absence of source material, since the Tales were
available in Europe from 1846 onwards, was only undone for the first time in the
late 1980s, with Claude Richard's edition ofPoe's complete work in French,
which ranks the short stories in chronological order (Richard 1989).
8.3. Amedee Pichot, Poe's First Professional Translator
It is now time to attempt to establish what Pichot's position and stance as a
translator may have been and whether there are any elements pointing to a
specific project for the translations he realised of Poe's fiction. Pichot was an
extremely prolific translator, and it would therefore have been possible to retrace
characteristic aspects of his translation practice in the texts of the other
translations that he made during his lifetime. The scope of this study and its focus
on Baudelaire, however, do not allow for such an in-depth examination, and the
discussion has therefore been limited to second-hand impressions of Pichot's
work, seen by Sylvere Monod, a translator writing in 1993, and by Pichot's
biographer A.L. Bisson, who in 1940 published Amedee Pichot, A Romantic
Prometheus. The set-up of the following sections retains the main questions asked
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in Chapters Four, Five and even Six, though it does not follow the order adopted
there.
8.3.1. Who Was Amedee Pichot?
The fact that Amedee Pichot wrote translations under the pseudonym Alphonse
Borghers is now fully recognised, and was first proven by the Poe specialist W.T.
Bandy in his article "Poe's Secret Translator: Amedee Pichot" (Bandy 1964: 277-
280). The details of that discovery will not be repeated here, but the reader should
know that Bisson, Lemonnier and even Patrick Quinn were unaware that Borghers
and Pichot were the same person, which explains their ignorance ofPichot's work
on Poe.
Amedee Pichot, whose role as literary ambassador is described by Bisson as
"parallel to that ofMme de Stael" (Bisson 1940: xii), was born in Aries in 1795
and died in Paris in 1877. As Bisson states, Pichot was a Provencal and retained
throughout his life some of the more rustic characteristics ofhis native region. As
a young man, however, he became interested in the English Romantics, more
specifically in the work ofByron, and began to translate Byron into French. In
1818, he moved to Paris to integrate into the world of literature and the press, and
Bisson sketches the beginnings of his career as a translator as follows:
When he arrived in Paris in 1818 he brought with him some fragmentary
versions ofByron made at Montpellier, and these became the basis of the
translation which Ladvocat began to publish in 1819. It was a natural
sequel when, in 1820, he also translated the Lulla Rookh of Byron's friend
Moore. ... Within a year or so of coming to Paris he was at work on the
translation of Scott's Poems ofwhich an edition came from Ladvocat in
1820-21, and from Gosselin in 1822, and which formed part of the
collected edition of Scott's work which appeared from 1820 to 1832.
(Bisson 1940: 132)
Pichot became a fervent admirer of Sir Walter Scott, and according to Bisson, the
Defauconpret translations of Scott's work, which followed Pichot's, and which
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are still the ones published by Laffont today, would have benefited largely from
the input of the "traducteur de Lord Byron" (Bisson 1940: 133). Pichot was thus
not only prolific in the amount he translated, but he was also translating many of
the major works of English literature that were being read in France at the time.
Bisson's bibliography lacks a great amount of detail, especially regarding Pichof s
work as a translator, but what is certain is that Pichot was a well-known and
widely respected specialist both of English culture and literature, and of
translation from English, so much so that Bisson, describing Pichot's death,
writes:
So ended sixty years of indefatigable translation. From Byron and Scott
and Tom Jones to Dickens, Bret Harte and the Heir ofRedclyffe, there's
hardly an English writer or book of note whom he did not make accessible
or more accessible to his countrymen. (Bisson 1940: 170-171)
8.3.2. Pichot's Position in the Target Literature
Pichot was also personally acquainted with a number of the authors he translated.
The first among these was Sir Walter Scott, whom he went to visit in Edinburgh
in 1822, and who remained Pichot's example and idol, both with regards to
literary style and to the topoi of his works. Bisson's description of Pichot's trip to
Scotland also illustrates how familiar the translator became with the source
culture:
To Pichot, as to so many others in that generation, the journey to Scotland
was a literary pilgrimage, and among all those who annually thronged to
Abbotsford there can have been few who came with a more receptive and
sympathetic understanding. (Bisson 1940: 133)
It seems useful, at this point, to contrast this interest on Pichot's part with
Baudelaire's comment on Sir Walter Scott, which already featured in Chapter
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Five and shows Baudelaire's preference for a more degenerate type of author and
literature:
Je le dis sans honte, parce que je sens que cela part d'un profond sentiment
de pitie et de tendresse, Edgar Poe, ivrogne, pauvre, persecute, paria, me
plait plus que calme, et vertueux, un Goethe ou un W. Scott.
(LeDantec 1951 [1852]: 1029)
These comments again underline the differences in literary preferences (and
literary horizon) that existed between Baudelaire and Pichot, who clearly
belonged to a different generation of (re)writers.
Later on, in 1843, and in a similarly friendly manner, Pichot, who made numerous
trips to England throughout his life, also met Dickens, and "the liking between
him and the new-risen star was mutual and immediate" (Bisson 1940: 169). What
is more, during this trip Pichot played guide to another translator, who is now
known to the reader as one of Baudelaire's rival Poe-translators (see Chapter Six):
On one of these English holidays he acted as guide to a friend seeing
England for the first time ... This was "Old Nick," the translator and critic
E.D. Forgues, who in the 'forties came to hold much the same position as
an authority on English literature as Pichot had held in the 'twenties and
early 'thirties. (Bisson 1940: 168)
Referring to the pre-analytical questions asked in Chapter Four, Pichot's "being-
in-language" (what Berman calls his "position langagiere"), and his position as a
writer and rewriter ("position scriputaire"), can thus be sketched. First of all, it
would appear that the translator's command of the source language when he was
translating Poe, must have been one of highly developed competence: as was just
shown, Pichot had begun his career as a translator in the early eighteen twenties,
and he translated Poe in the late forties and early fifties. He was by then an
experienced visitor of Scotland and England, and had also become the chief editor
of the magazine that specialised in English and Anglophone literature (the Revue
britannique) - activities which simply could not have been taken up by someone
with less-than-excellent English skills. Pichot's command of English must have
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changed over the course of his career as a translator, but his high level of
competence was probably fully acquired by the time he translated Poe. Though
contemporary definitions of bilingualism would now deprive him from that label,
in his own days Pichot would certainly have been considered a bilingual in
English and French.
The question whether the translator translated other same source language texts
has just been answered: Pichot's career as a (very prolific) translator from English
spanned sixty years. Still, if one wish to consider nineteenth-century American
English as different from its British counterpart, it can be added that his
knowledge of American English and American culture would have been less great
than his familiarity with everything English and Scottish. Even so, considering
that Pichot also translated works like Longfellow's Slave's Dream (Bisson 1940:
358), he would have been more familiar with the culture and the language of the
New Continent than Baudelaire, whose anti-Americanism must have cut short any
further interest in that continent and its culture.
Besides translations from English, Pichot also worked and wrote in other literary
fields, and his writings, work and literary acquaintances (both in French and in
English literature) allow one to determine to some degree what his status and
position in the literary system may have been. The most important element here is
the fact that Pichot was, for a very long time, the director of the Revue
britannique, and the significance of that position is confirmed by Monod:
Plus qu'aucun des ouvrages [i.e. original writings] rediges par Amedee
Pichot, et dont la plupart, il faut bien l'avouer, sont presque oublies
aujourd'hui sans que Ton ait envie de crier a Tinjustice, bien plus que les
nombreuses traductions publiees sous sa signature, Tanimation de la Revue
britannique lui assure une place dans Thistoire litteraire. ... II la dirigea de
fafon tres personnelle et autoritaire, de 1839 a sa mort en 1877.
(Monod 1993: 79)
Pichot's work for the Revue britannique consisted mainly of revising and writing
translations, and Pichot's work as a translator thus made the basis of his status as
magazine editor. The reference which Monod makes to the mediocre quality of
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Pichot's own writings is confirmed by Bisson, who, in spite of her obvious
devotion to the personage, indicates in several places that in his own prose, Pichot
lacked literary genius (see Bisson 1940: xiv). It was, then, not his work as a writer
but as a rewriter, which earned Pichot a certain status in French literature. As was
shown in Chapter Four, this was also the case for Baudelaire, albeit only in the
beginning of his career as a translator, which was soon caught up by his career as
a poet.
8.3.3. Elements of Pichot's Translation Project and Stance
A generic impression of the quality of Pichot's other translations, combined with
a depiction of Pichot's literary tastes and preferences, may go some way in
explaining this or that strategy in his translation ofPoe, and in forming a picture
of his stance as a translator.
With reference to Pichot's translation ofMilton's poetry, for instance, Monod
speaks of a "tendance a la dilution" and a "petit nombre d'omissions,
d'inexactitudes et d'erreurs" (Monod 1993: 88). Another translation by Pichot,
this time from Macaulay, shows even more pruning on Pichot's part, as Monod
writes: "Ce qui frappe le plus au premier abord, c'est la condensation du texte,
dont les exemples sont innombrables" (Monod 1993: 88), an observation which is
completed by Monod's statement that:
Beaucoup de passages sont remanies par Pichot de fond en comble. Et
surtout les omissions sont tres nombreuses, parfois massives et souvent
dommageables. (Monod 1993: 89)
Monod also discusses in some detail Pichot's translation ofDavid Copperfield,
which Pichot translated under the title Le neveu de ma tante. What is interesting is
Pichot's preface to this translation, in which he discusses, among other things, his
translation strategies, and which Monod paraphrases as follows:
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Amedee Pichot explique ensuite comment la France doit traiter les
ecrivains etrangers: il convient certes de les accueillir chez nous, mais sans
sacrifier pour autant les droits de notre bon gout traditionnel.
(Monod 1993: 91)
Pichot, then, seems to have adhered to a largely domesticating stance, which
aspires to adapt the text to the customs and the tastes of the national culture - a
stance which would logically result in a fluency strategy (or, in House's terms, a
"covert" translation). Indeed, as far as Dickens was concerned, Pichot found that
there was too much caricature there, and described his approach as follows:
[Pour traduire David Copperfield], non seulement j'ai sacrifie davantage
les anglicismes au desir de satisfaire le gout fran9ais; mais encore j'ai
modifie un ou deux caracteres et abrege quelques scenes.
(Pichot quoted in Monod 1993: 91)
Again, then, one finds confirmation of a stance on Pichot's part which allowed for
strong fluency strategies, and a project that strove to adapt Dickens to what Pichot
perceived to be the French taste reigning at the time. The use of the word
"project" here is important, because the above comments on Pichot's Dickens
translations need to be hedged with some reservations. Dickens was the author
with whom, though they were friends, Pichot felt a serious difference in literary
taste and stylistic preference, and whose verbal prolixity and baroque style he
criticized from the beginning. Still, as Bisson also points out, Pichot liked Dickens
personally, and appreciated the topoY of Dickens' work. The reason why Monod
concentrates on Pichot's translation of David Copperfield, is that Monod himself
has retranslated David Copperfield, but this focus may actually give in a lopsided
impression of Pichot's talents, and, more importantly, of his overall stance as a
translator.
Bisson's analyses, for instance, make it clear that, had Monod turned his attention
to Pichot's translations of Sir Walter Scott, or even to translations from other
authors, he would have found considerably fewer instances of pruning than he
found in Pichot's translations of Dickens. This impression is also confirmed by
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Bisson's comments on another Pichot translation of Dickens, this time ofBarnaby
Rudge:
If the opening chapters of his Barnaby Rudge be compared with the
original, it will be seen just what Pichot thought ought to go, and how
much has gone - a phrase here and there, two or three descriptive
sentences at a stretch, a conversation shortened and its idiosyncrasies,
meaningless to French readers, quietly removed. This is very differentfrom
the treatment he had given to Scott or Byron. "Une traduction litterale etait
possible," he wrote with evident relief of some of the Christmas Tales;
"nous l'avons entreprise sans renoncer pour cela, selon notre usage, a faire
ecrire a Charles Dickens en fran9ais litteraire."
(Bisson 1940: 386-387 - italics mine)
The statement underscores that a translator's stance is not the same as his specific
project for this or that translation: though his project of translating Dickens
prompted him to do major cuttings there, Pichot's overall stance as a translator did
not necessarily include this strategy as a fixed value. A recurrent observation,
which points to a certain stance, however, seems to be that Pichot wrote fluent
translations, and strove to write the kind of French that was considered adequate
for literary purposes.
8.3.4. A Glimpse of Pichot's Literary and Translational Horizon
What also becomes clear when reading these descriptions of Pichot's translations
is that he worked during the period, described in Chapter Six, when the translation
norms, which had for so long imposed severe constraints on translation, were
being relaxed more and more. Though Pichot's work on Poe coincided with
Baudelaire's, his career as a translator spans a very long period and began when
the classical norms that applied to the translation of "high" literature (i.e. poetry
and classical prose) were still strongly felt throughout the field. Nonetheless, his
Poe translations appeared late in his career, and the lack of norms governing the
genre of "modern" prose writing implied that, for his translations of Poe, he
would have been as free as Baudelaire in his choice of strategy.
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Pichot's skills as a translator were recognised by some famous contemporaries of
his, both literary figures and translators, during his day. Pichot, who was not a
member of any of the Parisian "Cenacles" (Bisson 1940: 376), was on intimate
terms with Nodier, Chateaubriand, (Bisson 1940: 374), and Lamartine (Bisson
1940: 375). As already indicated, Bisson also claims that good parts of the
Defauconpret translations of Scott's oeuvre can be attributed to Pichot. Here are
some of her comments on the Pichot-Defauconpret relationship:
As the correspondence between them shows, even Defauconpret referred
to him for advice about a rendering or a reference. The nature and
importance ofPichot's share [in the Scott translations which do not bear
his name] is borne out by other evidence; his word-perfect knowledge of
Scott's work, his concern with the exact meaning ofwords and references
and their rendering in the "Defauconpret" translation in other books than
those he is known to have translated, the fact that he certainly revised Old
Mortality, almost certainly Ivanhoe and others, and wrote a "commentaire"
for Waverley. The CEuvres Completes may bear the name ofDefauconpret,
but for their final form the responsibility was rather with Pichot.
(Bisson 1940: 341)
Still, recent Pleiade and Laffont editions of Scott's work in French do not mention
Pichot as a translator at all, and these claims can therefore not be taken for granted
without further investigation. Bisson's book does contain an appendix with
extracts of the correspondence between Pichot and Defauconpret, which confirm
that Defauconpret clearly considered Pichot to be an authority on the English
language, on English and Scottish culture and on Sir Walter Scott (see Bisson
1940: 400-403). It also shows Pichot as a man who was not only practising
translation, but also discussing it both with the authors involved, and with other
translators. His friendship with Forgues, and his work at the Revue britannique as
translator and editor of other people's translations, also show a person whose
translational horizon may have been the same as Baudelaire's, but whose position
as well-known translator may have had the effect ofmaking him more subject to
the norms then governing translation. In other words, the fact that Pichot was an
experienced translator may have instilled in him a more conservative attitude, and
could explain his adherence to fluency.
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As far as his literary horizon goes, Bisson shows that Pichot's personal literary
tastes were entirely consistent with his liking of Sir Walter Scott and the English
Romantics, and his comments on the work ofHugo, for instance, show that his
tastes were very much that of the (English) Romantic age. Pichot was thus a part
of the generation just preceding Baudelaire's, who had not yet developed the
interests which that new generation held in socio-political matters and in the more
morbid, debauched and "frenetic" sides of the late Romantic period. From an
extract in which she cites Pichot's reactions to Hugo's Legende, Bisson makes it
clear that themes like "le genie du mal ... la haine ... l'impiete ... le socialisme le
plus revolutionnaire" (Pichot quoted in Bisson 1940: 380), were not to Pichot's
liking, and that he would therefore not have been moved by the dark side of Poe
the way Baudelaire was. Neither would the Baudelairean characters of dandy,
poete maudit and bousingot have had any attraction for Pichot. The following
information, derived from what was found on Pichot's bookshelves, goes some
way in explaining why Pichot (unlike, for instance, William Little Hughes - see
Chapter Six) never bothered with any further Poe translations after the two that
were published in 1853. Bisson's surprise here also speaks volumes for the
differences in literary tastes between the two translators:
As the years went on, the books that he thus received with the homage of
their authors were a far cry from Nodier and Lamartine, Scott and Byron,
even from Petrus Borel's Champavert which its author sent him in 1833
with his "hommage, reconnaissance, devouement." The contes immoraux
of the "lycanthrope" [Petrus Borel] have a queer look among his books;
and, when one remembers all that Pichot liked and stood for in literature
and all that the donor has come to represent, it is an even queerer shock to
come across Baudelaire's translation of Poe's Eureka, "de la part de
l'auteur." (Bisson 1940: 381)
Bisson's consternation at finding a book by Poe (and translated and dedicated by
Baudelaire, at that) is not surprising since, as indicated above, she was unaware of
Pichot's translation of two ofPoe's stories under the pseudonym of Borghers (see
Bisson 1940: 382n).
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With this brief sketch of Pichot's position in French literature as an author, editor
and most of all translator, the following points can be stated. Firstly, that due to
his experience in translation, and his many visits to Britain, Pichot was much
better equipped in English than Baudelaire could ever have been. Secondly, that
Pichot was an experienced, or better said, a veteran translator, and that translation
was his central activity, which may have prevented him from doing anything
divergent or unprecedented in his translation practice. Thirdly, that he had great
experience in translating from English, and more specifically, that he was very
experienced in translating English prose. Fourthly, that in general, Pichot's stance
was most likely one of striving for fluency, though not necessarily for
domestication - he wanted to produce texts that were palatable for French tastes,
but he also had too much respect for the authors he translated (especially Scott
and Byron), and for the source culture from which he translated, to produce texts
that were too far removed from the originals. Fifthly, if Pichot had a project for
the translations of Poe's stories, this can not have been the personal appropriation
which it became for Baudelaire. Pichot's literary preferences clearly lay with a
different genre, and whereas Baudelaire had worked to separate Poe from his
origins, Pichot begins by allotting him a place in American literature. Sixth,
though he is from a slightly older generation, Pichot's translational horizon would
have been more or less the same as Baudelaire's, mainly because of the fact that
they were both translating modern and non-classical prose narratives, and that, as
we saw in Chapter Six, this was a genre still ungoverned by any specific norms,
both as far as originals and translations were concerned. Still, his central position
as a translator may have tended Pichot's practice towards the more conservative
norms of his time. Lastly, Pichot's literary preferences were very different from
Baudelaire's, and Pichot would have had more interest in the analytical than in the
turmoiled side of Poe. These conclusions should help to better assess and explain
Pichot's translation strategies as they are observed throughout the rest of this
chapter.
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8.4. Pre-Reading the Two Translations and the Original
8.4.1. Introductory Remarks
Considering that the stage of pre-reading is also the first encounter of the reader
with the plot and contents of "The Gold Bug," it seems inevitable to give the
details of the narrative that constitutes "The Gold Bug" at the present stage. Both
Pichot's and Baudelaire's versions are close enough translations to have
maintained the storyline and the main elements of Poe's plot, which entails that
the pre-reading of Pichot's version, which here comes first because it precedes
Baudelaire's translation chronologically, will be longer and more detailed in its
rendering of the plot than the other two. The reader should also keep in mind that
this stage serves to build guiding hypotheses, and in no way aims to formulate
anything conclusive. For the questions which Berman asks us to keep in mind
during this pre-reading stage, the reader is again referred to the relevant sections
in Chapter Three.
8.4.2. Pre-Reading Pichot's Translation
The story of "The Gold Bug," told by an I-narrator, begins with his description of
Sullivan's Island, the dwelling place of the other two protagonists, William
Legrand and his servant (and ex-slave) Jupiter. The narrator describes Legrand as
an intelligent though somewhat misanthropic man, with an amateur scientist's
interest in nature, particularly insects. The action begins with a visit of the
narrator to Sullivan's Island. Upon their meeting, Legrand excitedly reports his
finding of a gold-coloured beetle of an unknown species. Noticeably, Legrand is
much more interested in his find than the narrator, who is distracted and even
misunderstands Legrand's meaning during their first dialogue on the subject.
Jupiter's impression of the gold bug, which he calls a "carabe," is that the beetle is
not a real insect, but is made of solid gold. Legrand, having lent the beetle to a
friend for the evening, draws it on a piece of paper for the narrator, but this gives
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rise to some discussion on the quality of the drawing. Legrand becomes absent-
minded and surly, and the narrator decides to go home.
A month later, in Charleston, the narrator is visited by Jupiter, and a difficult
conversation ensues in which Jupiter gives a confused report of the mental state of
his master. Jupiter hands the narrator a message from Legrand, in which the latter
asks him to come over, and the narrator and Jupiter set out for Sullivan's Island.
On arrival, the narrator finds Legrand in what seems like a state ofmental
disarray, Legrand having now also adopted Jupiter's belief that the gold bug is of
great financial value. The narrator vainly tries to convince his friend that he is ill,
and Legrand manages to convince him in turn to come with him for the night, in
order to help him out with an undefined task, which involves the gold bug, on the
continent.
The three of them set out in the afternoon and Legrand, refusing to give any
further explanation about the purpose of the adventure, leads his two companions
to a big tulip tree standing in the midst of a deserted stretch of land, and orders
Jupiter to climb up into the tree taking the beetle with him - an order which
Jupiter, who fears the gold bug, carries out only after some protest. At a particular
point in his climb Jupiter finds a skull nailed into a dead branch, and Legrand tells
him to lower the gold bug, attached to a piece of string, through the left eye of the
skull - an order which Jupiter again carries out with some hesitation, since he
cannot distinguish left from right. Legrand then designates a spot which lies in the
prolongation of the two points thus obtained; i.e. the tree trunk and the point
where the gold bug has fallen, and he and his two reluctant companions begin to
dig. They dig for two hours, and find nothing, but then Legrand realizes that
Jupiter has mistaken the left eye of the skull for the right one. They begin digging
again in a different spot, and with the help of Legrand's dog, they first dig up a
number of human bones and a big Spanish knife, and then find a wooden trunk,
which contains a treasure of immense value. Bringing back the treasure takes up
all of the night, and the three protagonists get back to the hut for the second time
around sunrise, and go to sleep for a while. Then they draw up an inventory of the
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treasure in the trunk, which takes them most of the next day. The treasure is
described in detail, and the value of the objects is given.
The second part of the story consists of Legrand's explanation, for the narrator's
(and the reader's) benefit, of his method in searching for the treasure. Legrand
explains that while making his drawing of the gold bug, he noticed that the piece
ofpaper was really a piece of vellum, a very fine type of parchment. Legrand then
reminds the narrator how he happened to bring the piece of parchment close
enough to the fire to heat it, which revealed a skull as part of a different drawing
in secret ink - hence their discussion on the quality of the drawing. Legrand
recounts how, when he heated the parchment again, another drawing revealed
itself, this time of a kid goat (a noun for which Pichot gives the English word,
since it will become part of a rebus), which Legrand immediately recognized as
referring to a pirate's name: Captain Kidd. Legrand continues to recount how,
after heating the parchment for a third time, a series of characters, constituting a
coded message, a cipher, showed up. A detailed description is then given of the
method of deciphering the rebus and the code, and this constitutes the second half
of the narrative. The story ends with Legrand and the narrator's speculations as to
the origin of the human bones they had found in the pit.
In this story the gold bug is clearly a decoy: it features in the title, and for quite a
while the reader is misled into believing that this is a story about a beetle. What is
interesting in Pichot's version is that Jupiter continually calls the gold bug a
"carabe," a word that adds to the ambiguous nature of the gold bug, and which
seems to indicate that there is a difference in the way the three protagonists
estimate the importance of the gold bug in this story.
In general, Pichot's style and language are different from Baudelaire's, a remark
which can be made even after this initial stage of pre-reading. Pichot's text is
fluent, and there is none of the heavy syntax and anglicised word-order or
vocabulary which was found in Baudelaire's translation of "The Fall of the House
ofUsher." The syntax is idiomatic, and so is the choice of vocabulary, which is all
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standard nineteenth-century French. In the dialogues (i.e. direct reported
discourse), both the narrator and Legrand use this same language, but this is
notably different from Jupiter's speech, whose social dialect, as it will be called
for the moment, is Pichot's translation of what Poe thought a nineteenth-century
ex-slave sounded like. In Pichot's version, Jupiter's language shows a few aspects
of French Creole (e.g. the pronoun li, used in the Martiniquan variety of French
Creole for the direct and indirect object form of the singular third person pronouns
"lui," "elle" and "la," is here used in subject position), but mainly consists in
having Jupiter speak in infinitive verb phrases and by converting the subject and
object pronouns into their accusative forms, which results in the rather stereotype
constructions of the type "me eat bread."
Another remark to be made is that the story (and Pichot's translation) contains a
conspicuous number ofmisunderstandings between the different characters which
usually seem to arise from the fact that the addressee is distracted or, in Jupiter's
case, simply does not understand the speaker in question, a problem which seems
to stem from Jupiter's own language use. Lastly, the atmosphere and scenery
throughout the story is one of playful suspense - there is none of the morbid
tension and fear which existed in "The Fall of the House ofUsher." The little
tension there is results from the pleasant excitement at the idea of finding a
treasure. The scenery is described with botanical and geographical details and the
landscapes are also described with noticeable precision, which seems logical since
they contain the clues of the treasure hunt. As has already been indicated, the
story's structure is neatly two-fold: first comes the narrator's account of the events
both preceding and during the search, and then the narrator reproduces Legrand's
report on how he deciphered the code, and how he located the treasure.
8.4.3. Pre-Reading Baudelaire's Translation
In Baudelaire's version, the events in the story are the same as in Pichot's and
Poe's, except for a few significant details. Firstly, in this translation, when
Legrand makes the drawing of the gold bug for the narrator, he does not do this on
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a dirty piece ofpaper: Baudelaire's Legrand immediately draws on a piece of
"velin" (i.e. vellum). The reader and the characters in the story are therefore
immediately made aware that what Legrand has found on the beach is not merely
a piece of paper. The presence of parchment is not further explained, but it raises
the suspicion, much earlier than in Pichot's text, that something out of the
ordinary is going on. This also takes the focus off the gold bug, which therefore
functions less as a distraction in Baudelaire's text, since the reader realizes from
the beginning that besides the gold bug, another bizarre thing (a piece of
parchment) has also been found. A second strange detail in Baudelaire's
translation, which one can immediately impute to a mistranslation on Baudelaire's
part, considering it makes so little sense, is the way in which Legrand behaves
when the three characters are walking to the place where the treasure is buried. In
Baudelaire's translation, Legrand, who has attached the beetle to a piece of string,
appears to be swinging the beetle around himself, ("autour de lui") i.e. over the
top of his head, which, instead of giving him the airs of a magician, makes him
look more like a madman.
In terms of style and language, this text also differs quite substantially from
Pichot's. In general, the language is often wooden and unidiomatic, and there are
again occurrences of the anglicised word-order noted in the previous chapter. As
far as the representations of direct discourse are concerned, Baudelaire's version
has all three protagonists speak exactly the same language, with Jupiter
occasionally being a little more informal than the others. The reason why
Baudelaire opts for such a very neutralised rendering of the dialogues in the story
is explained by him in a footnote. This piece of para-text, and the consequences of
Baudelaire's choice in translation, will be discussed more broadly in the course of
the actual analysis.
Without going into the details of the characters' language use, there is one
immediately noticeable consequence of Baudelaire's decision not to translate
Jupiter's slave dialect. In Pichot, Jupiter calls the gold bug a "carabe," whereas in
Baudelaire's version the gold bug is constantly being called "scarabee." This
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entails that the function of the gold bug may very well differ between the two
translations. Lastly, the backdrop of the story and the atmosphere that reigns in
Baudelaire's text feel more sinister than in Pichot, and there is a stronger feeling
ofmenace and danger, which Legrand's worrisome behaviour increases even
more.
8.4.4. Pre-Reading Poe's Text
In Poe, the two differences noted above in Baudelaire's plot (i.e. the early
appearance of the parchment and the bizarre behaviour of Legrand), are not
present, and the storyline is exactly the one presented by Pichot - the piece of
parchment is here, on its first appearance, also presented as a piece of paper
("foolscap," more precisely), which helps to mislead the reader on the central
focus of the story, for as long as possible. The scenery and atmosphere in Poe's
text also resemble more closely what we found in Pichot, and have nothing
particularly menacing or sinister.
A remarkable difference which immediately distinguishes Poe's text from
Baudelaire's (and even, though to a lesser degree, from Pichot's) is that all three
characters speak a different kind of language. The narrator's speech shows a level
of formality and overdone politeness which make him appear, on occasion, both
too naive and too narrow-minded to understand what is really going on. The
narrator is an upper-class Charlestonian and speaks the language of the
nineteenth-century well-to-do Southern urbanite, using, on occasion, very
circumspect and formulaic phrases. Secondly, in Poe's text, there is Jupiter's
strongly foregrounded slave dialect, which also serves as a signpost for the more
subtle differences between the language used by Legrand and the narrator.
Thirdly, Legrand employs a similar, though less baroque and formalised English
than the narrator, and seems fond of scientific terminology, here and there
throwing in a Latin term - which entails that the gold bug, in Poe's text, carries an
additional name: scarabceus. In Poe's original text, the dialogues are also littered
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with misunderstandings, and here these clearly arise from the differences in
linguistic habits between the three protagonists.
8.4.5. Comparing First Impressions and Distilling Guiding Questions
Three main differences thus emerge from these pre-readings.
The first of these certainly has to do with the function of the gold bug in the story,
and the question could be formulated as follows:
1. What role does the gold bug play in Poe's story, and how is this reproduced in
Baudelaire's and Pichot's translation respectively?
The second question refers to the function of the linguistic differences that exist
between the characters in Poe's story, and thus becomes:
2. What are the consequences of the translators' respective treatments of the
differences in language use that exist between the three characters?
Thirdly, a brief examination will be made of the differences noticed in
Baudelaire's version in atmosphere, and the third question thus becomes:
3. Are there any distinctions to be found in the scenery and the atmosphere in the
three versions which could explain the more sinister impression left by
Baudelaire's version?
These three questions will guide the following analysis, and will lead to a view of
the type of reading which each of the three texts can yield.
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8.5. Comparative Analysis
8.5.1. The Risks of a Symbolic Reading
The object of the gold bug is obviously one of the central elements in all three
versions. Throughout the narrative the hypothetical link between the gold bug and
the treasure is established in a number ofways, and the gold bug gradually
becomes, at least in the English text, a pointer to the treasure, a metaphorical
index to its presence.
In his essay "L'or du scarabee," (Ricardou 1971: 39-58), Jean Ricardou gives his
reading of the story, based on Baudelaire's translation. Ricardou attributes to the
object of the gold bug an important symbolic role, linking it with other elements
in the story, and outside of it. For Ricardou "Fetude des particularites
cosmographiques du recit ouvre(-t-elle) sur un symbolisme" (Ricardou 1971: 44).
In order to establish the fact that the text invests the beetle with symbolic value,
Ricardou draws his readers' attention to the regular co-occurrence of the beetle
and the sun, the latter appearing either in the east or in the west (at the time of
sunrise or sunset). Ricardou sees a symbolic link between beetle and sun, writing
that "Leur commun va-et-vient determine entre soleil et scarabee une etroite
liaison" (Ricardou 1971: 43). Indeed, the gold bug has similar features as the sun:
its colour is described as "d'une brillante couleur d'or" (Le Dantec 1951: 67, lines
94-95), and its shape is that of "une boule d'or brunie" (Le Dantec 1951: 80, line
664), and these features also appertain to the treasure. This prompts Ricardou to
establish a chain of three symbolically connected elements, all sharing some
attributes with one another and inviting a reading which establishes them as
symbolically equivalent:
II est possible d'etablir entre les trois termes une chaine d'equivalences:
tresor = scarabee = soleil. (Ricardou 1971: 43)
However, Ricardou's reading of the French text invests both the gold bug and the
sun with rather more symbolic value than is appropriate, and this is due precisely
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to the fact that he is basing his observations on Baudelaire's version. Ricardou
begins by claiming that it is sunme (and not sunset), and the "va-et-vienf' of the
narrator between west and east, which form the temporal and spatial poles around
which the narrative centres its events and facts - the treasure, for instance, is
hidden in the west. It could be argued, however, that there is nothing particularly
surprising in the location of the treasure in the west, considering that the overall
location of the narrative is on the Atlantic coast... and that the treasure, had it
been buried to the east of Sullivan's Island, would have had to be found at the
bottom of the sea.
This is not to deny that in a story in which the scenery provides the clues in a
treasure hunt, elements like east, west, sunrise or sunset or other geographical data
have a specific significance, but connecting these elements with the gold bug and
investing this connection with symbolism does not apply to Poe's text. This point
is highly relevant because Ricardou, again using his symbolic chain as a point of
departure, goes on to establish a further link in his chain and states that:
... par le frequent rappel du diable, en contigui'te directe ou indirecte avec
le scarabee, la prose tend a monter un systeme metonymique artificiel
grace auquel a la maniere d'un dressage pavlovien, scarabee et diable
seront automatiquement associes. (Ricardou 1971: 48)
However, several of the occurrences of "diable" which Ricardou has found in
Baudelaire's text, simply do not occur in the English text (nor can they be found
in Pichot's), and these are therefore additions introduced by Baudelaire, while
other occurrences of "diable" (e.g. "de tous les diables" (Le Dantec 1951: 72, line
331)) occur in the form of a much less conspicuously diabolical "d-d" in the
English text. It should therefore be pointed out that if Ricardou sees certain
"fugaces apparitions du fantastique" in "The Gold Bug," (Ricardou 1971: 48) this
is, as he also seems to recognise, due to Baudelaire's translation:
Ainsi est-ce sans doute parce qu'il fut sensible a ce dressage [pavlovien]
que Baudelaire, en sa version, eut Theureuse idee d'accroitre cette grappe
d'un element nouveau, traduisant "Nonsense! no! - the bug" par "Eh non!
que diable! - le scarabee" (Ricardou 1971: 48)
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Ricardou thus admits that Baudelaire is here translating beyond what can be found
in Poe's text, and Ricardou's licensing Baudelaire's addition, simply because it
supports his own interpretation of the text, constitutes a rather topsy-turvy way of
doing textual hermeneutics.
However one may judge his methods, what Ricardou's piece of para-text clearly
shows is that Baudelaire's translation produces different effects than the original.
Though Ricardou states that the symbolic values he discerns are created by the
juxtaposition of certain elements in the text (i.e. that they are an effect of the text
and do not have any pre-established symbolic value), his interpretations not only
seem exaggeratedly "symbolic," but also overlook certain details that have to do
with translation, and not with the narrative structure of the original. Ricardou
would thus have fallen in the trap set by Poe, whose intentions in "The Gold Bug"
are explained below by a contemporary of his, Thomas Dunn English:
The Bug, which gives its title to the story, is used only in the way of
mystification, having throughout a seeming and no real connection with
the subject. Its purpose is to seduce the reader into the idea of supernatural
machinery and keeping [sic] him so mystified until the last moment,
(quoted in Mabbott 1978: 799)
Moreover, before going into the para-text which will elucidate the original
function of the gold bug more profoundly, it should be pointed out that the
narrative in itself features a claim that suggests quite strongly that the gold bug is
a decoy. It occurs at the moment when Legrand, piqued by the narrator's belief
that he has gone insane, puts on a show of strange behaviour and claims:
... and I shall arrive at the gold ofwhich it [the beetle] is the index.
Jupiter, bring me that scarabo>us\ (Mabbott 1978: 815 line 291-293)
How, then, has Ricardou arrived at his symbolic reading of the text, and what
allows him to establish his chain of equivalents?
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8.5.2. The Functions of the Gold Bug
The verbal representation of the object of the beetle is conspicuously varied in the
English text, which features a number of variations such as "beetle," "insect,"
"bug," and "scarabceus," but is remarkably monotonous in Baudelaire's version.
Though French has terms like "escarbot," (an informal denomination for an
"Insecte du genre des coleopteres" ofwhich a subspecies is even called the
"escarbot dore " (Tresor 8: 111); "coccinelle," or "bestiole" (in the sense of
"petite bete" (Tresor 4: 429)), Baudelaire constantly refers to the object with the
noun "scarabee," and uses "insecte" where Poe uses the same word in English. On
the other hand, Pichot's version shows a significant variation in its denotations for
the gold bug, since in Jupiter's speech the bug is called "carabe." This is a
brilliant find, as "carabe" is defined in the Tresor as an "Ambre jaune utilise
autrefois en medecine" (Tresor 5: 168), which reminds one of the gold-coloured
aspect of the beetle, while at the same closely resembling (taking away the accent)
the French word "carabe," a relatively common sort of beetle, defined in the
Tresor as "insecte coleoptere carnivore" which also includes the species "carabe
dore, rutilant, violet" (Tresor 5: 168). The object of the gold bug, at least in
Pichot's version, thus carries an additional name that is loaded with associative
meaning, and this brings Pichot's version much closer to Poe's than Baudelaire's.
A precise comparison of the occurrences of the object in the three texts can
confirm this point further. Of the eighty-four times that the beetle is referred to in
English, it is mainly designated by the noun "bug," (thirty-eight times), then,
almost equally as often as "beetle" and "scarabceus" (twenty-one and eighteen
times respectively) and lastly, seven times out of eighty-four, by "insect."
Baudelaire's text has eighty-three occurrences, and refers to the object with the
noun "scarabee" sixty-six times, with "insect" sixteen times, and once uses the
noun "bete." Pichot, who due to two repetitions has eighty-six occurrences of
nouns referring to the object, uses the word "scarabee" forty-one times, while
Jupitef's word "carabe" occurs twenty five times, and "insecte" nineteen times.
There is also one occurrence of "(petite) bete." In the English text, then, the
object is most often referred to by "bug," but its number of occurrences (thirty-
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eight) does not seems overwhelming enough to call the presence of the noun
"bug" pervasive, whereas this is clearly the case for Baudelaire's "scarabee."
Pichot, on the other hand, can not be accused of this monotony, since less than
half of the occurrences of the object are represented by "scarabee."
The reading of the texts where "bug" or "scarabee" are alternated by an at least
equally large amount of other nouns, as is the case in Poe's and Pichot's texts,
will most likely give a different interpretation to what Ricardou supposes to be the
symbolic content of the object, and it is therefore necessary to consider a reading
of the English text in order to contrast it with Ricardou's reading ofBaudelaire's
translation. As T. D. English indicated, the gold bug could be a decoy, and its
possible meaninglessness is illustrated by a pun in the discourse of Jupiter, who is
actually insisting on the contrary:
"... it is of a brilliant colour - about the size of a large hickory-nut - with
two black spots near one extreme of the back, and another, somewhat
longer, at the other. The antennae are - ..."
"Dey aint no tin in him, Massa Will, I keep a telling on you," here
interrupted Jupiter.
"De bug is a goole bug, solid, ebery bit of him."
(Mabbott 1978: 808-809, lines 76-82)
Jupiter has mistaken Legrand's "antennae" for something referring to tin. But the
wordplay "no tin" could also be intended as a subtle assertion that there is nothing
in the bug, that it has no meaning or value. Daniel Kempton points out that the
spelling of "no tin" is almost the same as Jupiter's version of the word "nothing,"
namely "notin" (Mabbott 1978: 811, line 173), which, according to Kempton:
... suggests the alternative (contradictory) assertion that there is nothing in
the bug, that the bug is a cipher (naught) or perhaps a ghost.
(Kempton 1987: 11)
The "ghostliness" of the bug is further established in the English text by means of
the adjective by which Jupiter often accompanies it: "a goole bug" (Mabbott
1978: 809, line 81), "dat goole bug" (Mabbott 1978: 812, line 207), "de goole
bug" (Mabbott 1978: 813, line 220), etc. As Kempton also suggests, the sound of
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Jupiter's speech, and the fact that the narrator initially mistakes Legrand's sketch
of the bug for a death's head, invites an interpretation of the adjective "goole" as
"ghoul," which derives from the Arabic gill and is defined in OED as "an evil
spirit supposed, in Mohammedan countries, to rob graves and prey on human
corpses" (OED 4: 150). The word "ghoul" also immediately reminds the reader of
the two skeletons which the treasure-hunters will also find in the pit.
What Baudelaire (and Ricardou) did not notice, then, is that the English text
features the gold bug as a ghostly or elusive presence, possibly meaningless, and
definitely a distraction. This interpretation contradicts Ricardou's attribution of
symbolism and his metonymic chain of sun-treasure-beetle, and allows one to
agree with T.D. English who invested the bug with a certain non-presence, its
function being that of a "mystification." There is also more than the changing
terminology in Poe's text to support this claim, and numerous indications that the
beetle is a "red herring" (May 1991: 85) pervade all three versions of the text,
since they are part of the plot. Its first appearance in the story, for instance, is
surrounded by a series of elements that point to its elusiveness. Firstly, the beetle
is not actually present "on stage" the first time it is discussed, Legrand having lent
it to a friend for the night, an invisibility which constitutes the first indication of
its elusiveness. Secondly, the bug is of an unknown species, again making its
identity ungraspable. Thirdly, a few lines further on in the conversation, due to the
misunderstanding that occurs between Legrand and the narrator, the beetle is
switched for something else (in casu, sunrise), and a discussion ensues between
Legrand and Jupiter, as to whether it is a real beetle or one made of gold. The
examples, all occurring at the beginning of the story, show that the gold bug
immediately becomes an object whose meaning is purposely changeable, and
Williams is therefore correct in warning against "the risk inherent in symbolic
reading" (Williams 1982: 658). This risk, however, is inherent to a reading of
Baudelaire's translation.
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8.5.3. The Gold Bug as a Symbol for Changing Referentiality
Williams, who thus implicitly refutes Ricardou's symbolism, claims that the gold
bug is an indicator, not so much of the treasure, but of the fact that the relationship
between a word and its "object" or referent is not as straightforward as it seems,
and can differ from speaker to speaker. Williams has the following to say about
the central focus of "The Gold Bug":
The narrative's shifting terminology for its central image, the gold-bug,
emphatically illustrates the arbitrariness of the relationship between word
and referent ... The synonyms circumscribe a still-unnamed centre; the
connection of names to the referent is obviously arbitrary and unstable.
(Williams 1982: 152)
This leads to the broader observation that in "The Gold Bug," it is the characters'
language use which reveals this problem with reference, in the sense that their
very different attitudes towards referentiality result from their different attitudes to
language in general.
This is further confirmed by Williams, who sees "semantic indeterminacy" as the
central theme of this story (Williams 1982: 659), an indeterminacy which
Baudelaire's monotonous naming undermines. Indeed, in the English text
differences in referentiality are foregrounded from the beginning, as can be
observed from the various ways in which the three characters interpret the value
of the gold bug. Initially, for Jupiter, the bug is made of real gold; for Legrand, it
is valuable from a naturalist's point of view, while this enthusiasm is not shared
by the narrator, who reacts by "wishing the whole tribe of scarabcei at the devil"
(Mabbott 1978: 808, line 67). Moreover, in Jupiter's case, his opinion of the bug
changes over the course of the narrative, and teeters between two referents,
namely a bug made of gold, and a dangerous insect. Meanwhile, in Legrand's
mind, there is never a shade of doubt as to what the object really is, though as has
already been shown, he lets the narrator believe for a while that he too attributes
mysterious powers to it. As a result, the narrator almost joins Jupiter in believing
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that the bug has mysterious powers, thus also nearly changing his earlier
interpretation of it.
In Poe's text, it is not only in the way the characters perceive and name it that the
gold bug forms an illustration of shifting reference; there are further indications
that the function of the gold bug in this narrative is not a symbol, and that its
changing reference is an essential undertone. Legrand, having become
exasperated by the narrator's attitude towards him, puts on a show which becomes
a diversion in itself, and when he explains his behaviour later on, he literally
describes the "mystifying" power which the gold bug also exercises on the reader
- and the message, coming at the end of the story, is here directed as much at the
narrator as at the reader:
Why, to be frank, I felt somewhat annoyed by your evident suspicions
touching my sanity, and so resolved to punish you quietly, in my own way,
by a bit of a sober mystification. For this reason I swung the beetle, and for
this reason I let it fall from the tree. (Mabbott 1978: 844, lines 1290-1294)
As has already been pointed out, these events are a part of the plot, and they are
therefore present in all three versions. So far then, "The Gold Bug" forms an
adequate example of a text creating its own ideal reader (which, ironically, is what
Ricardou liked about it) and both the characters and the reader are tempted to
invest more meaning in the object than it deserves (a temptation which is also
explained by the fact that it is, after all, the title of the story). Or as Williams puts
it:
Poe swings the beetle in front of the eyes of the reader right from the point
of entry into the story - the title - and symbolic interpretation of the bug
places the reader in the narrator's dilemma: is Poe, like Legrand, offering
us a "sober mystification" which proves only a deceptive opportunity for
such a reading? (Williams 1982: 658-659)
The answer to this question is straightforward after reading Poe's and Pichot's
texts, but as Ricardou's interpretation shows, more problematic after reading
Baudelaire's. With its shifting reference, a symbolic interpretation of the beetle is
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not really tenable in the English text, whereas Ricardou's example shows that the
monotone reference in Baudelaire's version makes it less obvious that the
"scarabee" is a decoy, inserted by Poe to distract and mislead the reader. Pichot's
version, on the other hand, has, through his choice of "carabe," added two more
elements of confusion to the series of possible interpretations. Moreover, since the
word "carabe" uniquely belongs to Jupiter, Pichot at the same time underscores
how strongly the latter's attitude towards referentiality differs from that of his
companions. With his variation in signifiers, Pichot has thus managed to retain a
fundamental theme of the story which disappears in Baudelaire's translation.
The English text and Pichot's version, then, both yield a "lighter" reading of the
story, which also ignores any elements which may suggest that this story has
anything of the fantastic in it - a suggestion which will be re-examined at a later
stage in this chapter. Instead of being pervasively present under the same name,
the beetle's appearance under various names underlines both its elusiveness and
the characters' different perceptions of it. All of this is absent from Baudelaire's
version, and Ricardou's symbolic reading thus becomes substantial proof that
Baudelaire's translation here yields a different reading than the original. The
comparison with Pichot, on the other hand, shows that it was certainly feasible to
reproduce the effects of the original.
8.6. Reference, Decoding and Misfired Speech Acts
8.6.1. From Reference to Decoding: Three Different Sociolects
The different attitudes to referentiality are visible throughout the text, and Poe
chose to represent these differences textually by allotting a different social dialect,
or sociolect, to each of the three characters. A sociolect is defined by Lane-
Mercier as:
... the textual representation of "non-standard" speech patterns that
manifest both the socio-cultural forces which have shaped the speaker's
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linguistic competence and the various socio-cultural groups to which the
speaker belongs. (Lane-Mercier 1997: 45)
In other words, sociolects are non-standard speech patterns occurring in written
language, which reveal and are determined by the character's social background.
Hatim and Mason call them "social dialects":
Social dialects emerge in response to social stratification within a speech
community. ... Principles of equivalence demand that we attempt to relay
the full impact of social dialect, including whatever discoursal force it may
carry. (Hatim and Mason 1990: 42)
Hatim and Mason's reference to the "demand(s)" of "principles of equivalence"
suggests that sociolects are the type of textual features around which some of the
more ethically charged and prescriptively oriented discussions in Translation
Studies take place. This trend is exemplified by Lane-Mercier, who states that:
Given the cultural stereotypes, identity constructions and power relations
reflected ... by literary sociolects, their translation can be seen as
paradigmatic of the manner in which a "violent" meaning-producing
aesthetic, ideological and political engagement is required on the part of
the translating subject. (Lane-Mercier 1997: 45)
Lane-Mercier's position was partly refuted by the present author in an article
entitled "The Translation of Sociolects: A Paradigm of Ideological Issues in
Translation?" (Wallaert 2001), where the claim is made that sociolects are not
necessarily paradigmatic of the translator's ideological or political stance, not any
more than for instance, the translation ofmetaphors, the reason being that, though
they are definitely a problematic issue in translation, their function can differ
greatly from text to text, and consequently, the weight of the decision in relaying
(or not) a sociolect also varies. This claim will be borne out in the following
sections.
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8.6.2. The Translation of Sociolects in "The Gold Bug"
In "The Gold Bug" the first and basic function of the sociolects is to socially
define their users, as is usually the case, and the following discussion will begin
with an examination as to how the translators have dealt with each sociolect.
Legrand's Sociolect
In Poe's text the language of Legrand is a relatively standard and formal sociolect
that characterizes him as an educated person and an amateur scientist - Legrand
uses Latin terms, such as "scarabceusr on several occasions, and "solus" on one
occasion (Mabbott 1978: 813, line 242), which are neutralised by both translators,
who opt for the "equivalent" French word ("scarabee" and "seul"). In English,
Legrand's sociolect, especially when explaining his methods in decoding the
cipher, actually reminds one of the tone of Poe's essay "A Few Words on Secret
Writing," the great difference being that in "The Gold Bug," Legrand's speech
occurs as a direct report of spoken discourse, which slightly affects its style. Here
is a sample of Legrand's speech:
Circumstances, and a certain bias ofmind, have led me to take interest in
such riddles, and it may be doubted whether human ingenuity can
construct an enigma which human ingenuity may not, by proper
application, resolve.
(Mabbott 1978: 835, lines 1007-1010)
Incidentally, Legrand here repeats a phrase which occurs in Poe's article "A Few
Words on Secret Writing":
Few persons can be made to believe that it is not quite an easy thing to
invent a method of secret writing which shall baffle investigation. Yet it
may be roundly asserted that human ingenuity cannot concoct a cipher
which human ingenuity cannot solve.
(Poe 1984 [1841]: 1278)
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Legrand thus speaks what must have constituted for Poe the type of language fit
for serious discussions of scientific and learned subjects, and the two translators
reproduced Legrand's language as follows:
Pichot
Les cirConstances, une certaine disposition d'esprit, m'ontfait prendre in-
teret a ces sortes de logogriphes, etje doute que I'intelligence humaine
puisse combiner une enigme de ce genre, dont I'intelligence humaine ne
puisse parvenir a trouver le mot.
(Appendix B: 405)
Baudelaire
Les cirConstances et une certaine inclinaison d'esprit m 'ont amene a
prendre interet a ces sortes d'enigmes, et il est vraiment douteux que
I 'ingeniosite humaine puisse creer une enigme dont I 'ingeniosite humaine
ne vienne pas a boutpar une application suffisante.
(LeDantec 1951: 95, lines 1384-1389)
A quick comparison shows that on the one hand, Pichot has accentuated the
scientist in Legrand by his use of "logogriphes," and that in general, Pichot's
Legrand is more direct and less formal than Poe's: Pichot's "je doute que" for
Poe's "it may be doubted that," where Baudelaire writes "il est douteux," can be
cited as an example of this. Pichot also commits ellipsis when he drops the
phrases "by proper application" and "at once."
Jupiter's Sociolect
In Poe's text, Jupiter's language typifies him as a former slave, and his sociolect
can be called "African American Vernacular English" (AAVE), though this does
not specify the period to which the vernacular belongs - a problem that can be
solved by putting "nineteenth-century" in front of the phrase. In spite of this
defect, AAVE seems more precise than Labov's term "Black English Vernacular"
- which Judith Lavoie applies to the sociolect used in The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, but which does not allow to differentiate between an American
and other Anglophone contexts (Lavoie 1994: 116).
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It is when one examines the translation of Jupiter's sociolect that one sees the
substantial differences between Baudelaire's translation and the other two texts
more clearly. Of the two translations, Baudelaire's is the only one where Jupiter
speaks the same language as the other protagonists. Baudelaire explains his
decision not to retain Jupiter's sociolectal difference in what constitutes the most
substantial auctorial footnote accompanying any of his translations of Poe's
fiction:
Le negre parlera toujours dans une espece de patois anglais que le patois
negre franqais n'imiterait pas mieux que le bas-normand ou le breton
traduirait l'irlandais. En se rappelant les patois figuratifs de Balzac, on se
fera une idee de ce que ce moyen un peu physique peut ajouter de
pittoresque et de comique, mais j'ai du renoncer a m'en servir faute
d'equivalent. (Le Dantec 1951: 1071)
First of all, the remark could be ventured that Baudelaire's simile here suggests
that his interest in foreign or minority languages was limited - a trait which would
certainly not have been rare in his days. His reference to the use of sociolects by
Balzac is not surprising either, since Balzac indeed frequently used this stylistic
device in his prose. This note immediately reveals two aspects of Baudelaire's
project for this translation. Firstly, it shows that Baudelaire explains his decision
not to translate Jupiter's sociolectal difference by the fact that it didn't coincide
with his own literary tastes - which is consistent with his project of personal
appropriation of Poe's text. Secondly, the reference to Balzac shows that
Baudelaire did not want Poe to resemble Balzac, or, more generally, that
Baudelaire did not want Poe to resemble any other French literary prose. In any
case, Pichot's translation shows that Baudelaire's decision is not dictated by
textual or linguistic constraints - though he does claim it to be so determined,
which in turn reminds one of the importance of reading para-text with a sceptical
eye. Pichot's translation shows that Baudelaire's "faute d'equivalent" is only a
half-truth, since he creates an equivalent for Jupiter's sociolect, and though it is




Poe's narrator's speech places him unmistakably in the category of the upper-
class Southern urbanite: it is specked with the formulaic expressions and
circumspect phrases used in polite society, and the narrator's entire attitude
smacks of the urban snob. This is strongly reflected in his language, through
which he manifests a narrow-mindedness destined to form an impediment to his
understanding of the events in the story. Moreover, his attitude towards the other
characters, including Legrand, is filled with a condescension which his good
manners do not always attempt to hide. There is a specific instance of a dialogue
which illustrates very clearly most of the aspects of the narrator's sociolect, while
at the same time allowing a good view of how the two translators dealt with these
sociolects. The sequence occurs when the narrator is visited by Jupiter and is
trying to find out what is wrong with Legrand:
Pichot
- Eh bien, Jupin, vous avezpeut-etre raison. Mais a quelle heureuse
circonstance suis-je redevable de votre visite? M. Legrand vous a-t-il
charge de quelque message pour moi?
- Non, massa; moi apporter lettre que voici. Et il mepresenta un billet ...
(Appendix B: 377)
Baudelaire
- Au fait, Jupiter, tu as peut-etre raison; mais a quelle heureuse
circonstance dois-je I'honneur de ta visite aujourd'hui?
- Que voulez-vous dire, massa?
- M'apportes-tu un message de Mr. Legrand?
- Non, massa, je vous apporte une lettre que voici. Et Jupiter me tendit un
papier ...
(Le Dantec 1951: 71, lines 268-275)
Poe
"Well, Jup, perhaps you're right; but to what fortunate circumstance am I
to attribute the honour of a visit from you today?"
"What de matter, massa?"
"Did you bring any message form Legrand?"
"No, massa, I bring dis here pissel," and here Jupiter handed me a note ...
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(Mabbott 1978: 813, lines 225-230)
Poe's narrator's question "to what fortunate circumstance am I to attribute the
honour of a visit from you today?" is typical of that character, and Baudelaire's
omission of "attribute," compared with Pichot's "suis-je redevable" here shows
Pichot reproducing the formal sociolect of the narrator more closely. On the other
hand, Pichot's translation of Jupiter's sociolect could generally be seen as a drive
for domestication, especially when one remembers Baudelaire's reminder that
something similar (i.e. Balzac) already exists in French literature. However, when
Jupiter's univocal reference prevents him from understanding the narrator's
formulaic expression, Pichot omits Jupiter's perplexed "What de matter, massa?"
which he must have considered a comical frill. Pichot's strategy is then both a
domesticating and a fluency strategy. Still, besides evidencing a lack of
consistency in Pichot's approach, neither of these strategies indicate a clear stance
on Pichot's part - an observation which also contradicts Lane-Mercier's
previously quoted statement regarding the ideological significance of the
translation of sociolects. On the other hand, though Baudelaire does not omit
anything, he does not reproduce Jupiter's sociolectal difference, with the result
that in Baudelaire's version, Jupiter's difficulty in understanding the narrator is
not explained by his sociolectal difference, but simply makes him look stupid.
In the above case it was Jupiter's univocal referentiality which causes the
misunderstanding between him and the narrator to occur, and it will by now have
become clear that in "The Gold Bug" the sociolects play a much larger role than
simply being a "moyen physique" to achieve comic effect, and that besides their
basic function of situating the characters socially, they play an additional role in
Poe's text.
8.6.3. The lllocutionary Force of Sociolects in a Self-Referential Text
When looking at Poe's original text, it becomes clear that in "The Gold Bug,"
besides defining their characters' social background, the sociolects have a very
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specific textual function that is generated by the thematic content of the story. As
Williams indicates, this story is centred on "the contingency ofmeaning upon
conventions of use and context" (Williams 1982: 151). The sociolects thus occur
here in a text that is self-referential, a term which refers to the type of literary
texts that are written to talk about literature or language in general.
A well-known example of such texts is J.L. Borges' pseudo-critical text on
Cervantes' Quichote, "Pierre Menard, auteur du Quixote" (Borges 1993), where
Borges claims different authorship for identical extracts of the Quixote, which he
compares among each other. The text is a spoof examination of the problems
involved in defining original authorship, and illustrates the similarities that can
exist between criticism, rewriting and even translation. The identical extracts that
feature in Borges' text thus have the function of saying something about text,
language and literary criticism, simply by featuring in this self-referential or self-
reflexive text, and it is therefore possible to attribute what Austin called
"illocutionary force" to them. Indeed, these extracts are performatives: by being
present in the text, they help the author say something about language and writing.
In Austin's words, these extracts are a "performance of an act in saying
something, as opposed to performance of an act ofsaying something" (Austin
1962: 99). Self-referential texts, as Lefevere indicates, often offer serious
dilemmas to translators: "... whenever language moves on the illocutionary,
rather than the locutionary level, ... it threatens to become an aporia for
translators" (Lefevere 1992a: 58).
The sociolectal differences and the misunderstandings which they generate in
"The Gold Bug" fulfil precisely such an illocutionary function. The sociolects do
not just feature in the story to give each character a different social background,
but are there to illustrate the fact that the relationship which a language user holds
with language will determine his ability to decode - both on a linguistic and on a
meta-linguistic level. Poe makes it abundantly clear that he wanted this theme to
shine through the lines of his story through a series of foregrounded elements,
namely the many misfired speech acts which pervade the narrative and are caused
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by the sociolectal clashes between the three characters. These are a handy and
subtle device to foreground the different linguistic skills of the characters, and the
following section will concern the way in which two translators dealt with this
central element.
The first example is one where Jupiter's sociolectal difference affects, for a short
while, the storyline. The events occur when the three protagonists have arrived at
the tulip tree from which the exact location of the treasure can be determined.
Jupiter has found the skull nailed to one of its branches, and is asked by Legrand
to let the beetle drop through the left eye of the skull. But Jupiter is confused:
Pichot
- C'est pcirfait. A present, Jupiter, tu vas faire exactement ce que je
vais te dire. M'entends-tu bien?
- Oui, massa.
- En ce cas, attention! Cherche I'ceil gauche de la tete de mort.
- Oh! oh! ... etre drole. Moi pas voir I'ceil gauche du tout.
(Appendix B: 387-388)
Baudelaire
- Bien! maintenant, Jupiter, fais exactement ce que je vais te dire; - tu
m 'entends?
- Oui, massa.
- Fais bien attention! - Trouve I 'oeil gauche du crane.
- Oh! oh! voila qui est drole. II n'y a pas d'ceil gauche du tout!
(Le Dantec 1951: 80, lines 634-641)
Poe
"Well, now, Jupiter, do exactly as I tell you - do you hear?"
"Yes, massa."
"Pay attention then! - find the left eye of the skull."
"Hum! Hoo! Dat's good! Why dar aint no eye lef at all."
(Mabbott 1978: 821, lines 501-505)
Poe's pun on the homonymy between the past participle and the adjective "left" is
indeed quite impossible to translate, and both translators opt for the same solution:
to keep the meaning of the past participle "left," and to translate at the same time
using the adjective "gauche," thus retaining the two causes of Jupiter's confusion.
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Still, since Jupiter's language use in Baudelaire is unmarked, it is Baudelaire's
version which makes his character seem all the more dumb, since his confusion
about left and right is not explained by a more general difficulty in understanding
language in context, and this is a serious alteration of Jupiter's role in the story,
since all the misfired speech acts in which Jupiter participates in Baudelaire's
version will be attributed to his stupidity, instead of his sociolectal difference.
Kempton's discussion of "The Gold Bug" reveals that, due to the contrast
between Jupiter's and the other characters' language, Jupiter actually plays an
important part in finding the treasure. Kempton's thesis is that all the protagonists
(including the non-speaking ones, namely the local inhabitants that help Legrand
find his clues), actually contribute to the finding of the treasure, but that the reader
is naturally led to consider Legrand as sole riddle-solver. Jupiter's refusal to
understand language in context and his general linguistic subversiveness can be
seen, according to Kempton, as a manifestation of the "wit of the slave"
(Kempton 1987: 12), who is present to help the other characters understand the
events. In this way, what becomes, in Baudelaire's translation, manifestations of
Jupiter's doltishness, are actually, in Poe's text, linguistic challenges that prompt
the other characters to act and think appropriately.
This negative effect of Baudelaire's non-translation of Jupiter's sociolectal
difference can also be observed in other instances ofmisunderstandings in which
Poe used Jupiter's sociolect as an opportunity to create sociolectal clashes. One of
these features in a passage where Jupiter is trying to explain to the narrator what
he thinks is wrong with his master:
Pichot
- Moi etre certain massa Will avoir etc mordu a la tele par carabe
d'or.
- Et qu'est-ce qui vous fait supposer cela, Jupiter?
- Parce que moi n'avoir jamais vu carabe enrage comme celui-la,




- Je suis sur que massa Will a ete mordu quelque part a la tete par ce
scarabee d'or.
- Et quelle raison as-tu, Jupiter, pour faire une pareille supposition?
- II a bien assez de pinces pour cela, massa, et une bouche aussi; je n 'ai
jamais vu un scarabee aussi endiable; - il attrape et il mord tout ce qui
I 'approche.
(Le Dantec 1951: 71, lines 254-259)
Poe
"De bug - I'm berry sartain dat Massa Will bin bit somewhere bout de
head by dat goole bug."
"And what cause have you, Jupiter, for such a supposition?"
"Claws enuff, massa, and mouff too. I neber did see sich a d-d bug - he
kick and he bite ebery ting what cum near him."
(Mabbott 1978: 812, lines 206-210)
In this example, the pun is again quite untranslatable, and it seems natural for both
translators to have avoided it. However, Baudelaire's translation, unmarked by
sociolectal difference, makes Jupiter not only look dumb, but also completely
confused - there is no question to elicit the response he gives. Pichot, who has
maintained Jupiter's sociolectal difference, avoids this by using "Parce que,"
which establishes coherence in the sequence. The contrast between what
Baudelaire's Jupiter says and the way he says it, again shows that it is difficult to
make a version of "The Gold Bug" stand up as a coherent whole without retaining
at least Jupiter's sociolectal difference. This fact is proven over and over again,
with each misfired speech act, and with each dialogue that illustrates the
sociolectal difference between the characters. That is also why it is so strange to
find, in Baudelaire's translation, instances where Legrand uses the polite form to
address Jupiter (e.g. "Mettons que vous avez raison, Jupiter" (Le Dantec 1951: 67,
line 104)). An exchange like this is wholly incongruent with the relationships
which Poe established through his use of sociolects.
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8.6.4. The Currents Underlying an "Elementary Kind of Comedy"
It therefore becomes very difficult to agree with Patrick Quinn's comments on
Baudelaire's translation - which verbally echo Baudelaire's own statement:
Baudelaire does not try to duplicate in French the dialect speech of Jupiter,
and this omission, for modern taste, amounts to genuine improvement. At
one point in the story Poe falls victim to the fatally easy device of so-
called humorous writers by making as pronounced as possible the abyss
between the elegant speech of the narrator and the nearly unintelligible
speech of the Negro. This elementary kind of comedy is not present in "Le
scarabee d'or." (Quinn 1957: 152)
The ineluctability of Jupiter's sociolect and the misfired speech acts which further
underscore these sociolectal clashes prove Quinn wrong. This is why it has been
pointed out that, though Pichot does translate Jupiter's sociolectal difference, his
omission of some of these misfired speech acts shows that he had not seized all
the implications of the story's central theme. Pichot's use of a sociolect for Jupiter
simply shows him doing what most translators of his day were likely to have
done: to stick to the original as closely as possible, but - and this is most likely the
reason why he leaves out the misfired speech acts - not at the cost of fluency, a
strategy which corresponds entirely with his own description of his project and
stance as a translator. This is precisely the opposite of Baudelaire's continuing
drive for a high degree of literalism, which has now been contradicted by his
intervention on Jupiter's sociolect, and which in turn shows that Baudelaire's
project as a translator was not always consistent with his own claims.
Moreover, there is a specific aspect of Baudelaire's position as translator that
should be highlighted here, and for which the comparison between Baudelaire and
an experienced translator such as Pichot becomes all the more valuable. As was
shown in Chapter Four, Baudelaire did not have the linguistic skills in English
that Pichot had, and Baudelaire's difficulties in English are all the more visible
when he translates a non-standard variety of English. For instance, when Poe's
Jupiter tries to calm down the exasperated narrator he says:
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"Why, massa, taint worf for to git mad bout de matter" (Mabbott 1978: 811, line
182), which Baudelaire translates as Oh! massa, c'est bien inutile de se creuser
la tete" (Le Dantec 1951: 70, lines 225-226), although "se creuser la tete" is
defined as "reflechir intensement" (Tresor 6: 474). The continuation of this
sequence contains another trap for Baudelaire. When Jupiter describes Legrand's
worrisome condition, he says that his master looks as "white as a gose" (Mabbott
1978: 811-812, lines 184-187), which Baudelaire translates as "pale comme une
oie" (Le Dantec 1951: 70, lines 226-229). Baudelaire's mistake was also noticed
by Richard, who added the following note: "Baudelaire, induit en erreur par le
charabia de Jupiter, confond avec goose" (Richard 1989: 1397).
Two conclusions can thus be drawn from this section. Firstly, Baudelaire clearly
had difficulties in translating the sociolect of Jupiter, and it caused him to write a
few mistranslations. Secondly, the justification Baudelaire gives in his note for
not relaying Jupiter's sociolect ("faute d'equivalent en franfais") is only a half-
truth, and the non-translation of Jupiter's sociolectal difference is more adequately
explained by Baudelaire's disdain for the use of sociolects in narrative prose and
his desire to differentiate Poe from what already existed in the target literature, as
a part of his project ofpersonal appropriation.
8.7. Scenery and Atmosphere
As was also indicated during the pre-reading stage, Baudelaire's translation
produces an atmosphere and scenery which feel more menacing than either
Pichot's translation or Poe's original text do. Certain details in Baudelaire's
translation explain this impression, and though they are not pervasive, their
number is significant enough to have an impact on the overall reading yielded by
his text. Moreover, one should not forget Ricardou's impression that there was
something of the fantastic in this story, and although Ricardou's statement refers
to the "symbolic" occurrence of the devil in Baudelaire's text, it seems useful to
find further explanations for his impression. The change in Baudelaire's text
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towards a more menacing atmosphere also points in a direction already explored
in the previous chapter, namely that Baudelaire may have added some of the
morbidity which he appreciated so much in Poe, and which was explained by
referring to his literary tastes, more precisely his enthusiasm for bousingot
literature.
Before entering into the comparative details of this aspect ofBaudelaire's
translation of "The Gold Bug," it should be pointed out again that landscape plays
a significant role in this story, since it is not merely the backdrop to the story, but
serves the purpose of providing the information and clues which will lead to the
discovery of the treasure. The beach where the bug and the parchment first
appear, and the landmarks on the continent which need to be found in order to
locate the treasure, all contain important clues in the narrative structure.
Moreover, it is a landscape that did not spring from Poe's imagination, since the
Charleston peninsula and more specifically Sullivan's Island, turn out to be places
where Poe actually spent a period of his life. As Silverman's biography testifies,
during 1827 Poe spent about thirteen months in the region, when he was a private
in the first regiment of artillery in the U.S. Army, which was lodged at Fort
Moultrie:
... in November [1827] the company moved to Fort Moultrie, South
Carolina, on an island in the main entrance to Charleston Harbor.
(Silverman 1992: 42)
The differences between Poe's and Baudelaire's text with regards to scenery and
atmosphere did not go unnoticed by Patrick Quinn, and his comments on the
changes introduced by Baudelaire are an eloquent illustration of his biased
approach as a "critic" of the Baudelaire translations:
Baudelaire, in the style of Delacroix, prefers a scene that is more
menacingly suggestive ... all the other words of interest in the French
passage add an atmosphere of peril, gloom, and mystery to a landscape
which Poe was satisfied to present merely as wild and difficult of access.
(Quinn 1957: 132-133)
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Whether this change in effect could by any chance be considered ill-fitted for a
story which Poe ranked among his "tales of ratiocination" - i.e. tales in which dry
reasoning, analysis and deductive logic are the main themes - does not enter into
the possibilities considered by Quinn. It thus appears that Quinn judges that
Baudelaire's appropriation of Poe is always a good thing in every sense - even
when his changes do not rhyme with the nature of the text in which they occur.
These comments will be re-examined at the end of this section.
The first difference between Baudelaire's and Poe's scenery occurs at the very
beginning of the narrator's descriptions of Sullivan's Island, and its impact on the
reader's impression of the place, occurring at the beginning of the story, is thus all
the more profound:
Baudelaire
... toute I'lie, a I'exception de ce point occidental et d'un espace triste et
blanchatre qui borde la mer, est couverte d'epaisses broussailles de myrte
odoriferant, si estime par les horticulteurs anglais.
(Le Dantec 1951: 65, lines 20-24)
Poe
... the whole island, with the exception of this western point, and a line of
hard, white beach on the seacoast, is covered with a dense undergrowth of
the sweet myrtle, so much prized by the horticulturists of England.
(Mabbott 1978: 807, lines 16-20)
With his addition of "triste," (which replaces, but certainly does not translate
"hard"), his replacement of "beach" (usually an attractive place) by the much less
attractive "espace," and his use of the slightly depreciating "blanchatre," which
actually indicates a shade of grey (Tresor 4\ 563: "Dont la couleur tire sur le
blanc. ... Syn. Blafard, bleme"), Baudelaire shows that he wanted the scene to
look more mournful than Poe saw it. Nothing whatsoever in Poe's text explains
Baudelaire's choice of "triste," and the passage does not contain particular
linguistic difficulties, so Baudelaire's changes are here indeed a conscious effort
to change the atmosphere. Pichot's translation, meanwhile, is also interesting,
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because it reveals that translator's interest in natural landscapes, and his
enthusiasm for the more scientific nature of this story - the "rational" side of Poe.
Pichot
... a Vexception de cette pointe occidentale, et de la greve formee d'une
substance calcaire, qui s'etend, comme une lisiere blanchatre, du cote
de la mer, I 'He entiere offre Vaspect d'un grand buisson de myrtes ...
(Appendix B: 370)
Pichot here adds a few elements to the botanical and geological details given in
the original. The extended noun phrase "la greve formee d'une substance calcaire,
qui s'etend comme une lisiere blanchatre," for instance, though also introducing
the unnecessarily grey "blanchatre," adds geological information to Poe's
description, especially with Pichot's use of "greve," which the Tresor defines as a
"terrain plat et uni, generalement constitue de sable et de graviers, sis au bord
d'un cours d'eau ou de la mer" (Tresor 9: 487), and his use of "lisiere," which
corresponds to the meaning given in the Tresor of "bordure, partie extreme d'un
terrain, d'une region, d'un element du paysage" (Tresor 10: 1267). Pichot's
additions, however, do not change the overall effect of the scenic description,
which, as all the others in the story, contains a number of botanical and geological
details which illustrate the narrator's and Legrand's interest in these things. The
overall effect of Pichot's translation is therefore not as divergent from Poe's text
as Baudelaire's has become. Though Pichot added some details, he has not added
anything to the general atmosphere, whereas Baudelaire consciously amends the
description and changes it into something more gloomy.
A series of such interventions on Baudelaire's part is also found in the following
passage, where the narrator gives a description of the landscape through which the
characters travel on their way to the treasure:
Pichot
Nous traversdmes dans un batelet le canal qui separe I 'He de la terre
ferme, et gravissant les hauteurs du continent, nous avangames, dans
la direction du nord-ouest, a travers un pays sauvage et desert, ou
Ton n'apercevait aucun vestige de creatures humaines. ... Nous
marchdmes ainsi pendant deux heures environ, et le soleil se couchait au
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moment ou nous entrions dans une region incomparablement plus desolee
que tout ce que nous avions vu jusqu'alors. C'etait une sorte deplateau
situe vers le sommet d'une montagne presque inaccessible, couverte, de la
base a la cime, de bois entremeles d'immenses quartiers de roche. Ces
blocs, epars qa et la, n'etaient souvent soutenus que par les arbres places
immediatement au-dessous, et sans lesquels ils auraient roule dans les
vallees. Des ravins profonds, sillonnant le sol dans tous les sens,
ajoutaient encore a la sublime horreur du paysage
(Appendix B: 383)
Baudelaire
Nous traversames dans un esquifla crique a lapointe de I 'lie, et, grimpant
sur les terrains montueux de la rive opposee, nous nous dirigeames vers le
nord-ouest, a travers un pays horriblement sauvage et desole, ou il etait
impossible de decouvrir la trace d'unpied humain. ... Nous marchames
ainsi deux heures environ, et le soleil etait au moment de se coucher quand
nous enframes dans une region infinimentplus sinistre que tout ce que
nous avions vu jusqu 'alors. C'etait une espece de plateaupres du sommet
d'une montagne affreusement escarpee, couverte de bois de la base au
sommet, et semee d'enormes blocs de pierre qui semblaient eparpilles
pele-mele sur le sol, et dontplusieurs se seraient infailliblementprecipites
dans les vallees inferieures sans le secours des arbres contre lesquels ils
s 'appuyaient. De profondes ravines irradiaient dans diverses directions et
donnaient a la scene un caractere de solennite plus lugubre.
(Le Dantec 1951: 76, lines 463-483)
Poe
We crossed the creek at the head of the island by means of a skiff, and,
ascending the high grounds on the shore of the main land, proceeded, in a
northwesterly direction, through a tract of country excessively wild and
desolate, where no trace of a human footstep was to be seen. ... In this
manner we journeyed for about two hours, and the sun was just setting
when we entered a region infinitely more dreary than any yet seen. It was a
species of table land, near the summit of an almost inaccessible hill,
densely wooded from base to pinnacle, and interspersed with huge crags
that appeared to lie loosely upon the soil, and in many cases were
prevented from precipitating themselves into the valleys below, merely by
the support of the trees against which they reclined. Deep ravines, in
various directions, gave an air of still sterner solemnity to the scene.
(Mabbott 1978: 817, lines 367-383)
Again, a number of details in Baudelaire's translation push the scenery in a more
menacing direction. Firstly, the "high grounds" which the three protagonists
"ascend" on the continent, have become a region that is "montueux," on which the
characters have to "grimper," which, as its definition in the Tresor indicates, is
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quite a bit more physically exerting and possibly dangerous than "ascend" -
"grimper" is mainly defined as "monter en s'aggrippant des pieds et
eventuellement des mains" (Tresor 9: 516)). Pichot, though to a lesser degree than
Baudelaire, also adds to the physical exertion by using "gravir" ("monter
peniblement, eventuellement en s'aidant das mains" (Tresor 9: 457)). More
relevant is the fact that, once on the continent, Poe's characters travel through an
"excessively wild and desolate" region, where Baudelaire translates "excessively"
by "horriblement"- an addition of horror wholly uncalled for by anything in the
original, and which does not occur in Pichot's text either. Thirdly, the characters
then arrive at a region "infinitely more dreary than any yet seen," which, in
Baudelaire's text, becomes "sinistre." Though "sinistre" cannot be considered a
mistranslation, since "dreary," according to OED, can also mean "Dismal,
gloomy, repulsively dull or uninteresting" (OED 3: 657), and is translated in
Harrap's as "triste, mome, lugubre." (.Harrap's 3, 1980: 62), Baudelaire again
chooses the most morbid of all the options.
Another difference is that in Poe's text the characters come upon a "hill," which,
strangely enough, becomes a "montagne" in both translations, and it is again more
menacing in Baudelaire's text since, instead of being "almost inaccessible"
(probably because of the vegetation growing on it), has become "affreusement
escarpee," with the adverb of "affreux" (generally defined in the Tresor as "Qui
inspire ou est propre a inspirer tous les degres de l'horreur ou de l'angoisse
douloureuse" (Tresor 2: 49)) thus again introducing a menacing aspect into the
atmosphere. In Baudelaire's version, moreover, the landscape is more menacing
because it seems more alive, and this is because Baudelaire creates a feeling of
unknown and external agency: the "huge crags which appear to lie loosely upon
the soil," are "eparpilles pele mele" in Baudelaire's text, i.e. they are randomly
scattered about, as if some giant or other invisible force has thrown them there.
Moreover, the ravines are the agents that carve up the landscape with streaks of
light ("irradiaient dans diverses directions et donnaient a la scene ..."). Lastly, the
overall impression which Baudelaire's landscape leaves is not, as in Poe,
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"solemn," but "lugubre," defined by the Tresor as "relatif a la mort, aux
funerailles" (Tresor 11: 40).
As the reader will have noticed, Pichot's landscape is also slightly altered, but his
addition of "sublime horreur" being the only addition of the sort that features in
his translation, one cannot really consider this a change of overall atmosphere.
Baudelaire's text thus clearly presents a more pervasive slant towards the morbid,
and does so from the beginning of the story onwards. These additions no longer
come as a surprise on Baudelaire's part. As we have already seen in Chapter
Seven, they are an integral part of his project for the translatio of Poe.
8.8. Conclusions: Answering Berman's questions and tracing the
translators' projects, stances and horizons in the translations
The conclusions of this chapter will again be subdivided into several sections.
First, the questions which are asked of the translations as independent texts will be
answered, before linking up the differences produced by the translations with the
translators' respective stances, projects and horizons.
8.8.1. Question One
To the question whether the texts are linguistically and structurally cohesive, the
analysis has provided a number of facts that can help answer that question for
both translations. For Baudelaire's translation, a number of inconsistencies were
noted. The character of Jupiter is here often incongruent and contradictory, and
his role is unclear, hovering between parts of a Greek chorus (in Kempton's
function of representing the "wit of the slave," whose comments on the action
help it to proceed), and that of, simply, a fragmented character and a dimwit,
whose main function is to be an object of ridicule, and to subvert the course of
events. Though Baudelaire's treatment of Jupiter in a way homogenizes the text
by leaving out his sociolectal difference, the non-translation of this difference in
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Baudelaire's translation gives Jupiter a subversive role, and the inexplicability of
his actions and responses may also tend the narrative in a more "fantastic"
direction (as Ricardou named it, cf. supra). Baudelaire's Jupiter thus mainly forms
an obstacle to the cohesion of the narrative because his inconsistent behaviour is
in no way explained by his sociolectal difference. Pichot's translation does not
suffer from this lack of cohesion, since Pichot reproduces Jupiter's sociolectal
difference, and the latter's linguistic behaviour thus coincides with the whole of
his character and actions.
Baudelaire's monotonous denotation of the object of the gold bug could also be
seen as a drive for more cohesion, were it not for the nefarious effect it has of
introducing the possibility of a symbolic reading into a story that confounds the
reader even further as to the function of the gold bug. As May puts it, Poe's tales
of ratiocination are "works in which questions of interpretation are not outside the
body of the story but are involved in every stage of the narrative development"
(May 1991: 82), and this means that in Poe's story, it is the text which establishes
that the gold bug is a decoy. Baudelaire's single denotation for the gold bug adds
a possibility of interpretation which is established on the basis of symbolisms that
exist outside of the text, a fact which is confirmed by Ricardou's analysis, in
which reference to Egyptian hieroglyphs is used to further establish the symbolic
link between the beetle, the sun and the treasure. Baudelaire's treatment of the
object of the gold bug therefore does not entail greater textual cohesion, but
instead makes Poe's "detective" story tend towards a different, more symbolically
laden and much less rationalistic text. Pichot's translation, on the other hand,
retains the variation in the denotations of the object of the beetle, and his addition
of "carabe" does not exceed the effects contained in the original, thus reproducing
structural and linguistic cohesion where the original also showed it. Moreover,
credit should be given where credit is due, and state that Pichot's use of "carabe"
and the ambiguity contained in that term is a subtlety which actually increases the




Unlike "La chute de la Maison Usher" Baudelaire's "Le scarabee d'or" does not
feature any neologisms, and maintains the very literal strategy which he was also
seen to deploy in Chapter Seven. However, this certainly does not mean that
Baudelaire did what Berman would have called "ecrire etranger."
Though Baudelaire refers to the use of sociolects as a home-grown procedure, his
decision not to translate the sociolectal difference does not necessarily emanate
from an impulse to retain the foreignness of the text, but, as was demonstrated,
was a combination both of avoiding the problems which Jupiter's sociolect were
causing him, and of adapting the story to his personal taste. One should also
remember the great success which other American novels in which sociolects
feature largely, like Uncle Tom's Cabin and, later on, Huckleberry Finn, had in
France. From this perspective, translating the sociolectal differences in "The Gold
Bug," as Pichot did, could actually have helped to increase its Americanness in
the minds of nineteenth-century readers, whereas neutralising these differences
did not necessarily domesticate the text, though it did adapt it to Baudelaire's
personal literary preferences.
The previous chapter also revealed that Baudelaire's very literal strategies
sometimes produce strange and unidiomatic results, and were not necessarily
proof of a specific stance in translation, but instead constitute evidence that, if
Baudelaire decided on a word-for-word rendering of the original, this may have
simply been due to a lack of linguistic skills and of craftsmanship as a translator.
This iconoclastic point will be illustrated with a few examples from Baudelaire's
"Le scarabee d'or."
The first example was mentioned during the pre-reading stage, where it was
indicated that it has a significant impact on the speed at which the plot is
developed in Baudelaire's text. The reader may be reminded that, at the beginning
of the narrative, when Legrand takes the parchment out of his pocket for the first
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time, he does not realise it is parchment, and the narrator continues to believe that
the thing on which Legrand writes is a piece ofpaper. Poe used the less common
word "foolscap" in this instance, but Baudelaire translated this with "velin," going
by what he found later in the text, whereas Pichot (whose translation, incidentally,
Baudelaire could have consulted) opted for the much more appropriate "papier
commun." Baudelaire's early introduction of "velin" raises the reader's
suspicions too soon, and speeds up the time of the narrative at a point where such
tension is not required. This increase of tension may in turn have contributed to
the effect of "mysteriousness" in Baudelaire's translation, which was alluded to
above.
Such mistranslations, of which other examples can be found (see, for
instance, Baudelaire's description of how Legrand "faisait tourner autour de
lui" the beetle attached to a piece of string, where the English text featured
""twirling it to and fro" (Mabbott 1978: 817, line 356; Le Dantec 1951: 73,
line 450), smack of either a lack of effort or a lack of understanding, or both,
on Baudelaire's part. Moreover, a translator who translates "upon the whole" as
"par dessous tout," (Mabbott 1978: 822, line 561; Le Dantec 1951: 81, line 709),
or "beeline" as "ligne d'abeille" (Mabbott 1978: 839, line 1150; Le Dantec 1951:
99, line 1560), is clearly going too far in his commitment to a literal translation
strategy, and produces phrases that do not exist in French. All this shows, then,
that Baudelaire, at first glance, "wrote foreign," but that this is the result of the
type of "poor" literalism discussed in Chapter Two, which is produced, simply, by
a word-for-word rendering of the original. Moreover, remembering the additions
which Baudelaire made and which subtly changed the scenery and atmosphere of
the story, and remembering his monotonous denotation of the gold bug, the literal
strategy is contradicted in more than one way, and can certainly not be said to be
carried out consistently throughout the translation.
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8.8.3. Question Three
Neither Baudelaire's translation nor Pichot's translation contain, on the whole,
textual zones that stand out for their stylistic beauty. Pichot's fluent strategy
produces a translation that obviously reads more fluently than Baudelaire's literal
translation, which gives a sometimes incongruent and unidiomatic text, and his
translation on the whole manages to come into its own thanks to his reproduction
of Jupiter's sociolectal difference and of the varying denotations for the gold bug.
Baudelaire's translation, on the other hand, contains a series of textual zones
where the translation fails completely. These are the zones that feature instances
ofmisunderstanding between the characters, which in Baudelaire's translation
become passages that are unexplained by sociolectal differences, and where both
narrative and textual cohesion are completely lacking.
8.8.4. Question Four
In order to answer this question, the inverse direction of Chapter Seven, where
aspects of Baudelaire's position, project, stance and horizon were put forward to
explain the differences observed in the translation, will this time be taken.
Reversing the exercise means that the divergences which were observed in the
translations will be taken up one by one in order to determine what they reveal us
about the translators' position, etc. The incitation to reverse the order of the
exercise comes from Berman himself, who indicated that no pre-established order
or precedence is necessary to match the "theory of the translating subject" with
the textual analyses.
Concerning the first question asked at the beginning of this chapter, namely how
the role of the gold bug is reproduced in the respective translations, one can begin
by stating that, if Ricardou read symbolism in "Le scarabee d'or," this does not
necessarily mean that Baudelaire intended there to be any. As was indicated in the
section on the para-texts that accompanied the two translations, nothing in
Baudelaire's preface shows that he had found Ricardou's symbolic chains in
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Poe's text. Still, the monotonous translation of the words "bug," "beetle" and
"scarabceus" by "scarabee" indicates that Baudelaire was either unaware, or
uninterested in reproducing the function of the bug as he had found it in Poe's
text, i.e. as a "red herring" or a distraction. On a more general level, though the
scope of this study does not allow entering into the details of this observation,
Baudelaire's treatment of the tales of ratiocination is often more hasty and less
profound than his translation of the other stories. This can be imputed to the fact
that Baudelaire's whole project contained little enthusiasm for the analytical and
rational side ofPoe - as was amply illustrated in Chapter Five. Though he
considered Poe to be a clever "jongleur" (Le Dantec 1951 [1857]: 1050),
Baudelaire went to great lengths to identify Poe with the debauched or degenerate
characters in his fiction, and though he admired Poe's philosophical prowess, the
workings of logic and cold reason were not his favourite themes in Poe. The
pervasiveness of rational reasoning and speaking in "The Gold Bug,"
unaccompanied by the Parisian smoke-filled boudoir atmosphere in which the
Dupin detective stories bathe, would therefore not have corresponded to what
Baudelaire liked to read in Poe.
The reader may also remember the literary horizon in which "The Gold Bug"
arrived, which meant, as was explained in Chapter Five, that tales of ratiocination
such as "The Gold Bug" and the Dupin trilogy did not yet exist in French
literature. Baudelaire therefore had no examples to show him how to analyse
multi-layered texts such as "The Gold Bug." Moreover, this absence of similar
narratives in the target literature worked to set the translators free in their
decisions, since no expectations whatsoever existed with regards to the stylistic
effects and textual devices used in these tales of ratiocination.
There are certain aspects of Pichot's position, however, which may explain why
he apparently understood the importance of retaining the variation in the
denotation of the object of the beetle; or, in other words, why he had a better grasp
of the logical structure that supports the narrative. As was indicated at the
beginning of this chapter, Pichot was good friends with E.D. Forgues, whom he
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escorted on one of his England trips, and the same Forgues published his own
piece of pre-Baudelairean para-text, in which he strongly underlined Poe's
capacity for weaving multi-layered texts in which logical deduction is the key to
the mystery, and in which the degenerate picture of Poe is not yet present. Here is
another citation from Forgues' essay, already quoted in Chapter Five, in which
Forgues focused strongly on the logical and analytical qualities of Poe's fiction,
even when discussing the more morbid and sensational stories:
[Au contraire,] dans les recits originaux que nous voudrions faire
connaitre, et qui nous arrivent de New York par le dernier packet-boat, la
logique est a nu; elle domine tout, elle est reine et maitresse. Son office
n'est plus d'etayer, charpente inaper^ue, un monument aux riches dehors;
elle est elle-meme ce monument, qui n'emprunte rien ou presque rien aux
autres ressources de l'art. Elle ne joue pas le role d'esclave soumis qui
prete son epaule robuste a son maitre chancelant sous le vin et le conduit,
non sans peine, a quelque porte mal entrevue; elle marche seule, forte de
sa propre force; elle est le but et le moyen, elle est la cause et l'effet.
(Forgues 1974 [1846]: 266)
This was how Forgues had described Poe from the beginning, long before
Baudelaire's essays came to change the French picture of Poe, and considering
that Pichot and Forgues were colleagues and friends, and considering, moreover,
Pichot's own literary preferences, it is safe to state that Pichot was in a good
position to fully understand and correctly interpret Poe's analytical texts, and
prepared to distinguish their "effets de style" (Forgues 1974 [1846]: 265).
Moreover, Pichot here deploys a moderated fluency strategy for his translations of
Poe, and does not push fluency to the extreme of leaving out, as Baudelaire did,
the variation which the denotations of the object of the beetle need in order to
maintain its function of decoy.
Regarding the second question, namely what the translators' respective treatments
of the differences in language use say about their translation project and stance,
the following conclusions can be drawn: Baudelaire's note on the translation of
Jupiter's sociolect clearly indicates that he did not grasp the structural importance
of Jupiter's sociolectal difference, and, therefore, that he did not understand that
this difference was a central theme in the story. Again, this lack of understanding
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should be imputed both to a lack of interest in the analytical side ofPoe, and to
that part of Baudelaire's project which consisted in appropriating Poe, and
"adapting" him, whenever he so desired, to his personal literary tastes. As was
indicated during the discussion of Baudelaire's note, not translating Jupiter's
sociolectal difference because he thinks it is a "moyen physique" which already
exists in the target literature, is part ofBaudelaire's project of controlling Poe's
reception in France, and of pre-determining the genre or field of literature under
which he wanted Poe to be categorized. Baudelaire's own literary preferences thus
led him to ignore the logical and analytical qualities of the tale of ratiocination
that is "The Gold Bug" and prompted him to focus, as his comments in his preface
also show, on the few sensational aspects of the story, i.e. the finding of the
treasure and the enumeration of its contents.
Again, Pichot's understanding of Poe's story and of the importance of the
sociolects in the narrative structure, can be explained by his greater respect for the
logical and analytical side of Poe. Considering that Pichot was not interested in a
personal appropriation of Poe, there was no need for him to isolate Poe's work
either from its American background, nor from the target literature. Moreover, as
Pichot's stance characteristically produced fluent translations, his drive for
fluency may have also made him realise that not reproducing the sociolectal
differences would result in an incoherent (and thus not very fluent) translation.
Still, the most likely reasons for Pichot's maintaining Jupiter's sociolectal
difference were both his desire to stay as close to the stylistic effects as possible,
and his grasp of the central theme of the text. This, indeed, is borne out by his
translations of the misfired speech acts, where Pichot translates the sociolectal
differences, but leaves out the elements that create incoherence.
Lastly, the differences in scenery and atmosphere which were observed in
Baudelaire's text can be explained by Baudelaire's fascination with the bousingots
and with a type of literary prose that specialised in sinister atmospheres and
menacing surroundings. Quinn's comments on Baudelaire's additions are the
plainest proof possible of the fact that this story was too dry, too un-dramatic and
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too rational for Baudelaire, and the addition of a few words which charge the
atmosphere with gloom is wholly consistent with Baudelaire's entire project for
the translatio ofPoe. Baudelaire thus turned a multi-layered tale of ratiocination
into a single-layered story which can be taken to suggest, through a symbolic
interpretation, that something mysterious or menacing is going on. He did so by
adding a few elements to the atmosphere, and by annulling, through his treatment
of the sociolectal differences and his homogenous translation of the denotations of
the gold bug, the possibility of reading the story as a self-referential text where
misfired speech acts and sociolectal differences illustrate people's differing
capacity to decode a ciphered message.
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General Conclusion: The Baudelaire Translations
as Historic Translations
Before tackling the main issues which this conclusion brings together, some of
Berman's statements on "grandes traductions," and his ranking of Baudelaire's
translations among that group will be taken up first. The aim is not to adjudicate
on the issue, but to match Berman's unconditional praise with the terms by which
he qualifies great translations. Firstly, the analyses in Chapters Seven and Eight
have just revealed that these texts are not characterised by "une extreme
systematicite, au moins egale a celle de l'original" (Berman 1990: 2-3). To
Berman's second question, whether these translations are a "lieu d'une rencontre
entre la langue de l'original et celle du traducteur" (Berman 1990: 2), the answer
can be given that Baudelaire introduced new and unidiomatic words and phrases
into French, and that his word-for-word rendering sometimes produces French
that sounds like translated English, which creates more a "lieu de friction" than a
"lieu de rencontre." Thirdly, a great translation supposedly establishes "un lien
intense avec l'original, qui se mesure a l'impacte que celui-ci a sur la culture
receptrice," and although nobody denies the important connections existing
between Poe and French literature, it must be noted that the great figures of
French literature, such as Mallarme and Valery, who followed Baudelaire in
claiming Poe's ascendancy, read Poe in English (see Weightman 1987: 210-212).
It is therefore not necessarily the translations, but Baudelaire's meta-textual
treatment ofPoe that triggered (and to a large extent sustains) the relationship
which French literature entertains with Poe. Fourth, a great translation "constitue
pour l'activite de traduction contemporaine ou ulterieure un precedent
incontournable" (Berman 1990: 3), and this, as the discussion on the translational
horizon revealed, was not the case for Baudelaire's translations. Lastly, Berman
says, "ce sont toutes des retraductions" (ibid.), which does apply to Baudelaire's
translations. Of the five characteristics which Berman attributed to great
translations, then, the translations studied in Chapter Seven and Eight possess
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three at most, and besides revealing the difficult applicability ofBerman's notion,
his unconditional inclusion of the Baudelaire translations among the world's
historic translations shows that the strength of their prestige has often formed an
impediment to the objective analysis, even by an experienced translation critic, of
their qualities.
Moreover, the ambiguities that arise when one tries to apply a category such as
kairos, the "opportune moment" (for a translation to occur), or Kairos, the "ideal"
translator, now also become more obvious. Valery's description of the exhausted
state of French literature showed that there was certainly kairos for new foreign
literature to be translated into French, and we know that introducing "exotic"
authors into the home literature was a fashionable strategy to increase one's own
literary status. The general interest that had already been raised by the other Poe
translators confirms that there was an increasing enthusiasm for Poe's work, and
Barbey d'Aurevilly's reaction shows that the French were anticipating
Baudelaire's translations in particular. Indeed, as was demonstrated in Chapter
Five, thanks to his 1852 essay Baudelaire had created his own opportunity to
become Poe's "ideal" translator in a number ofways, and had propelled himself
as the Poe specialist of his time. If Baudelaire was the Kairos for the translation of
Poe's short fiction, this should thus mainly be imputed to the fact that he put
himself in that position and created his own opportunity. In this sense, being a
Kairos has little to do with the quality of one's work as a translator, and the
ambiguous nature of idealising categories like kairos (and Kairos) is thus also
revealed.
Kairos and great translations, however, were no longer Berman's concern in his
Pour une critique des traductions, and Berman's method in Translation Criticism
has certainly proven its great value to describe, not historic, but historical
translations. Following Berman, this thesis set out to describe the whole process
of the translatio of Poe's short fiction, with the aim to uncover and explain the
motives behind the translator's decisions. Berman's framework of position,
stance, project and horizon(s), little-known in the field of Anglophone Translation
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Studies, proved to be an extremely valuable tool for that purpose. It required the
present author to reveal and establish a number of data about these translations
which were not commonly known or accepted in the field of Poe studies, where a
detailed analysis of the translation of Poe into French, grounded in contemporary
translation theory, was sorely lacking. The main conclusions that were brought
forward in this study regarding the conditions of translatio of Poe's work into
French literature can now be stated as facts, uncovered by the pre-analytical
enquiries and by the textual analyses. What has transpired is that Baudelaire's
position as a poet and active member of the target literature engendered personal
preferences both for a particular prose genre (i.e. gothic instead of fantastic
literature) and for certain literary characters (the dandy, the bousingot, the poete
maudit) which he also found in Poe's fiction, which he projected onto Poe's
person, and which he accentuated in his translations - though this identification
did not coincide with a greater understanding of the stylistic and structural
intricacies of Poe's texts. This process was not just a result ofBaudelaire's
position, but of his general stance which dictated that a translator should have a
personal bond with his author, a bond which Baudelaire cultivated strongly. The
translational horizon in Baudelaire's time also fully licensed the procedure of
increasing one's own literary status by rewriting new foreign literature under
one's own name (with or without acknowledging one's source). Most importantly,
Baudelaire had a specific and highly paradoxical project for the translatio of Poe
in France, which aimed for, and to a very large extent succeeded in, a complete
appropriation of Poe's persona, writings and ideas. If, as a part of this project,
Baudelaire had claimed a desire to retain Poe's philosophical "technie" by
translating him as literally as possible, even at the cost of writing shaky French,
the analyses in Chapters Seven and Eight have shown that the translations do not
always correspond to what characterizes the "technie" of the original and that the
announced literal strategy is deployed in a pervasive but highly inconsistent
manner, and was changed wherever the project of personal appropriation required
it. This entails that characteristics were added to stories which somehow served to
align them with Baudelaire's own literary preferences. This thesis therefore
contributes to the field of Poe studies the finding that Baudelaire's project for the
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translations did not give Poe to France, but, rather logically, gave to France what
Baudelaire had made of Poe, in a translation that is strongly affected by
Baudelaire's personal literary tastes and intentions, and by the distorted image he
portrayed of Poe. Together with their para-texts, the translations in themselves
thus help to perpetuate myths that are now over 150 years old.
As far as its importance for the discipline of Translation Studies is concerned, the
critique carried out in this study will be of interest to literary translators and
translation scholars alike, because it constitutes a demonstration of the kind of
rewriting that Translation Criticism can produce. The benefit of the pre-analytical
framework of facts about the translator's position, stance, project and horizon(s) is
borne out by its relevance when describing the translations in themselves, as the
analyses brought up a number of symptoms or reflections of this pre-analytical
framework which could then be connected to their most likely sources, and vice
versa. In other words, the pre-analytical enquiries into the "translating subject"
form a framework which can certainly not be accused of being probabilistic, and
which constitutes the tool with which to explain the crucial decisions observed in
a translation. Berman's Translation Criticism thus includes description and
evaluation, but also allows the critic to move beyond those two activities, and
explain the grounds or motives for a translator's decisions, thereby
contextualising his strategies of rewriting. This makes Berman's method an
invaluable tool for the assessment of translation products, unique because of its
completeness and its applicability, not only to historical translations, but to any
type of translation product.
Another innovative addition to the field of Translation Studies is the expansion,
carried out for the first time in the present study, ofBerman's guiding principles
into "Para-Textual Translation Criticism", an expansion licensed by the
philosophical foundations ofBerman's proposals. Indeed, cases such as the
Baudelaire translations, which are accompanied by an important amount of
influential para-text, require a method that includes, as Beretti puts it "tout un
ensemble de demarches situes en amont de la traduction ou autour d'elle"
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(Berretti 1995: 72), because, as Beretti also claims, these para-texts are often the
locus of the shaping of readers' opinions on the original author and his writings.
Moreover, concerning the case of the Baudelaire translations specifically, the
comparison with other para-texts such as E.D. Forgues' preface further revealed
the very personal and idiosyncratic interpretation that Baudelaire gave to Poe's
work, and the para-texts which contained the proof of Baudelaire's plagiarism of
Poe's ideas on literary composition also eloquently illustrated the translator's
approach to his author's work. "Para-Textual Translation Criticism" has thus also
proven its usefulness, and can now be adopted by Translation Studies, with the
understanding that the contents of the para-texts surrounding certain translations
are an inseparable part of the object of analysis, and with the implication (in the
term "Criticism") that every rewriting is context-specific, and that all the factors
that constituted the context (in its largest sense) of the rewriting should therefore
be described, and wherever possible, retraced in the translations.
From this para-textual critique of his work, a new picture of Baudelaire's
rewriting of Poe and of the translatio and canonisation of Poe's work in French
literature has thus emerged. Having sound translation theory as a starting point,
and relying on a basis of solid data about the translator and his intentions, this
thesis disperses some of the myths that surround the Baudelaire/Poe relationship
and the Baudelaire translations, which, because of the prestige of their author,
have never been approached in such a critical manner before. One indeed needs to
have gathered a large arsenal of information before making any statements that
might be seen to detract from Baudelaire's prestige, and Berman's method
required the present author to do just that. This thesis will therefore be of interest
to those Poe scholars who continue to be puzzled by the question of what the
French see in Poe, and why he became such an important part of the French
literary canon. What has been revealed is that without Baudelaire's stamp on
Poe's image, the latter would very likely never have become the degenerate
alcoholic and accidental genius which many French readers continue to see in
him, and while his work is now mainly remembered for its horror and
psychological turmoil, its analytical and logical strength, which now fascinates its
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Anglophone readers, may become better appraised in France. What now survives
of Poe there is affected by Baudelaire's personal and idiosyncratic interpretation
of the man and his work, and strengthened by a flux of readings which all have
Baudelaire's as a starting point. Had Poe been introduced simply by virtue of his
writings, the focus could have stayed on the work in itself, and a whole school of
French Poe interpretation would simply not have existed. Those scholars who
believe that this picture is obsolete, and that Richard's 1989 edition proves that
Poe has now been "given back" to Poe, should know that in France, up until
today, Poe is still mainly read in translation (i.e. in Baudelaire's translation), and
that very recent French academic work on Poe's fiction, such as Joguin's 2002
Itineraire initiatique d'Edgar Poe, still refer to Baudelaire's translations as if they
were Poe's source texts. It is clear, then, that though Richard did manage to
separate Poe from Baudelaire to some extent, the impact of Baudelaire's project
of appropriation on the translations thus continues to be largely ignored.
Lastly, the findings of this study can be carried forward by taking Berman's
Translation Criticism into its positive stage, because they reveal, through
profound and complete analysis, the possible necessity, or at least the necessary
conditions for the re-translation of an existing translation. Indeed, the question
which post-structuralism asks of a translation, and the "task" which Benjamin sees
for a translator, concern the manner in which a translation helps a work of
literature to "live on", which implies that the purpose of a translation and of any
rewriting is to "keep the fire going", by unveiling the necessity and conditions for
retranslation and rewriting. What can be concluded is that the first condition to
retranslate Poe into French would be to separate Poe's short fiction from the
image that was created for its author, and from the para-text that engendered this
image, or, in the words used in the first chapter, to separate Poe from the factors
by which Baudelaire unilaterally "cannibalised" him. In this manner, a new
rewriting may arrive at a more productive form of cannibalism, which, instead of
merely strengthening the rewriter, also reinforces the one being rewritten.
Richard's 1989 edition of Poe's ceuvre in French goes some way in that direction,
but the fact that Richard did not retranslate a single story of those which
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Baudelaire had translated, clearly indicates that even specialists are wary of
touching what has apparently become Baudelaire's property. The prestige of these
translations, enhanced by Baudelaire's contemporary prestige as a poet, and by
the fascination which the story of resemblance between Baudelaire and Poe
continues to arouse, has thus made these translations untouchable and un-
criticisable, in other words, un-rewritable. The French Poe finds himself
imprisoned in a stage of rewriting which by virtue of its own prestige prevents
other stages to succeed it - and this may be a more realistic definition ofwhat
makes an historic (i.e. "great") translation. Still, considering the renewed interest
and the contemporary readings which Poe now undergoes in his home country (as
found, for instance, in Rachman & Rosenheim 1995), today the un-rewritable
status of the Baudelaire translations constitutes a stage where the French Poe is
doomed to stagnate, since no such re-readings are being done in France.
Flopefully this study has shown, through detailed description and analysis of the
how and why of these translations, that the first condition to ensure Poe's survival
in France, will be to separate his fate from that of Baudelaire's, and that the first
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Baudelaire's Translations Published in the Magazine Press
Source: Richard 1989: 1584-1586.
Note: the abbreviations HE, NHE and HGS stand for the collection in which the
translation was later republished (respectively Histoires extraordinaires (1856),
Nouvelles histoires extraordinaires (1857) and Histoires grotesques et serieuses
(1865)). The translations are ranked in chronological order of first publication.
"Revelation magnetique." In La liberte depenser, 15 July 1848 and in Le pays, 30
July 1854. (HE).
"Berenice." In L 'Illustration, 17 April 1852 and in Le pays, 2 August 1854.
(NHE).
"Le puits et le pendule." In La revue de Paris, October 1852 and in Le pays, 3 and
4 August 1854. (NHE).
"Philosophie de l'ameublement." In Le magazine des families, October 1852; in
Le monde litteraire, 27 March 1853 and in Le pays, 14 September 1854. (HGS).
"Une aventure dans les Montagnes Rocheuses." In L 'Illustration, 11 December
1852 and in Le pays, 25 and 26 July 1854 with new title "Les souvenirs de M.A.
Bedloe." (NHE).
"Le coeur revelateur." In Paris-journal, 4 February 1853 and in Le pays, 29 July
1854 with new title "Le plaidoyer d'un fou." (NHE).
"Le corbeau." In L 'Artiste, 1 March 1853; in Le pays, 29 July 1854 and in Revue
franqaise, 20 April 1859 with new title "La genese d'un poeme." (HGS).
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"Le chat noir." In Paris, 13 and 14 November 1853 and in Le pays, 31 July and 1
August 1854. (NHE).
"Morella." In Paris, 14 and 15 November 1853 and in Le pays, 18 September
1854. (NHE).
"Entretien d'Eiros avec Charmion." In Le pays, 27 July 1854. (NHE with new title
"Conversation d'Eiros avec Charmion").
"L'homme-cameleopard ou Quatre betes en une." In Le pays, 28 July 1854. (NHE
with new title "Quatre betes en une").
"Puissance de la parole." In Le pays, 5 August 1854. (NHE).
"L'Ombre." In Le pays, 5 August 1854. (NHE, wirh new title "Ombre").
"La barrique d'Amontillado." In Le pays, 13 September 1854. (NHE).
"Le demon de la perversite." In Le pays, 14 September 1854. (NHE).
"Metzengerstein." In Le pays, 17 September 1854. (NHE).
"Le diable dans le beffroi." In Le pays, 20 September 1854. (NHE).
"Mort ou vivant? Cas de M. Valdemar." In Le pays, 20 and 26 September 1854
and in Le Figaro, 10 April 1856 with new title "La verite sur le cas de M.
Valdemar." (HE).
"Petite discussion avec une momie." In Le pays, 11 and 12 December 1854.
(NHE).
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"Manuscrit trouve dans une bouteille." In Lepays, 21 and 22 January 1855. (HE).
"Le colloque de Monos et Una." In Le pays, 23 January 1855. (NHE with new
title "Colloque entre Monos et Una.")
"Le roi peste." In Le pays, 23, 26 and 27 January 1855. (NHE).
"L'homme des foules." In Le pays, 27 and 28 January 1855. (NHE).
"Le portrait ovale." In Le pays, 28 January 1855. (NHE).
"L'ile de la fee." In Le pays, 28 and 30 January 1855. (NHE).
"Le canard au ballon." In Le pays, 31 January, 2 and 3 February 1855. (HE).
"Ligeia." In Le pays, 3 and 4 February 1855. (HE).
"Une descente dans le Maelstrom." In Le pays, 5, 6 and 7 February 1855. (HE).
"La chute de la maison Usher." In Le pays, 7, 9 and 13 February 1855. (NHE).
"William Wilson." In Le pays, 14, 15, 18 and 19 February 1855. (NHE).
"Etre un lion, conte moral." In Le pays, 19 and 22 February 1855. (NHE with new
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"Le silence." In Le pays, 22 February 1855. (NHE with new title "Silence").
"Le masque de la mort rouge." In Le pays, 22 and 23 February 1855. (NHE).
"Hop-Frog." In Le pays, 23, 24 and 25 February 1855. (NHE).
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"Double assassinat dans la rue Morgue." In Le pays, 25 and 26 February, and
1,2,3,4,5,6 and 7 March 1855. (HE).
"La lettre volee." In Le pays, 7, 8, 12 and 14 March 1855. (HE).
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"Un evenement a Jerusalem." In Revue frangaise, 20 March 1859. (HGS).
"Eureka." Partly published in Revue Internationale (Geneve), October 1859-
January 1860.
"L'Ange du bizarre," In Lapresse, 17 February 1860 and in Le monde illustre,
February 1863. (HGS).
"Le joueur d'echecs de Maelzel." In Le monde illustre, 12, 19, 26 July and 2
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Appendix B: Amedee Pichot's "Le scarabee d'or"
Amede Pichot. 1853. Nouvelles Choisies d'EdgardPoe. Paris: Librairie L.
Hachette et Cie. pp. 3-69.
LE SCARABEE D'OR
II y a quelques annees que je fis la connaissance d'un M. William
Legrand, descendant d'une ancienne famille de protestants franqais etablie a la
Nouvelle-Orleans, et nos rapports ne tarderent pas a s'etablir sur un pied
d'intimite. Possesseur d'une belle fortune, Legrand s'etait vu ruine par une serie
de malheurs : il quitta la ville qu'avaient habitee ses ancetres et alia s'installer a
Sullivan's Island, pres de Charleston, dans la Caroline du sud.
Cette lie, qui n'est guere qu'un amas de sable marin, a environ trois milles
de longueur, et nulle part sa largeur n'excede un quart de mille. Elle est separee
du continent par un filet d'eau a peine visible, qui se fraye un passage a travers
un lit de vase et de joncs, espece de canal marecageux frequente par les poules
d'eau. La vegetation, ainsi qu'on peut le supposer, y est, rare, ou du moins n'y
atteint que des proportions tres-mediocres. On n'y voit point de grands
arbres. Le palmier nain y croit, a la verite, vers l'extremite occidentale, ou
s'eleve le fort Moultrie. Non loin de la, quelques chetives habitations sont
occupees pendant l'ete par d'honnetes citadins, qui abandonnent alors Char¬
leston aux fievres et a la poussiere; mais, a 1'exception de cette pointe
occidentale, et de la greve formee d'une substance calcaire, qui s'etend,
comme une lisiere blanchatre, du cote de la mer, l'lle entiere offre l'aspect
d'un grand buisson de myrtes : ces arbrisseaux y atteignent souvent une
hauteur de quinze a vingt pieds, et forment un fourre verdoyant qui parfume
Pair de ses exhalaisons embaumees.
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C'est dans la partie la plus epaisse et la plus retiree de ce bocage, non
loin de l'extremite orientale de Pile, que Legrand s'etait construit une petite
case, qu'il habitait lorsque notre rencontre accidentelle fut, comme je l'ai dit
plus haut, le prelude des relations amicales qui s'etablirent bientot entre
nous. Je trouvai en lui un homme instruit, doue d'une rare intelligence, mais
enclin a la misanthropie et sujet a des acces alternatifs d'enthousiasme et
d'humeur noire. II avait beaucoup de livres et lisait peu : ses principaux
amusements consistaient a tirer des oiseaux et a pecher, ou bien a flaner sur
le rivage et parmi les myrtes, a la recherche de coquillages et surtout
d'insectes ; il etait ainsi parvenu a se former une collection entomologique
qu'un Swammerdam eut enviee. II etait ordinairement accompagne dans ces
perambulations par un vieux negre appele Jupiter, affranchi dans le temps de
sa prosperity, mais qui n'avait jamais voulu renoncer a ce qu'il considerait
comme son droit de suivre partout son jeune « massa Will.» II est assez pro¬
bable que la famille de Legrand, supposant son cerveau un peu derange,
avait encourage sous main ces dispositions du vieux Jupiter, afin qu'il servit
de surveillant et en quelque sorte de gardien a son excentrique maitre.
L'hiver n'est jamais bien rude sous la latitude de Sullivan's Island, et il
est rare qu'on eprouve le besoin d'y faire du feu avant la fin de l'annee. II y
eut cependant, vers le milieu du mois d'octobre 18.., une journee d'un froid
tres-vif. Le soleil etait sur le point de se coucher, lorsque je traversai, non
sans quelque difficulty, cette foret de myrtes qui protegeait l'humble retraite
de mon ami : j'habitais alors Charleston, eloigne de neuf milles de l'ile, et
les moyens de communication n'etaient pas, a beaucoup pres, aussi
nombreux a cette epoque qu'ils le sont aujourd'hui. Arrive a hermitage, je
frappai, selon mon habitude; personne ne m'ayant repondu, je cherchai la
clef a l'endroit ou je savais qu'on la cachait, j'ouvris la porte et j'entrai. Un
bon feu brillait au foyer: c'etait une nouveaute, et une nouveaute qui ne
pouvait m'etre qu'agreable. Je me debarrassai de mon surtout, je tirai un
fauteuil aupres des buches petillantes, et m'etant commodement installe,
j'attendis patiemment le retour de mon hote.
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II faisait deja nuit lorsque Legrand et Jupiter arriverent. Ma visite parut
leur procurer une douce surprise, et leur accueil fut plein de cordialite. Jn-
piter, manifestant sa joie par une espece de grimace qui dilatait sa bouche
d'une oreille a l'autre, se mit en devoir de preparer quelques poules d'eau
pour notre souper. Legrand etait dans un de ses acces, quel autre nom
pourrais-je leur donner? d'enthousiasme. II avait trouve un bivalve inconnu,
formant un nouveau genre, et, ce qui etait encore plus important a ses yeux,
il avait decouvert et capture, avec l'assistance de Jupiter, un scarabee qu'il
croyait aussi etre entierement nouveau, mais sur lequel il desirait avoir mon
opinion le lendemain.
« Et pourquoi pas ce soir? demandai-je en me frottant les mains devant
la flamme, et donnant mentalement au diable toute la race des scarabees.
- Ah! s'ecria Legrand, si j'avais su que vous etiez ici! Mais il y a si
longtemps qu'on ne vous a vu ; et comment pouvais-je deviner que vous
vous mettriez en route par un froid pareil, pour venir me rendre visite? Le
fait est que j'ai rencontre, en revenant ici, le lieutenant G..., et que j'ai fait la
sottise de lui preter l'insecte, qu'il a porte au fort; impossible done de le voir
avant demain matin. Mais restez ce soir avec nous, et j'enverrai Jupiter le
chercher au lever du soleil. C'est la chose la plus merveilleuse que vous ayez
jamais vue.
- Quoi? le lever du soleil?
- Eh non! l'insecte! Figurez-vous une creature de la grosseur d'une noix
d'hickory 36 un corsage d'un magnifique jaune dore, avec deux taches d'un
noir de jais, pres d'une des extremites du dos, et une autre un peu plus
longue, a l'extremite opposee; les antennes....
- Et moi repeter a vous, massa Will, interrompit ici Jupiter, carabe etre
d'or, d'or massif, dedans et tout, excepte ailes; moi n'avoir jamais vu de ma
vie carabe lourd comme 9a.
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- Eh bien! en supposant que cela soit, repliqua Legrand qui paraissait
prendre la chose un peu plus serieusement qu'elle ne le meritait, est-ce une
raison pour laisser bruler notre souper? La couleur de cet insecte, poursuivit-
il en se tournant vers moi, suffirait presque pour justifier l'idee de Jupiter :
on ne saurait imaginer de reflets metalliques plus brillants que ceux de ses
elytres. Mais vous ne pourrez en juger que demain; en attendant, je vais
toujours vous donner une idee de sa forme.» A ces mots, il s'assit devant une
petite table, sur laquelle etaient une plume et une ecritoire, mais pas de
papier. II en chercha dans un tiroir de la table, et n'en trouva point.
« C est egal, dit-il, voici qui fera l'affaire; » et tirant de la poche de son
gilet quelque chose qui me parut etre un morceau de papier commun fort
sale, il y tra?a avec la plume un croquis de son insecte. Pendant ce temps, je
ne quittai pas ma place aupres du feu, car je n'etais pas encore completement
rechauffe. Quand mon ami eut fini, il me passa son dessin, sans se lever. Au
moment meme ou je le recevais de sa main, une espece de hurlement
plaintif, suivi d'un grattement a la porte, se fit entendre au dehors. Jupiter
alia ouvrir, et un gros chien de Terre-Neuve, qui appartenait a Legrand, se
precipita dans la chaumiere, et bondissant sur moi avec une impetuosite qui
faillit me renverser, m'accabla de caresses : nous etions de vieilles
connaissances. Ce fut seulement apres ce petit incident que je regardai le
papier que m'avait donne Legrand, et, a vrai dire, je me trouvai assez
embarrasse.
« Voila, dis-je apres l'avoir examine, voila, il faut en convenir, un
animal extraordinaire et tout a fait nouveau pour moi. Je n'ai encore rien vu,
jusqu'a ce jour, qui ressemble a cela, a moins que ce ne soit une tete de mort.
- Une tete de mort! repeta Legrand; en effet, vous avez peut-etre
raison; il a quelque chose de cela sur le papier. Les deux taches superieures
figurent les yeux, n'est-ce pas? et la tache allongee qui se trouve plus bas
peut passer pour la bouche; et puis la forme de l'ensemble est ovale.
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- C'est peut-etre cela, repondis-je; mais, apres tout, je crains, Legrand,
que vous ne soyez pas artiste. J'attendrai done, avec votre permission, pour
me faire une idee exacte de votre insecte, que je l'aie vu en personne.
- Je ne sais comment cela se fait, reprit Legrand un peu pique; mais je
crois pourtant dessiner passablement; du moins je le devrais, car j'ai eu de
bons maitres, et je ne suis pas tout a fait maladroit.
- Alors, mon cher ami, lui dis-je, vous vous amusez a mes depens.
C'est bien la une tete de mort, je dirai meme une tete de mort fort bien faite,
d'apres toutes les idees re£ues en pareille matiere; et si votre scarabee
ressemble a cela, c'est incontestablement l'animal le plus curieux qu'il y ait
au monde. Nous pourrions meme fabriquer la-dessus quelque legende bien
effroyable. Je presume que vous lui donnerez le nom de scarabeus caput
hominis, ou quelque chose d'analogue. On trouve dans les livres d'histoire
naturelle beaucoup de denominations semblables. Mais ou sont done ces
antennes dont vous parliez?
- Les antennes! s'ecria Legrand que cette petite discussion paraissait
animer singulierement. Parbleu! vous devez les voir, les antennes! je les ai
faites aussi distinctes qu'elles le sont dans l'insecte meme, et je pense que
cela doit suffire.
- C'est possible, lui dis-je; mais ce qu'il y a de certain, c'est que je ne
les vois pas. » Et ne jugeant pas a propos de pousser les choses plus loin, je
lui rendis son papier sans autre observation. J'etais surpris, je l'avoue, de la
tournure qu'avait prise la conversation; je ne comprenais pas la sus¬
ceptibility de mon ami. Quant au dessin de l'insecte, il etait bien positif
qu'on n'y voyait aucune trace d'antennes, et que le tout ressemblait a
l'image ordinaire dune tete de mort.
Legrand prit le papier de fort mauvaise grace, et il se disposait a le
froisser dans sa main pour le jeter au feu, lorsque ses yeux etant tombes par
hasard sur le dessin, il parut tout a coup en proie a quelque puissante
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emotion : son visage se colora d'une vive rougeur, puis redevint presque
aussitot d'une paleur mortelle. II continua pendant quelque temps
d'examiner le dessin avec la plus grande attention. Enfin il se leva, prit une
chandelle sur la table, et alia s'asseoir sur un coffre, a l'autre bout de la
chambre : la, il se livra de nouveau a une investigation minutieuse du
papier, qu'il tourna dans tous les sens sans proferer un mot. Cette conduite
bizarre m'etonnait beaucoup ; je crus neanmoins devoir m'abstenir de tout
commentaire, pour ne pas exciter encore une humeur irritable. Mon ami,
ayant apparemment acheve son examen, tira de la poche de son habit un
portefeuille, y deposa soigneusement le papier, et serra le tout dans un
pupitre, qu'il ferma a clef. Cela fait, il parut plus calme; mais
l'enthousiasme qu'il avait naguere manifeste au sujet de son scarabee avait
entierement disparu. A mesure que la soiree s'avan?ait, il devenait de plus
en plus reveur, et je fls de vains efforts pour l'arracher a ses distractions
continuelles. Je m'etais propose de passer la nuit dans son ermitage, comme
je l'avais fait plus d'une fois auparavant; mais le voyant si absorbe, je me
decidai a me retirer. II ne fit pas d'instances pour me retenir, mais au
moment ou je prenais conge de lui, il me serra la main avec un
redoublement de cordialite.
Pres d'un mois s'etait ecoule, et je n'avais plus entendu parler de
Legrand, lorsque je reipus a Charleston la visite de son vieux serviteur
Jupiter. Le bon negre ne m'avait jamais paru aussi abattu, et la premiere
idee qui me vint en le voyant, c'est qu'il etait arrive quelque malheur a mon
ami.
« Eh bien, Jupin! lui dis-je, qu'y a-t-il de nouveau? Comment se porte
votre maitre?
- Ah! massa, lui pas aussi bien que voudrais moi.
- Pas bien, dites-vous? Je suis vraiment fache d'apprendre cela. Qu'a-
t-il done?
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- Voila l'affaire, qu'a-t-il? lui jamais se plaindre; mais lui bien malade
pourtant!
- Bien malade, Jupiter! que ne me disiez-vous cela tout de suite? Est-
ce qu'il serait alite?
-Non, massa, lui pas dans lit : voila justement la chose! Mais moi
tres-inquiet au sujet de massa Will.
-Jupiter, expliquez-vous d'une maniere plus intelligible. Votre maitre
est malade; ne vous a-t-il pas dit quelle etait sa maladie?
- Bon Dieu! massa, pas mettre vous en colere. Massa Will dit lui
avoir rien du tout. Mais alors pourquoi lui aller toujours seul, tout pensif, la
tete penchee comme 9a? Et puis, lui faire du matin au soir des chiffres et
toute sorte de figures extraordinaires sur ardoise. Moi etre oblige d'avoir
continuellement oeil sur lui. L'autre jour, lui avoir pris la clef des champs
avant soleil leve, et etre reste dehors jusqu'a la nuit. Moi avoir coupe gros
baton pour donner a lui bonne correction quand lui reviendrait. Mais negre
si bete, pas avoir courage. Massa Will avoir l'air si souffrant!
- A la bonne heure, Jupiter! II ne faut pas etre trop dur avec votre
pauvre maitre; surtout gardez-vous bien de le battre; il n'est pas en etat de
supporter de mauvais traitements. Mais quelle peut done etre la cause de
cette maladie, ou plutot de ce changement de conduite? Est-il survenu quel-
que accident, rien de facheux depuis que je vous ai vus?
- Non, massa, rien etre arrive depuis; mais etre arrive avant, moi avoir
peur; etre arrive jour meme que vous etiez la-bas.
- Comment ! que voulez-vous dire?
- Oui, moi vouloir dire carabe, la.
- Quoi?
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- Carabe, petite bete. Moi etre certain massa Will avoir ete mordu a
la tete par carabe d'or.
- Et qu'est-ce qui vous fait supposer cela, Jupiter?
- Parce que moi n'avoir jamais vu carabe enrage comme celui-la,
massa; lui mordre et egratigner tout ce qui approchait lui. Massa Will
attraper lui d'abord, mais lacher lui bien vite : etre alors sans doute que lui
avoir ete mordu. Moi aimer pas la mine de carabe, et vouloir pas prendre
lui avec mes doigts, mais attraper lui avec un morceau de papier que moi
trouver; moi envelopper lui dans papier, et fourrer aussi morceau de papier
dans la bouche a lui : c'est comme 9a.
- Ainsi vous croyez que votre maitre a ete reellement mordu par le
scarabee, et que c'est cette morsure qui l'a rendu malade?
- Moi croire rien, moi etre sur. Pourquoi lui rever tant d'or, sinon parce
que carabe d'or avoir mordu lui? n'etre pas la premiere fois que moi entendre
parler de carabes d'or.
- Mais comment savez-vous qu'il reve d'or?
- Comment moi savoir? parce que lui parler d'or pendant que lui dormir.
Etre comme 9a que moi savoir.
- Eh bien, Jupin, vous avez peut-etre raison. Mais a quelle heureuse
circonstance suis-je redevable de votre visite? M. Legrand vous a-t-il charge de
quelque message pour moi?




« Pourquoi ne venez-vous plus me voir? Vous seriez-vous formalise de
quelques petites brusqueries dont j'ai pu me rendre coupable? C'est une
supposition a laquelle je ne saurais m'arreter.
« J'ai eu, depuis que je vous ai vu, un grand poids sur l'esprit, un grand
sujet d'anxiete. J'ai quelque chose a vous communiquer, mais je ne sais
comment m'y prendre, je ne sais meme pas si je dois le dire.
« Je suis, depuis quelques jours, legerement indispose, et ce pauvre Jupin
me tourmente, au dela de toute expression, par ses soins a bonnes intentions. Le
croiriez-vous? II s'etait muni l'autre jour d'une espece de gourdin, avec lequel il
ne se proposait rien moins que de m'administrer une petite correction, pour
m'etre permis de m'echapper et d'aller passer la journee, seul, sur la terre ferme,
au milieu des montagnes. Je crois, en verite, que je ne suis redevable qu'a ma
mine de malade d'avoir echappe a la bastonnade.
« Rien de nouveau dans ma collection.
« Si vous pouvez vous arranger de maniere a revenir avec Jupin, vous
m'obligerez beaucoup. Venez, je vous en prie; je desire vous voir ce soir meme,
pour affaire urgente. II s'agit, je vous assure, d'une affaire de la plus haute
importance.
« Tout a vous,
« WILLIAM LEGRAND. »
Ma premiere impression, en lisant ce billet, fut un sentiment d'inquietude.
Ce n'etait pas la le style ordinaire de Legrand. Quelle nouvelle idee lui etait
passee par la tete? Quelle pouvait etre cette affaire de la plus haute importance,
pour laquelle il reclamait mon concours? Je n'augurais rien de bon de tout ce
que m'avait dit Jupiter. Je craignais que des chagrins secrets, se rattachant a ses
revers de fortune, n'eussent fini par alterer la raison de mon ami. II n'y avait
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done pas a hesiter : je me mis immediatement en devoir d'accompagner le
vieux negre.
En arrivant au quai, je remarquai une faux et trois beches, toutes
neuves en apparence, au fond du bateau dans lequel nous devions nous
embarquer
« Que signifie tout cet attirail, Jupin? demandai-je.
- Etre faux, massa, et beches aussi.
- Je le vois bien. Mais pourquoi ces outils sont-ils la?
- Parce que massa Will avoir dit a moi acheter pour lui faux et beches
en ville, et eux avoir coute a moi terriblement cher.
- Mais, au nom du ciel, qu'est-ce que votre « massa Will » veut faire
avec des faux et des beches?
- Ah! pour cela, lui seul savoir!... Mais tout 5a venir de carabe. »
Voyant qu'il n'y avait rien a tirer de Jupiter, dont toutes les facultes
intellectuelles semblaient etre absorbees par son carabe, j'entrai dans le
bateau, et la voile fut deployee. Favorises par une bonne brise, nous
abordions apres une courte navigation dans la petite anse qui se trouve au
nord du fort Moultrie et apres une demi-heure de marche nous arrivames a
hermitage. II etait environ trois heures de 1'apres-midi. Legrand nous
attendait avec impatience. La vivacite nerveuse avec laquelle il saisit et serra
la main que je lui offrais confirma tout d'abord mes soupqons. II etait pale,
excessivement pale, et ses yeux, enfonces dans leurs orbites, brillaient d'un
etrange eclat. Apres quelques questions sur l'etat de sa sante, je lui
demandai, faute d'un autre sujet de conversation, si le lieutenant G.... lui
avait rendu son scarabee.
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« Oui, oui, repondit-il en rougissant beaucoup, il me l'a rendu le
lendemain matin. Je ne m'en separerais pas aujourd'hui pour tout au monde.
Savez-vous bien, a propos de ce scarabee, que Jupiter avait tout a fait
raison?
- En quoi, raison? demandai-je avec un triste pressentiment.
- Eh bien! en supposant que c'etait un vrai scarabee d'or. II pronon9a
ces mots avec un serieux qui me serra le cceur.
« Ce scarabee, poursuivit-il avec un sourire triomphant, est destine a
faire, ou plutot a relever ma fortune. Est-il done etonnant que j'y attache un
si grand prix? II ne s'agit plus pour moi, maintenant, que d'en faire l'usage
convenable, et j' arriverai au tresor auquel il doit me conduire. Jupiter,
apporte-moi ce scarabee.
- Quoi! carabe, massa? Moi aimer mieux avoir rien a faire avec
carabe; vous, prendre carabe vous-meme.» La-dessus Legrand se leva d'un
air grave et majestueux; il prit l'insecte sous un petit globe de verre qui le
recouvrait, et me l'apporta. C'etait un magnifique scarabee, d'une espece
alors inconnue aux naturalistes, et par consequent d'une assez grande valeur
au point de vue de la science. II avait deux taches noires circulaires vers
l'une des extremites du dos, et une tache longitudinale a l'autre extremite; ses
elytres, tres-dures et lustrees, paraissaient d'or bruni. Le poids de cet insecte
etait aussi fort remarquable, et a tout prendre, on pouvait concevoir jusqu'a
un certain point l'opinion que s'en etait faite Jupiter; mais que Legrand
affectat d'adopter cette opinion, c'etait une chose qui passait tout a fait ma
comprehension.
« Je vous ai envoye chercher, dit-il d'un ton serieux, lorsque j'eus
acheve d'examiner l'insecte, je vous ai envoye chercher, afin de pouvoir,
avec votre assistance et vos conseils realiser les intentions du destin, dont ce
scarabee est....
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- Mon cher Legrand, m'ecriai-je en l'interrompant, vous etes
certainement indispose, et vous ferez bien de prendre quelques petites
precautions indispensables. Vous allez, pour commencer, vous mettre au lit,
et je resterai aupres de vous, quelques jours, s'il le faut, jusqu'a ce que vous
soyez completement retabli. Vous avez de la fievre, et....
- Tatez mon pouls, » dit-il.
Je le tatai effectivement, etje dois declarer que le pouls ne manifestait
pas le moindre indice de fievre.
- Mais, repris-je, on peut etre malade sans avoir la fievre. Permettez
que je vous fasse une ordonnance. D'abord, vous allez, ainsi que je le disais,
vous coucher; ensuite....
- Vous vous trompez, mon ami, dit-il. Je me porte aussi bien que le
permet l'etat d'excitation morale dans lequel je me trouve en ce moment. Si
vous voulez que je me porte tout a fait bien, il n'y a qu'une chose a faire,
c'est de soulager cette excitation.
- Et par quel moyen?
- Par un moyen tres-simple. Jupiter et moi nous allons partir pour une
expedition dans les montagnes, sur la terre ferme, et pour cette expedition
nous aurons besoin de l'aide de quelqu'un en qui nous puissions avoir une
entiere confiance. Ce quelqu'un, c'est vous.
- Je desire faire tout ce qui peut vous etre agreable, repliquai-je, mais
pretendez-vous dire que ce maudit scarabee ait quelque rapport avec cette
expedition que vous projetez?
- Incontestablement.
- En ce cas, je ne vous accompagnerai pas; car tout cela me parait
absurde.
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- J'en suis fache, tres-fache; car nous serons bien obliges d'essayer de
nous passer de vous.
- Essayer de se passer de moi! Mais il est fou, decidement! Voyons,
Legrand, combien de temps comptez-vous etre absent?
- Probablement toute la nuit. Nous allons partir sur-le-champ, et nous
serons de retour, dans tous les cas, au lever du soleil.
- Et vous me promettez, sur l'honneur, qu'apres que je vous aurai
passe ce caprice, et que l'affaire du scarabee (bon Dieu!) sera terminee a
votre satisfaction, vous reviendrez ici, et suivrez exactement mes
prescriptions, comme vous feriez celles de votre medecin?
- Je vous le promets. Et maintenant en route, car nous n'avons pas de
temps a perdre. »
Ce fut avec un sentiment penible que je me decidai a accompagner
mon ami. Nous partimes vers quatre heures, Legrand, Jupiter, le chien et
moi. Jupiter portait la faux et les beches; il avait insiste pour s'en charger,
moins, a ce qu'il me parut, par zele ou par complaisance, que par crainte de
laisser ces dangereux instruments a portee de son maitre. II avait, du reste,
l'air de fort mauvaise humeur, et les mots « damne carabe » furent les
seuls qui lui echapperent pendant toute la route. J'avais, pour mon compte,
deux lanternes sourdes, Legrand s'etant reserve pour sa part le scarabee,
qu'il portait attache au bout d'une petite corde a fouet, et qu'il faisait
tournoyer de cote et d'autre en marchant avec l'air d'un magicien. A la vue
de ce dernier et evident symptome de l'aberration mentale de mon ami,
j'eus peine a retenir mes larmes. Cependant, en y reflechissant, je jugeai
que je n'avais rien de mieux a faire qu'a continuer de me preter a son
caprice, jusqu'a ce que je fusse en etat de prendre, avec quelque chance de
succes, des mesures plus energiques. Mais j'essayai vainement d'obtenir de
lui quelques explications sur l'objet de l'expedition. Une fois assure de ma
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cooperation, il parut peu dispose a lier conversation sur ce sujet, et se
borna a repondre a toutes mes questions:
« Nous verrons! »
Nous traversames dans un batelet le canal qui separe l'ile de la terre
ferme, et gravissant les hauteurs du continent, nous avanipames, dans la
direction du nord-ouest, a travers un pays sauvage et desert, ou Ton
n'apercevait aucun vestige de creatures humaines. Legrand nous guidait
d'un pas assure; de temps a autre seulement, il s'arretait un instant pour
consulter certains signes de reconnaissance qu'il paraissait avoir traces ou
etablis lui-meme dans une precedente occasion. Nous marchames ainsi
pendant deux heures environ, et le soleil se couchait au moment ou nous
entrions dans une region incomparablement plus desolee que tout ce que
nous avions vu jusqu'alors. C'etait une sorte de plateau situe vers le
sommet d'une montagne presque inaccessible, couverte, de la base a la
cime, de bois entremeles d'immenses quartiers de roche. Ces blocs, epars
9a et la, n'etaient souvent soutenus que par les arbres places immediatement
au-dessous, et sans lesquels ils auraient roule dans les vallees. Des ravins
profonds, sillonnant le sol dans tous les sens, ajoutaient encore a la sublime
horreur du paysage.
Le plateau naturel sur lequel nous nous trouvions etait tellement
herisse de broussailles, que nous ne tardames pas a reconnaitre qu'il nous
aurait ete impossible de nous y frayer un chemin sans le secours de la faux;
et Jupiter, sur l'ordre de son maitre, se mit a ouvrir un passage jusqu'a un
gigantesque tulipier entoure d'un groupe de huit a dix chenes, qu'il
surpassait de beaucoup, ainsi que tous les autres arbres des environs, par la
richesse de son feuillage, par le developpement de ses rameaux et par la
majeste generate de ses proportions. Quand nous fumes arrives au pied de
cet arbre, Legrand se tourna vers Jupiter et lui demanda s'il croyait pouvoir
y grimper. Cette interpellation inattendue parut etourdir le vieux noir un
instant; enfin, il s'approcha de l'enorme tronc et en fit lentement le tour,
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l'examinant avec un soin minutieux. Lorsqu'il eut termine cette inspection,
il se contenta de repondre:
« Oui, massa; Jupiter grimper tous les arbres que lui avoir jamais vus.
-En ce cas, tu vas grimper sur celui-ci le plus vite que tu pourras; car
il fera bientot trop nuit pour que nous voyions clair a nos affaires.
-Jusqu'ou moi grimper, massa? demanda Jupiter.
-Commence par grimper jusqu'a la naissance des branches, et je te
dirai ensuite ce que tu auras a faire. Mais attends, il faut prendre le
scarabee avec toi.
-Carabe, massa! carabe d'or! s'ecria le negre tout deconcerte et
faisant un pas en arriere; et pourquoi done falloir moi monter avec carabe
dans l'arbre? Diable emporte! moi pas vouloir.
- Si tu as peur, Jupin, grand et fort comme tu l'es, de toucher un petit
insecte mort, qui ne peut te faire aucun mal, tu n'as qu'a le tenir au bout de
cette ficelle; mais si tu ne le montes pas avec toi, d'une maniere ou d'une
autre, je serai oblige de te casser la tete avec la beche que voici.
- Eh bien! quoi done, quoi done a present, massa? dit Jupiter
evidemment honteux de sa poltronnerie. Vous toujours chercher querelle a
vieux negre. Moi dire 9a pour rire. Moi avoir peur de carabel allons donc!» A
ces mots, il prit avec precaution l'extremite de la ficelle, et tenant l'insecte aussi
eloigne de sa personne que les circonstances le permettaient, il se disposa a
escalader l'arbre.
Le tulipier (liriodendron tulipiferum), le plus magnifique des arbres
forestiers de l'Amerique, a dans sa jeunesse un tronc tres-lisse, et s'eleve sou-
vent a une grande hauteur sans projeter de branches laterales. Mais plus tard son
ecorce devient rugueuse, et de petits rudiments de branches poussent en assez
grand nombre sur sa tige. La difficulte de l'ascension etait done plus apparente
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que reelle. Embrassant de son mieux avec ses bras et ses genoux le tronc
cylindrique, s'attachant avec ses mains aux differentes projections qui se presen-
taient a sa surface, tandis qu'il appuyait sur d'autres ses pieds nus, Jupiter, apres
avoir une ou deus fois manque de tomber, parvint enfin a se hisser jusqu'a la
premiere grande bifurcation du tronc, et une fois arrive la il parut considerer sa
tache comme accomplie. Le fait est que, a une elevation de soixante a soixante-
dix pieds du sol, le plus difficile de l'affaire etait fait.
« Quel cote moi aller a present, massa Will? demanda-t-il.
- Suis toujours la tige principale, celle qui est de ce cote-ci,» dit Legrand.
Le negre obeit aussitot, et continua de s'elever, sans rencontrer en apparence
d'obstacles serieux, jusqu'a ce qu'il eut entierement disparu dans l'epaisseur du
feuillage. Tout a coup sa voix se fit entendre de nouveau.
« Falloir monter encore plus haut, massa?
- A quelle hauteur es-tu? demanda Legrand.
- Moi voir ciel au haut de l'arbre, repondit le negre.
- Ne t'occupe pas du ciel, mais fais bien attention a ce que je vais te dire.
Regarde en bas, et compte les branches qui se trouvent maintenant au-dessous
de toi, toujours de ce cote-ci. Combien de branches as-tu passees?
- Une, deux, trois, quatre, cinq. Moi avoir passe cinq grosses branches de
ce cote-ci, massa; moi etre sur la sixieme.
- En ce cas, monte encore d'une branche. »
Au bout de quelques minutes, le negre cria qu'il etait arrive a la septieme
branche.
« C'est bien, Jupin, dit Legrand, qui paraissait toujours plus excite. A
present, il s'agit d'avancer sur cette branche aussi loin que tu le pourras. Si tu
vois quelque chose d'extraordinaire, tu me le diras. »
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Le peu de doutes que j'avais pu conserver sur l'etat mental de mon pauvre
ami avaient disparu. II n'etait plus possible de se faire illusion a cet egard :
c'etait une folie bien caracterisee, et je commenfai a songer serieusement
aux moyens de ramener Legrand chez lui. Pendant que je reflechissais sur
ce que je devais faire, la voix de Jupiter se fit entendre de nouveau :
« Moi pas oser aventurer moi bien loin sur la branche; etre presque
tout bois mort.
- Tu dis, Jupiter, que c'est une branche morte? cria Legrand d'une
voix alteree.
- Oui, massa; etre branche morte, bien morte.
- Que faire? au nom du ciel! demanda Legrand en proie a une vive
agitation.
- Que faire? repris-je, heureux de trouver cette occasion d'entrer en
matiere : nous en retourner, comme d'honnetes gens, coucher a l'ermitage.
Voyons, Legrand, il se fait tard, et vous vous souvenez de votre promesse.
- Jupiter! cria-t-il sans preter la moindre attention a ce que je disais,
Jupiter! m'entends-tu?
- Oui, massa Will, moi entendre vous tres-bien.
- Eh bien! fais une entaille dans le bois avec ton couteau, et vois s'il
est tout a fait pourri.
- Lui pourri, massa, repondit le negre au bout de quelques instants;
mais pas tout a fait pourri. Moi pouvoir avancer sur la branche tout seul,
c'est vrai.
- Comment, tout seul\ qu'entends-tu par la?
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- Moi entendre carabe. Carabe bien lourd. Supposons moi lacher lui,
et la branche pas casser avec poids de negre tout seul.
- Impudent maraud! s'ecria Legrand qui me parut avoir l'esprit
soulage d'un grand poids; comment oses-tu me conter de pareilles
balivernes? Si tu as le malheur de lacher l'insecte, je te casse le cou.
Entends-tu bien cela?
- Oui, massa. Pas facher vous pour 9a.
- Eh bien done, ecoute maintenant. Si tu avances sur cette branche
aussi loin que tu croiras pouvoir le faire avec prudence, et cela sans lacher
l'insecte, je te fais cadeau d'un dollar d'argent lorsque tu descendras.
- J'y vas, j'y vas, massa Will, repliqua aussitot le negre; la, moi etre
deja presque au bout.
- Au bout! repeta Legrand. Pretends-tu dire que tu es au bout de la
branche?
-Tout a l'heure, massa. 0.... o.... oh!... misericorde!... Quoi done li
etre la-bas sur la branche?
-Eh bien! s'ecria Legrand enchante, qu'y a-t-il?
- Li etre seulement tete de mort. Quelqu'un avoir laisse tete a lui sur
l'arbre, et corbeaux avoir mange toute la chair.
- Une tete de mort, dis-tu? a merveille! Et comment tient-elle a la
branche?
-Attendez, massa; moi va regarder. Oh! oh! etre bien singulier! li etre
gros clou fiche dans tete de mort et attacher elle a la branche.
- C'est parfait. A present, Jupiter, tu vas faire exactement ce que je
vais te dire. M'entends-tu bien?
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- Oui, massa.
- En ce cas, attention! Cherche 1'oeil gauche de la tete de mort.
-Oh! ah! ... etre drole. Moi pas voir l'oeil gauche du tout.
- Imbecile!... Ne sais-tu done pas distinguer ta main droite de ta main
gauche?
- Bien sur, moi savoir 5a : etre main gauche avec quoi moi fendre du
bois.
- Sans doute, puisque tu es gaucher. Eh bien! ton ceil gauche est du
meme cote que ta main gauche. A present, j'imagine que tu es en etat de
trouver l'oeil gauche de la tete de mort, ou du moins la place oil etait l'oeil
gauche. L'as-tu trouve? »
II y eut une longue pause. Enfin, le negre demanda
« Etre ceil gauche de tete de mort du meme cote que main gauche de
tete de mort aussi? Parce que tete de mort avoir pas de mains du tout. C'est
egal! moi avoir trouve ceil gauche. Voila ceil gauche! Quoi faire a present?
- Fais passer le scarabee par la cavite de cet ceil, et laisse-le descendre
de toute la longueur de la ficelle, mais sans la lacher.
- C'est fait, massa Will. Pas difficile, passer carabe par le trou.
Regardez-le a present.»
La personne de Jupiter etait restee, pendant ce dialogue,
completement invisible; mais on pouvait maintenant distinguer le scarabee
qu'il avait laisse descendre, conformement aux instructions de son maitre,
et qui etincelait, comme un point d'or bruni aux derniers rayons du soleil
couchant, dont quelques-uns eclairaient encore faiblement la hauteur sur
laquelle nous etions. L'insecte etait entierement degage des branches, et si
on l'eut laisse tomber, c'est a nos pieds qu'il serait tombe. Legrand prit
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aussitot la faux, et la manoeuvrant vigoureusement, nettoya un espace
circulaire de trois a quatre verges de diametre, precisement au-dessous du
scarabee : cela fait, il ordonna a Jupiter de lacher la ficelle et de descendre
de 1'arbre.
Mon ami enfon^a une cheville dans la terre, a l'endroit raeme ou le
scarabee etait tombe; puis, tirant de sa poche un cordeau a mesurer, il le
fixa par une extremite au point du tronc du tulipier le plus rapproche de la
cheville, et le deroula jusqu'a cette cheville : il continua ensuite a le
developper, toujours en ligne droite, dans la direction deja determinee par
ces deux points, l'arbre et la cheville, jusqu'a la distance de cinquante
pieds, Jupiter nettoyant les broussailles avec sa faux. Ce point extreme de
la ligne fut marque par une autre cheville, autour de laquelle un cercle
d'environ quatre pieds de diametre fut grossierement trace. Legrand prenant
alors une beche et nous donnant les deux autres, a Jupiter et a moi, nous
invita a creuser immediatement un trou en cet endroit.
Je n'avais jamais eu, a vrai dire, beaucoup de gout pour les passe-temps
de ce genre, et dans le cas actuel surtout, je me serais tres-volontiers excuse
car la nuit arrivait, et l'exercice que nous avions pris m'avait deja fatigue.
Mais je ne voyais aucun moyen de me soustraire a cette corvee, et je
craignais de provoquer, par un refus, quelque acces d'irritabilite chez mon
pauvre ami. Si du moins j'avais pu compter sur l'assistance de Jupiter, je
n'aurais point hesite a essayer de reconduire de force ce malheureux a son
habitation; mais je connaissais trop bien le caractere du vieux noir pour
pouvoir esperer que, dans aucun cas, il consentit a me preter main-forte dans
une lutte personnelle contre son maitre. Je ne doutai point que ce dernier ne
fut infecte de quelqu'un des prejuges superstitieux des Etats du midi au sujet
de tresors caches, et qu'il n'eut ete confirme dans ses hallucinations par la
decouverte du scarabee, peut-etre meme par la persistance de Jupiter a
soutenir que c'etait un vrai scarabee d'or. Un esprit deja malade avait pu
facilement ceder a des suggestions de ce genre, surtout si elles coincidaient
avec des idees precomjues; et puis je me rappelai ce que le pauvre gar$on
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m'avait dit lui-meme du scarabee, qui devait faire sa fortune. En somme, je
n'etais pas moins embarrasse que contrarie : cependant je me decidai a faire
de necessite vertu, c'est-a-dire a me mettre a creuser comme Legrand et Ju¬
piter, afin de convaincre plus tot notre visionnaire, par le temoignage de ses
propres yeux, de la vanite de ses reves.
Les lanternes ayant ete allumees, nous nous mimes a l'ouvrage avec un
zele digne d'une cause plus rationnelle : les reflets lumineux, se jouant sur
nos personnes et sur nos outils, composaient un groupe fort pittoresque; mais
je ne pus m'empecher de penser que l'occupation a laquelle nous nous
livrions eut paru passablement suspecte aux voyageurs que le hasard aurait
conduits dans cette solitude.
Pendant deux heures, nous ne cessames de creuser, sans presque
echanger une parole. Ce qui nous genait le plus, c'etaient les aboiements du
chien, qui paraissait prendre un interet tout particulier a nos travaux. II finit
par faire un tel vacarme, que nous craignimes, ou plutot que Legrand
manifesta la crainte qu'il ne donnat l'alarme a quelque maraudeur egare dans
ces parages; pour mon compte, je me serais rejoui de toute interruption qui
m'eut procure le moyen de ramener mon ami chez lui. Jupiter se chargea
enfin d'imposer silence a notre bruyant compagnon; il s'elan9a hors du trou,
et ayant musele l'animal avec une de ses bretelles, il reprit sa tache avec un
air de grande satisfaction.
Quand les deux heures furent ecoulees, nous etions parvenus a une
profondeur de cinq pieds sans rencontrer le moindre indice qui put annoncer
la presence d'un tresor. II y eut alors une pause generale, et je commenfai a
esperer que la farce etait finie. Cependant Legrand, quoique evidemment
deconcerte, s'essuya le front d'un air pensif, et se remit a l'ouvrage. Notre
excavation occupait deja toute l'etendue du cercle de quatre pieds de
diametre : nous elargimes un peu cette limite, et nous creusames encore deux
pieds plus avant. Mais ce fut en vain : rien ne se montra. Notre chercheur de
tresor, que je plaignais sincerement, se decida enfin, avec le
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desappointement le plus amer peint sur tous ses traits, a se hisser hors du
trou, et se mit en devoir, mais lentement et avec une evidente repugnance,
d'endosser son habit, qu'il avait jete de cote pour etre plus libre dans ses
mouvements. Je m'abstins de toute observation. Jupiter, sur un signe de son
maitre, commen?a a rassembler nos outils. Cela fait, et le chien ayant ete
demusele, nous reprimes, dans un profond silence, le chemin de file.
A peine avions-nous fait une douzaine de pas, que Legrand, laissant
tout a coup echapper un jurement energique, marcha droit a Jupiter et le
saisit au collet. Le negre, ebahi, donna a ses yeux et a sa bouche toute la
dilatation dont ces organes etaient susceptibles, et lachant beches et
lanternes, tomba a genoux.
«Miserable! dit Legrand en faisant siffler les syllabes entre ses dents
serrees par la colere; infernal coquin! parle, te dis-je! Reponds-moi sur-le—
champ, et sans prevarication! Quel est, quel est ton ceil gauche?
- 0 misericorde, massa Will! Etre la ceil gauche a moi, bien sur!»
repondit le negre terrifie; et appliquant la main sur son oeil droit, il l'y
maintint opiniatrement, comme s'il eut craint que son maitre n'eut des
intentions hostiles contre cet organe visuel.
« Je m'en doutais! je le savais! hourrah!» vocifera Legrand; et lachant
Jupiter, il se mit a executer une serie de cabrioles et d'entrechats, au grand
etonnement de son valet, qui, se relevant, promena, sans proferer un mot, ses
regards stupides de son maitre a moi, et de moi a son maitre.
« Allons! dit celui-ci, il faut retourner sur nos pas : la partie n'est pas
finie; » et en disant ces mots, il se dirigea de nouveau vers le tulipier.
(( Jupiter, reprit-il, lorsque nous fumes arrives au pied de l'arbre,
comment la tete de mort etait-elle clouee a la branche? Avait-elle le visage
en haut, ou tourne contre la branche?
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- Visage etre tourne en l'air, massa et corbeaux pouvoir becqueter yeux
a leur aise.
- Tres-bien. Maintenant, est-ce par cet ceil-ci ou par celui-la que tu as
laisse tomber le scarabee?» Et il toucha successivement les deux yeux de Ju¬
piter.
« Etre celui-ci, massa; oeil gauche, tout corarae vous dire a moi.» Et en
parlant ainsi, le malheureux negre continuait d'indiquer son oeil droit.
« C'est bon. II faut recommencer notre operation.»
La-dessus, mon ami, dans la folie duquel je voyais maintenant ou du
moins croyais voir certains indices de methode, enleva la cheville qui
marquait l'endroit ou etait tombe le scarabee, et la reporta a trois pouces
environ a l'ouest de sa premiere position; puis, tendant de nouveau sa mesure
du tronc de l'arbre a la cheville, et continuant de la derouler en ligne droite,
dans le prolongement de cette nouvelle direction, jusqu'a la distance de
cinquante pieds, il arriva ainsi a un point eloigne de plusieurs toises de celui
ou nous avions creuse.
Un cercle un peu plus grand que le premier fut trace autour de ce
nouveau point, et nous nous re-mimes a becher. J'etais excede de fatigue; et
cependant, sans pouvoir me rendre compte de ce qui produisait en moi ce
changement, je n'eprouvais plus la meme repugnance pour la tache qui
m'etait imposee. Je prenais maintenant au resultat de cette bizarre entreprise
un etrange interet, et je partageais meme jusqu'a un certain point l'exaltation
de mon ami : peut-etre y avait-il au milieu de toutes les extravagances de ce
dernier un air d'assurance reflechie, un je ne sais quoi, qui m'imposait malgre
moi. Je creusai done avec ardeur, et plus d'une fois je me surpris cherchant,
avec quelque chose qui ressemblait singulierement a l'attente, ce tresor
suppose, dont la prevision avait trouble la cervelle de mon infortune
compagnon. Dans un de ces moments ou je laissais ainsi ma pensee s'egarer
dans les champs de l'imagination (il y avait alors une heure et demie que
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nous etions a l'ouvrage), nous fumes interrompus de nouveau par les
hurlements redoubles du chien. La turbulence de cet animal avait ete
evidemment, dans le premier cas, l'effet d'un caprice ou l'expression d'un
acces de gaiete, mais elle prenait maintenant un caractere plus serieux.
Jupiter ayant essaye de nouveau de le museler, il se debattit avec violence, et
s'elan£ant dans le trou, il se mit a gratter convulsivement la terre avec ses
pattes. Au bout de quelques secondes, il avait mis a decouvert une masse
d'ossements humains, formant deux squelettes complets, meles de plusieurs
boutons de metal, et de ce qui paraissait etre des lambeaux d'etoffe de laine
reduits en poudre. Un ou deux coups de beche firent sortir de terre la lame
d'un grand coutelas espagnol, et en creusant encore, nous finimes par amener
trois ou quatre pieces d'or et d'argent.
A cette vue, Jupiter donna un libre cours a sa joie; mais le visage de
son maitre s'assombrit, et ses traits exprimerent encore une fois le
desappointement. II nous engagea neanmoins a perseverer dans nos efforts;
et a peine ces paroles etaient-elles sorties de ses levres, que je trebuchai et
tombai en avant : le bout de mon pied s'etait engage dans un grand anneau de
fer a moitie enseveli sous un monceau de terre.
Ce fut alors que nous travaillames tout de bon, et je ne me rappelle pas
avoir jamais passe dix minutes en proie a une excitation plus intense. Dans
ce laps de temps, nous etions parvenus a deterrer ou plutot a decouvrir un
coffre en bois, de forme oblongue, qui paraissait, a en juger par son etat de
parfaite conservation et son etonnante durete, avoir ete soumis a faction de
quelque substance chimique. Ce coffre avait trois pieds et demi de long, sur
trois de large, et deux et demi de profondeur. II etait fortement maintenu par
des bandes de fer forge, rivees et formant tout autour une espece de treillage.
De chaque cote, et pres du couvercle, etaient trois anneaux de fer, en tout
six, a l'aide desquels six personnes pouvaient le manceuvrer. Nos efforts
reunis parvinrent a peine a l'ebranler, et nous reconnumes l'impossibilite
d'enlever une si lourde masse. Heureusement le couvercle n'etait assujetti
que par deux verrous. Nous les tirames, tremblants et palpitants d'anxiete.
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L'instant d'apres, un tresor d'une valeur incalculable etait etale devant nous.
Les lumieres de nos lanternes tombant, du bord du trou, sur le coffre ouvert,
firent jaillir de cet amas confus d'or et de pierreries, des feux dont nos yeux
furent litteralement eblouis.
Je n'essayerai point de decrire les sentiments divers avec lesquels je
contemplai ce spectacle; mais l'etonnement dominait tous les autres. Legrand
paraissait epuise par son excitation meme, et ne put prononcer que quelques
mots. Quant a Jupiter, son visage se couvrit pendant quelques minutes d'une
teinte cadavereuse : je n'avais jamais vu face de negre aussi bleme. II etait
stupefait, aneanti. Lorsqu'il fut revenu de son premier etourdissement, il se
jeta a genoux, et enfonqant dans for ses bras nus jusqu'aux coudes, il parut
jouir avec delices de ce bain fantastique. Enfin, il s'ecria, avec un profond
soupir, en se parlant a lui-meme :
« Et tout qa venir de carabe d'or! joli carabe d'or! pauvre petit carabe
d'or, que moi traiter si mal! avoir pas honte, negre? toi repondre a moi! »
II fallut enfin que je fisse comprendre au maitre et au valet la necessite
d'enlever ce tresor. II etait deja tard, et nous n'avions pas de temps a perdre
si nous voulions que le tout fut transports a 1'ermitage avant le jour. Nous ne
savions trop comment nous y prendre, et nous deliberames longtemps, car il
regnait une grande confusion dans nos idees. Nous nous decidames, en
definitive, a alleger le coffre, en enlevant a peu pres les deux tiers de son
contenu, et nous pumes alors, non sans peine, le hisser hors du trou. Les
objets que nous en tirames furent deposes parmi les broussailles et laisses
sous la garde du chien, a qui Jupiter donna les injonctions les plus strictes de
ne pas bouger de la jusqu'a notre retour, et de n'aboyer sous aucun pretexte.
Nous nous dirigeames alors en toute hate, avec le coffre, vers hermitage, ou
nous arrivames sans accident, mais apres des fatigues inouTes, a une heure du
matin. Epuises connue nous l'etions, il nous eut ete impossible de faire
davantage pour le moment. Nous nous reposames jusqu'a deux heures, puis
nous soupames; apres quoi nous repartimes pour les montagnes, munis de
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trois bons sacs qui, par un heureux hasard, se trouvaient chez Legrand.
Arrives au tulipier un peu avant quatre heures, nous nous partageames, a peu
pres egalement, le reste du tresor, et sans prendre la peine de combler les
excavations que nous avions faites, nous reprimes pour la seconde fois le
chemin de la chaumiere, oil nous deposions nos richesses, comme les
premieres lueurs de l'aube se montraient a l'orient, au-dessus de la cime des
arbres.
Nos forces etaient completement a bout, mais l'excitation qui nous
avait soutenus jusque-la nous refusa le repos dont nous avions besoin. Apres
un demi-sommeil inquiet, de trois a quatre heures, nous nous levames
comme d'un commun accord, pour proceder a un inventaire.
Le coffre avait ete rempli jusqu'au bord, et nous passames toute lajournee
et la plus grande partie de la nuit suivante a en examiner le contenu. Tout
paraissait y avoir ete entasse pele-mele, sans aucune espece d'ordre. Ayant tout
assorti avec soin, par nature d'objets, nous trouvames que nous etions beaucoup
plus riches encore que nous ne 1'avions d'abord suppose. II y avait, en especes,
plus de quatre cent cinquante mille dollars (2 250 000 fr.), en estimant la valeur
des differentes monnaies aussi exactement que nous le pumes, d'apres les cours
de l'epoque. II n'y avait pas dans tout cela une seule piece d'argent. Tout etait or,
monnaie d'or de vieille date et d'origine tres-diverse, fran9aise, espagnole, alle-
mande, avec quelques guinees anglaises, et un petit nombre de jetons, dont nous
n'avions jamais vu d'echantillons. II s'y trouvait plusieurs grandes medailles,
tres-pesantes, mais tellement usees que nous ne pumes en dechiffrer les
inscriptions. Parmi les monnaies, il n'y en avait pas d'americaines. L'estimation
des pierreries fut une affaire plus difficile. II y avait des diamants, cent dix en
tout, quelques-uns d'une grosseur remarquable, et pas un qui ne fut de belle
dimension; dix-huit rubis d'un eclat extraordinaire; trois cent dix emeraudes,
toutes magnifiques; vingt et un saphirs, avec une opale. Toutes ces pierres
avaient ete demontees, puis jetees a meme le coffre: les garnitures avaient ete
brisees ou aplaties a l'aide du marteau, comme pour empecher qu'elles pussent
etre identifiees. Independamment de ces pierreries, nous comptames une
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quantite considerable de pieces d'orfevrerie; pres de deux cents bagues et
pendants d'oreilles d'un grand poids; de riches chaines, au nombre de trente, si
ma memoire ne me trompe; quatre-vingt-trois crucifix massifs; cinq encensoirs
en or d'un grand prix; un enorme bol a punch, orne de pampres et de groupes
de figures representant une bacchanale; deux poignees d'epees ciselees et d'un
travail exquis, avec une foule d'autres objets que j'ai oublies. Leur poids total
excedait de beaucoup trois cent cinquante livres; et dans cette evaluation je n'ai
pas compris cent quatre-vingt-dix-sept montres, dont trois valaient au moins
cinq cents dollars (2500 fr.) piece. La plupart de ces montres etaient fort
anciennes et n'avaient aucune valeur comme instruments de precision : les mou-
vements etaient plus ou moins endommages par leur sejour dans un lieu
humide; mais les boites, garnies de pierres precieuses, etaient d'une grande
richesse. Nous evaluames, ce soir-la, tout le contenu du coffre a un million et
demi de dollars (7 500 000 fr.); mais lorsque nous disposames, plus tard, des
pierreries et objets d'art (apres en avoir reserve quelques-uns pour notre usage
personnel), nous trouvames que notre estimation etait bien inferieure a la valeur
reelle des objets.
Lorsque nous eumes enfin termine notre inspection, et que l'excitation
produite par une aventure aussi extraordinaire fut un peu calmee, Legrand,
voyant que je mourais d'impatience de connaitre le mot de cette merveilleuse
enigme, me fit un recit detaille de toutes les circonstances qui s'y
rattachaient.
« Vous vous souvenez, me dit-il, de ce soir ou je fis pour vous un
croquis du scarabee. Vous n'avez pas oublie non plus que j'eus la sottise de
me formaliser de l'opinion exprimee par vous, que mon dessin ressemblait a
une tete de mort. Je crus d'abord que vous plaisantiez; mais, me rappelant
ensuite les taches d'une forme particuliere qui se trouvaient sur le dos de
l'insecte, je ne pus m'empecher de reconnaitre qu'il y avait quelque chose
de vrai dans votre observation. Cependant vous insistates, et je fus pique de
vous voir faire si peu de cas de mes talents graphiques, car je passe pour
assez bon dessinateur; aussi, lorsque vous me rendites le morceau de
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parchemin sur lequel j'avais trace cette figure, je fus sur le point de le
froisser avec humeur et de le jeter au feu.
- Le morceau de papier, voulez-vous dire? interrompis-je.
- Non. II avait, en effet, l'apparence de papier, et moi-meme je l'avais
pris d'abord pour tel; mais lorsque je me mis a y faire mon dessin, je recon-
nus que c'etait du parchemin tres-mince. II etait d'ailleurs fort sale, comme
vous pouvez vous le rappeler. Eh bien done, au moment ou j'allais le
froisser entre mes doigts, mes yeux tomberent par hasard sur le croquis que
vous veniez d'examiner, et vous pouvez juger de mon etonnement, lorsque
je reconnus en effet le dessin, bien arrete, d'une tete de mort a l'endroit
meme ou j'avais, a ce qu'il me semblait, trace la figure d'un scarabee. Cet
etonnement fut tel, que je ne pus pas, au premier abord, rassembler et
coordonner mes idees. Cependant, quoiqu'il y eut dans l'aspect general,
dans l'ensemble, une sorte de ressemblance entre ce dessin et le mien, je ne
pouvais me dissimuler que les details etaient entierement differents. Je pris
une chandelle, et allant m'asseoir a l'autre bout de la chambre, j'examinai la
chose avec plus d'attention. Ce fut alors qu'en retournant le morceau de
parchemin, je retrouvai de l'autre cote mon propre dessin, tel que je l'avais
fait. Ma premiere impression fut un mouvement de surprise, de cette
etrange coincidence qui faisait qu'a mon insu il se trouvat sur le revers de
ce parchemin une tete de mort correspondant exactement a mon scarabee,
et que cette tete de mort offrit une analogie aussi frappante avec mon
dessin, non-seulement par sa forme generale, mais aussi par ses
proportions. La singularity d'un pareil fait, je l'avoue, confondit de nouveau
toutes mes idees : c'est l'effet assez ordinaire de ces sortes de coincidences.
L'esprit cherche a etablir une liaison, a remonter de l'effet a la cause, et ne
pouvant y parvenir, se trouve frappe d'une espece de paralysie
momentanee. Mais lorsque je fus revenu de ce premier etourdissement, une
nouvelle lumiere vint m'eclairer peu a peu, et porta mon etonnement a un
degre plus haut encore que n'avait fait la coincidence des dessins. Je
commenqai a me rappeler d'une maniere distincte, positive, qu'il n'y avait
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aucun dessin sur le parchemin lorsque j'avais fait mon croquis du scarabee.
J'en acquis la certitude absolue; car je me souvins parfaitement d'avoir
tourne ce parchemin, d'abord d'un cote, puis de l'autre, en cherchant
l'endroit le plus propre. Si la tete de mort y avait ete alors, je l'eusse
infailliblement remarquee. II y avait la un mystere qu'il m'etait impossible
de resoudre; mais des ce moment meme, une faible lueur commen9a a
poindre dans les replis secrets de mon intelligence, ou se formait une vague
conception de cette verite dont l'aventure de la nuit derniere nous a donne
une si magnifique demonstration. Je me levai aussitot, et mettant mon
parchemin en lieu de surete, j'ajournai toute reflexion ulterieure a ce sujet
jusqu'au moment ou je serais seul.
« Quand vous futes parti, et Jupiter profondement endormi, je me mis
a examiner de nouveau l'affaire, mais cette fois avec plus de methode. Et
d'abord, je voulus me rendre compte de la maniere dont ce parchemin se
trouvait entre mes mains. C'etait sur la cote de la terre ferme que nous
avions decouvert le scarabee, a un mille environ a l'est de l'lle, et un peu
au-dessus de la marque de haute mer. Au moment ou je mettais la main
dessus, il me mordit si vivement que je fus force de lacher prise. Jupiter
voulant, a son tour, s'emparer de l'insecte, qui s'etait envole de son cote,
chercha, avec sa circonspection habituelle, une feuille ou quelque autre
objet analogue pour le saisir. C'est alors que ses yeux rencontrerent, ainsi
que les miens, ce lambeau de parchemin, que je pris pour du papier : il etait
a moitie enfoui dans le sable, avec une pointe en fair. Non loin de la, je
remarquai les restes de ce qui me parut avoir ete le canot d'un navire. Ces
debris d'un naufrage etaient sans doute fort anciens, car leur forme etait
presque meconnaissable.
« Jupiter ramassa done ce parchemin, et apres avoir enveloppe dedans
le scarabee, me le donna. Ayant repris bientot apres le chemin de
fermitage, nous rencontrames en route le lieutenant G.... Je lui fis voir
l'insecte, et il me pria de le lui laisser emporter au fort. Je n'eus pas plutot
accede a sa requete, qu'il se hata de le fourrer dans la poche de son gilet,
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sans le parchemin dans lequel il avait ete d'abord enveloppe, et que j'avais
garde dans ma main tandis qu'il examinait le scarabee. Peut-etre la crainte
que je ne changeasse d'avis fut-elle pour quelque chose dans cet
empressement a s'assurer du curieux insecte, car vous connaissez son
enthousiasme pour tout ce qui a rapport a l'histoire naturelle. II est probable
que je remis machinalement le parchemin dans ma poche.
« Vous vous rappelez que, lorsque je m'assis a cette table pour faire
mon dessin du scarabee, je ne trouvai pas de papier a l'endroit ou on le met
habituellement. Je cherchai dans le tiroir : il n'y en avait pas non plus. Je
fouillai alors dans mes poches, dans l'espoir de trouver quelque vieille lettre,
et ma main tomba sur le morceau de parchemin. J'insiste a dessein sur ces
details, quelque indifferents qu'ils puissent vous paraitre, parce qu'en y
reflechissant je fus singulierement frappe de ce concours de circonstances.
« Vous allez peut-etre me regarder encore comme un reve creux; mais
le fait est que j'avais deja etabli une espece de liaison entre ces circon¬
stances. J'avais reuni des anneaux d'une grande chaine, un canot a la cote, et
pres de ce canot un morceau de parchemin, et non pas du papier, portant le
dessin d'une tete de mort. Vous me demanderez naturellement quel rapport je
vois la. Je vous repondrai que la tete de mort est l'embleme bien connu des
pirates; ils arborent dans tous leurs engagements le pavilion a tete de mort.
« Je vous faisais remarquer tout a l'heure que c'etait sur du parchemin
et non pas sur du papier qu'etait tracee cette tete de mort. On confie rarement
au parchemin des choses de peu d'importance; il est d'ailleurs beaucoup
moins commode que le papier pour le dessin et pour l'ecriture courante.
Cette reflexion, que je fis sur-le-champ, me conduisit a penser qu'il devait y
avoir quelque sens cache, quelque rapport secret, dans cette tete de mort. Je
ne manquai pas non plus d'observer la forme du parchemin. Un des coins
avait ete detruit; mais on voyait qu'il avait ete primitivement de forme
oblongue : c'etait une bande telle qu'on aurait pu la choisir pour y consigner
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quelque note ou declaration importante, quelque renseignement destine a
etre transmis et conserve avec soin.
- Mais, interrompis-je de nouveau, vous m'avez dit que cette tete de
mort n'etaitpas sur le parchemin lorsque vous fites le dessin de votre sca¬
rabee. Quel rapport pouvez-vous done etablir entre le canot et la tete de
mort, puisque celle-ci a du etre, de votre propre aveu, tracee (Dieu sait
comment ou par qui) subsequemment a votre dessin du scarabee?
- C'est la tout le mystere. Cependant j'eus, comparativement parlant,
peu de difficulty a resoudre ce point de la question. Ma marche,
constamment appuyee sur le rapprochement logique des faits, etait sure et ne
pouvait me conduire qu'a un seul resultat. Voici, par exemple, comment je
raisonnais. Lorsque je dessinai mon scarabee, on ne voyait pas de tete de
mort sur le parchemin. Quand j'eus acheve mon croquis, je vous le passai, et
je ne vous perdis pas de vue pendant tout le temps qu'il fut entre vos mains.
Ce n'etait pas vous qui aviez dessine la tete de mort, et il n'y avait la per-
sonne autre qui put le faire. La chose n'avait done pas ete produite par des
moyens humains, par Taction d'un homme, et pourtant la chose existait.
« Ici, je cherchai a me rappeler, et me rappelai tres-distinctement les
moindres incidents qui avaient accompagne cette remarquable apparition
de la tete de mort. II faisait, ce soir-la, tres-froid, et nous avions un feu
brillant au foyer. J'etais echauffe par Texercice, et assis pres de la table;
mais vous aviez tire votre chaise pres de la cheminee. Au moment ou je
venais de vous passer mon croquis et ou vous vous disposiez a l'examiner,
Wolf, mon chien de Terre-Neuve, entra et sauta sur vous. Vous le
caressates de la main gauche, tandis que votre main droite, qui tenait le
parchemin, tombait negligemment entre vos genoux, et par consequent tres-
pres du feu. II y eut meme un instant ou je crus que la flamme atteignait le
parchemin, et j'allais vous en avertir; mais avant que j'eusse ouvert la
bouche, vous aviez retire votre main et vous etiez deja occupe a examiner
le dessin. En rapprochant toutes ces circonstances, je ne doutai plus que ce
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ne fut Vaction de la chaleur qui avait fait apparaitre sur le parchemin
la tete de mort que j'y voyais. Vous savez qu'il existe et qu'il a existe de
tout temps des preparations chimiques a l'aide desquelles on peut ecrire sur
du papier ou sur du velin, de telle fa?on que les caracteres ne soient visi-
bles que lorsqu'ils sont exposes a faction du feu. C'est ainsi que l'oxyde de
cobalt, dissous dans de l'acide nitrique avec addition de carbonate de po-
tasse, puis etendu d'eau, donne une teinte purpurine qui disparait lorsque la
substance sur laquelle ou a ecrit vient a se refroidir, mais qui reparait a
volonte par une simple application de la chaleur.
« J'examinai alors la tete de mort avec un soin tout particulier. Ses
contours exterieurs, je veux dire la partie de son contour la plus rapprochee
du bord du velin, etaient beaucoup plus distincts que le reste. II etait
evident que faction du calorique avait ete imparfaite ou inegale. J'allumai
aussitot du feu, et j'exposai chaque partie du parchemin a une vive chaleur.
L'effet de cette operation se borna d'abord a faire ressortir davantage les
traits faiblement indiques de la tete de mort. Cependant, en continuant mon
experience, je finis par voir apparaitre, au coin du morceau de parchemin
diagonalement oppose a fendroit oil se trouvait cette tete de mort, une
figure, qu'au premier abord je pris pour une chevre. Mais, en l'examinant
de plus pres, je fus convaincu que c'etait un chevreau qu'on avait voulu
representer.
- Ah! ah! m'ecriai-je en riant; je n'ai pas, a coup sur, le droit de me
moquer de vous, un million et demi de dollars n'est point matiere a
plaisanterie; mais vous n'allez sans doute pas etablir un troisieme anneau
dans votre chaine; vous ne pretendrez pas qu'il existe de rapports particuliers
entre vos pirates et une chevre. Les pirates, comme vous le savez, n'ont rien de
commun avec les chevres; les chevres sont du domaine de l'agriculture.
- Mais je viens de vous dire que la figure en question n'etaitpas celle
d'une chevre.
- Chevre ou chevreau, la difference n'est pas grande.
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- Elle n'est pas grande, mais elle existe, reprit Legrand. Vous avez peut-
• • • 57 • . .
etre entendu parler d'un certain capitaine Kidd. Eh bien! il me vint imme-
diatement a l'esprit que cette figure d'animal etait une espece de rebus ou de
signature hieroglyphique. Je dis signature, parce que la position qu'elle occupait
sur le velin pouvait suggerer cette idee; quant a la tete de mort, au coin
diagonalement oppose, elle avait l'air d'un sceau ou cachet. Ce qui m'intriguait,
c'etait l'absence de la partie principale, du corps de mon document suppose, du
texte de mon commentaire.
- Vous vous attendiez, je presume, a trouver une lettre entre les armoiries
et la signature?
- Une lettre, ou quelque chose comme cela. Le fait est que j'etais frappe
du pressentiment de quelque bonne fortune extraordinaire. Vous dire pour quoi,
me serait tres-difficile. Peut-etre, apres tout, n'etait-ce qu'un desir plutot qu'une
esperance. Mais, le croiriez-vous? la sotte observation de Jupiter, que le
scarabee etait d'or massif, avait frappe mon imagination. Et puis il y avait
quelque chose de si extraordinaire dans cette serie d'accidents et de
coincidences! Remarquez en effet cette singuliere fatalite qui voulut que toutes
ces choses arrivassent precisement le seul jour de l'annee ou il ait fait ou pu
faire assez froid pour avoir du feu; remarquez que sans ce feu, ou meme sans
l'intervention accidentelle du chien au moment ou vous etiez pres du foyer, le
parchemin a la main, je n'aurais jamais soup9onne l'existence de la tete de mort,
et par consequent jamais decouvert le tresor!
- Continuez votre recit, lui dis-je; car vous avez vivement pique ma
curiosite.
- Soit. Vous avez necessairement connaissance de quelqu'une de ces
traditions, de ces mille et une rumeurs qui circulent au sujet de tresors enfouis,
quelque part sur la cote de l'Atlantique, par Kidd et ses associes. Ces rumeurs,
grossies ou defigurees par la renommee, devaient neanmoins avoir quelque
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(note 1. Kidd se prononce comme kid, chevreau)
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fondement, reposer sur un fait positif; et leur existence continue, pendant un
long laps de temps, me semblait autoriser cette conclusion, que le tresor enfoui
etait encore dans sa cachette. Si, apres l'y avoir laisse pendant un certain temps,
Kidd l'avait ensuite repris, il y a tout lieu de croire que ces bruits ne seraient
pas venus jusqu'a nous, du moins sous leur forme actuelle et invariable.
Veuillez, en effet, remarquer que tous ces bruits sont relatifs a des
chercheurs de tresors, et non pas a des trouveurs de tresors; si le pirate avait
repris son argent, l'affaire eut fini la, et il n'en aurait plus ete question. II me
parut done vraisemblable que quelque accident, par exemple la perte de la
note qui indiquait le lieu du depot, n'avait pas permis a Kidd de le retrouver :
cet accident avait probablement ete connu de ses associes, qui, faisant de
leur cote de vaines recherches, puisqu'ils procedaient au hasard, avaient
donne naissance, puis cours populaire a ces bruits aujourd'hui si repandus.
Avez-vous jamais out dire que quelque tresor ait ete decouvert sur la cote?
- Jamais!
- On sait pourtant, a n'en pas douter, que Kidd avait accumule
d'immenses richesses. Je considerai comme un fait constant que ces
richesses etaient toujours dans le sein de la terre, et peut-etre ne serez-vous
pas surpris lorsque je vous dirai que je confus l'espoir, presque la certitude,
que ce parchemin, si etrangement trouve, contenait l'indication du lieu oil ce
tresor etait depose.
- Et comment procedates-vous alors?
- Je presentai de nouveau le velin au feu, apres avoir augmente
l'intensite de la chaleur; mais rien ne parut. Je m'avisai qu'il etait possible
que les souillures dont il etait couvert et en quelque sorte impregne, ne
fussent pas etrangeres a l'insucces de cette tentative. Je le nettoyai
soigneusement, en versant dessus de l'eau tiede; apres quoi, je le mis dans un
poelon de fer-blanc, la tete de mort en dessous, et je posai ce poelon sur un
rechaud de charbons ardents. Au bout de quelques minutes, le metal ayant
acquis un haut degre de chaleur, j'otai mon parchemin, et, a mon
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inexprimable joie, je remarquai en plusieurs endroits des caracteres qui me
parurent etre des rangees de chiffres. Je le replafai dans le poelon, oil je le
laissai encore une minute. Lorsque je le retirai pour la seconde fois, il etait
dans l'etat oil vous allez le voir.»
La-dessus, Legrand ayant soumis le parchemin a Taction du feu, me le
presenta. Les caracteres qui suivent s'y trouvaient grossierement traces, avec
une sorte d'encre rouge entre la tete de mort et le chevreau :
53 4 41 305)) 6* ; 4826) 44 ) ; 806* ; 48t 8160)) 85,
1 4 ( ;:4 * 8t 83 (88) 5*4 ; 46 (; 88 * 96 * ? ; 8) * 4
( ; 485) 5 * t 2 ; * 4 (; 4956 * 2 (5 * -- 4) 8 1 8 * ;
4069285) ;) 6 t 8) 4 44 ; 1 (4 9 ; 48081 ; 8 : 84 1 ;
48 t 85 ; 4) 485 + 528806 * 81 (4 9 ; 48 ; (88 ; 4 (4 ? 34 ;
48) 4 4 ; 161 ; : 188 ;4 ? ;
- Mais, lui dis-je en lui rendant son parchemin, je ne suis pas plus
avance qu'auparavant. Quand tous les tresors de Golconde seraient le prix
attache a la solution de cette enigme, je serais force d'y renoncer.
- Et pourtant, reprit Legrand, cette solution n'est pas, a beaucoup pres,
aussi difficile que vous pouvez le supposer, d'apres une inspection rapide de ces
caracteres. Ces caracteres, ainsi qu'on le comprend au premier aspect, forment
ce qu'on appelle un chiffre, c'est-a-dire qu'ils ont un sens; mais d'apres ce qu'on
sait de la vie et de Teducation de Kidd, je ne devais pas le supposer capable
d'avoir eu recours a une combinaison cryptographique bien compliquee. Je
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jugeai done que celle-ci etait assez simple, quoiqu'un marin illettre eut pu la
considerer comme indechiffrable sans le secours de la clef.
- Et vous avez reellement dechiffre ce grimoire?
- Tres-facilement. J'en ai dechiffre d'autres mille fois plus complexes. Les
circonstances, une certaine disposition d'esprit, m'ont fait prendre interet a ces
sortes de logogriphes, et je doute que l'intelligence humaine puisse combiner
une enigme de ce genre, dont l'intelligence humaine ne puisse parvenir a trouver
le mot. Quoi qu'il en soit, du moment ou j'eus constate l'existence d'une serie
non interrompue de caracteres lisibles, je daignai a peine m'arreter a la difficulte
d'en degager le sens.
Dans le cas actuel, comme toutes les fois qu'il est question d'ecriture
secrete, la premiere chose a faire etait de reconnaitre la langue du chiffre; car
les principes du dechiffrement, surtout lorsqu'il s'agit des combinaisons les plus
simples, se modifient suivant le genie de chaque idiome. En general il n'y a pas
d'autre moyen que d'essayer successivement, en se dirigeant d'apres les
probabilites, l'application du chiffre a toutes les langues que Ton connait, jusqu'a
ce que Ton ait rencontre la bonne. Mais, dans la piece que nous avons sous les
yeux, la signature levait toute difficulte : le jeu de mots sur le nom propre Kidd
n'existe que dans la langue anglaise. Sans cette circonstance, j'aurais commence
mes experiences par l'espagnol et le fran9ais, les deux langues qu'on supposerait
le plus naturellement avoir ete employees par un pirate des mers de l'Amerique
espagnole. Dans l'etat des choses je presumai que le texte du cryptographe etait
anglais.
« II n'y a, comme vous le voyez, pas de divisions entre les mots : si les
mots avaient ete separes, ma tache aurait ete bien simplifiee. J'aurais commence
par faire le releve des mots les plus courts, et du moment ou il se serait
rencontre, comme il est vraisemblable, un mot d'une seule lettre, tel que a ou /,
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j'aurais considere ma solution comme assuree. Mais, a defaut de divisions, je
58 58
A, un, une ; I, je.
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m'occupai d'abord de relever les differents signes qui composaient mon texte, et
de prendre note du nombre de fois que chacun se presentait. Le resultat de ce
depouillement fut le tableau que voici:







t et 1 8
0 6
9 et 2 5




« Or, la lettre qui se reproduit le plus frequemment dans la langue
anglaise, est la lettre e. Les autres viennent ensuite dans l'ordre ci-apres, a, o, i,
d, h, n, r, s, t, u, y, c,f g, I, m, w, b, k, p, q, x, z. Mais la lettre e domine
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tellement, qu'il est rare de rencontrer une phrase de quelque etendue, dans
laquelle elle ne soit pas le caractere qui se represente le plus souvent.
« Voila done, tout d'abord une donnee sur laquelle nous pouvons asseoir
quelque chose de plus qu'une simple conjecture. On comprend parfaitement
l'usage general qu'on peut faire du tableau qui precede; mais pour le cas
particulier qui nous occupe en ce moment, nous y aurons tres-peu recours. Le
signe dominant de notre chiffre etant 8, nous le considererons comme
correspondant a Ye de l'alphabet naturel. Pour donner a cette hypothese un
nouveau degre de probability, nous n'avons qu'a voir si ce signe 8 se rencontre
souvent double, car la lettre e est redoublee en anglais dans une foule de mots,
comme meet, fleet, speed, seen, been, agree, etc. Or, nous trouvons que le
signe 8 n'est pas redouble moins de cinq fois, et cela dans l'espace de quelques
lignes.
« Soit done 8 = e. Maintenant, de tous les mots de la langue, l'article the
(le, la, les) est le plus commun. II s'agit d'examiner si nous ne rencontrons pas
dans notre chiffre des repetitions de trois caracteres differents, disposes dans le
meme ordre, le dernier de ces caracteres etant 8. Si nous rencontrons des
combinaisons ternaires ainsi repetees, il sera tres-probable qu'elles
representeront le mot the. Nous avons ici sept groupes de ce genre, composes
des caracteres ;48. Nous pouvons done admettre que ; represente /, que 4
represente h, et que 8 represente e, la valeur de ce dernier signe etant
maintenant bien etablie. C'est un grand pas de fait.
« Mais la decouverte de ce monosyllable nous permet d'etablir un point
beaucoup plus important, e'est-a-dire plusieurs commencements et terminaisons
d'autres mots. Reportons- nous, par exemple, a l'avant-derniere combinaison ;
48 , vers la fin du chiffre. Nous savons que le ; qui vient immediatement apres
est le commencement d'un mot, et, sur les six caracteres ;(88;4 qui suivent
l'article the, nous en connaissons cinq. Si nous substituons a ces caracteres les
lettres qu'ils represented, en laissant un blanc pour le signe inconnu, nous avons
t eeth
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« Maintenant, adaptant successivement a ce blanc toutes les lettres de
l'alphabet, nous trouvons qu'on ne peut pas former de mot dont ce th final fasse
partie. Nous l'ecartons done, comme appartenant a un autre mot, et il nous reste
t ee
« Nous repassons encore une fois tout l'alphabet, s'il est necessaire, et
nous arrivons au mot tree (arbre), comme la seule lefon possible. Nous avons
ainsi gagne une autre lettre, r, representee par le signe (, et nous avons dechiffre
deus mots juxtaposes, the tree (l'arbre).
« Un peu plus loin, nous retrouvons une derniere fois la combinaison ;48
ou the, a laquelle nous nous arreterons. Le texte, a partir des mots deja
dechiffres, nous presente l'arrangement suivant
the tree ;4 (f ? 34 the
ou, substituant les lettres naturelles aux signes que nous connaissons,
the tree thrX ?3h the
Rempla9ons, pour plus de clarte, les signes inconnus par des points, nous
aurons
the tree thr...h the
L'esprit complete immediatement le mot through (a travers, par), ce qui
nous donne trois nouvelles lettres, o, u et g, representees respectivement par les
signes 4 ? et 3.
« Si maintenant, examinant notre chiffre avec attention, nous y cherchons
des combinaisons de caracteres connus, nous trouverons, non loin du
commencement, le groupe suivant
t 83(88, ou egree,
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qui appartient evidemment au mot degree (degre), et nous donne une autre
lettre, d, representee par le signe qui precede.
« Quatre lettres apres le mot degree, nous avons la combinaison
;46(;88
« Traduisant, comme nous l'avons fait plus haut, les caracteres connus, et
representant les inconnus par des points, nous lisons
th.rtee
disposition qui nous suggere aussitot le mot thirteen (treize), et nous fournit
deux nouvelles lettres, i et n, representees par b et*.
« Si nous nous reportons maintenant tout au commencement du
cryptographe nous y trouvons la combinaison
534 ft
« L'application du meme procede de traduction nous donne
good
et, en derniere analyse, a good (un bon, une bonne), la premiere lettre
ne pouvant etre qu'un a.
« Nous ferons bien, maintenant, pour ne pas nous embrouiller, de












« Ainsi, nous connaissons deja dix des lettres les plus importantes, et il
serait inutile de pousser plus loin les details de cette analyse. J'en ai dit assez
pour vous faire voir que la clef des chiffres de cette nature est facile a
trouver, et pour vous donner une idee generale des procedes ordinaires de
dechiffrement. Mais, je vous le repete, la piece que nous avons sous les
yeux, et dans laquelle chaque lettre de l'alphabet est representee par un autre
signe conventionnel, appartient, comme specimen de cryptographie, a
l'enfance de l'art. II ne me reste plus qui a vous en donner la traduction
complete, et la voici :
« Un bon verre dans l'hostel de l'eveque dans la chaise du diable
quarante et un degres treize minutes nord-est par nord tige principale sep-
tieme branche a l'est laisser tomber de 1'oeil gauche de la tete de mort un
cordeau de l'arbre par le point cinquante pieds au large. » 59
- Mais, dis-je, l'enigme me parait a peu apres aussi obscure qu'auparavant.
Que peut signifier tout cet imbroglio de «chaise du diable,» de «tete de mort» et
«d'hostel de l'eveque? »
59 Voici le texte anglais : « A good glass in the bishop's hostel in the devil's seat forty one degrees
and thirteen minutes northeast and by north main branch seventh limb east sine (sic) shoot from
the left eye of the death's head a bee line from the tree through the shot fifty feet out. »
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- Je conviens, repondit Legrand, que la chose, vue superficiellement,
parait encore passablement mysterieuse. Mon premier soin fut de retablir dans
ce texte les divisions naturelles qui avaient du etre dans la pensee de l'ecrivain.
- Vous voulez dire d'en retablir la ponctuation?
- Quelque chose comme cela.
- Je suis curieux de savoir comment vous vous y prites.
- Je vis que l'ecrivain, sans doute afin de rendre la solution du probleme
plus difficile, s'etait applique a joindre tous ces mots ensemble, sans aucune
division. Or, il est probable, je dirai presque certain, qu'en operant ainsi, un
homme peu habitue a manier la plume depassera le but qu'il veut atteindre.
Lorsqu'il arrivera, dans le cours de sa composition, a une interruption du sens,
qui exigerait naturellement une pause ou un point, c'est presque toujours la qu'il
serrera ses caracteres plus qu'ailleurs. Si vous voulez jeter les yeux sur le manu-
scrit, vous y reconnaitrez facilement cinq endroits ou les caracteres sont ainsi
serres les uns contre les autres. Je me guidai d'apres ces indices, et voici
comment j'etablis ma division :
« Un bon verre dans l'hostel de l'eveque dans la chaise du diable -
quarante et un degres treize minutes - nord-est par nord - tige principale
septieme branche a Test - laisser tomber de l'oeil gauche de la tete de mort - un
cordeau de l'arbre par le point cinquante pieds au large.
- C'est fort bien, dis-je; mais votre division me laisse encore dans les
tenebres.
- J'y restai moi-meme pendant quelques jours, reprit Legrand. Pendant ce
temps, j'allai aux informations dans le voisinage de l'ile, m'enquerant partout de
l'existence de quelque batiment appele «l'hotel de l'eveque» (Bishop's hostel),
car je ne m'arretai pas a la forme surannee du mot hostel. Ces premieres
recherches ne m'ayant procure aucun renseignement, j'etais sur le point
d'etendre le champ de mes investigations et de proceder en meme temps d'une
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maniere plus systematique, lorsqu'un matin il me vint tout a coup a l'esprit que
ce Bishop's hostel pouvait bien avoir quelque rapport a une ancienne famille
du nom de Bessops, qui etait, de temps immemorial, en possession d'un vieux
manoir, a quatre milles environ au nord de l'lle. Je m'y transportai, et je
questionnai les plus vieux negres de l'habitation. Enfin, une femme agee me dit
qu'elle avait oui' parler d'un endroit qu'on appelait «le chateau de Bessop»
(Bessop's castle), et qu'elle croyait meme pouvoirm'y conduire. Du reste, elle
ajouta que ce n'etait ni un chateau, ni une taverne, mais simplement un grand
rocher.
« Seduite par l'offre d'une recompense liberale, cette vieille femme
consentit a me servir de guide, et nous trouvames, non sans quelque peine,
l'endroit en question. Je la congediai alors, et me mis a examiner les lieux.
Le « chateau de Bessop» se composait d'un amas irregulier de gros rocs,
dont un surtout etait remarquable par ses dimensions, non moins que par sa
position en quelque sorte isolee, et une certaine configuration artificielle. Je
grimpai au sommet, et je me trouvai alors fort embarrasse de savoir ce que je
devais faire.
« Tandis que je me livrais a mes reflexions, mes regards tomberent sur
une etroite corniche qui se trouvait dans la face orientale du rocher, a trois
pieds environ au-dessous de moi. Cette corniche, qui formait une saillie
d'environ dix-huit pouces, n'avait pas plus d'un pied de largeur; mais une
espece d'enfoncement ou de niche, pratique dans le roc, immediatement au-
dessus, lui donnait une certaine ressemblance avec ces fauteuils a dossier
creux dont nos ancetres faisaient usage. Je ne doutai point que ce ne fut la la
«chaise du diable» dont il etait question dans le manuscrit, et il me sembla
des lors que je tenais tout le secret de l'enigme.
« Je savais que le «bon verre» ne pouvait signifier qu'une longue vue :
les marins emploient rarement ce mot dans une autre acception. Je compris
done qu'il s'agissait de faire ici usage d'une lunette et d'en faire usage dans
une certaine direction, determinee d'une maniere precise et invariable; car les
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indications, «quarante et un degres treize minutes » et « nord-est par nord»
ne pouvaient avoir d'autre objet. L'imagination vivement excitee par ces
decouvertes, je me hatai de regagner mon ermitage et, m'etant muni d'une
longue vue, je retournai au rocher.
« Je me laissai glisser du sommet sur la corniche, et je reconnus qu'on
ne pouvait s'y tenir assis que dans une certaine position, fait qui confirma
mes pressentiments. Je pris alors ma lunette. II allait sans dire que «les
quarante et un degres treize minutes» ne pouvaient se rapporter qu'a
l'elevation au-dessus de fhorizon visuel, puisque la direction horizontale
etait clairement indiquee par les mots « nord-est par nord ». Je m'orientai, a
l'aide d'une boussole de poche, suivant cette derniere direction; puis,
braquant ma lunette a un angle de quarante et un degres d'elevation, autant
que j'en pus juger par approximation, je cherchai, en haussant et baissant
alternativement l'extremite de mon instrument, jusqu'a ce que mon attention
fut arretee par une sorte d'ouverture circulaire dans le feuillage d'un grand
tulipier qui s'elevait, a quelque distance de la, au milieu d'un groupe d'arbres
qu'il dominait de toute sa tete. Au centre de cette ouverture, j'aper?us
quelque chose de blanc, dont je ne pus pas d'abord determiner la nature;
mais, ayant rajuste le foyer de ma lunette, je distinguai, en regardant de
nouveau, une tete de mort.
« Cette decouverte porta mon exaltation au plus haut degre: je
considerai desormais le probleme comme resolu; car les indications «tige
principale, septieme branche a l'est » ne pouvaient se rapporter qu'a la
position de la tete de mort sur l'arbre, et la phrase «laisser tomber de 1'oeil
gauche de la tete de mort» ne comportait non plus qu'une interpretation,
lorsqu'il s'agissait de la recherche d'un tresor enfoui. Je compris qu'il
s'agissait de laisser tomber de l'oeil gauche de cette tete de mort une pierre
ou tout autre corps pesant, et qu'un cordeau ou ligne droite, tendu de la
partie la plus rapprochee du tronc a l'endroit ou serait tombee la pierre,
puis prolonge au dela jusqu'a une distance de cinquante pieds,
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determinerait un certain point, et il me parut au moins possible que quelque
depot precieux eut ete enfoui a cet endroit.
- Tout cela, dis-je, me semble parfaitement clair, et a la fois simple et
ingenieux. Mais que fites vous en quittant «l'h6tel de l'eveque? »
- Apres avoir releve avec soin la position de mon grand arbre, je
revins a la maison; mais du moment ou je fus hors de la «chaise du
diable, » l'ouverture circulaire disparut, et j'eus beau me retourner de tous
les cotes, il me fut impossible de la retrouver. Ce qu'il y a, a mon avis, de
plus ingenieux dans toute l'affaire, c'est ce fait, dont je me suis assure par
des experiences reiterees, que cette etroite corniche, sur la face du rocher,
est le seul point d'ou l'ouverture en question soit visible.
« Dans cette expedition a « l'hotel de l'eveque, » j'avais ete
accompagne par Jupiter, qui, depuis quelque temps sans doute, ayant
remarque mon air abstrait, avait grand soin de ne pas me laisser seul. Mais
le lendemain matin, m'etant leve de tres-bonne heure, j'echappai a sa
surveillance, et je m'enfonqai dans les montagnes, a la recherche de mon
arbre. Apres beaucoup de peine et de fatigue, je reussis a le trouver. Quant
au denouement de l'aventure, vous le connaissez aussi bien que moi.
- Je presume, dis-je, que lors de notre premiere fouille, ce fut par
suite de la stupidite de Jupiter, qui avait laisse tomber le scarabee par l'ceil
droit de la tete de mort, au lieu de l'oeil gauche, que vous vous fourvoyates?
- Precisement. Cette bevue occasionna une difference d'environ deux
pouces et demi dans la position de la cheville la plus rapprochee de l'arbre.
Si le tresor eut ete enfoui a l'endroit meme de la chute, l'erreur eut ete sans
consequence; mais cet endroit de la chute, ainsi que la partie de l'arbre la
plus rapprochee, n'etaient que deux points destines a etablir une ligne de
direction : l'erreur, quelque insignifiante qu'elle fut dans le principe, aug-
mentait a mesure que cette ligne se prolongeait, et a cinquante pieds de
distance, nous etions completement fourvoyes. Sans ma ferme conviction
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qu'il y avait un tresor enfoui quelque part en cet endroit, nous en aurions ete
probablement pour nos peines.
- Mais m'expliquerez-vous votre ton d'inspire, et cet air solennel avec
lequel vous marchiez, en faisant tournoyer votre scarabee? Je crus, pour mon
compte, que vous etiez fou. Et puis, pourquoi insistates-vous pour que ce fut
le scarabee qu'on fit tomber, au lieu d'une pierre?
- A vous parler franchement, j'etais un peu pique des soup9ons que
vous laissiez entrevoir a l'endroit de mon etat sanitaire, et je resolus de vous
punir, mais tout tranquillement, par une innocente mystification. C'est pour
cela que j'affectai de faire tournoyer mon scarabee, et c'est pour cela aussi
que je voulus le faire tomber du haut de l'arbre. Une observation que vous
fites sur sa pesanteur me suggera d'ailleurs cette derniere idee.
- Maintenant je comprends; et il n'y a plus qu'un point qui
m'embarrasse.
- Lequel?
- Ces deux squelettes trouves dans le trou.
- Quant a cela, je n'en sais pas plus que vous. Je ne vois guere qu'une
maniere plausible d'expliquer ce fait, et cette explication supposerait un
crime horrible. II est evident que Kidd, si c'est bien lui qui a enfoui ce tresor,
ce dont je ne doute point, il est evident, dis-je, que Kidd a du se faire aider
dans cette operation. Mais l'operation une fois terminee, il a pu juger a
propos de se debarrasser de gens qui savaient son secret. Peut-etre deux
coups de beche bien assenes, tandis que ses aides etaient encore occupes
dans le trou, ont-ils suffi. Peut-etre en a-t-il fallu davantage. Qui peut le
dire? Personne. »
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